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PREFACE
These Memoirs are penned at a period of the

writer’s life when, as the poet put it, ‘‘his future
is behind him’’ and life’s shadows are suspiciously
lengthened by the setting sun. He has enjoyed all
the limelight and all the honors the ambition of man
could crave, indeed, more than he deserved. Hence
no emolument, office or other preferment could

tempt him to depart in even the slightest degree

from what he believes to be the truth and that

independence of judgment so essential in imparting
value to the written word. His life, especially the
official or public part of it, has been a varied
one.

Its incidents are related with a view to

entertaining the reader, of course, but also for the
purpose of affording him a glimpse into the soul of
an adopted son of the Republic—one of the many

who, Tréiiyouthful idealism and loveofliberty,have
comefroma German cradle to these hospitable

shores, to be transformed into good and loyal Amer-

1cans. In the process of conversion and remolding,

however, he has striven to retainhisindividua
and nationaltraits, believing that we must first be

jy
to ourselves before we can be true to anybody
else.

In endeavoring to interpret German character

—Germar to be understood,ofcourse,inaracial

notapoliticalsense—tothe other racial elements

constitutingthepopulationoftheUnitedStates,the

writer believes that he is rendering a last public

service, in view of the fact that but few wholly disinferested attempts of this kind have been made

heretofore.

This is one reason why the story in its

entirety, originally intended only for the eyes of

family and friends, is given to the public. Another

PREFACE

is that the

something

younger generation perhaps may find

aa in the career of an immi-

grant boy whomthépeoplehonored.withnational
office and “whom in the course of a quarter of a

century six successive Presidents of the United

States have honored with their confidence and

friendship.” The example, if it has no other signifi-

cance,will at least convey the lesson to our youth
that, despite rapidly changing conditions, our beloved country is stilll what a foreign visitor once

styled it: ““a land ofunlimitedpossibilities.”
Tee AUTHOR.

THE OLD HOME

Only one boy out of a hundred, they say, is born
with &amp; silver spoon in his mouth. If this is true, I

was one of the ninety-nine. Luckily, perhaps, for
life’s pathway is strewn with the dismal failures of

rich men’s sons as profusely as with the noteworthy
achievements of erstwhile poor boys. Be that as it
may, certain it is that when on the second day of

2November, 1855, I first opened my eyes, the sun
“shone as brightly and the chrysanthemum bloomed
as beautifully for me as for the scion of the millionaire.

My father was a‘‘Forty-eighter,”” one of the

German patriots who strove for democracy and a

united

country.

Prematurely?

Yes

and

no.

Democracy, it is true, can never come too soon any-

where, yet realities are Sometimes stronger than

theories, and this happened{6bethecase in Germany at that time. Thus the revolution of 1848
spelled failure and was followed, as usual, by a protracted period of reaction. In a small city, in which
the Toryism of officialdom ruled supreme, my
father’s political faith was bound to militate against

him, yet aliberal-minded middleclass kept him, by

ever recurring elections, in the City Council for

more than a generation.

To me his liberalism

provedagreatblessing, for under his tutelage I

became imbued with democratic ideals and an
intense love of liberty even as a boy. Hence, I may
fairly claim to have been an American in spirit even
before I set foot on the hospitable shores of this

country. Moreover, but for my father’s fidelity to
18
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the cause of democracy, most probably I should

never have seen America.

He hated militarism and

said he did not want his boy to become “‘cannon

fodder.”” This fidelity to principlewrung from his

unwilling heart the decision to let me go to the new

world, while, owing to the death of my good mother

and sisters, he was left alone in the old. This great
sacrifice for conviction’s sake taught me a lesson—
to borrow a phrase from the lexicon of hated war—

always to ‘‘stand by my guns.”’
My native town is the little city of Schleiz, situated on the Southeastern slope of the Thuringian

Forest, in the very heart of Germany. Though probably tencenturiesold, it is distinctly modern in
appearance due to the fact that it had to be practically rebuilt after the ravages of two big fires.

Having been the residential city of the reigning
Prince of Reuss, it fairly swarmed with court and

government officials, judges, professors and teachers.

It was a sort of ‘‘official’’ town, hence

politi-

cally conservative to the core. The city had a Tench.
¢rs’seminary,dyoungladies’ institute and last but
not least a gymnasium, the pride of the town. This
gymnasium, a preparatory school for the university,

withaclassical course of study, wasmyalmamater,

and the higher education on tap there was my intellectual manna from twelve to seventeen,

To receive an educationinGermanyis,as we

would say, no picnic. Almost every minute is util-

ized for the systematic training of mindand body,

and hardly any time is allowed for sports, unless the
bi-weekly exercises in physical culture are looked
upon as such. These exercises, by the way, never

partake of the nature of military drills. In military
Germany no one has ever proposed introducing them
into the public schools and in neither gymnasium nor
college have I ever seen guns or swords or similar

weapons used in drills. But believing in the old
Latin adage ‘‘mens sana in corpore sano’’ (a sound

THE OLD HOME
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mind in a sound body), they lay as much stress on

physical development as on mental training.

In addition to regular school hours there were

private lessons.

In the first place the boy must

[earntoplaysomemusicalinstrument.Ifofgood
family his education is not considered complete
without it. I had to take

piano lessons, besides re-

ceiving private instruction in drawing, painting and
English, which added six hours of home lessons a

week to my school schedule.” Yet in spite of these
strenuous studies and a life with but little play, it
is but fair to myself to say that Shakespeare’s de-

scription of ‘‘the whining school boy creeping like

snail unwillingly to school’’ did not fit my case.

On the contrary, I felt buoyant and happy most of

the time and hugely enjoyed every day of school life.

Yet there was a fly in the ointment.” My father
never said a word, but I knew that the expense of
my education bore very heavily upon him. This

worried me the more, because I saw no way of

lessening the burden. Of course, other fathers were

in the same boat.” To stint themselves in order to
give their sons a decent education was the general

practice among the better middle class. It caused
the newspapers to speak of an overproduction of
educated men. ‘‘Things have come to such a pass,”’
I beard a high official say on one occasion, ‘‘that

every shoemaker sends his boy to the university.”
Yes, and this was as true up to the time of the
World War as it was fifty years before it.

I often wondered why it should be so, why parents in comparatively poor circumstances should

make such sacrifices to educate their sons.

The

explanation is to be found in the social and political

system. The state does not directly encourage overeducation (if therecan be such a thing) but it does

it"indirectly by reserving all higher government

positions to men ofclassicaleducation. ConseGuently, there are what may be~ecalled first and

16
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second-class citizens, if not by law, at least in prac-

fice.Moreover, Germany is the one country where
education actually counts more than wealth; where

the uneducated are regarded as inferiors, even if

they eat from golden plates; where the doors of the
élite and elect swing wide open even to the poor man,
if he happens to be an artist, a composer, a poet or

any other gifted person; where the exaltation of the
intellect over the dollar is the general rule. No

wonder, then, that parents, realizing the handicap
ander which they themselves suffered, should wish

to lift their sons to a higher rank, to the pre-eminence of the intellectuals whose social rank is above

that of ordinary business men, captains of industry
and money kings,

During the war we heard much of German effi-

ciency. What is it? I believe it to be the result of

proper discipline, enforced by the father at home
and the teacher (male, not female) at school. That

is the rule in Germany. The boy is taught self:
restraint and obedience to parents, teachers, superiors as well as to law and government.

To instill

this sort of discipline is regarded as a man’s job,
not a womans, for the latter, be she mother or school

ma’am, is looked upon as incapable ofinspiring a

boy with virile qualities and manly virtues,withlov

of liberty and the masculine spirit of patriotic pride.

In our own country there is a special reason why

men and not women should be employed as teachers,

at least in the upper grades. When our boys gradu-

ate from the grammar schools, they know little or

nothingof“thescienceofgovernmentando

political system under which we live. That this

defect is deplorable from a democratic viewpoint
all must admit. In a monarchy instruction is not so

essential, because the governing powers do the

thinking and act for the people. In a Republic, however, in which every citizen is a partner in the government and as such called upon to aid in shaping

THE OLD HOME
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the destiny of the nation, a failure to instruct the
youth in the above mentioned essentials, is bound to
result in mischief.
An ignorant voter always is an easy prey of designing bosses, the tools of interests which ever
prefer to keep the masses of the people in ignorance.
Therefore, when a man argues that, for fear of over-

crowding the brains of our youth, we should only
teach the three R’s and perhaps a little geography
and history, surely such-a man is no friend of the
plain people.

He has a reason, the same as a bur-

glar has, for preferring darkness to light. I hold

that because we liveinaRepublic we never can do

too much for éducation. The political instruction of

which I spoke as a preparatory course for good

citizenship should be given by male teachers and

begun in the upper grades of the grammar schools

jusiond of being confined to high schools and coleges.

Prohibition is a very recent example of the way

in which our people have been hoodwinked. I claim
prohibition would have been impossible if the
masses of the people fully had understood the funda-

méntalsofgovernment.As’itis,theyhave,bytheir
own votes, enslaved themselves. They have used
their political rights to smash their personal rights;
they have usedliberty as a club with whichtokill
liberty. Certainly, to prohibit something which in-

volves no moral turpitude, contravenes every sound

theory of government, and even despots have
shrunk from it. This one example demonsirates
plainly, I think, how easily even majorities may be

misled and how essential as a safeguard of liberty
political education is as against the machinations of

designing cliques. It shows, too, coming back to the

original question, i eneral education, in the last

analysis, is the mother not only of liberty, butof
efficiency as well.

One day inthespring of 1872, coming home from

18
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school, I found my father closeted with a visitor. It
was Professor Duden, the director of our gym-

nasium. He had heard, of the preparations for my
emigration and had come to urge my father not to

let me quit school, but rather to send me, after four
years more at the gymnasium, to some university to

take up the study of either law, philology or medicine. I was then nearly seventeen years old and all
was in readiness for my migration from the old
world to the new; hence that visit caused me the

greatest anxiety. Would the arguments of the director prevail? Would he succeed in changing my
father’s mind at the last minute? Would that beau-

tiful dream of going to the land of liberty, théland
without soldiery, the one country where under free
dom of conscience and speech the people’s just rule
prevailed, vanish into thin air on the very eve of its
realization? I heard my father call me. Entering
the room, I at once read in his features the inner

struggle through which he was passing.
‘Richard,”’” he said, ‘‘tell the Herr Director
whether it is really your desire to go to America?’’
I knew if I wavered now all would be lost. So I

said with inner resolution, though faltering voice,

that from early childhoodit had been my ambition

to become an American. First it had only been a

wish, but nowithadbecomeafixedpurpose,andindeed the matter was already definitely settled. The

director, feigning an amused smile, said, without

taking his eyes off me: ‘Why, my boy, nothing

in human life is definitely settled.”” Then, he made

some flattering side remarks about my faculties,
pointing out the probability of an honorable career

in the Fatherland. This, I knew, was intended for
my father, and I could see the effect the glowing

prospect had on him. ‘‘Remember,”’ the director
added, in order to clinch matters, ¢‘that the.dream
of a united fatherland entertained by the fortyeighters, has practically been realized as the result
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of the Franco-German war. Furthermore, a constitution, as liberal as that of the United States, will
soon go into effect with the full consent of the Em-

peror and all the other ruling princes of Germany.’’
This was a clincher, for it touched upon the real

reasons for my intended emigration and practically
knocked the props from under them—the more so,

because what the professor said was largely true.
My father looked at me to see what my reaction was.

1 was weighing in my mind the possibility, in case
he had been won over, of running away. That, however, I should never have done, even if the lack of
means had not presented an insurmountable ob-

stacle. Then quite unexpectedly my good father
suddenly rallied, from pity for me, no doubt, and,
turning to the director, said:
“T feel greatly complimented, of course, by what
you say about my son, and am also impressed by

the changed political situation to which you refer.
However, we cannot well alter our plans now, because I am bound by a promise made four years
ago.’’ Then he told him that at that time my uncle
from Brooklyn, who was visiting us, had wished to
take me back with him. My father was unwilling to
have me go but promised to send me to America as
soon as I had passed my sixteenth year and received
an education. After the director had left, I threw
both arms around my father’s neck, weeping from
joy. His kindly response to my caresses was

prompted quite plainly by a heavy heart. But the
die was cast.

I shall not try to describe the farewell to my

father, but I vowed to myself that if I could help it,

he should never have occasion to regret the decision
which nearly caused him to break down at the mo-

ment of our parting.

My teachers, school chums,

friends and relatives were all assembled at the little

court-yard from which the yellow post-chaise was to
carry me to the railroad station about ten miles dis-

20
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tant. While nothing can assuage the grief of such a
parting, the presence of so many friends was a

relief, especially because, after the postilion had

cracked his whip and the echo of the last “‘auf
Wiedersehen’’ had died away, they took charge of
my father and kept him company at his home during

the first hours of his solitude. Youth cares little for

parental anxieties. Its heart swells with hopes and
aspirations, and the very uncertainty of fate is to
it a source of infinite delight. Is it any wonder that

the picture of the deserted father gradually faded,

while visions of the future urged me to hitch my
chariot to the stars?

While the emigrant boy is in the steerage of the

old Hamburg liner Holsatia on the way to the goal
of his ambition, let us have a little preliminary talk
about immigration, a subject that is always with us.

What are the motives that prompt emigration to the

United States? One of the strongestisnisidoubte
thiedesiretobetterone’scondition,butinthe prepondéraiiceofcases1believe this economicmotive
to be secondarytoloveoffreedomWhich,afterall,
is at the bottom of all the discontent with home

conditions.

.

01d stock Americans can hardly realize the electrifying effect of the inspiring words of our Declara-

tion of Independence, ‘‘allmen are created equal,”

andhowpowerfullyAbraham Lincoln’s characterization of the American political system as ‘‘a gov-

ernment of the people,bythepeopleandfortheky

ple’” has ‘thrilled the hearts of the downtro den
everywhere. These immortal utterances have caused

the European peasant, panting behind his plow, fo
pause and look up to heaven, thanking the stars that
there is one country where freedom reigns. “They

made the Russiansert pull resolutelyathisshackles
and cause the starving Hindoo to pray and the

miserable coolie in central China to hope.

It has been those undying proclamationsofthe
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freedom of man, much more than victorious wars or

manifestationsofpowerandwealth,thatestablished
America’s real greatness in the eyes of the world.

And do we realize fully how fervently all believers
in free government prayed for the success of our

experiment in democracy, and how closely they
watched us with the anxious question in their minds:

“Will America succeed in keeping alive the great
principles promulgated by the fathers of the Republic?’’ To the liberals of the old world, therefore,

every deviation on our part from ‘‘the spirit of
1776’? must naturally be a source of deep disappoint-

ment, while an American imitation of, or a co-opera-

tion with, the unsound war policies of European governments would have the effect of strengthening
rather than weakening the hold which the monarchical idea has on the people of Europe. ‘After all,”
they would say, if we did not keep the faith, ‘‘those
Americans are no better than we are; from the days

of the Revolution and the Civil War their ideas have
so changed that present conditions in the United
States are merely a reproduction of European conditions.”’
No American who loves his country will wish such
criticism ever to be true. It is a fact, however, that

immigration from the most highly developed coun-

tries has dwindledtoalmostnothing.“Hostilelegi

lation may be partly responsible, because the most

desirable immigration is also the most sensitive.

Furthermore, as far as Germany is concerned

(which up to twenty years ago furnished the great

bulk of our immigrants) that country’ssociallegis-

lation practically abolishing povertyandinsuring
tlielaboringmanincaseofsickness,accidentand

old age, no.donbf has kept hundreds of. thousands,
who otherwise might have soughttheirfortunesi
the new world, from leaving their-homes. These im-

mediate causes, however, explain only in part the

fact that the most desirable and best educated immi-

22
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grants are now keeping away from us. What is the

other and deeper reason? The great West has room

for millions more. Has the impression gone forth
that our liberties have become illusory and that our
boasted democracy is a failure? Here, it seems, is

much food for thought.
When on a stormy April day, 1872, I first set foot
on American soil, there was no Statue of Liberty to

welcome the immigrant. Well, I did not have to
behold it, for I had it in my heart of hearts. All I

brought to the new worldwere the lessons I had re-

ceived in home, school and church. My mind was

practically a book of blank pages to be inscribed by
the experiences of the future. Only on the fly-leaf
of this imaginary book the democratic pen of my
good father had written this admonition: ‘‘ Always

be honest; speak and cherish the truth; love liberty!” May not the light which now radiates from
that great statue in New York harbor be interpreted
to have the same meaning?

Unless we are both

honest and truthful, we cannot bereallyfree, which

is to say that in dnatmosphereof corruption,

hypocrisy and mendacity true liberty cannot thrive.
But I felt that I was coming to a country in which

democracy rules supreme, where the people with
their own hands make the bed in which they sleep.

Ifinjusticeorcorruptioncreepin,iffreedombe

betrayed,itis the fault of thepeople themselves, and

not of the system of government.” Things can go
wrong only when majorities, Tailing to live upto the
ideals and principles of the founders, thus become
faithless to their heritage...

The intelligent immigrant, you see, beholds

American institutions only in their purity and re-

gards them as the highest conception of human lib-

erty, as an ideal which has attractedhimhitherand

which he vows to himself to uphold, actuated, as he

is, by honest enthusiasm and love rather than by

mereduty.Unaware of possible shortcomings, he
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sees in constitution and laws only their merits and
finds in them a concrete expression of the very hope
he bears in his heart. And lest his idol be shattered,
how intolerant he is of all abuses, of the mere possi-

bility of failure!
Fairly familiar with the struggles for liberty

in Europe, he remembers well, how over there its
ground has to be won inch by inch, how every concession has to be wrung from the rulers by supreme
effort, and how stubbornly the lords of privilege resist every attempt to make them share any of their
advantages with the plain people. Americans, as a
rule, have but a vague idea of those struggles. The
five generations of them, born since the Revolutionary War, have simply fallen heir to a continent
dedicated to liberty, and it is no doubt true that what
you inherit you do not prize as highly as what you

gain by personal effort.

Therefore, the newcomer

from Europe in whose mind home experienceshave

accentuated the value of freedom;appreciates the
boon of American political liberty much more than

thé native American who is inclined to look upon it

as a matter of course. It is this appreciation, too,

which will impel the immigrant, when once identi-

fied with American institutions, to fight for them

and, if needs be, to die for them 4s readily as the

most patriotic native American.” Our history, 1
think, bears witness to the truth of this statement.

When speaking of the wholehearted devotion to
American ideals of an intelligent immigrant, we
should not overlook the special reason which renders
him an individual factor in the matter of their con-

servation. After taking the most important step
of his life, in leaving for good his friends and relatives and the scenes of his childhood, hecertainly

doesnot wish tobe told thathe has made a mistake

in"emigratingtoAmerica,becauseofthediscovery
that her boasted free institutions are not what they
are cracked up to be. On the contrary, he wants his
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friends to understand that he has chosen most wise-

ly. Hence, he is intensely interested from the start
that no jewel should drop out of Columbia’s diadem.
It would be a source of greatest satisfaction to him,

if the United States would set a good example to the
European monarchies, not by propagating its opin-

ions or, by artifice or force, imposing upon other
countries its form of government, but rather by
demonstrating in its own success, moderation and

justice, the blessings of self-government and the ad-

vantages of free institutions. This feeling of the
new aspirant for citizenship is little known, by but
few Americans even suspected, but I know it to be a

reality.

A few weeks after landing I was working in a
Brooklyn printing office. Think of it! A German
high school pupil whose chums had been the scions
of aristocracy, learning fo set type and worse yet,
having to sweep out the office! Bereft of all
mercy the foreman stood me up against a composi-

tor’s case and showed me how to handle the stick
and to ‘‘catch’’ the type. If at that moment some
of my former chums had entered the room, I should

have felt like creeping into a hole and pulling the
dirt after me. The sting of wounded pride was in

my heart, afalsepride,as I now realize, nurtured

by German social conditions. But I was determined
to stick.

It was the job office of my cousin, Colonel Henry

Edward Roehr, a veteran of the Civil War, who had

succeeded his father (the previously mentioned

uncle) in the business of publishing a daily news-

paper, the Brooklyn ‘Freie Presse,’”” and of conducting a job printing establishment. He was a Lin-

coln enthusiast and had volunteeredinoneofthe

so-called German Turner Regiments as a private,

returningattheendof the Civil War with shoulder
straps won by personal bravery.

From him I

learned a great deal about politics, and it was under
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his tutelage that I became a Republican, mainly be-

causetheRepublicans were the party of emancipation.” I did not care for any other reason.

On the

Sunday following my début at the printing office
my cousin invited me to dinner at his home, a beauti-

ful modern residence. Evidently he had noticed my
dejection or what I foolishly believed to be humiliation, so he said: ‘‘Richard, in this country it is best
for a young man to learn some kind of trade; no

matter what he may undertake in later years, if
things go wrong, he can always fall back on his

trade.”

Then he told me the story of Benjamin

Franklin and Horace Greeley who, he said, had

both started their great careers as printer’s devils.
Had I heard of Franklin? Why, I knew all about

him, for he wasanidol 6f young Germany. And as

for Greeley, hie wagacandidateforthe presidency

at that very time (1872).
This explanation, it is needless to say, cheered me

up considerably, and the following morning I took
up my stick with a much more resigned feeling, if

not with a glad heart. Today I point with pride,
pardonable pride, I trust, to that humble start.

From printer’sdeviltoRepresentativein
gress ofthe United States! Surely, it isanother
illistrationofthepossibilitiesofAmericancitizenship,”

~My first pay envelope contained six dollars, a

week’s wages. Hurrah! In Europe apprentices get
nothing, except board and lodging, and an oceasional spanking and the parents have to pay a tuition fee, besides. Money, I can truthfully say,
never had any real charm for me.

While I could

realize that every dollar represents a small frag-

ment of economic independence, yet withall my in-

nate German thrift I couldnever see anygreat disfinction in wealth and have never shared the ambi-

tion of others to possess it. Therefore, if by chance

I had been thrown into a business career, I surely
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would have made a dismal failure of it.

And yet

there was not a week in which I did not manage to

double my wages by making translations from the

Fremncli for amagazinedevotedtoFreem
also by translations from English into Germar.
Besides, I was frequently engaged toplaythe piano
at evening concerts and entertainments.IT mention

this to show that the investment made in my education was already yielding some interest. And it has
continued to do so, in fact, during my whole life.
Aristotle once said that educated men are as much

superior to the uneducated as the living are to the
dead. This is even more true today. ‘‘ Education

makes theman,’’ and it is more necessary now thai

éver before. Indeed, if we want to keep step with

other nationsintheindustrialandcommerc
we must at last begin to pay more attention to men-

tal atfainments, to the study of foreign languages,

must double and treble the attendance at our colleges and save some of the time which is now given

over to useless sports, for serious studies. And as
a result of my own experience let me say to our
young men—even to those well educated: don’t

mind a humble start in life.

There is nothing de-

gradinginhonesttoil.

If idealism, as is claimed, is one of the characteris-

tics ofthe German race, I was endowed with my
legitimate share of it. To it I ascribe my adventur-

ous plan of goingtothewildWestandestablishing

somewhere in the Rockies, with the aid of some congenial friends, a little paradise of our own, far removed from human meanness and life’s conventionalities, where we could live, free as the birds of
heaven, according to our own notions and ideals.

Hunting and fishing and roughing it generally in

day time, studying astronomy and the classics at
night, was our idea.

The friends I had selected as

my prospective companions were two brothers by
the name of Hildebrand who had just inherited
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enough money to buy the land necessary for our

purpose. The day after my fwoyears’ apprenticeship

expired we were to meet in front of Indepén-

dence Hall in Philadelphia (no lesser place would

do), vow eternal friendship to one another with up-

lifted hands and then start for the ‘‘wild and woolly
West’? with the firm belief in Richelieu’s saying
that ‘“in the lexicon of youth there is no such word
as fail.”

But we found that another quotation was more

applicable, for our well laid plans certainly did go
awry. On the day and hour agreed upon Henry
Hildebrand and I were at the appointed spot, but
the other brother, the one with the money, did not
show, up. It was the first great disappointment of
our young lives, and we promptly became pessimists.
“The milk of devout human kindness was turned

into dragon’s poison,’’ we quoted from Schiller, and

resolved that in the future we would trust no one

until we were convinced of his honesty. ¢‘The world

is false,”” I said scornfully, to which Henry grimly

nodded assent. In our youthful inexperience, of
course, we did not realize that just such disappoint-

ments are necessary to mould human character and

makeitfitforthebattleoflife. Those who have

weathered its storms know only too well that if idealism were a body of flesh and blood, it would be
sovered with bruises from head to foot.

We stayed in and around Philadelphia until finally, when our scant savings fhreafened to give out,
we were compelled to look for work. Thus early the
advantage of having learned a trade was brought
home to me.

While only a few weeks previously we

had bid what was supposed to be a lasting farewell
to stick and case, we were now most anxious to re-

turn to them. One evening, after a long and fruitless search for employment, I came back to the little
garret room which my friend and I occupied, and

found him already sound asleep. Opening the win-
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dow and taking a nickel out of my pocket, I woke him
with the words:
“Henry, do you see this$’’
“What is it?’’ he asked dreamily.
““It is the last nickel I have in the world,” and
saying it, I flung the coin out of the window. It was
a foolish thing to do, but somehow it relieved me.
Next morning early I was awakened by a sharp
knock. Jumping up I opened the door and found
on the landing a boy of a type well known to me, a

printer’s devil. He gruffly asked:

‘Is it you that asked for work at Johnson’s?’’

When I nodded, he said: “Well, they want you.”
I was at the Sampson street office of Johnson's type

foundry before the boy got back.

“Do you know any foreign languages?’’ the man-

ager asked me.

I said proudly: ‘“Yes, I speak English, German
and
French and have a smatlerifigofsomeofthe
etbe han
01 some
¢
~*Well, we will give you a trial.”

They wereprintingapatentmedicinealmanacin

the Lord knows how many different languages, and

I was to help in the composition and also to read
proof. The first proof was in Bohemian of which I
knew about as much as I did of Sanserit.

Fortu-

nately, the original was printed copy, so by close
comparison and a good deal of perspiration I managed to do the work. After the first week my wages
were raised from fifteen to twenty dollars—at that
time a princely salary, especially for a boy not quite

nineteen. Needless to say that I made the lonesome

father in Germany share in my riches, for after
all,Ihadto thank him for my good fortune,

In the meantime my friend Hildebrand had gone
West, a little nearer, by the way, to the goal of our
erstwhile ambition, and secured a position on one of
the German dailies of St. Louis where later in the
year I was to join him.
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Another episode is worth mentioning here, especially because of its not uninteresting sequel. When

my job at Johnson’s was finished, they asked me to
wait for the next one. But not caring to spend my
savings in idleness, I scanned the want ads of the

newspapers and came across one where a man was

wanted ‘‘to set type and make himself generally useful in a country newspaper office.”” At the given
address I met a Mr. Dambly, an amiable gentleman
of refined manners, who, on seeing me, said at once:
“I am afraid you are too young.”

Not in the least abashed, I answered that I could
write and set up his paper, make up the forms,
print it on a handpress and, if necessary, carry it
out, too.

He looked as if to say, well, I like your

brass, but he engaged me and took me right along to

Skippack (originally Schippach),Montgomery. Co.,

Pennsylvania, where he published his weekly called
The Neutralist.

"Here, to my great delight, I made the acquaintance of the truest representatives of that sturdy
element of our population, the ¢‘Pennsylvania

Dutch,’’ so called through the corruption.ofthe
word Deutsch, for, as everybody Knows, they are
racially not Hollanders, but pure Germans who,
while keeping up the customs and language of the

Fatherland and having done so for generations, are

yet the staunchest Americans to be found anywhere
on this continent. Certainly they do not put up the
umbrella every time it rains in London.

One day

Mr. Dambly, a world-wise man, said to me:
‘‘German is an American language, too, and was

spoken here as early as English was.”’
The remark struck me as paradoxical. In reply to
my questions he went on to explain that the destination of the Mayflower had been New Amsterdam

(New York), but that adverse winds had driven her
to Plymouth Rock. ¢‘If the Pilgrim Fathers,’’ he
continued, ‘‘had landed at New Amsterdam, they
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would have been greeted by German as well as Dutch
words of welcome. In 1683 the Concord landed with

a whole shipload of Germans who afterwards settled

whatis‘nowGermantown,thenorthernsectionof
Philadelphia.” These immigrants and thousands that
followed them were induced to come by the agitation
abroad of William Penn and other Americans. So

numerous were the Germans that when in the Revo-

lutionary period the questioncameup in thé Penn-

sylvania Legislature, whether German or. English

should bethe official language of the. state, the vote

was a tie.
“Then a remarkable thing happened,” he said.
“Speaker Muehlenberg, a German, cast the deciding vote in favor of English. From that time

to this German has remained an American language,
even if not the official one.’”” Naturally, this was
most interesting information to me, and as I ascertained in later years, every word of it was histori-

cally true.

Then and there the question occurred to me: what

has: mere speech, the twisting of the tongue inone

way orthé other, to dowith the loyalty ofacitizen?

It is not lip service a country needs, but genuine
patriotism, and the source of that is man’s conscience and not his tongue. If we have true loyalty

in our heart of hearts, we can express it in any other

language as beautifully as in English. Why, a man
can be a good and true American without even knowing English, the same as a man who is physically
nnable to speak at all.

.

ItisrightandproperthateveryAmericaneciti-

zen, male and female, should master the language
of 'the country. Even aside from public considera-

tions, this is in their own interest. But from this it
is a far cry to the assertion which nowadays is so
often made, at least by implication, that a man ecannot become a real American, if his mother-tongue
is a language other than English. What of
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In that little sister republic three

different languages are recognized as official ones.

Could the German Swiss, who are in the majority,
justly accuse the French and Italian Swiss of lack

of loyalty because they do not speak German? Nobody would dream of such a thing for the simple
reason that all Swiss citizens, irrespective of race

and tongue, affirm equal allegiance to the republic
in whatever language they may speak, and with this
the national conscience is entirely satisfied. Why
not so in the United States? One of the indictments

we hurled against Germany, Austria and Turkey
when the War broke out, was that they trampled
under foot the rights and racial traditions of
minorities. Going before the civilized world with

such a charge, can we afford to be guilty of it

ourselves? Therightofthe German, the Dutch-

man, the Scandinavian, the Italian, the Greek, the

Slav, to live up to his racial traditions (which include the privilegeofusingthemother tongue in

family, school and church), is a fundamental -one,

and the momentweproceedtoabridgeit, wedepart
from American principlesandideals.
Just one word more on a matter which is closely

related to the same question.

There are those who

loudly declaim against foreign: langnage newspapers.

Strange to say, in the same breath these

same people vociferously demand speedy Americanization of the so-called foreigners. Hence, they
do not seem to know that there is no more effective

instrument of Americanizationthanthefore
language newspaper.Aninimigrant,evenonhis
arrival, may be imbued with the American spirit,
more so than some of those who want to Americanize

him. He may believe in'the civic virtues, identical
in all countries; in clean living, fair dealing and respect for the law, and he may be imbued with what

ought to be the principal qualification: love of free-

dom. Yet he hasagreatdealtolearn,namely-the
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intricacies of ourpolitical system, the rights and
dutiesofcitizenship, the laws, the ways of business,
social customs, ete. Now, if he comes from a coun-

try other than Great Britain, he will not be able,

for years after his arrival, to read English newspapers. Hence the question arises: shall he be
made to rely on hearsay or go entirely without infor-

mation respecting the affairs of the country with
which he! has cast his lot? Here, then, is a visible

hiatus, a palpable want to be filled, and in filling it,
the paper printed in the immigrant’s language sure-

ly does something which is of real benefit to the nation. It performs a service which, instead of being

belittled and hindered, should be encouraged by the
government itself. In fact, I venture the opinion

that if no such newspapers existed it would be the
province of a wise and tolerant government to look
to their establishment as the best known means of

converting the human raw material coming to our
shores into finished American citizens.

The months I spent among the good people.of
Skippackandvicinitywereamongthemostenjoyable

of my life. T could have remained indefinitely, but
my desire to.see the great West finally got the upper
hand, and T took leaveof my friends with a heavy

heart, not expecting ever to see them again. Here,
however, comes the sequel mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Nineteen years later, after my

first election to Congress, there walked into my office

at Washington a delegation of men, headed by

Representative Wanger of Pennsylvania. They invited me, ‘in behalf of my old Skippack friends,’’to
speak at thatlittletown on the following Decoration
Day. Would I accept? Why, of course, I would, in
fact,no invitation could have pleased me more. So

my old friends had not forgotten me; they had heard
of my good luck and wanted to see me again. On

the appointed day my colleagne Wanger, who repre-

sented that district in Congress, drove me from
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Norristown, his home, to Skippack, and as we approached the scene of my former activities, I was

dumfounded by the preparations which had been

made in honor of the day. A triumphal arch had
been erected with the word ‘Welcome?’ encircled by
a wreath of flowers; every house was decorated with

flags and bunting, and nearly every man, woman and
child was assembled at the near-by park to greet the
printer’s boy who, after nineteen years, was coming back as a Congressman. It was, indeed, a most
happy reunion with old friends. In response to the

chairman’s introductory remark that the triumphal

arch had been erected in my honor, I told them the
story of the old mother whose idea of Congress evidently differed from theirs. The old lady had bemoaned the misfortune of her boys, one of whom,
she said, was in the penitentiary, while the other had
“broken into Congress.”” Of course, I had a set

speech. Endeavoring to interpret the significance
of the Stars and Stripes, I said:
“The meaning of the flag? I have sometimes
thoughtITéouldseeitinthecontrast. KEurope, a

dozen kings, as many million men in arms.

Amer-

ica, eighty million’ freemen, soldiers born, not
made, to defend the flag which, under the panoply of
its law, holds every man a king and every woman a

queen. America, where the only aristocracyisthe
royalty of heart, the only imperialism the naturalcast

of brain. This is why it is that, when others boast of
national achievement, the American just points to
the flag, and bluntly says to all the world: ‘Match
it, if you can, the peerless story of human freedom,
of intellectual progress, of great-hearted, broadminded development told in the mystic wedlock of
the Stars and Stripes!’
‘‘Every step in the career of our flag has been in
the direction of some Sinai of human hope, of human
1Population in 1893.
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happiness. Antietam, Fair Oaks, Shiloh, Gettysburg! Like the battles of the Punic Wars and the
field of Leonidas, some of these may be forgotten in
the thousands of years to come; at least their identity may be lost upon the topography of battle.
True! But Abraham Lincoln’s proclamation of

freedom to the slave—thigwillthrillthehuman
heart until Niature’s clock strikes the last hour of
time. Look where you will, the mission of our flag
reveals itself in the solution of problems that make
for the betterment, for the uplifting of the race.
When the plain people of all the earth, of every

clime and race and tongue, were seen crowding the

ocean’s pathways leading to the promised land of a

new dispensation, then a great problem came. How
to remove the barriers which prejudice, the ambi-

tion and tyranny of kings had erected? How to harmonize and unify where centuries of strife had nur-

tured only hatred?

The solution of this problem

was to be worked out in the valleys of the Connecti-

cut and the Hudson, in the shadow of the Alleghenies, and out upon the great, silent prairies of the
West. America, true to the mission of the flag, to
the genius of her people, began to grapple with the
problem, and at last the light broke in. The schoolhouse was planted upon all the hillsides and in every
valley of the great Republic. Education solves the

problem. All our varied nationalities have been
welded and blended into one mighty unit of patriotic

American “citizenry.” We are no longer English,

Irish, German, Scandinavian. Under the folds of

the great flag we are nothing unless, one and all,

heart and soul, we are Americans!’’

-

‘“Spreadeagle talk,” the reader will say. Well,

every word came from the bottom of my heart and

I merely expressed what is in the hearts of most
of our adopted citizens. They look upon the American flag as an emblem of everything that is good

and grand and noble;as-amemblemnotonlyoflib-
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erty, justice and peace, but also of an ideal whose

realization was the distinct mission of America, as
the erucible of all nationalities and races, to bring
about: the brotherhood of man. And now? Has the

present generationinterfered with this manifest

destiny?

Have we taken another course?!

Instead

of promoting the solidarity of the nation, have we
thrown the apple of discord among our own people

by taking sides in the quarrels of Europe?

IT

I GO WEST
We must now go back to the time when I first bade

farewell to my good Pennsylvania friends in order
to ““go West and grow up with the country.” The

nineteen years between that parting scene and my

firstelection to "Congressis,fromamerehuman

viewpoint,
probably the most eventful period of my
life. Into it’are crowded the official transformation
of ‘a German subject .into a full-fledged American

citizen; a visit tothe Fatherland; earnest law

studies there under the tutelage of a renowned

jurist; the introduction, after my return from Eu-

rope, to themysteries of American journalism and

polities; the happy Wiiohin matrimonywiththe

danghter of an old Missouri German, prominent in

the state’s history; the service, extending over several years, as a legislative correspondent in the
capital of the state of New York and later as foreign

editor of the N.Y. Staats-Zeitung; the return to

St. Louis to assume editorial charge of thedaily

Tribusié, the electiontothéSt.LiouisBoardofEdu-

cation and to the presidency of that body,anhonorary office which infifrié proved the stepping stone to
the higher honors in the councils of the nation.

On a cold winter day of the year 1874Iarrivedin

St.
Louis,torejoinmyold friendHildebrand, who
had secured work on one of the German papers.
Here, for the second time since I had forsworn the
‘black art,”” I was obliged to take stick in hand,

working first on the Courier and afterwards on the

diizeiger.

" Soon after my arrival at St. Louis I had the good
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fortune to be introduced to a most interesting family

whose fascinating history, never before related, will,
I am sure, interest the readers.
In the late ’thirties there came to Missouri a young

German immigrant by the name of Moritz Niedner,

the son of a Lutheran minister and a printer by
trade. After several ventures in the Southeastern

section of the state he started a printing office at

St. Louis which, in the course of the years, became
a most prosperous business. In 1860 he began the

publication of the State Journal, a daily newspaper
which, becanse of its strong Southern leanings, soon
became an influential organ with a circulation ex-

tending throughout the entire South. Shortly after

the breaking out of the Civil War an editorial appeared which the Federal authorities regarded as se-

ditious. They suppressed the paper and completely
destroyed its plant. Fearing for his life, the editor, a
scion of the well-known Tucker family of Virginia,
fled from St. Louis, and the publisher, Niedner, was
held responsible. He was apprehended and by court
martial sentenced to be shot, although he had no

knowledge of the editorial before its publication.
On the morning of the day when the sentence was
to be carried out, the heart-broken wife of the unfor-

tunate publisher appeared before General Fremont

at his headquarters on Chouteau Avenue and

pleaded
on bended knees for the life of her hus-.
and.
“Please rise, Madam,”’ said the General, “I am
happy to inform you that your husband was liberated a half an hour ago, after the real culprit had

given himself up.”
_ Mrs. Niedner, at that moment the happiest woman

in all the world, hurried home and there found her
husband awaiting her. No pen could describe the
blissfulness of that happy reunion. It seems when
Tucker learned that Niedner was to forfeit his life

for something he (Tucker) had written, he hurried
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back and voluntarily gave himself up to the anthorities. Not tc be outdone by this act of Southern

chivalry, General Fremont promptly pardoned him

—an incident which truly can be said to spread a ray
of sunshine over the grim visage of war.

This episode, so pregnant with dramatic interest,
is only half the story of Niedner’s misfortunes.
The suppression of his ‘‘rebel paper’’ and the de-

struction of his plant were to be followed up by the
loss of a profitable contract he had with the State
of Missouri. This is a story all by itself, and is
worth telling as an evidence of the utter helplessness

of a private citizen in his dealings withamighty
state. At the behest of

rare nian and real

estate men the Legislature of Missouri decided to
establish in St. Louis a medium for the publication
of all legal notices and advertisements, the same as
existed in a number of other cities. By the act

authorizing this publication the Secretary of State
was directed to enter into contract for a term of ten

years with Moritz Niedner of St. Louis for that pur-

pose. Niedner accepted the contract, gave bond for

its faithful performance and promptly proceeded to
carry it out by establishing The Legal Record and
Advertiser.

Two years later, however, the Legislature,
prompted by jealous business rivals of Niedner,
summarily abrogated the contract by repealing the
original act.

And this was done in the face of a

vote of the State Constitutional Convention by which
this body declared itself incompetent to wipe out

that act because'it involved a solemn contract. All

leading lawyers agreed that the state was liable for
breach of contract. Unfortunately, however, no citizen can sue his own state, hence Niedner’s only re-

dress was at the hands of the Legislature. He went
to Jefferson City, and for more than ten years con-

tinued his efforts to secure compensation. A special
committee of the Senate, after a full investigation
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of the whole matter, admitted the state’s liability
and assessed the damages at $96,000, but whenever
the compensation bill came up, it passed one House
and failed in the other, and vice versa. Finally, the

old gentleman, because of complete financial exhaus-

tion, was forced to give up thefightin despair.It
was the general obit that some day the state
would have to pay this honorable obligation, but such

a prospect naturally was of but little comfort to a

good and nobleminded family which through no

fault of their own, had thus been reduced from afflu-

ence to actual want.*

Once more Niedner tried to struggle to his feet
by making use of the news franchise which he possessed as one of the founders of the Associated

Press, and publishing a daily paper. However, luck
had turned its back upon him and the publication
did not prove a paying venture. In the end he sold

his press franchise to Joseph Pulitzerwithwhom,
as 18 well known,itbecamethefoundationofa

greatfortune. Incidentally Niedner had published a

Lutheran Monthly under the name of *“ Abendschule’’

which in the years of his prosperity he had turned
over as a gift to his good friend Louis Lange, whose
son Theodore, a splendid type of citizen and business
man, is still publishing it with very great success.

Thus, bereft of everything, ‘‘Papa’’ Niedner, as he

was affectionately called, fell back on his trade, and
in the ’seventies the great men of the nation whom
he had called his friends, would have found him at a
printer’s case eking out a bare existence as a com-

positor of music.

It was at this time that I was introduced into his

family,consistingoftwosonsandsixdaughters.
*The Missouri General Assembly of 1921, due to my appeals for
justice, made an allowance of $10,000 for the Niedner heirs, a mere
pittance considering what they were entitled to, but rather than

sontinue the expensive struggle for their rights, they finally accepted
the compromise.
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It was a family of idealists with whom somehow 1

felt at home immediately.

They were impractical,

to be sure, and unused to the ways of the world, but

they lived in an atmosphere in which character and

qualities of mind and heart counted. for more than
wealth and station.

Good mother Niedner was a

gifted poetess and seems to have communicated
something of her spirit to all her children. Each
one of them could recite Shakespeare as fluently as

Goethe. How fortunate that I should meet with such
a rare family! Their house became my American

home, and six years later I led "Cecilie;thethird
oldest daughter, to the“alta¥.Notinaboastful
spirit,butwithdeepconvictionIvowedtomyself
that as long as two strong arms and a healthy mind
were at my command want should never come to this

noble family.

Their history surely is food for re-

flection. So often goodness personified is ground
down to unmerited adversity, while unserupulousness and downright viciousness bask in the sunshine

of prosperity and public esteem.

On the twenty-third day of May, 1877, I walked

into the Superior Court of New York to secure my

citizen’s papers. No nativé American can fully ap-

preciate the exuberance of spirit with which a wideawake immigrant faces the ceremony of his official

Americanization. Physically and mentally he has
already identified himself with the country of his
choice, now he feels that the government trusts him

sufficiently to risk his complete political identifica-

tion with American institutions by awarding to him

the crown of citizenship. Will he ever betray the
trust which an American tribunal, on behalf of a
hundred million people, reposes in him? Never,
so long as the nation itself remains true to

its ideals and traditions. Never, so long as Abraham
Lincoln’s definition of our political system as ‘‘a

government of the people, for the people and by
the people’” stands unchallenged and unchanged.
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Never, so long as America remains true to her cham-

pionship of the eternal principlesofliberty,justice
and peace! Therémay be those who look upon nat-

firalization as a perfunctory process, but surely they

are not Germans. The latter are enjoinedbytheir

verynaturetoregardtheoathofallegianceasa
most binding, iron-clad obligation, and their history
on American soil, their unswerving loyalty in every
great crisis bear out the assertion. Can a single in-

stance be named in which that element caused the
government any trouble? There is none, but there

are many instances in which the Germans not only

helped to keep the nation out of trouble,butTéndered most materialaidinsavingthecountry.In
the Civil-War it was their unwavering loyalty to

the flag which turned the tide in favor of the Union,
and in another case, the greenback and later the
silver movement, it was their strong belief in financial integrity that helped ‘maintain the ‘‘honest
dollar’? and saved the nation from financial disaster.

Hence, no element of our populationhasabetter

right to feel perfectly secure in its relationstothe
government.” If ever its loyalty is called in question,

it can only be due to ignorance or malice or insincerity on the part of the critics. It will be a sad day

for our Republic if, for whatever reasons, the ugly
monster of racial antagonism is permitted to raise its
head among us. To my mindracehatred is the meanest and most vulgar of all human emotions, and on

American soil, which is supposed to be_the happy

asylum
of “all Taces, if is a_deadly poison whose
inevitable effect would be disintegration and destruction.
Such thoughts were, of course, foreign to my
mind when I stood before the bar of the Superior
Court. My sole idea was religiously to obey the oath
which I was about to take, abjuring all foreign

potentates and swearing sole allegiance to the
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United States, its Constitution and laws, I had im-

migratedunder the age of seventeen years, with the
permit of the German authorities, had been more

than five years in the country and attained the
requisite age of twenty-one years, hence all legal
conditions for the issuance of the final naturalization papers were complied with.
“‘Do you want a one-dollar or a five-dollar blank?’’

asked the clerk.

‘“Afive-dollar blank,’’ I exclaimed jubilantly, and

when the court official handed me the document with

the big golden seal, I was the proudest boy in all the
world. Turning to my friends who had accompanied

me as witnesses, I exclaimed: ‘‘Behold an American!” And no Roman ever uttered his ‘‘civis

Romanus sum’ with greater fervor. Constitution-

ally, I was now the peer of every other American,
though, believe me, at that particular moment I con.
sidered myself of much more importance than most

of them. If anybody_had dared to suggest that

simply because of my German birth 1did not rank
equallywithany native American, or a naturalized
Englishman,Ishouldhaveregardeditasafighting
proposition, and I do so now,for that matter.
We should always keep in mind that all white

inhabitants of our country, without exception, are
immigrants or the descendants of immigrants. The

Constitution does not differentiate between nafive-

born and naturalized citizens, except that the latter

are barred from the Presidency,andthat was i pre-

caution deemed wise and necessary by the founders
of the young Republic as against possible intrigues
of foreign governments. In every other respect
both letter and spirit of the Constitution decree their

absolute equality. Ii is quite plain, therefore, that
all those who openly or secretly favor discrimina-

tionbetweencitizensbecause of race orbirthplace,

or even because of religion or color, are, in fact, vio-
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lating the ‘spirit of the Constitution and are guilty
ofdisloyaltytothegeniusofourinstitutions.”~~
The tide of immigration from the old world to
the new has ebbed and flowed, but from the earliest
times of American history it has had the sanction
of law, and interference with it, as will be remembered, was one of the indictments hurled by the

Revolutionary Fathers against King George who,

they said in the Declaration of Independence, ‘‘has
endeavored to prevent the population of these
States; for that purpose obstructing the laws for
naturalization of foreigners.”” Therefore, I make
bold to reiterate the fact that constitutionally and
legally all citizens, whether native or naturalized,
are equals, and this equality, irrespective of race,
nationality, religion or ¢‘ previous condition of servitude,”’ naturally makes every attempt of one race
to lord it over the others an intolerable violation of

the American spirit.

The German, Irishman, Scandinavian, Italian—all

can be made good Americans. A man may change

his polities, his religion and even his national allegiance, but he can no more change his racial attributes
than he can juidp out of his skin. Every American
citizen;no matter wheréhis cradle stood, or where

his ancestors came from, is the peer of every other
American, and we do pot require the lantern of
Diogenes to see that a departure from that rule will

be fraught with great danger. Inequalityofcifizenship means the end of democracy, and race con-

sciotisness oil thepart ofoneelement will beget race-

consciousness on the part of all others. Our shibboleth must ever be: we are all Americans!

I cannot skip altogether the period of sixteen

years between my naturalization and the time

I “broke into’’ Congress.

First came a_trip to

Europe(May, 1877) toexhibit proudly to my father

the document attesting my 2Americancitizenship,I
still have the passport signed by William M. Evarts,
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then Secretary of State, the man so famous for his
long sentences and of whom it was said that, in case
America got into a row with a foreign power dur-

ing his incumbency, he would drown it in the un-

fathomable depths of his ink bottle.
My idea was to study the rudiments of law, while
abroad, with the intention of entering the legal pro-

fession upon my return to ‘‘God’s own country.’’
So I came to read the Roman Pandects, Blackstone’s Commentaries and the Saxon Civil Code

under the tutelage of an old Circuit Judge who spoke
marvelously good English and taught me, as he
frankly admitted, in order to practise the use of that
language. I never forgot the discussion I had with
my distinguished tutor about Blackstone’s definition

of liberty. ‘‘Liberty,”’ says Blackstone, ‘‘rightly

understood, is the power of doing whatever the laws
permit.” To my democratic mind this definition
seemed too narrow. ‘‘Suppose,’’ I asked the Judge,
‘‘the laws are despotic or tyrannical, what becomes

of liberty?’ He was somewhat taken aback by this
exhibition of American cheek, but answered: ‘‘Do
not forget that the laws can be changed.’”’ ‘‘Yes,”’ I

said, ‘‘where the people have that power through
the franchise, but how about countries where they

haven’t?’’ I spoke boldly as the son of a forty-eighter
who regarded human freedom not as a dim light hidden behind the meshes of the law, but as a great central sun whosé luster no human ingenuity could right-

fully obstruct. Well, Blackstone and my teacher
were right, after all, because the definition deals
with the subject only in a legal sense, and within
such a restricted meaning everything is license

which the laws do notspecificallysanction. It is fof

thisreason;bytheway,thatthepathwayofliberty
is strewn everywhere with the debris of laws.
In mingling with the plain people of the old
Fatherland, I was surprised at the curious notions

many of them still had about America. It was due,
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I believe, to Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking
stories which nearly all had read. They imagined

the primeval forests to extend nearly to the coast
and that upon landing one immediately prepared to
fight Indians and wild beasts. Hence, there was an
undercurrent of surprise when, upon starting to return to America, I did not arm myself with a gun
or some other weapon of self-defense. In the fifty

years that bave passed, more enlightened views, of
course, have taken the place of those primitive conceptions, even among the most ignorant. Today 1
could give them the comforting assurance that I
have never carried a gun and what is more, never

required any during my stay at all hours of the day
and night in most of the large American cities.

“Mind your own business’’ is a recipe for personal
safety as efficacious in our country as it is elsewhere.
“Once a mnewspaperman, always a newspaper-

man’’ is an old saying which proved true in my case.

Forgetting the law, I returned to my old love. Even
in: Congress I never lost sight of my profession. As
a rule, I resisted successfully the itching of my
fingers for pen or pencil, but often, too, I acted upon
Heine’s saying that ‘‘it is sweet to resist temptation, but sweeter not to,”’ as my humble contributions to the press show. The beginning of my

journalistic career was easy enough. A few days

aftermyreturnfromabroadmyBrooklyncousin

whom—we ilready "know “as the publisher of the

Brooklyn Freie Presse, said to me: ‘‘Vieuxtemps,
the great violinist, is playing at the Academy of

Music tonight; and I want you to report his con-

cert.” At that moment I again gratefully remembered my good father who had stinted himself in
order to give me the benefit of a musical education.
The airs of the virtuoso rendered, as they were, with
masterly perfection, fairly carried me away, and the

account I wrote must have evidenced my inspiration,

becanse I was immediately promoted from the
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printer’s case to a reporter’s desk. Surely, a red
letter day in the calendar of my life!
Carlyle called the press ‘‘the fourth estate of the

realm,’’ others have characterized it as the seventh

great power, but I have always believed. it to be the
first and greatest sovereign force of them all and

one to which allother sovereigns must eventually

bow. The reasons for this are patent, especially in
a~democracy, like ours. Under an autocracy the

government does most of the thinking for the
masses; in our country, however, the editors are

doing it. The struggle for existence monopolizes

both time and energy of the great majority, there is

little or no leisure left in this busy age to ponder

over the -political, social and economic problems

of the day. Mostpeople, therefore, content them-

selves with reading the headlines of the news and
accept as gospel the editorial views of the paper they
are accustomed to read, so that what is called public

sentiment is really created by comparatively few

men. This is a situation which, I predict, will pre-

sent one of the greatest problems of the future.
The remedy,ofcourse,is in the hands of the
people themselves. Under no circumstances should

they ever consentto4curtailmentofthefreedomof

the press as guaranteed by the Constitution. Every
citizen, however, should consult his own interests as
well as the general welfare and learn to discriminate
carefully between a plutocratic and a truly demo-

cratic newspaper. The exercise of such intelligent
judgment is bound to result in the establishment of
a press, where it does not already exist, that will
champion the people’s cause.
In the early days when our Republic was still in

its swaddling clothes, the greatest danger to its

safety was pointed out in the writings of Washington
and Jefferson to be the possible influence which
some European power might gain over its destinies.
The new reporter was learning his lessons in a
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school that presents all phases of life—especially
those of its darkest side, the police court. Walking

along the bleak corridor of the old Brooklyn Court

House, Coroner Sims joined me one morning 54,
locking arms with me, began reciting, in a mos

melancholy mood, Goldsmith’s sad lines:

“When lovely woman stoops to folly
And finds too late that men betray,
What charm can soothe her melancholy,
What art can wash her guilt away?
The only art her guilt to cover,
To hide her shame from every eye,

To give repentance to her lover,
To wring his bosom is—to die.”’

The coroner, it appeared, had just finished an
inquest on the body of a beantiful young woman
which had been picked up in the East River, and
the citation explains the cause of her suicide. It
reminded me of the cruel joke some of my repertorial colleagues once played on me. They told me
some longshoremen had fished up the body of a girl
of exceptional beauty which was then at the Morgue.

Well, I hastily wrote a glowing account of the girl’s
rapturous beauty and said that every indication
pointed to a gruesome crime. Next day these good
comrades informed me with a malicious snigger that
the body was not that of a girl, but of a man! I

swore I would get even with them, and I did. Only
a week or so later I happened to pick up an item

of exceptional interest. Seth Low, even then a well-

known citizen, appeared at the Assessor’s Office and

stated that he had been assessed too low. At his own
suggestion the assessment was doubled and his tax
bill raised by more than $5000. The oldest inhabitant could not remember such a thing ever having

happened before, and my paper had a great
“geoop.”” Withholding the item from my colleagues
was my revenge for the trick they had played on
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me, and they never played another. The Low incident, by the way, became the talk of the town and

concentratedpublic opinion upon that model citizen

in such a way as to result in his nomination and elec-

tion as Mayor of Brooklyn. Small causes, great
effects, or still better: ‘‘Honesty is the best pohcy.”’
In January, 1880, I was sent to Albany as legis-

lativecorrespondent.”Thisistheusualpromotion

for Téporters who have served their apprenticeship

in gathering police court and political news and are
thus supposed to have acquired an all-around
knowledge of men and affairs. Here at the Capital

of New York I was to be initiated into the mysteries
ofAmericanpolitics, and no better place could have
been selected for that purpose, because the Legis-

lature of the Empire State is a veritable clearing
house of commercial and political interests—more
80 in some respects than even Congress. It is the

rendezvous of the big New York corporations and
of their lobbyists who hobnob day and night with
the legislators to secure privileges and favors
through either the passage or defeat of bills, as
their interests may demand. Here you find the
¢‘criminal rich,’’ so characterized on the floor by the

then Assemblyman Theodore Roosevelt, in all their
glory. They are present to feather their own nests,

of course, but also to obstruct all ‘foolish’? legislation for the benefit of labor or the poor. One

of this class of bills was to render the manu-

facture of cigars in tenement houses more sanitary;
another reduced the fare on elevated roads during
the hours when the laboring men are going to and
from work. The joy was short-lived, however, for
both measures were finally killed, one by the courts
and the other by a veto of the Governor. Whenever the attorney of one particularly powerful organization came to the State Capital the attitude
of the legislators seemed to say: ‘If there is anything you don’t see, just ask for it.” He was the
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¢‘angel’”’ who issued the passes on which all
members of the Legislature and the press traveled.
It was a notorious fact, too, that the people’s rights
and interests were gambled away at the poker table.
A well-known old lobbyist arranged the games, but

correspondents wishing to hold their positions did

not dare write about it. Of course, the picture had
a bright side, too. At all three sessions which I
attended there were men who bravely stood their

ground fighting for the welfare of the plain people,
undaunted and undiscouraged even when defeated.

It was theirfate which first taughtme that minori-

ties are more frequently right than majorities. I

alsodiscovered that there is a public and private
standard of morals.

Before the curtain there was

a wonderful display of righteousness and virtue;
speeches were made which were overflowing with re-

gard for and devotion to the dear ‘‘peepul’’; while

behind the curtain there was intrigue, deceit and
trickery, everybody bent on promoting his own
material or political interests. ‘Right side up with
care’’ seemed to be the motto generally observed.
In this connection I am bound to tell of an experience most shocking to me. One day a venerable look-

ing gentleman with long white hair was delivering
a furious Philippic against the drink evil, indulging
in those customary exaggerations which always get
on the nerves of people who take a saner view of the

temperance question. Disgusted with the spectacle,
I left the hall with several colleagues to moisten the
palate at a little café across the street.

While we

were standing at the bar talking, who should come
in but the same statesman who but a minute before

had hurled his maledictions against all those who
ever visit such places. We saw him filling his glass
to the brim and gulping down the red liquor even
without water. Ever since this brazen display of
hypocrisy I have been inclined to look askance at
the loud-mouthed advocates of prohibition.
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Since this first unpleasant experience I have, of
course, met many of those Jekylls and Hydes. In

1883, when the golden spike wag driven in completion of the Northern Pacific, "I was one of Henry

Villard’s newspaper guests, and on the way out to
the Pacific coast happened to occupy a seat next to a

United States Senator, while opposite us sat the

elder Carter Harrison, then Mayor of Chicago.

The Senator soon ordered champagne, He himself partook freely, but he could not induce Harrison to touch it. ‘“What’s the matter with you,

anyhow ?’’ the Senator asked in a jocular vein, ““I’l]
tell you what's the matter,”” answered Harrison

rather sharply. “You shout for prohibition pub-

licly and drink all you can privately, while I am

for personal liberty both in public and private, yet
never touch a drop.’’ That, needless to say, held the
Senator for a while.

Still another, and more recent example: Congress
was debating the proposed prohibition amendment
to the Constitution. I had Just concluded my own
remarks in opposition and gone to a neighboring
hotel for some refreshments. Two Southern members were in my wake, and I naturally invited them
to join me, They refused, but insisted on my accompanying them to their rooms. Here they produced
a bottle which was hidden in a closet, and helping
themselves, they offered it to me. I should have told

them that my style of indulging was to take it openly
at the bar, but to be polite, I merely declined with
thanks. A few hours later, when the roll was called
in the House, both these men voted for prohibition.
No doubt, every reader can easily enlarge upon

this chapter from his own personal experience.
These examples, disgusting to every honest mind,

reveal a species of hypocrisy which alas has become
a general custom, if not a national traif, and begins

to affect our integrity and good name as a nation.

Men who do not practice what they preach in this
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regard should be exposed. To try and ‘‘reform’’

the other fellow in the hope that the reform will
stop short of your door, is both unjust and dishonest. A revival of mental honesty will spell the death

knell of prohibition.
Thatthe capital of the Empire State was also a

hotbedof political intrigue, goes without saying. It

was particularly so in the spring of 1880 when the
wires were laid for the great presidential campaign
of that year. As Hayes’ renomination was out of
the question, the clans rallied to the banners of either
Grant or Blaine.

The former President had re-

turned from his trip around the world, and his boom
for a third term rapidly assumed formidable pro-

portions. In fact, his supporters, called the ¢‘Stalwarts,’’ soon mustered a majority in the Republican

State Committee and, against the vehement opposition of the ‘‘Halfbreeds’’ (Blaine men), forced
through a unit rule resolution which pledged the
whole New York State delegation to vote as a unit

for Grant. There was a great deal of grumbling

and underground resentment, but the ‘‘Halfbreeds®’
seemed to be helpless and ready to lie down, when
suddenly a dramatic incident occurred on the floor
of the State Senate. I sat only a few feet from

Judge Robertson of the Westchester district when
he arose in his seat and in a most solemn speech pro-

tested amid breathless silence against what he called
the attempted coercion of men’s consciences and
intimated that for one he would not consider himself bound by the unit rule resolution. This was the

signal for a general revolt which finally resulted, as
is well known, in the defeat of General Grant at
Chicago. The incident shows what a single man,
if he has the courageofhisconvictions, can some-

times accomplish at a eritical juncture. But for

Robertson’s revolt (Grant most likely would have
been the nominee, but it was probably better for
him and certainly better for the country that he was
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not. As it was, the great hero of the Civil War did
not lose a particle of the peoples affection, while
the objectionable idea of a third term would have

aroused much acrimony and bitterness of feeling.
Besides, the country was spared a dangerous pre-

cedent. No, there should never be a third term in

the presidency. In twelve years an incumbent may

so intrench himself as to make any subsequent rota-

tion in that high office as impossibleasinamon-

archy.If the people would remain true to the democratic ideal, it will be their patriotic duty to vote
down every man who now or in the future attempts

to brush aside Washington’s illustrious example.
The National Convention at which that question
was threshed out met at Chicago in June (1880) and
made an overwhelming impression on my mind. I

had been sent to report the proceedings. Surely,
there is nothing in the whole world to equal such a

gathering. Dazzling military parades—with their

martial music—may stir the fighting blood in us, but
here is a spectacle that appeals to man’s soul:a dem-

ocratic nation assembled to choose its own leader, a

free people wielding their majestic power for the

control of their own destiny. Chief Magistrate of
the nation will be he whom one or the other party in

their conventions designates by nomination, as the
people have the choice between only those nominees.
And how I reveled in the close proximity of so

many notables. There were Conkling, Garfield, Tom

Reed, Hoar, Logan, Arthur, Hale, Frye and innum-

erable other men of national distinction. What a

chance, too, for studying human nature. When the

proud Conkling came in and walked peacock-like
down the isle, he would invariably look up to the
galleries to elicit applause, while Garfield, on whom
Hayes’ mantle was to fall, sauntered about, practically unnoticed by the crowd, with arms folded behind his back and his eyes fixed upon the ground.
As early as the third day, however (it was a ten-
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day convention), Garfield began to be greeted with
cheers which grew in volume as time went on until

one of the Chicago papers remarked: ‘The gentleman from Ohio is getting dangerously popular.”’ It
was the recognition by the crowd of his able defense
of the three ‘delegates who would not pledge them-

selves to support the nominee, whoever he might be,

in accordance with a resolution offered by Conkling.

This resolution was a move of the Grant men to

gain time, but enabled the opposition to draw first
blood, for when Garfield concluded his brilliant
speech with the demand that the gentleman from
New York should withdraw his resolution, Conkling

meekly complied with the suggestion.

This was a solar plexus to the third-term move-

ment, and from that moment on it died by inches,
although the heroic ‘‘306°’ stood by Grant to the
last ditch. When Conkling later on sarcastically
congratulated the Blaine forces upon their able
leadership, Hale from Maine shouted: ‘The gentleman from New York will soon have to congratulate us upon the result of the convention.”’ The galleries roared every time such a broadside was

delivered at Conkling.

There was another highly dramatic scene when

the balloting began and the first sporadic votes were
cast for Garfield. The Ohio statesman jumped upon
his chair and, interrupting the roll call, made the
point of order that his name was not before the con-

vention and, therefore, could not be voted for, and

that he was there solely in the interest of his friend,
John Sherman. When then, amidst the most intense

excitement, ‘‘Grandmother’’ Hoar, the chairman,

declared the point not well taken and ruled the interruption out of order, the die was cast, Garfield’s
strength grew like an avalanche and nothing could
stop his nomination. All this may be an old story,
but I feel that my own recollections of that great
political event should find a place in these memoirs.
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It will be remembered that one of the first appointments made by President Garfield was that of
Judge Robertson, the man who had led the revolt
against Grant, as collector of the port of New York.
As the selection was made without the advice and

consent of the Senators of the State, Conkling

re-

signed to seek a vindication at the hands of the Leg.

islature. His colleague, Tom Platt, followed suit,

hence his nickname, ‘Me too.’’ The supreme effort
made by the friends of the two Senators to force
their reélection consumed nearly all of the time of
the session of 1881.

Observant youth is impressionable, hence my

memory is still fresh as to the figures who in those
days moved on the Albany stage. There were Thur-

low Weed, Fernando Wood, the older Barnes, Henry
Ward Beecher, ‘Dave’ Hill (later U. S. Senator),
Chauncey M. Depew, ‘Old Salt’ Alvord, James W.

Hustead, William Waldorf Astor, then a State Senator who afterwards emigrated to England, and many
others. Those who were not members of the Legislature came to offer their advice in matters of legislation, or to talk politics. There were three men,
however, not yet mentioned, who were destined to
become the most distinguished of them all. Well
acquainted with each one of them, I was to meet them
again at the White House at Washington as Presidents of the United States. They were Chester A.
Arthur, Grover Cleveland and Theodore Roosevelt.

No one would have dreamed, when I saw General

Arthur, a most jovial and affable man, meet the boys
as a party leader and talk matters over, that a year

later he would be Chief Magistrate of the nation.

His nomination for Vice-President (with Garfield)
had been made to placate Conkling and the ¢‘Stalwarts’’ and probably would never have been thought
of, if Guiteau’s murderous deed could have been

foreseen at Chicago. Yet, he made a good Presi-

dent and endeared himself, among other things, by
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his Chesterfieldian manners. Grover Cleveland was
Governor at the time and as such made a splendid

record, especially because of his sturdy independ-

ence of judgment which he asserted even against
strong party pressure. It was this independence

which caused Tammany to turn against him and, in
turn, had the effect of rallying the country to him.
The people loved him, as General Bragg said, ‘‘for
the enemies he has made.”’

The night of Cleveland’s first election is indelibly
impressed on my mind. I was on the editorial staff

of the New York Staats-Zeitung.” All the election
returns came to my desk for compilation. By midnight the returns from the country were nearly all
in, but New York hung in the balance, the final result
hinging on that State. There were at least 20,000

people gathered in what is called Printing Square
who eagerly scanned the bulletins displayed by the

newspapers. A rumor gained ground and spread

like wildfire that the returns from New York State
were held back by the Western Union to be doctored
for Blaine’s benefit. The erowd, as I could plainly
see from my fourth story window, assumed a
menacing attitude. Suddenly a stentorian voice

shouted: ‘‘Let’s hang Jay Gould!’”’ Gould at that
time was the controlling spirit of the Western
Union. The voice sounded like the trumpet of Judgment Day. Immediately there was a tremendous
commotion in the erowd, and the masses began to
move across City Hall Square towards Broadway.
The deafening noise caused by the movement of
these immense masses of excited human beings was
like the roaring of a tornado and was calculated
to stop the blood in one’s veins. Never da I want to
see another mob like that. Fortunately, Gould could
not be found.

It was said afterwards that he was

aboard his yacht in the harbor. It will be remem-

bered that a meager majority of about 2,900 votes
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in New York State decided the doubtful issue in
favor of Grover Cleveland.
The last of the three lucky New Yorkers who were
promoted from the Albany school to the White

House was Theodore Roosevelt. His first appear-

ance on the public stage was when, in January, 1882,
he introduced himself to the members of the Legislature and to us newspapermen as a newly elected

Assemblyman. He had carried a normally Democratic distriet which, of course, was to his credit,

and his record during the first term was such that he

was returned the following year. And thereby hangs
a tale. One day walking up Capitol Hill Roosevelt

joined me and asked whether I could not give him

German lessons.’ I pleaded lack of time—quite truthfully, forthe daily letter and the many dispatches I
had to write to my paper left me but little leisure.

“Well,” he said, ‘“‘suppose we take a little walk

every day after adjournment, and you simply give
me object lessons.” I consented finally, and from
that day on, for several months, we tramped around

the outskirts of Albany talking only German, Hav-

ing been at school in Dresden, he had a fair knowledge of the language, and by our conversations he so
perfected himself that in the next campaign he could
address his German constituents in their owntongue.
This accomplishment, he often admitted to me in

later years, largely contributed to his reélection by
a normally Democratic constituency and paved the
way to his future success. His maiden speech in the
Assembly was quite an effort, and I heard an old

country member say: ‘‘That young man will make
his mark.”” At that time he was between twenty-four

and twenty-five years old, and the Presidency, of

course, did not come to anybody’s mind—any more

than in Arthur’s case. But again the dastardly deed
of an assassin caused the Vice-President to be ele-

vated to the ‘‘throne.’” However, had it depended
on Roosevelt’s own judgment, all might have been
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changed, for at the Philadelphia convention in 1896
he struggled with might and main against his own
nomination for the second place on the ticket. Perhaps even then he had his eye on the first place.
Moreover, he saw that Boss Platt wanted to get rid

of him in the State, and that certainly must have
riled him. However, man proposes, and God disposes: the pressure became stronger and stronger,
and I happened to be in his room when one State

delegation after another filed in urging him to
accept. He finally did give his consent. The vortex
of fate whirled him to the top, and we shall meet

him again in later chapters.

TTT

A RAILROAD BUILDER
Now let us leave the effete East for a while to get
a glimpse of the prairies and mountains of our

omnivorous West. The railroad king, Henry Villard,

had issued invitations for an excursion on a gigantic

scale to celebrate the completion of the Northern
Pacific Railroad. Four special trains of distinguished guests from this and other countries, especially Germany, and a fifth one of newspapermen,
the writer among the number, started early in September, 1883, over the new transcontinental line
which was to be another iron link between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The outward trip from
the great lakes to Puget Sound was like a triumphal
procession. The new road naturally was a great

boon fo the people of the Northwest, and theguests
were lavishly entertained along the whole route. At
each stopping place there were garlands and flowers
and young ladies dressed in white to welcome the
visitors, and the most sumptuous meals, to boot.
Near Bismarck in North Dakota we witnessed the
extraordinary spectacle of an Indian war dance,

Sitting Bull and his band of Sioux having been
brought up from the Standing Rock Reservation for
that purpose. The interest and delight with which

the visitors, especially the Europeans, viewed these

weird dances of the redskins can be imagined.

When we newspapermen came back to our train, we

experienced a sensation which was not on the program: the squaws had taken complete possession of

the sleepers.

Of course, they retreated without

bloodshed, but not until we had relieved ourselves
BR
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of all the silver coins in our pockets. They would
take no paper money and looked upon those who
offered it as cheats.

The main ceremony took place in the wilds of the
Rockies, at the place where the tracks from the East
and West met and where, as two lavishly decorated
locomotives approached each other from opposite
directions, the golden spike was driven to signalize
the completion of the great undertaking. It was the
hour of Henry Villard’s greatest triumph. Who
could have dreamed that the man whose enterprising genius had made the event possible, and who at
that moment listened to the cheers of the thousands,
was in a most desperate state of mind and almost
heartbroken? It was only too true—the result of a

tragedy which had been enacted in the Eastern
metropolis while Villard and his guests were joyfully speeding westward. It is a story of dramatic
interest.
Heinrich Hilgard, a German by birth, was the

Washington correspondent of the New York Tribune
during the Civil War and as such signed his letters
¢Villard.”” By that name he became well and favorably known to the public men of his time, so that

finally he adopted it, not to disown his German ancestry,but rather to reap the benefit of the people’s

familiarity with his nom de plume. In the course
of time he placed himself at the head of a company
to build the Northern Pacific Railroad and for that

purpose secured from Congress the customary sub-

sidies in the shape of vast grants of land. In his
great scheme Villard had the powerful aid of his

friend, Carl Schurz, the then Secretary of Interior.

The land grants were conditioned, as usual, upon a

time limit for the completion of the road. This limit
was about to expire, and the grants seemed doomed
unless the necessary funds could be raised to build
the last sections. At that eritical juncture the new

railroad king accomplished something unparalleled
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in financial history. He wenttoGermanyandrajgeq

what in Wall Street annals has become mown ag
the ‘blind Pool,’’ go called because the Berlin and

Frankfort investors who put up the money ($8,000,

000) did not know what it was for. Villard could
not afford to tell them for the reason that ill.

disposed rivals in New York who had confidently

expected the failure of his gigantie project would
have surely spoiled his game, if anything had leaked
out regarding the Proposed loan. Suffice it to say,
he did complete the road on schedule time, not, however, without disposing of a large amount of stock

to the Gould interests. Thig transaction wag the
cause of the tragedy above referred to. No sooner

had Villard turned his back to accompany his guests,
than they threw that stock on the market, causing
a tumbling of Northern Pacific values sufficient to
reduce millionaires to paupers. By this means the
rivals had planned to secure confrol of the property. Villard hastened back East and wag able to

save
day onlyNevertheless,
by the sacrifice
hig whole
poz.
sonal the
fortune,
theof three
hundred

guests, saddened though they were by the news of

the disaster, went through with the original program
British Columbia,
and continued their trip to the Pacific Ocean and
It was at a dinner at Victoria that a high

Canadian official coolly informed us that some day

they proposed to annex Montana, Washington and

Oregon, as that territory “naturally belonged to

Canada.” A spokesman on our side replied goodnaturedly: ‘Just come and get it!”
Much more enjoyable than our Canadian experience was the pun of one of the Villard party at g

dinner tendered us by the merchants of Seattle.
“You all know the old saying,’’ he remarked, ‘‘gee
Naples and die. Well, after what I have seen of
your city, I would say: See-attle and die.’ The
Seattle of that time really reminded one of Naples.
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It was built from the river up a hill like an amphitheater, the same as the Italian city, and the view

one enjoys from the top of that hill, of Puget Sound

below and the snow-capped Olympian Heights in the

far distance, compares favorably with the beautiful
view from the top of Mount Vesuvius.
An incident which occurred at the proposed
terminus of the road, the present city of Tacoma,

I shall remember as long as I live. All there was of
the future city were a few log houses and a number

of charred stumps. We were all indignant because
of the selection of such a God-forsaken place for the
road’s Western terminus. ‘Why didn’t you go to

Seattle?’’ one of the visitors asked an official of

the road. ‘‘Because,’’ he said, ‘‘a railroad always
picks its own terminus; it wants to profit from the
sale of town lots.”” An honest confession, but here
comes the joke on the members of the party, at that

stage mostly newspapermen. As a special favor each

of us was offered one of those town lots for the nom-

inal consideration of $5.00, but so disgusted were we
with the place that we declared we would not take
the lots even as a gift. Today these same lots are

selling for many thousands of dollars. Talk about
the luck of newspapermen! The poet Heine well
said—if it ever rained gold pieces, everybody else

| would get the gold, while he would get dents in the
head. This, I believe, is an exact description of the

lot of the average newspaperman.
I cannot resist the temptation to relate another

incident in connection with that memorable trip.
Before the foreign guests departed from New York
for the West an excursion up the Hudson was ar-

ranged for their benefit. As we passed Newburg I
told a little group that it was at that place the

officers of the Continental Army had offered the Imperial Crown to George Washington, an offer which
he had scornfully declined. Carl Schurz, who was

with the party, questioned the truth of that his-
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torical incident. It so happened that a few months

previous I had discovered documents verifying it
in the old archives at Albany and had written the
story for the ‘‘Staats-Zeitung,’’ including even the
text of the officers’ addresses and Washington’s ver-

batim reply in which he took the tempters severely
to task for their lack of principle. For the informa-

tion of the visitors and my own vindication I re-

printed the story in next morning’s issme of my
paper. According to those authentic accounts both
rank and file of the army were disgruntled because,
for several months, they had received no pay, and
they honestly believed that General Washington, if
given the power of a monarch, could improve their
lot without trouble. The story is certainly true, and
General Schurz never questioned it thereafter.
On the same occasion I made the acquaintance of

Paul Lindau, the famous German anthor. In the

course of our conversation he made one remark

which is still fresh in my memory. “‘Tonight,’’ he
said, ‘I shall write my first letter to the Berlin

‘National-Zeitung’ and begin it this way: ‘After
having spent a whole day in America and being

thoroughly familiar with conditions, I shall now proceed to tell the reader all about the new world, '
Fine sarcasm, isn’t it? It certainly recommends itself to the many European authors who, after a

flying trip through America, go back home and write
volumes about the ‘‘land of unlimited possibilities.”’
Speaking of Carl Schurz, I witnessed what was
regarded as a notable meeting between him and
General Grant. For years their ‘‘diplomatic relations’’ had been severed because of political differences, and the former President now had a new rea-

son to feel bitter against Schurz because the latter
had been one of the most outspoken opponents of the
third term at the Chicago convention. It was at

Lake Minnetonka where Villard’s guests, including
the two distinguished men, spent a pleasant after-
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noon. I saw the two approach each other on the

hotel veranda from different directions. A meeting
could not be avoided. Both stopped, Grant holding
out his hand as if he were again putting into action

his historical injunction: ‘‘Let us have peace!’
The other quickly took the outstretched hand, shaking it warmly. Then they conversed for some time.
It was said afterwards that the meeting had been

prearranged by mutual friends.

General Grant, by the way, accompanied the excursion for a good part of the trip West. At every
little station the erowds called for him for a speech,

and he willingly responded, but finally the exertion
proved too much for him. There happened to be a
newspaperman by the name of Sperry in the party
who was the very image of the General; so, with the

latter’s consent, Sperry went out upon the platform
impersonating the great warrior. At one place, however, when he said in addressing the crowd, ‘‘Youn
tons of soil”’ instead of ‘‘You sons of toil,” the

former President demurred, although he heartily
joined in our laughter. °

As in Shakespeare’s plays, so in real life, tragedy
and comedy run parallel or follow each other in
rapid succession. On my return to New York I was
present in Villard’s office at a scene which, tem-

porarily at least, overshadowed all the happy

memories of the great excursion. An old lady was
on her knees befor&amp; thé railroad king pleading for
help. She had invested in Northern Pacific stock and
now begged him to make good her losses. He managed to do so in this and many similar cases, as

already stated, by giving up his own fortune, and it
was said that he overlooked none of those who had
personally confided in him. It was an evidence of

magnanimity which impelled one of the great New
York dailies to say of him editorially: ‘‘HenryVil-

lard after the disaster has proved himselfagreater
man than he was before.”” Therefore, the (German
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element of our citizenry can claim him with pride as

one of their own; and for hig great achievement even

the old country is entitled to credit because it was

German money, tendered without any questions

being asked, that made possible the linking of the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans’ by a new transconti.
nental line.

TV
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“Twenty-three years old,’’ exclaimed Don Carlos,

‘and nothing done for immortality!” I was now
twenty-eight and had fared no better. Yet there was

the hope that the variety of my experiences might

prove a good foundation for the future. I had be-

come familiar with the doings of the underworld

init}ié police courts, the litigations of society in the

civil tribunals, the personalities and records of the
leading public men, and, moreover, had been initiated into the mysteries of politics and law-making

and even of railroad building, with a trip across the
conitinent thrown in. All this, however, was only the
beginning, and an entirely new leaf was to be
turned. I was now to get a glimpse of international

politics and diplomacy by being assigned to what
in newspaper parlance is called the ‘‘foreign desk.”’
Although familiar with the geography and to some
extent the history of the countries of Europe, I soon

learned, by reading a dozen foreign papers every
day, how little I had really known of the live questions then agitating the minds of the different

nations. Recent. experience has made it painfully

evident that in matters of foreign affairs some big
dailies largely present the British point of view to

the American reader, yet who would deny the desirability of Americans forming their own inde-

pendent judgment of international questions and
adopting their own independent foreign policy? Indeed, our own interest seems to demand emphatically
that this be done. I should feel amply rewarded if

the following discussion Should be deemed to con-
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tribute aught towards that end and towards cor-

recting erroneousimpressions which, by one-sided
information, might have been created in the American mind.

It was in the fall of 1883. Bismarck was in the

zenith of his power, practically holding the threads
of European diplomacy in his hands. The united
states of Germany, welded together as the result of

the Franco-German‘warintoamightyempire by

Bismarck’s master mind and actually ruled by him,

were enjoying unbounded prosperity. This was so
in spite of the unusual burden Just then imposed
upon German industry by the new social legislation

which for the first time in history provided for sickness,accident and old age benefits for the toiling

masses. The press was still full of complaints about
that “socialistic experiment.’” The main argument

against this beneficent system was not the extra

expense which .employers, labor and government
bore in three equal parts, but that German industry, thus burdened, would be crippled in its competition with other nations. But, at the behest of the
young Kaiser, the Iron Chancellor had stood pat.

The purposeofhisprogramwas,asidefrom
the Socialist movement.™Indeed, that party had

humanitarian aspects, to take the props from under
voted against it, so that the great reform had to be
forced through against the opposition of the very
element which was to be benefited. We know today
that none of the doleful predictions made concern-

ing this legislation came true; on the contrary German industries and commerce grew in such a way
as to incite the envy of the world. At the same time

the empire, by practically abolishing poverty, had

set an example worthy of emulation by all the other

nations. England has already made a brave beginning in copying it, and sooner or later, I believe, we

shall have to come to it TfAmerica, because labor

is entitled to it. Indeed, it can be easily foreseen
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that, unless we take up these vital social problems,
the growth of radicalism and socialism will be such
as eventually to overcome both the old parties. If

labor, instead of resorting to strikes and boycotts,

came to the conclusion that united political action is
the easier way to attain its ends, who could prevemnt
it from taking the reins of government in its own
hands as English labor has done? And this is so
because the farmers and middle classes, too, are

getting tired of the old threadbare issues of a purely
political nature and believe in economic reforms as
the shibboleth of the hour. Reinforced by these ele-

ments, labor would most likely sweep the country
even against a combination of the two old parties.
Coming back to the German insurance laws, it is

noteworthy that they had an effect even on this coun-

try. From the middle nineties to 1914, German immigration grew less and less until it nearly ceased
altogether. It dwindled, in other words, from over

350,000 annually to about 20,000, and why? Not
because prospective immigrants from that country
were unable to pass our educational test, but because

of general contentment with home conditions under

whichthetoilerswereassuredmaterialprotection

in case of sickness, accident and old age. In due time

this lack of desirable immigration willbefelttobe
a distinct Toss to the United States.
An absorbing topic in the Reichstag was the question of national defense. We call it preparedness

elsewhere ;it is militarism when it concerns Germany.
In theabstract the idea of men being trained to kill

oie another is.

all ‘wrong;of‘course,andthetime

will come when the people will have sense enough ‘to

seeitthatwayandtorealizethathumanenergy

shouldbe expendedinfightingthehostileforcesof
ature rather than in cutting human throats. Alas,
we are not yet so sensible! So long as our neighbors

go armed, we must do the same. “Suppose Caiiada
were the Russia of the Czar and Mexico theFrance
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ofPoincaré, is it not safe to say that our standing

army would be five times its present size? And that
was “exactly Germany’s position. Hemmed in between two powerful neighbors, both armed to the
teeth, she had to be constantly on the alert. This
much every American will understand, but he is

not so conversant with the historical causes of Ger-

man military preparedness. Owing to inner dissen-

sions Germany,forcenturies,hadbeenthefootball

of France, England and Russia, the battleground

of the Thirty Years War, the Seven Years War and
the Napoleonic wars. Her unhappy people, in consequence, had suffered untold hardships and been
reduced to abject poverty and want, while many of
her small kings and princes kept on striking the best

bargains possible with their powerful foreign neigh-

bors. It was then that the Grand Duke of Hesse sold
his unfortunate subjects to England to fight as un-

willing hirelings against the American colonies—an

infamous bargain which so incensed the Prussian
King Frederick the Great that he would not allow
the Hessians to cross Prussian territory on their
way to the ports of embarkation.
In view of these conditions is it to be wondered at
that the outcry for national unify and common defense became general, that the demand for a united

Fatherland became an obsessionwiththepe
Thewarof 1870 at last brought about the change.
The nation rose as.one man. Almost over night

Prussians, Bavarians, Saxons, Swabians, all were
transformed from provincialists into national Ger-

mans, and a feeling of common brotherhood,

strengthened by the ties of blood, gave birth fo the
new nation. The time of discord and disunion was

remembered only as a terrible nightmare, and the
new watchword was: ‘United we stand, divided we

falll’” The new order of things was cemented by a

constitution granting universal suffrage and pattermed generallyafterthatoftheUnitedStates.
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Germany’s neighbors naturally watched this de-

velopmenf—which, by the way, prompted Napoleon

ITT to start the Franco-German war—with envious

eyes and ill-concealed displeasure. They would have

much preferred to see her continue in the torn and
defenseless state of a harmless people of ‘poets and
thinkers.”’ Consequently, the new nation was pos-

sessed of a feeling of anxiety and fear, expecting
that some day the newly won unity would be chal-

lenged by the jealous neighboring powers. So the

great question was how to maintain and preserve

what had been_achieved,andthatquestion
answeredbytheintroductionofuniversalservice

which required rich and poor, prince and peasant
alike to submit to military training for the defense

of ‘the Fatherland. This, in a nutshell, is the story
of German ‘‘militarism.””

The system was less ex-

pensive than the militarism of either France or
Russia, or the navalism of England, and was de-

signed solelyfordefenseandnotforaggression.

World domination, it is safe To say, never ‘entered

the minds of the German rulers. On the contrary,
they rejoicingly regarded thé Triple-Alliance, Bis-

marck’s great achievement, as asolemn covenant to

guarantee lasting peace.
Two other questions, also of practical interest to

American readers, were then uppermost in the

minds of the German people: the repression ofthe

Black and the Red propaganda, involving a struggle

against Rome on one side and against socialism on
the other. While Bismarck was a master on the in-

ternational chess board, he was not so fortunateor
sosuccessful in his domestic policies. His efforts
spelled failure in both directions. Flushed with the

victoryoverFrance,theGermanliberalsstarteda

drive against the Catholic. church as.apolitical
factor.. “Now that we have vanquished the foreign
foe, let us dispose of the domestic one,”’ was their

slogan. The chancellor did their bidding by forcing
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through the Reichstag a number of restrictive measures, called the May laws, against the Church of
Rome, and also several acts of repression against
the Reds, which deprived them of the rights of free
speech and assemblage. As already intimated, however, this policy of suppression proved as futile
against the Catholics as it did against the socialists,
and in both directions Bismarck met his Waterloo.

One after the other ofthe May laws had to be surrendered-inbargainswiththeUltramontaneor
Catholic party, and while the Iron Chancellor did

not go to Canossa, like Henry TV, scoffers claimed

that instead he had gone via Canossa to Rome. The

social-democratic—party,“on‘theotherhand,had
grown soalarmingly strong as a result of those re-

pressive “measures that their speedy repeal. was
deemed a part of wise statesmanship.

The old, old story! Yet, it seems, governments
will never learn. In spite of all the lessons of his-

tory they will insist on edlling for the police, fool-

ishly believing the cudgel to be the most effective
weapon to combat ideas. A free government would
cease to be a democracythemomentitbecame
medizvally stupid and so fundamentally unjust as
to resort to force against dissenters. The simple
laws of physics teach us what will happen when we

fasten the lid on a kettle of boiling water. There
will be an explosion, of course, and the same natural

laws"apply topolitics. Would Christianity ever

have grown, as it has, if the Roman emperors had
not attempted to suppress it?
The state may lord it over the persons of the faithful, but their souls and consciences are their own,
and when controlled by the church, the outcome of a
conflict between God and Cesar can never be in
doubt. In the case of a political party obnoxious to

the existing order, a wise government will inquire

into the reasons why such a party should exist and

prosper, with a view to removing them and remedy-
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ing the evilsofwhichtheoppositioncompains.A
wisegovernment, moreover, will remember what

Heine said of the human intellect: “It has its inalienable and eternal rights. It will never consent
either to its suppression by force or to its being

lulled asleep by anthems.

It demolishes its dun-

geons, breaks its shackles and in a delirium of joy
races emancipated over the whole earth, scaling the

highest summits, measuring the sun and counting
the stars of the night.”” The moral? It is better to
let the steam escape than the kettle explode. "It is
wiser to give free sway to political opinion than to
invite revolution by attempts to prevent its expression.

It was in recognition of this axiom that the

fathers of the Republic wisely provided not only for

libertyof conscience, but also for freedom of speech
and of the press and for the right of all citizens
peaceably to assemble and vent whatever grievances
they may have.

When in racial conflicts a government sides with
one race, it logically incurs the enmity of the others,
and the same is true of religions feuds and class

struggles. Therefore, impartiality andastrictobservance of the constitutional gnarantees underall

circumstances are the best policytoinsurecontentment and domestic peace. The employment of force
in combating opinion is anarchy whether resorted to
by the government or the governed. On the other
hand the best gnarantee of national security is such

conduct on the part of the government as will call

for the respect and approbation of the people at
large. Indeed, genuine love of country can be fostered in no other way.

Coloniesornocolonies? This question was a bone

of bitter contention under Bismarck, and my duty as
a commentator on foreign affairs often impelled
me to touch upon this subject.

To a certain extent

it concerned America. Thegrowing body of Germanywasalready pressing againstherboundaries,
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and some outlet for the teeming millions had to be

provided. "An exodus_totheUnitedState

looked upon unfavorably since this meant a permanent loss to theFatherland because of the rapid
assimilation of the immigrants by the land of their
choice or adoption. Colonists, it was argued on the

other hand, would remain Germans. Nevertheless,

there was considerable opposition to the acquisition
of colonies. Without them, it was pointed out, all
power could be concentrated upon the defense of the
home country, and Bismarck often pointed to the
friction resulting between other powers just because

of their colonial possessions. Dicputes frequently

brought either France and England or Russia and
England face to face on account of their overseas

interests. While these powers were adjusting their

difficulties, Bismarck usually got what he wanted;

in fact, most of his great diplomatic successes were
due to his shrewd maneuvering from a position that
offered no front: for attack except the home front.
It was probably for this reason that he was never

over-enthusiastic about colonial ventures.

However, the imperial spirit and national vanity

had been greatly “stirred by the successful war

against France, and the chancellor finally yielded to

public clamor. The German colonies never proved

an asset to the empire. On the contrary, the expenditures on their account exceeded the revenues

derived from them in every budget, and the efforts
to direct emigration towards them also proved
a dismal failure. But the inevitable result of the
new colonial policy wag thé building of a Navy for
the protection of both the overseas possessions and

the rapidly growing foreign commerce of the country. And from that fateful moment John Bull never

ceased plotting for the downfall of his Teutonic
cousin.

The affairs of the whole world erowd in upon the
Foreign editor of a newspaper, and he must be ready
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at a moment’s notice to comment on anything that

may happen in any part of the globe. I freely ex-

pressed my sympathy for the Irish in their great
struggle for home rule or independence; inveighed
against British supremacy of the seg—for the rea-

gon that some day it might result in the ocean being
closed against our own ships; held up to the eon-

stantly quarrelling races of Austria-Hungarythe

oxaTinleof America where Celt and Anglo-Saxon,

Magyar and Slav, Czech and German live peacefully
together under a flag neutral to all races; upheld
staunchly the historic right of Germany to the pos-

session of Alsace-Lorraine, because these provinces,

originally German, had been wrested from that country when it was too weak successfully to resist
French aggression; and last but not least I denounced as a perpetual menace to the peace of Europe the Czar’s lust of conquest, the traditional
policy of the Romanoffs which decreed, according to
the political testament of Peter the Great, the eventual possession of Constantinople. Even then it was
easy to foresee that the constant intrigues among
the Slavs of Austria and the Balkans, by which the
Russian bear hoped to realize his ambition, would
eventually unchain the dogs of war.
Editorial comments such as these on the questions

above outlined, were generally approved by my superiors. On one occasion, however, I had decidedly
transgressed, at least in their opinion, and I leave
it to the reader to decide whether they were right
or wrong. For the first time in my life I had
written on the subject of world peace. Lord

Shaftesbury had just been elected President of the
British Arbitration League, and the Federal Council of Switzerland had adopted a resolution favoring
settlement by arbitration of all its differences with
other nations. In commenting on these two events I

had taken strong ground in favor of substituting
judicial decisions for arbitrament by the sword.
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“Whatever apologists may say,’’ I concluded, ‘‘the

present system of leading men to slaughter is a
relic of barbarism, and to throw it upon the scrap
heap will mean to rid the human family of its greatest scourge.’” Next day the editor-in-chief came to
my desk and advised me to put on the brakes in re-

gard to that question. ‘Qf course,’’ he said, ‘the
world must eventually come to arbitration, but public opinion, I am afraid, is not yet ripe for it”? I
swallowed the reprimand, but felt like throwing up

my job.

If a man is not allowed to write what he

conceives to be true, I said to myself, he had better
quit. Unsophisticated soul that I was! I had yet

to learn that there are walls thicker than heads and
that man’s own bias and conventionalisjn are the
thickest of them all. When in conflict with stern real-

ity, the ideal {must give away often and for a long
time before its final triumph. I was sensible enough

not to resign, but the incident confirmed rather than
weakened my belief in arbitration as a substitute for
cruel war and had much to do with my later activi-

ties in behalf of the cause of international justice
and peace.

To continue the story of my foreign desk experi-

ences, it should be stafed that there never was any

friction between Germany and theUnited. States.

Their interests ‘did not conflict anywhere in the
world, ‘and the traditional ‘friendship between the

two countries had continued undisturbed from the

time Frederick the Great, as the first of the Euro-

pean rulers, had recognized the independence of the
American colonies. One night, however, there came

a disturbing cablegram from Berlin. "Bismarck had
brusquely sent back to us a resolutiofiwhich our
Congress had ‘asked him to transmit to the Reich-

stag. It was a resolutionofsympathyonaccount

of the death on American soil of Eduard Lasker, the

famous German parliamentarian who had sought

rest and recreation in this country from his fifteen
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years’ labor in perfecting the German civil code.
The grim Iron Chancellor had sent the well-meaning
resolution back to us with the intimation that he

was not a messenger boy. It looked like an affront.
That he did not like Lasker, because as a leader

of the Liberals the latter had been a thorn in his
side, was not our concern and could not explain satis-

factorily his seeming rudeness to us. I expressed
the opinion editorially that Congress had not ob-

served theproper form, as, indeed, it had not. The
resolution, instead of being sent direct to Bismarck,
should have been handed by our Secretary of State
to the German ambassador here for transmission to
the Foreign Office in Berlin and then to the Reich-

stag. Fortunately, this view prevailed in the end,

and nothing further came of the matter.
It was remembered in this connection what a good

friend of the Union Bismarck, inhis early career,

had proved himself to be. It was during thé storm
and stress of the Civil War. Lincoln needed money

and, unable to dispose of enough war bonds at home,

he sent a commission abroad to solicit the aid of

European governments. Our emissaries first went
to London and timidly knocked at Gladstone’s door.

2apound
ly was
harsh answer.
The South,
hé added,would
winhisanyhow,
and English
sympathies were with the Southern cause.

Of course!

England wanted to see our country divided to render
itsreconquest so much easier. Indeed, history tells

us that nothing wasleft undone by the London gov-

ernment to hinder and harass President Lincoln in

higeffortstosavethe Union. From London the

commission went to Paris, but alas, with no better
result! Napoleon III at that time was occupied with
the plan, carried-out a few years later, of making

Maximilian emperorofMexico,andadivided Amer-

ica naturally was to him a most desirable consummation for the success of his pet scheme. So

France, too, let our emissaries go, empty handed.
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Thereupon they went to Frankfort on the Main, and
here they encountered the first cordial welcome,
The big bankers of that city asked Bismarck, who
was then prime minister of Prussia, whether the
advance of money to the Union would be compatible
with German interests. Quick as a flash came the

answer: ‘‘@ive them all you can!’’ In response to
that advice Frankfort and Berlin financiers bought
enough bonds to make possible the prosecution of

the war to its successfulend.Noonecanguessto-

day what the fate of the Unionmight have been but

for Germany’s timely succor, Certain it is, how-

ever, that President Lincoln warnily recognized to

his dying day the lasting debt of gratitude which the
Union owed Germany for her friendly aid in the
most critical hour of its history. And it was probably due to the fact that friends of the Union were
in the saddle at Washington that Bismarck’s above
described impoliteness was soon forgiven and for-

gotten,

Many anunpleasantness in our foreign relations

has beenbrushed aside,Ibelieve,asa result of the
American sense of humor.

We often treat as a

joke what would cause other nations to frown.

I

remember one particular instance when we had some

sort of misunderstanding with Russia. Roosevelt
was President at the time.

A high official of the
State Department said: ‘If the Russian bear
threatens to show his teeth, we wish to remind him
that we can make a little dental display of our own.’

May the American people ever be disposed to pre-

fer a smile or a laugh to a frown, for a nation with

a God-given sense of humor has little room in its

heart for malignity and hatred.
In leaving the foreign desk I could not help mak-

ing comparisons between the extremely fortunate

position of our beloved America and the troubles
and tribulations of Europe. What a contrast!

Phenix-like, America was perched upon a high pin-
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nacle looking with indifference and disdain on those
foreign birds of prey whose tattered plumage and
plucked feathers were eloquent of their constant
fighting. With the magic wand of liberty America

has solvedalltheknottyproblemswhichuninterriiptedly puzzle European statesmen: differences of
race and religion, prejudices of hereditary station
anid rank, traditions and superstitions of past centuries, and last but not least social unrest owing to

unsatisfactory economic conditions.

Exempt from

most of these troubles, with the wealth of a hemisphere barely scratched and the elbow room of a

continent which could easily support doubleits pres-

ent populafion, we are fortunate, indeed! Therefore, does not the finger of destiny point out our
course? Does it not plainly point to a policy of

scrupulous aloofness from old world complications 1

2

LIFE IN ST. LOUIS
Cesar would rather be first in a village than the

second in Rome! I thought of that saying when, in

December, 1884, I accepted acall to St. Louis to

take charge ‘of the I'ribune,an evening daily. My
futiire readers would probably not count as many
hundreds as there had been thousands in the Eastern

metropolis, yet I was to be first in authority, and
this is what really determined my course, together

with the happy prospect of leading my faithful part-

ner in life back to the bosom of her family.

“And

St. Louis herself is a mighty good place to.go back
to. There is something in the spirit of the city

which is most fascinating. It isacombinationof
Western magnanimity, Southern chivalry and Ger-

man“sociability which makes every one. feel at
home at once.” The ¢ity’s growth was not mushroomlike, but most substantial and it practically owns
itself. Financially it is like the rock of Gibraltar,
owing to the conservative methods of its bankers
and merchants. For its future growth there is only

one thing needed: a "deeper channel in the Mississippi." During the early days of the Civil War St. Louis

loomed large in the horizon of the nation. Here the
momentous events took place which resulted in saving Missouri to the Union and are said temporarily
to have brightened the sad countenance of the martyr President. The facts are well known, but the
story I am going to tell—and this book would be

incomplete without it—has the advantage of being
based on first-hand information imparted to me by
TTR
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many different participants and eye-witnesses. The

rich and influential men of St. Louis, with but few
exceptions, were Southern sympathizers. Their
attitude may be accounted for by the fact that the
Mississippi then was a great artery of trade and the
bulk of the city’s business was with the South. Besides, many citizens were of Southern blood, so that
Governor Jackson, who was plotting with the Legislature and the Southern chiefs to turn Missouri over
to the latter, believed that he would have easy sail-

ing. However, he had reckoned without his host:
the Germans of the city, even then numerically a
strong element. They were opposed to slavery and
for the Union and, therefore, almost to a man, had

ralliedtothesupportofAbrahamLincoln.Witha

forebodingofevil they had been secretly drilling in

the old Turner Hall and other places, under the
leadership of men who had had military training in
the old country and were thus prepared for any
emergency. The first objective of the conspirators
was to seize the United States arsenal with its sup-

plies of guns and ammunition, and for that purpose
they established a military camp (Camp Jackson)
on a high point in the Western section of the city,
commanding the situation. Fortunately, there was

stationed at the arsenal a Federal officer of great

energy, splendid personal courage and unswerving
loyalty, in the person of Captain Nathaniel Lyon,
who, divining the sinister purpose of the state
authorities, immediately resolved upon the capture
of the Secession camp. In the incredibly short time
of ten days the loyalists of St. Louis were organized

into five regiments of volunteers, and within another

ten days five more regiments of reserves entered

the Federal service, the-majority- of the men being
Germans. On May 10, 1861, four volunteer regiments, the first under Colonel Frank P. Blair, the

second under Colonel Boernstein, the third under
Colonel Franz Sigel and the fourth under Colonel
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Schuettner, marched to Camp Jackson. They were
immediately followed by two battalions of the First
(Colonel Rombauer) and the Second Reserves
(Colonel Kallman) and by the third and fourth reserve regiments under Colonels McNeil and Gratz

Brown, the commander of all the forces being Captain Lyon. The fifth volunteers under Colonel
Salomon guarded the arsenal and the fifth reserves
under Chas. G. Stifel, not yet armed but ready for
muster, were assembled at their headquarters,
Stifel’s brewery. When all the troops had taken the

positions assigned to them, Lyon dispatched B. G.

Farrar with a letter to General Frost, the commander of the camp, in which he demanded surrender

within thirty minutes. Frost surrendered.

‘‘I am

wholly unprepared,’’ he answered, ‘to defend my

command from this unwarranted attack and shall,
therefore, be forced to comply with your demand.”
In this resolute way the backbone of the rebellion
in Missouri was broken and the state saved to the

Union. Alas, Lyon’s great coup was not accomplished without bloodshed. With hurrahs for Jeff

Davis and shouts of ‘Damn the Dutch!’’ a hostile

mob attacked the volunteers during the time F'rost’s
men were made prisoners, and over fifty persons,
many of them innocent bystanders, were killed.

Captain Blandovsky of the 3rd Volunteers, a popu-

lar member of the St. Louis Turner Society, was the
first of the loyalists to give his life for the cause
of the Union.

This brief account of the capture of Camp Jackson is taken from personal notes of unquestioned

authenticity. The action itself is admittedtobea

lasting monument16théunflinchingloyaltyofthe
Germans in the darkest hour.of our country’s history. It is one glorious instance of many illustrat-

ing the naaiite service they rendered Lincoln
and their adopted country throughout the Civil
War.

Their steadfast loyalty was dictated in the
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first} place by love of country and of that freedom

to which the institution of human slavery constituted so obnoxious and irreconcilable a contrast;
and secondly, by that sense of duty to which men
of German blood have ever been obedient. It is idle

to speculate what might have been the result if their
espousalofthecause of ‘Liberty and Union’ had
been less suthusiastic, if on that memorable tenth of

May, for instance, they had not been at Lyon’s beck

and call." In answer to this question it may not be
improper, however, to quote a remark recently made
‘by the widow of Jefferson Davis. ‘‘But for the
Germans,’”’ she is quoted as saying, ‘‘the South
would have been victorious.” Be that as it may, it

is certainly true that because of the evidence of

militant patriotism which they had given, all loyal
hearts of the North went out to them. Is all this

forgotten?
It certainly seemed to

have been forgotten when
in January, 1885, I first took my seatinthe editorial
chaitof the Tribune. It looked then as if it were
true that ‘‘Republics are ungrateful.”” The old

spirit of Know-nothingism was again showing its
ugly mien. It manifested itself by active intolerance

towards the race characteristics and the innocent

habits and customs of the German population and
culminated in a movement against German instrue-

fiorl in the public as well as private and parochial

schools. To the historian it must appear strange
fhat this agitation should occur during the lifetime
of the same generation which had witnessed the

splendid example of patriotism given by the German

element. It can only be explained on the theory that

the enemies the Germans had made through their

loyalty in the Civil War were endeavoring to get
even with them, while their friends, alas, failed to
rally to their defense. The South has not forgiven
them to this day, and the enmity from that section
was soon reinforced by antagonists from other quar-
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ters. New organizations grew up like mushrooms,

just as if the devil had traveled over the country and
sown poisoned seeds everywhere. There were those
who wanted to put up the bars against immigration,

others crusaded against the good cheer of the social
cup. The Puritans begrudged us our laughter and
innocent enjoyments because they want all pleasures
postponed until we get to heaven, and last but not
least came the A. P. A.’s whose religious bias
walked hand in hand with race antagonism.
As to the prohibition movement it was not difficult 10" demonstrate that one of its underlying mo-

tives, too, was race prejudice because it aimed to

undermine the social life of the Germans and to
bankrupttheTichestmenamongthem.Infact,it
is claimed by shrewd observers that the prohibition
fire would have died aborning but for the fuel with
which race prejudice constantly fed it. The fact
that the crusade of professional drys is directed
more viciously against the harmless beverage of the
Germans than against ardent spirits seems fully to
confirm that assertion.
In view of such a situation grave responsibilities
rested on the editor of a German paper. The spirit
of resentment was rife among the American citizens

of German blood.

They felt instinctively that the

agitation against what was dear to them was a drive

of race against race and naturally began to consider
measures of self-defense. It was the province of

the editor to counsel moderationandtheadoptionof
such measures only as would be consistent with good

citizenship. I set my face resolutely against all
attempts at political organization on racial lines, a
thing altogether inconsistent with American principles. If the opposition violates the American
spirit by allowing its racial instincts to dictate in

matters of public concern, let them do so, but this is

no excuse for citizens of German extraction to make
the same mistake.
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Against a dignified protest in some form, however,

there could be no possible objection.

On the con-

trary, by a remonstrance they would simply avail
themselves of a good old American privilege. And

what happened? Necessity again proved the mother

of invention and gave birth to a new idea, the char-

acteristically German idea of an annual celebration
to bestyled‘German Day.” Street parades were
to demonstrate the numerical strength of the German element and orators should call public attention
to its creditable history on American soil. And the
special event to be commemorated?

Was it to be

chosen from the history of the old country?

No;

these citizens of German blood wished at the same

time to demonstrate their Americanism. Hence,
they decided to commemorate the landing here two

hundred years earlier, of the first German colonists
—an event of importance in the history of America.
The idea spread like wildfire over the whole country, and for many years thereafter annual festivities of this character took place in all large cities
and also in many smaller towns. On these occasions

distinguished American orators, including presidents, members of the cabinet, Senators, Represen-

tatives and others, would habitually extol the
loyalty to flag and country and all the other civic
virtues of the German element. At the first celebration of this kind at St. Louis there were more
than forty thousand men in line, each carrying an

American flag. As one of the collaborators I was
not a little proud ofthe success of the turnout.

In some states, however, the resentment against
the increasing evidences of race prejudice resulted

in political action.

Towa, Illinois and Wisconsin,

three reliable Republican states, were turned over

to the Democratsbytheso-calledGermanvote, be-

causeinthefirstnamedstatetheRepublicanshad
championed the cause of prohibition, and in the two
others they were held responsible for legislative acts
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to control parochial schools to the practical exelu-

sion of parental rights. Such political action, die-

tated, as it was, by race consciousness, would be

inexcusable if the votersofGermanextractionhad
been the aggressors.

But they were not; on the

contrary, they actedin self-defense. Harassed and

oppressed on racial grounds, they organized to pro-

tect their skins, the same as did the French in
Canada. Had there been no attack, there would

have been no counter demonstration, and probably

we should never have heard of such a thing as a

German Day.

In my editorial opposition to the different fads
invented to torment the German element, I believed
that I was on solid American ground. My opinion
was and is that the form of worship, the customs and

racial aspirations of our adoptedcitizens, as long as

they do not conflict with the laws of the land, should

be given free play in a democracy. If this be true,
then every attempttomakethem.conform to the
social habits, dress, mannerisms, ways of thinking
and all other peculiarities of one particular element,
even if it be numerically the strongest, must be adjudged undemocratic and un-American and is,
therefore, intolerable. And I went even further by
venturing thé assertion that any man incapable of
freeing himself from race prejudice which manifests
itself in self-exaltation and a domineering attitude

toward others, is by nature disqualified from being

a real American. See whether this is not true:
suppose a majority were of that disposition, what

would become of the principle of individual liberty

and equal rights, the foundation stone of our institutions? “And what about those inalienable human
rights inherent in a person, which even despots are

prone to respect? Bereft of the power of guaranteeing them, our country would at once cease to be
the America of Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln.

If the Anglo-Saxon could mold everybody accord-
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ing to his own pattern, what a monotonous country
we would have! Foreign visitors finding us all of
the same stamp with every one doing alike and think-

ing alike, would say to the outside world: ‘Why, in
America, to see one city, is to see them all, and after
you have looked at one man and one woman, never

mind the others.”’ As a matter of fact, there is al-

ready more samenessandmonotonyinAmericatha
inanyEuropean country, save England proper, al-

though each one has a more homogeneous population

than we have. It is due to the leveling spirit of the
leading race, to the desire to stamp out individuality,

a tendency, which, unfortunately, is encouraged

rather than checked by the press.
I believe, the children of every race have brought
with them something worthy of reception and absorption by the American people. Those among us
who are prompted by a feeling of superiority to
treat such gifts contemptuously, who are they?

Certainly not Americans, for the spirit of true
Americanism requires acceptance of those contributions with kindly tolerance and intelligent interest.
America cannot be made Anglo-Saxon any more
than it can be made Irish, German, French or Ital-

ian.

We must cultivate a type of our own, the

Americaltype,with the bad traits of others elimi-

nated, if possible, and all their good traits absorbed,

and no one race should be allowed to be the sole

judge of what is good and what is evil. We want to
make America a new world in the true sense, free

from all the unhappy traditions and ancient preju-

dices of the old, a land, as has been well said,
‘where hatred expires’’ and where every citizen,
irrespective of racial extraction, is the peer of every
other citizen.

What about the ‘‘hyphen,’’ and so-called ‘‘double

allegiance? While perusing the foregoing chapters

this question may have occurred to some readers.
Now, I hold no brief from my fellow-citizens of Ger-
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man extraction to defend them against billingsgate,
nor do I feel called upon to dignify calumnies, the

result of a passing hysteria, by attempts at refuta-

tion. My purpose is calmly and dispassionately to
state facts and, incidentally, to advance views
formed by the experiences of a lifetime. The public mind is now sufficiently composed, I believe, to
realize what a cruel outrage was committed against

American citizens of German blood by thepropa-

ganda press using ther as scape-goats to kindle the
war passions of the nation, It was done, too, against
the better judgment of their assailants, because the

latter know them full well and have never, at any
other time, so studiedly misunderstood and misjudged them. These same self-styled one hundred

percenters were perfectly aware that the hyphen was

used innocently, and merely as a racial designation,
but they purposely imputed an objectionable meaning to it at a time when they had the ear of the public and when every word of defense was lost in the
fury of the storm. But facts, after all, are the best
answer to calumnies.

Are the Germans newcomers in this country? By
no means. In fact, they belong to the older American stock. The total immigration from the time we
proclaimed that ‘“all men are created equal’ up to
1890 was 15,689,000 souls of whom 5,125,000 were
Germans. This means that of all the immigrants
who came to this country in one hundred and fourteen years every third person was a German. Since

1890, however, that ratio has undergone a most

remarkable change. Of 17,000,000 immigrants who

arrived from 1890 to 1920, only 1,023,000 were Germans. If we deduct from this latter total all those
who either died or returned to the old country, we

shall find that only about one million Germans have

been here twenty-eight years or less, while seven
millions out of the total of eight (including only

children, not children’s children) are either native-
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born or have lived in the United States more than a

quarter of a century.
Now, let me ask, if seven out of eight persons of

German blood are either Americans to the manor
born or resident citizens for a period of from

twenty-five to fifty years or more, who will dare to
assert that such an elementisnotthoroughlyassimilated by the country and in every way identified with
its vital interests? Is there any other element more
entitled than they are to the name ‘‘Americans’’?
And is it a valid answer to these questions simply to

call them ‘‘hyphenated citizens’’?

Suppose they

do admire ethical and cultural German values. Is it
not identically the same thing when other Americans

admire English literature, French art and Italian
music? If not, where is the difference? Certainly,
if it should be held that mere admiration for any-

thing foreign detracts from the love for, or devotion
to, one’s own country, then there is but one remedy:
we will have to emulate the ludicrous example of
the Celestials and build a Chinese Wall around the

United States to keep out all foreign influences, even
those of a purely ethical nature.
The wiser alternative, it seems, is to make up our

minds as to the absoluteimpossibilityoferadicatin

man’s attachment for the place wherehiscradle
stood,be it his own orhis ancestors. (With the
English, Scotch, Irish and Germans it is in nine

cases out of ten their ancestral cradle; with the Ital-

ians, Slavonians, Czechs, Russians, ete. it is their
own.) Countries with a homogeneous population
have no such problem, but we have. It has been with
us from the start and probably will be with us to

the end. Against it policemen’s clubs, coercive or
espionage laws, prisons, or even mob terrorism will

be of no avail, simply because thereisnopower

which could tear that natural, innocentand mest

creditablesentiment
fromthe human heart. This
stubborn fact will remain even if, ostrich-like, we
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stick our heads in the sand. The thing to do, then, is
to recognize it, to ‘‘endure what we cannot cure.”

I spoke of it 48aproblem,but in reality it is no

problem at all. On account of it, not a single hair
on Uncle Sam’s head has ever been injured. In all
our history the government never suffered because

of American affection for ancestral homes—which

again shows that love of mother does mot detract
from love of bride. Much rather I believe the con-

trary to be true; namely, that he who soils his own
nest, cannot be a good citizen. If not true to himself

he will not be true to flag and country.”
To the Englishman, the Scotchman, the Irishman
we habitually do concede the right of devotion to
ancient traditions and of affection for the ancestral
home. Why not to the German? Is it because he
speaks a different tongue?! God save the mark!
If that were the reason, the world’s conscience would
push us from the high pedestal we occupy, and ad-

judge such narrow-mindedness a national disgrace.
Or is it because his old Fatherland was one of the

great powers, hence a worldfactor? Well,Thavé
already shown that the native country of nearly

nine-tenths of our citizens of German stock is Amer-

ica. And the last tenth? Suppose they do sing German songs and cherish, because most conversant

with them, German literature, art, science, music
and philosophy, whatoniearthhasthattodowith
official Germany?

As one who knows whereof he

speaks I assert that not even in the innermost recesses of their hearts is a trace to be found of their

old political allegiance.

When their thoughts run

back to the old country, theythink of everything but
its government and rulers, and the German colors

have no more significance to them than those of

Turkey or Japan.

They are devoted Americans,

and the star-spangled banneristheonlyflagthey

know. Affectionfor the old home, after all, is only

a sentiment,anemofionoftheheart,whileloyalty
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to the new is a matter of conscience, and no instance

is known in history in which men. of Germaii blood
ever failed to respond to the voice of conscience or

the call of duty. Double allegiance? Why, in its
only possible meaning, namely in a political sense, it

does not exist in America. The Czechs and Slavs
may have been faithless in their allegiance to Aus-

tria, the Poles to Russia, the Armenians to Turkey,
and the Irish may rightly wish to break the shackles
which tie them to England, but the annals of America do not record a single instance in which her
adopted children failed to make her cause their own.
The severest test was the one to which the American Germans were put during the last years of the
World War. Have they stood it? For an answer

I'refer to the ‘‘rolls of honor,’’ the casualty lists,

the records of the War, Treasury and all other departments of the government. Their loyalty to the
flag, tried and tested in every crisis, is founded not

alone on their innate love of freedom and their

honest fealty to democratic institutions, but also on
a sacred oath, an oath of whose sanctity they believe
heaveii itself to be the guardian.

An instructive corroboration of what is said here
is furnished by the press of the old country, which
regards the German element of the United States
as a “lost tribe,’” as prodigal sons because of their

altogether too rapid assimilation. As a witness let

me cite a man whose name is most familiar to American readers, no less a person than Professor Treit-

schke who in his Politik (Vol. I) says:
“What has Germany gained by the fact that thousands
of her best sons . . . have turned their backs upon the

fatherland?

They are lost forever for it.

If an immi-

grant himself perhaps remains attached to his old home
by some natural ties, his children as a rule cease to be

Germans; at all events this is true of his grandchildren,
for the German learns all too easily to deny his fatherland. . . . Almost one-third of the population of North
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America is of German origin.

Think of what precious

forces we have lost and are daily losing through this

emigration, without receiving the slightest compensation.’

These words, I think, tell the story in plain lang-

uage. Only a short while ago this whole discussion
would probably have been denounced as ‘‘German

Propaganda.” Be it so. Propaganda for the truth
is a highly meritorious effort and should be welcomed by every honest man. Fortunately, the public
has sufficiently recovered to open its eyes and ears
to the truth. Therefore, I shall venture a prediction.

It is that no danger will ever come to our

country, its liberty, security, prosperity and. independence, from so-called ‘German Propaganda’
which, as we shall see later, is largelyamyth."But
a danger, most imminent and one to which, alas! too

inany good Americans are unwisely closing their
eyes, is threateningusinthe shape of that hydraheaded monster called English Propaganda. This

octopus has been for years andistodayovershadowing the whole continent from ocean to ocean. It
stands behind, if it does not occupy, many editorial
chairs of our newspapers, the rostra of colleges, the
pulpits in our churches and its claws are about too

seize our schools. Under its baneful influence his-

tory is falsified, and the minds of our. children.of

non-English descent are poisoned against their own
kith and kin,

Its purpose is to bring the strayed American
chicken back under the wings of the English mother-

hen. It brought about a partnership between the
two countries in war; and thé Covenant of the
Leagiie of Nations is to clinch the reunionin peace.
Under this covenant which was to perfect and legal-

ize British-French world domination,”America was

giventhe statusof4Britishcolonywithonevote,

the same as Canada, Australia and the other three

colonies. The peace movement was perverted to
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serve; its noble cause was fructified to disguise the

scheme, and on behalf of universal peace the great

imperial conspiracy presented itself to the United
States Senate for final sanction.

As favorable

action would “have “sounded the death kmell of
American independence, monuments should be erected to the men in the Senate whose staunch Ameri-

canism saved the day for the present. I say for the

present, because the danger is by no means past.
A stumbling block for the propagandists are the
Irish and the Germans. They are not so easily
caught by baits such as ‘‘Hands across “the
sea’’ and “natural brotherhood of the two Englishspeaking peoples,”’ ete. Hence these elements must
be politically ostracized and denounced as traitors

and pro-Germans; their music and songs must be

suppressed, their motives questioned and suspicion

must be cast upon their every move, no matter how

patriotic. And if they dare to stand up for American independence, they must be charged with “Q@erman Propaganda.” In their zeal the conspirators
overlook the fact that with such a charge they prac-

tically make pro-Germanism and pro-Aniericanism
synonymois terms, and in their blindness they do

not see thatsincetheupheavalinCentralEurope
pro-Germanism, always an imaginary issue, has be-

come a dead issue. TheAmerican people have been
misled, but already they are finding themselves, and

onathe whole truth dawns upon them, they will
surely make short work of a propaganda which has
poured the poison of racial discord into the American cup and, still worse, is tempting our people to
betray their own country. And then will history
repeat itself? Will Uncle Sam, as did George Wash-

ington, choose German loyalists as his body-

guard? Already a famous American writer* is on
record as saying that today nativism actually sus* T,owisohn in “Up Stream.”
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pects love of liberty, the spirit which founded the

Republic, as a symptom of an alien and subversive

spirit and adds: ‘The notion of liberty is vividly
alive today only in the unassimilated foreigner, that
pathetic pilgrim to a forgotten shrine.”

I cannot conclude this discussion without a word
of encouragement to those who have been embittered
on account of the sad experiences of the last ten
years.
The unfortunate race dissensions, the

preaching of hatred, the insults to citizens of German blood, the cruel persecution of dissenters ‘on

the'oné hand, and the profiteering in the garb of patriotism, the intolerable arrogance of public officials

posing as the masters instead of the servants of the
people on the other were, it should be remembered,
mere concomitants of war for which, after all, the
mass of the American people should not be held responsible. It was all due to the few with the en-

forced tolerance of the many, enforced because the

many were given no opportunity to put things right.

TT

LABOR AND CAPITAL
We will now have to go back to the little sanctum

where the erstwhile immigrant boy was turning out

editorials for his paper. Here at the very outset I
was face to face with a great problem, probably the
ereatest of all and one which still awaits a solution,

although the statesmen and thinkers of all nations

have wrestled with it for a thousand years: the

social question.

The Tribune, while Republican in

politics, was largely read by laboringmen,among
whom the Socialists were the more intelligent. The
latter endeavored to exert an unceasing influence
on the young editor in favor of their doctrines.

I

stood pat, however, holding fast to the conviction
that a working agreement, through mutual conces-

sions, between capital and labor on the basis of the

present economic System was 1iot only possible, but
highly desirable. While free to admit that the whole

trend of industrial evolution was in the direction of

socialism, Ineverthelessstood my ground and per-

sisted in maintaining merely a ‘‘benevolentneutrality’? towards labor which meant in the first place an
open mind towards its just grievances.

In daily contact with wage-earners I Jearned to
appreciate their real situation. Wages and hours,

of course, are vital questions to them, but their real

worry undoubtedly is the uncertainty of employment, the possibility of the worker and his family
starving in case he loses his job. I am sure society

as a whole has never fully realized the sum total of

unhappiness involved in this helpless dependence.

Here,Ithink,social reform _might profitably put in
Son

ey

gat p

y
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its oar by somehow assuring to the willing worker

his daily bread. It would stop one of the most prolific sources of social unrest. The day is certainly
past when the government could wrap itself in a
mantle of impotence and go to sleep, unconcerned
about the industrial storms raging around it. The
supreme indifference as exemplified by the old Manchester theory of laissez faire must at last give way
to real human concern in, the welfare of the masses.

This has become the more urgent since production

and manufacturing have practically passed from the
hands of the smaller employer to those of big capi-

talistic
of within
labor legislation
has beenconcerns.
made by A
thebeginning
states and,
the scope
of its limited jurisdiction, also by Congress, but the
vital points, where the worker’s shoe pinches, have

hardly been touched. No provision, for instance, has
yet been made by state authority for sickness, acci-

dent and old age benefits, not to speak of the almost

indispensable aid in case of involuntary idleness or

unemployment. “It Séems; from the right of the state

fo claim a citizen’s life in time of war, could properly
be deduced its duty in turn to provide for him in

time of need, and 1 believe, the taxing power could

be employed forthat purpose.
As previously stated, Germany has already car-

ried out most of those economic reforms, and but
forthem, it may fairly be assumed that the Socialists would have been in the saddle there long ago.

Bismarck, it will be remembered, went even so far

as to proclaim ‘‘the right to employment” (das
Rechi auf Arbeit) in the Reichstag, but that body

would not go to such lengths because by the SxATple

already set, Germany had incurred the ill-will of big
capital all over the world, and secondly because of a

well-grounded fear that the additional burden would

impair her faculty of competition in the world’s
markets.
In our country labor disturbances have become
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more and more frequent and acute because of our

failure thus far to recognize the real grievances of
the workers. Certainly much of the acrimony of
those troubles could be relieved if society were less

oblivious of its duty toward those who surely need
the state’s protection against greed and selfishness.
We must not forget that what has been accomplished
in the matter of ameliorating labor conditions, the
shortening of hours, for instance, was due less to
legislation than to private agreements enforced by
the power of organization, in other words, whatever
concessions were made to the laboring men had to
bebillied, so to speak, out of capital. In this there

shouldbea change.” Capital and labor should recog-

nize each other as eqiial economic factors, deal with
éacli"other on such a basis and, recognizifig collec-

tivebargainings, freely enter into contracts fixing
the conditions of labor. I'do not deny that between

the two factors there is a conflict of interest. Labor

wants the highest possible wages and the shortest

possible hours, while capital wants the opposite.

The conflict cannot be reconciled except by com-

promise, for any attempt to settle the differencesby
a test of strength is invariably disastrous to both
sides, and not the least to the innocent third party,

the public.

No sensible man can doubt for a moment that a

stubborn refusal on the part of society in general to
recognize the trite truths above set forth regarding
its bounden obligations towards the working masses,

must eventually strengthen socialism to such an ex-

tent as to bring about most drastic changes in the

present economic system. If the millions now
gathered around the banners of the American Federation of Labor and the great farmer organizations

should ever conclude to enter the political arena,

joining tiands with the Socialists and reinforced by

the great middle class which is now crushed between
the upper and the nether millstones—in that event
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the doom of the old order of things would be at

hand, and even a fusion of the old political parties
could not retard the rise of a new democracy on a
platform calling for economic reform and social

justice.

This was the substance of my editorials on the

labor questions, yet the Socialists were not satisfied.
They wanted the whole hog or none, and finally
started a daily paper of their own. Under ordinary

circumstances this would have been a severe blow
to the Tribune, but as it turned out, we more than

made dp the loss of subscribers by gains at the ex-

penseof the German morning papers. And thereby
hangsatale.”Theeditors of the morning papers

were distinguished men and I had the greatest re-

spect for them. When I had visited them in former
yéarsthey had always given me a courteous and cordial reception, but when I called on them this time
to pay my respects as a prospective competitor, they
evidenced a decided challenge. For that slight I owe

them deepgratitude, for, in the language of the poet,

it proved ‘‘a force which wills the evil and begets
the good.’’ Wounded pride aroused my ambition and
became the incentive to probably everything I
achieved in later years.

note of my career.

In a word it was the key-

I suddenly became feverishly

eager for personal and business success. If they do

not love me, at least I shall make them recognize me,

I said to myself, and began to attend all possible

public functions, speaking at funerals, weddings

andchristéenings,andsoontheGermansocieties
wanted me as orator for theirfestive occasions. The
eight years (1884-92) during which I kept up this

intense activitywere certainly the busiest of my
life, yet the most enjoyable. Soon I had a host of

friends, and the subscription list of my paper grew

by leaps and botinds, mostly by accessions, as already said, from the other papers. The new competition of the Socialist daily did not make a dent
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in our circulation. But for that slight inflicted by
my rival editors, it might have been different. Certainly no one would ever have thought of me as

available timber for public office.
So far practical politics has not been mentioned,

and many readers, no doubt, are grateful for it.
But they are not to escape so easily. Politics was

part of my life, so much so from this time on that my

good wife insisted it was her worst rival. It is a
commonplace to say every citizen ought to take a

hand in the political game, but do we fully realize
the evils resulting from the neglect to do so? This

very neglect makes it possible for political bosses
and professional politicians as well as the powers

behind them to manipulate things their way, and it
is hardly necessary to say who the powers behind
the curtain are. Therefore, the man who busies himself giving politics a bad name is not our friend.
He wants to discourage us from exercising our

political rights knowing full well that the ballot is

our sole remedy against economic evils and our only
proper weapon in the struggle for political and ecodomic reforms.

"Wall Street would restrict the franchise in a

minute, if it had the chance. Why? Because the
money power would be at the end of its rope the
minute the less fortunate would get it into their
heads to vote for their own interests instead of the
cat and dried programs of the bosses and parties.

And, indeed, this ‘‘danger’’ is imminent. The mul-

tlitudes are getting tired of the threadbare political
twaddle and are inclined to answer the old phrases

about democracy and liberty with the significant
words: ‘‘Bread is liberty, liberty is bread!’’ They
care less for the form of the government than for
its spirit and its humane purposes. It makes no difference under what technical system the laws are

enacted, if they but meet the wants of the people.
Well, the majority rules and the people are the gov-
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ernment. They can enact any laws to suit their
purposes and interests. If they saw fit and could

command a majoirty for it, why, they could even

abolish the present industrial system and provide
for ownership by the people of all means of production. Who will stop them? In the face of a determined majority even the courts would hesitate to

interpose constitutional objectiqns.

What power, then, would call a halt to this mad

rush toward a goal so undesirable to all who have
material interests at stake? The most sensible

remedy, of course, would be to make reasonable

concessions.

But none so blind as those who will

not see. Our lords and Junkers will fight rather
than agree to a fair compromise as the price of
domestic peace. In order to prevent discontent

from carrying its grievances to the ballot box,
stratagem will be resorted to to divide and confuse

them. The two old parties, both subsidized by large
campaign contributions, will inaugurate a countrywide sham battle with all the noise and clap-trap
possible. The ‘‘fourth estate’’ is thus made to forget its own troubles and to take sides as between the

Republican or Democratic parties which in reality

serve the same masters. If, contrary to expectations, the people should show a disinclination to
warm up to the official issues then another trick is
resorted to to catch the unwary. Some new apple
of dissension is thrown into the arena. The press
gets up the necessary excitement, and the dear peo-

ple, swallowing the bait, fight furiously about the
apple until the polls close.
Let me illustrate this mancuvre by an example.

Years ago the American people had becomerestive
on
account
of thebigtrusts
and "They
their demande
peresing
power
and rapid
multiplication.
that thiese monster concerns be regulated and their
power curbed by law. What happened? Almost
overnight Prohibition was made an issue in nearly
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every state of the Union. It was the apple of dis-

sension above referred to. And the people? Why,
forgetting all about the trusts and their other griev-

ances, they set to fighting about this new issue and,
as we all know, are still fighting about it. Who
kindled that fire and caused the flames to envelop

the whole nation? Why, the biginterests simply

adoptedthe tactics of the photographerwho,when
taking the picture of a eryingbaby, holds up some

shiny object to attract its attention. Before thdE
time some honest fanatics had preached prohibiti8
«
to empty benches, but now it had suddenly becohfie %

a great ‘‘issue.”” Thousands were expended to f Sts )

the agitation where only dollars had been spent Bed)
fore, and many an oil barrel must have been tapped

for the purpose. It certainly proved a good invest-

ment for the interests, inasmuch as the people were

completely diverted from their original plirpose. So
short,infact, proved their memory that when Presi-

dent Taft..threw down the gauntlet to the trusts
and staked his chance of re-election on this fight,

they didTotevenYecognizetheissue as their own
and ran after false gods instead.

Now, coming back to the original proposition, I

contend that whether our sympathies be with the
classes or the masses, it is our bounden duty to take

part in politics. Under our political system the peo-

ple are the government, but what is to become of

government when the people refuse to govern? The
best machine is worthless unless those who are

charged with running it perform their duty, and the
same is true of our government. Not onlyshould
every citizen goto the polls and vote, but he should

also take a hand in the primariesandotherpreelection ‘work such as the picking of the proper

candidates, the framingoftheplatform;ete.On

election day it is too late to counteract the influence
of the bosses and their mercenary backers. When
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the ballots are to be cast, the only alternative is to

vote for Tweedle-dee or Tweedle-dum.

It is unnecessary, I trust, to explain why in this

brief discussion of political machinations so much
stress is laid on the ballot and the imperative obligation of its use. It is because in a democracy with

universal suffrage it is the only permissible i1nstru-

ment for reform. In countries where the people
enjoy no freedom of speech, no free press, no right
of assemblage nor of petition, and where the franchise is restricted, the employment of force is their
only remedy; but in a Republic like ours to resort to
force would be treason and anarchy. Here the government is but the servant of the people, who have
the right to change it at will and the power to do so

by means of the franchise. Ifwrongs there. be,
whether social, political or economic, the people have

no one but themselves to blame, because the means

ofTedressarein their own hands.

v1

ENTERS PRACTICAL POLITICS
The time had now come when my personal fortunes were to be connected with public concerns. In

the spring of 1888 three men stepped into my sanetum to see me on"Wwhat they stated to be a matter of

politics. ‘‘Pardon my brevity,’ said the spokesman,
‘‘but wewant you to run for Congressin the tenth
distriet.”” My face at that moment must have been
a picture of inexpressible surprise, because honestly
the idea of holding public office had never occurred
to me. My main ambition had been to become the
successful editor of a prosperous newspaper. Besides I was a poor man and realized that in a cam-

paign for Cotigress my secant savings would be but a

drop in the bucket. I frankly told my friends so, but
they would not listen. ‘And I am German-born,’ I

Jad
‘That will help to elect you,” replied one of
em.
It was true that the city portion of the district was

largely German, the same section, in fact, which had
furnished most of the patriots who captured Camp
Jacksonaiid saved Missouri to the Union. ‘‘Give me
time to sleep over it,”’ I said. Very well, they would

be back the next afternoon. When I informed Mrs.
Bartholdt she threw up her hands in dismay, jast as

I hadexpected. A woman sees only the domestic disturbance, the discomfort inseparable from a campaign and the possible disappointment in case of defeat. However, she finally yielded and I made up
my mind to accept. To carry a Democratic district

would be quite men
a featherin
my cap. Besides, when
Sg ag
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the party calls, a man must be willing to lead even a

forlorn hope.

The contest for the nomination lasted from April
till September and at times was very bitter turning,
as it did, largely upon my nationality. My support-

ers were.publicly charged with having declared for

my nomination on the ground that I was a German.
My answer was that if such a foolish remark had

really been made, I needed heaven’s protection from
my friends. It was true, however, that if the Republican party saw fit to send me to Congress, the German-Americans of the district would be sure greatly

fo appreciate tlie compliment. This set things right,

and I earried every city ward save the one in which

va,
M. Kinsey, one of ‘the opposing candidates,
ived.

When the convention met in the little town of
DeSoto my friends and I were treated to a genuine

surprise. We discovered that Kinsey, while:1was
busy in the city, had corralled all the outlying coun-

ties of the distriet which, in addition to. his own
ward, gave him a majorityofthedelegates. The

local paper, in reporting the convention, said: *‘The

young editor lost the nomination by two_ votes.
Called to the platform, hemade a short and goodnatured talk, winding up with the words: ‘All things

come to him who waits. I am young and can wait.’

So he proved a good loser, and the general opinion
was that if he had made that speech before the bal-

loting began, he would have been nominated.”” Defeat is always bitter, especially the first in one’s life,
but, like the Spartan youth, T would not show it. In
politics it never does to sulk because of personal dis-

appointment. It is best to “‘eat erow’’ gracefully,

remembering that the party is bigger than any man
in it. Therefore, at the very first rally after the convention I pleaded for the ‘election of the man who

had defeated me. A few short years later I was the
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candidate myself. Though willing to wait, as I had

told the convention, I did not have to wait long.
The following little incident may not be uninteresting. It shows how a white lie proved to be the
truth, after all. After my defeat I had wired from
DeSoto: ‘‘Beaten, and glad of it,’’ in order to comfort the anxious souls at home. As it turned out, I
really had good reason to be glad of the result, becanse the district, while electing my successful rival
this one time, swung right back into the Democratic

pole.
like no
Kinsey,
would my
probably
have
ad one Hence,
term and
more,I while
election
in
1892, after the district had been changed, insured
me a more extended lease of political life.

Before telling the story of the first election I
must relate an intermezzo which proves the truth of
the old saying that while we believe we are pushing,

we are being pushed. The would-be Congressman,
thrown down at DeSoto, was picked up by the people

and sent without opposition to the St. Louis School

Board. Realizing its importance, I regarded the
unexpected honor very seriously. But it was a new

field, and I had to feel my way. As nobody seemed
willing to answer my questions satisfactorily, I concluded to find out for myself by looking into every
nook and corner of the educational system then in

vogue. Quite properly there was no politics in the

school administration, buf I found a majority of the
board, a combination of Democrats and Republicans,
to be carrying things with a high hand. This
prompted me to join the minority.

In the schools the children received little or no

instruction in calisthenics, and, therefore, the first

resolution presented by meprovidedfortheintroductionofaregularsystemofphysicalcultureand

the employment of the teachers of the several St.

Louis gymnastic societies for that purpose. "What a

task to put through so simple and beneficial a reform! One member said he wanted no fads; the
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“3 R’s’* were good enough for him. Another could
not see why we should try to make acrobats of the

children, ete. Many of the principals, too, were

antagonistic. Nevertheless the resolution finally

slipped through by a bare majority, and a proper
system of bodily exercises has been taught ever

since. How much the parents have saved in drug-

gist and doctor bills through that training is beyond
calenlation.
In the meantime an examination of the textbooks

in use’ had shownastounding Tesults. Glaring inac-

euracies in history and geographical errors were discovered and the author of the book on physiology
wag found to have ridden a hobby. On the issue of
‘““better and cheaper books”’ I was elected President

of ‘the Board. Because most of the Irish members

had cast their votes for me, a rival editor dubbed me

“‘the Irish President’’—a gibe which simply proved

the truth of what Colton said, ‘‘Our very best
friends have a tincture of jealousy even in their
friendship.’” But envy could not undo my election.
It was now time for action. In the board a work-

ing majority was with me determined to do the

square thing. In appointing the committees I checkmated those members who were said to have profited

by contracts. Thus the Augean stables of the building department were cleaned out with one fell swoop.
For members of the course of study committee which
was to handle the text book question I picked the
best and strongest men. The fun began with the
introduction of a resolution to advertise for new
school books. It meant stirring a hornet’s nest because we were stepping on the toes of the all:

powerful book trust which at that time supplied all

the text books for the schools of St. Louis and other

large cities.

One day the Superintendent said to me: *‘If you
knew what a book fight means, you wouldn’t start
one.. Why, the trust can make and unmake men and
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if you persist will nip your own career in the bud.’’

Therenpon I pulled my memoranda showing the
defects of the books then in use out of my pocket.
His face was a study. When I threatened to give
the whole material to the press, he changed front at
once and became a convert to our cause. However,

we were not yet out of the woods.
On the day on which the resolution was to be voted

on, a distinguished-looking gentleman called at my

home. He had come, he said, to protest,onbehalfof
the taxpayers, against a change of textbooks. In

answer to my question whether he knew what was in

the books he admitted his ignorance. ‘‘Now, then,”’

[ said, ‘“there is no use wasting our time. I can discuss this question only with a man able to argue it

on its merits.’” Changing his tune, he asked whether
I owned ‘‘this nice home.”” On answering in the
negative, he came closer and tapping me on the
shoulder said: “If you wanted to, you could own

it by tomorrow; all you would have to do is stop that
foolish book fight——’’ My first impulse was to slap
his face, but instead I turned about and left the

room. That evening the book resolution was lost by
one vote. Two weeks later we passedit, and since

that time St. Louis is what it always should have
been: an open marketfor all the good and up-to-date

books producedinthecountry.

While engaged in non-partisan public service, I
had continued steering my newspaperin a straight
Republican course, at the same time keeping up all
my party connections. In the spring of 1892the contest for Congress in the now ‘‘ Republicanized’’ 10th
district loomed again. My friends believed me to be
the logical candidate, but Kinsey made the same

claim, having once carried ‘the district when it was

still Democratic. The campaign was a long and
strenuous contest, but without acrimony as between

the two principal aspirants.

Who would have

dreamed, therefore, that this friendly rivalry should
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be eclipsed in the end by the shadow of a sad and

most lamentable tragedy? To be nominated I needed
some delegates from St. Louis County who, together
with those from thecity, would give me a majority.
Franklin County had a candidate of its own in the
person of J. C. Kiscaddon, an able and popular at-

torney of that section. On the eve of the primaries
the reports from the county were to the effect that
instead of only a few votes I would have more than

half the delegation, news which miéant an easy
victory,

En

Then occurred the catastrophe which came near

blasting all my hopes. The very night when these
favorable reports reached me the Sons of Veterans

of the county held a meeting at Claytonatwhich,

unbeknown to me, the sons of the Sheriff tried to

secure an endorsement of my candidacy. The oppo-

sition, among others the sons of Major Smith, who

supported Kinsey; protested on the ground that

their organization had no right to take action on po-

litical matters. A lively tilt ensued. The following
morning Major Smith met the Sheriff in the Court
House and charged him with having instigated the
action of his sons. As the latter knew nothing about

the matter, this charge angered the Sheriff and

caused him to utter ‘‘the short and ugly word.”
Thereupon Smith, a big and powerful man, made a
rush for the Sheriff with an open pocket knife which
he held in his hand, and the latter, fearing for his

life, pulled his gun and fired in self-defense, instantly
killing his assailant.

The news of the tragedy spread like wildfire over

the county and city and, as may well be imagined,
was astunning blow to me. It was as if the bullet

had pierced my own heart. There was only one thing
to do. I immediately sent word to the county seat
that no‘contest whatever should be made in my behalf, that my friends should stand aside in all the

townships andlet the afternoon’s primary go by de-
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fault. If the efforts and sacrifices involved in a contest of many months were to be in vain and the hopes
for certain success dashed in the last minute, well

and good, I was willing to be the innocent victim of

the unfortunate occurrence. My opponent, as was to

be” expected, ‘secured the solid delegation of the
county, yet all was not lost. If I could hold my city

strength,the additionofafewvotesfromFranklin,
the other county in the district, would still give me

the nomination.”
First of all, however, I needed comfort and advice
and so on the evening before the convention, I called

on my distinguished friend, Joseph B. McCullagh,

the great editor of the Globe-Democrat, and confided
my troublestohim.HereadilyagreedthatIshould

not be made to suffer for what had happened, but

added significantly that it was the fixed policy of
his paper never to take sides in nominating contests
between Republican aspirants. To my great joy,
however, I discovered next morning that he had departed from that rule, for the Globe-Democrat contained a strong editorial in advocacy of my nomination, demonstrating how unjust it would be to hold
the Clayton tragedy against a man who was entirely
innocent of it and had made a long and honorable
fight for the nomination. I believe to this day that

that editorial contributed largely to my final suc-

ces,Tor it had the effect not only of rallying my
friends, but it also disarmed those of the opposition
who were endeavoring to make political capital out
of the sorrowful occurrence.

It was a most exciting convention until Kiscadden,

the candidate of Franklincounty, realizing the hopelessness of his chances, mounted the platformto
withdraw from the contest. "Released from their

pledges, five of the delegates from thatcounty joined
the city delegates to give me theVictory. The drop

of wormwood in my cup of joy was that St. Louis
County had to be against me, because nowhere did 1
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have stronger personal friends. A glimpse of the
future, if then revealed, would have greatly comforted me, however, for in the ten subsequent con-

tests for Congressional honors, all successful, that

county. proved. to be one of my most reliable

strongholds.

In the campaign for election which now followed
not another word was said about the Clayton trag-

edy, but the Democrats had certainly pitted their
strongest man against me in the person of Edward
C. Kehr, a former Representative in Congress,an

attorney of splendid reputation and one of our most

distinguished citizens. On the stump I spoke of him

only in the highest terms, but strongly emphasized

the differenceinthe principles and policies of the
two parties. The district, as now constituted, was
normally Repiiblican, nevertheless, Kehr’s strength

worried me, and indeed his friends bet on his election to the last minute. But I carried the Republican

banner to victory by a majorityofover3,000votes,

J LLL
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From steerage to Congress! The immigrant boy

now had actually traveled that road to its last lap,

finding himself the national representative-elect of

over 300,000 people. Certainly a striking illustra-

tion, I say again, of the possibilities of American
citizenship. Moreover, do not the noble disregard of
racial distinctions and the practical déiitonstration

of political equality of native and adopted citizens

reflect the highest credit on the nation because of the

evidence, thus adduced, of its loyalty to real Ameri-

can ideals? It might be said that the large German
population was responsible for the result. To the
credit of that element it can be affirmed, however,

that in polities it is rarely swayed by racial in-

stinets, and in this case had contributed no more to

the result than the other elements of the population.
I must insist, therefore, that my election was a plain
example of unprejudiced action and an evidence of

that magnanimous impartiality which is the essence

of true democracy. It made me a better American
than I had ever been before.

My thoughts naturally turned to my old father.

Had he not stinted, himself to afford me the education necessary for the high position I was to occupy?

How it would gladden his heart if I could personally
present myself to him as an official representative of
the American people! Fifteen years had elapsed since
my first visit and the old father had never seen my

faithful partner in life. Then, too, the most discussed subjectsatthattimewereimmigration,the
financial question and the tariff. On a trip abroad I
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could gather a great amount of useful information

on these very questions and so kill two birds with

one stone. Having severed my connection with the

Tribune, a step which promised more impartial

treatment at the hands ofTival editors, I concluded
toundertakethevoyage.Ongoing East I stopped

at Washington, the future scene of my activities, to
look over the ground and, incidentally, to attend the

inauguration of Grover Cleveland.

The national capital again was as crowded as it
had been on the occasion of Cleveland's first in-

auguration in 1884. Again the ‘““unterrified Democracy’’ vented its enthusiasm in unbounded measure
in the hotels and streets of the city. It was a dread-

ful day, that fourth of March, 1893, even worse than
the proverbial inauguration weather. A cold, pene-

trating “‘northern’’ was blowing, yet for more than
half an hour the new President, just sworn in, stood

bareheaded among the shivering multitude, delivering his inaugural address. With chattering teeth
people expressed the fear that harm would surely
come to him, but they had failed to reckon with his

wonderfully robust constitution. Next morning when

I stood in line at the White House, waiting for my
turn to felicitate him, he looked as well and vigorous

as ever, and seemed most happy to receive the con-

gratulations of his friends. Immediately ahead of
me was General Bragg from Wisconsin, the man

who during the campaign had coined the phrase,

“We love him for the enemies he has made.’ While

he was talking to the President my mind ran back

to the days at Albany when Cleveland was Governor
and I was a newspaper correspondent. We had been

good friends and I wondered how he would receive
me. ‘‘Hello,”” he exclaimed most cordially, while
we were shaking hands, ““are you in Washington
now? What paper do you represent?” ‘No paper
this time, Mr. President, but a constituency. I took
Greeley’s advice, went West and grew up with the
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country.’’” Now it was his turn to congratulate me,
and he did so with warmhearted interest. I had to
tell him all about it. There were signs then of a

financial flurry and, consequently, some talk about
an extra session. He assured me that he would call

Congress together only in case of absolute necessity
and would give ample notice so that I could get back
in time.
An extra session was called, as will be remem-

bered, for repeal of the silver-purchasing clause

of the Sherman Act. Hurrying back from Europe, I

was in my seat when on August 10, the newly elected

Speaker, Charles F. Crisp, of Georgia, called the

House to order.

During the four years of Cleveland’s incumbency
I was always a welcome guest at the White House,

and the President’s friendly disposition became, in

various ways;amatterof benefit to my constituents.
To mention only a few instances: Mr. Cleveland had
again brought from Albany Daniel Lamont, an old

chum of mine and fellow-reporter in the New York
Legislature. He had been Cleveland’s private secretary during the first term, and this time he was made
Secretary of War. As such he distributed to the
different localities the lump sums which Congress

annually appropriates for arsenals and barracks.
One morning I appeared before the new Secretary
to argue forthe improvement of Jefferson Barracks,

an up to that-time-hadbeentotallyneg

Again and again Dan switched to Albany reminiscences, but I wonld not let him divert me. Finally

he said: ‘You know, Richard, I will go the limit for
you, but I shall have to take up the matter with the

Quartermaster-General before I can do anything.”
‘““Why don’t you send for him right now?’’ I suggested. He did, and we three had it out then and

there. The result was an allotment of $85,000 for
our army post and from thattimeannual allowances
were made until fhe old barrackswereconverted
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from a pile of rocks which they had resembled into
a modern military post.. I betray no confidence by

making the statement that under instructions of

the military committees of Congress the Quarter-

master-General had figured to use the above amount

for other localities and that he yielded only to gentle

pressure by Lamont and, indirestly,the President

himself.”Needlesstosay,the St. Louisnewspapers
made much of this accomplishment.

Another evidence of Cleveland’s friendship was
the consideration he showed to a Republican Consular appointee who happened to be a friend of mine.

I learned that there were a number of Democrats

out for the Bremen Consulate then held by Dr. H.
M. Starkloff from my district. There happened to
be a cholera epidemic at Hamburg at that time, and
it was extremely fortunate to have a physician at so
important ai port of embarkation as Bremen at such
a critical juncture. I knew how the President was

harassed by office-seekers, but he listened to my plea
and permitted my friend to remain at his post for
nearly two years longer. And indeed so thorough

had been Dr. Starkloff’s inspection of immigrants
that not a single case of infection reached our coast.

Speaking of Consuls brings to mind the cleverness with which citizens of German extraction have

beenpushedout of that service. It is well known

that they are not office-seekers, and official patronage

rarely fallsto their Jot. The one exception proving
this rule is to be found in their pardonable ambition

to go back as American officials to their ancestral

home. The leaders of both political parties had
acquiesced in the idea as a sort of unwritten law, and

Senators and Representatives willingly aided constituents of that class to secure Consular appointments. There were influences at work, however,

which regarded this custom as objectionable, and
the State Department was finally induced to lend
them a willing ear, as was evidenced by the adoption
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of a rule, never written or published, barring

adopted citizens from appointments to the countries

of their birth. And not satisfied with that, a law

was forced through Congress placing Consular Posi-

tions iiithe ¢lassified service—whichmeantinplain
Englishthat in the future college graduates were to

take the places of the experienced, weather-beaten

veteransof ‘business who theretofore had been
honored with such appointments.
When we consider that Consuls have no diplomatic

functions and are merely business agents, the nature
of what was heralded as a great ‘‘reform”’ will dawn
upon us. Instead of mature men of tact, experience
and character—and no others are likely to receive

recognition at the hands of their party—we now
secure young men for that service who, while able

to pass the examination, frequently lack the most
essential qualifications and are obliged to acquire
their experience at public expense. Men of the
character of a Starkloff, a Muench, a Guenther, a

Teichmann have now been eliminated for good. The

rule, by the ‘way; which bars adopted citizens from

theirnative country is a diserimination, warranted
neither by law nor the Constitution. Besides, it is a
reflection on the integrity, loyalty and honor of the
foreign-born citizens, the assumption of bias in favor
of their native country being disproved by the reeords of the State Department.
The conduct of a public man should always com-

port with the dignity of the trust imposed on him.
During the voyage abroad I met a gentleman
whose disposition was painfully lacking in this respect. He was then the English Governor of Trinidad and happened to be my compagnon de table.

Immediately following the introduction he began
abusing everything American, ridiculing our institutions and finally he even went so far as to call
Lincoln ‘an uncouth rabble leader.”” Had I been a

private citizen, I should have slapped his face, but
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not wishing to create a scene, I merelytold him what

I thought of him and asked the head-steward to
assign another seat to me. This scion of English
aristocracy was certainly not fit to represent his
country. On the same trip I became acquainted with
a gentleman from Boston, a real Yankee whose
obsession seemed to be hatred of Catholics. I believe
he could have eaten one with every meal. When-

ever I encounter such prejudice, be it religious,

racialorother,Tcannothelpfeelingpityforthe

man who gives vent to it. He has simply been raised
on narrow lines and is the innocent product of his
peculiar education and environment. Although not
a Catholic, I took issue with him, of course. It’s
too bad, this spirit of persecution! Today we are
after the Catholics, tomorrow after the foreigners.
It is a spirit of intolerance which actually mars the

bright face of America. In conjunction with the Calvinistic ‘‘taboo’’ it makes for dissord, chagrin and
trouble where otherwise the nation, because of its
political and material blessings, could be one happy
family. I said as much to my Boston friend who left

me in deep meditation, without saying another word.
Doubtless the press could do much to stop this baiting and raiding and tabooing, but unfortunately some
newspapers make their living off sensations,
My trip abroad was otherwise uneventful. I
picked up some interesting data on the subject of
immigration, also comparative statistics on wages
which later proved very useful in the tariff discussions in Congress as well as on the stump. The
climax of the trip, of course, was the visit to my
father. For a little while the lonely man was to have
a son again and a new daughter, to boot. That he
was most happy over my success, goes without say-

ing. The memory of his pride and satisfaction is
an asset which I would not part with for all the
wealth of a Rockefeller. We could not persuade him
to ‘accompany us to America—his invariable answer
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to such a suggestion being that an old tree should
not be transplanted. I was to see him only once

more, in 1895. He died in November, 1898, at the
age of seventy-five. On his deathbed he received
the news of my fourth election to Congress, and

after he had drawn his last breath the cablegram
was still tightly clasped in his hand.

‘The American Congress is the greatest parlia-

mentary body on earth.”’ They tell you this a dozen

times before you are warm in your seat. We all admit

it, of course, especially the members. But it really
is true. And why? Simply because the membership
is the choice of a free people, the fruitage of universal suffrage which makes it possible for the
voters to negative, if they have a mind to, the influence of wealth and to give preference to character

and ability. Failures, fortunately few, are the fault

of the people themselves and not of the system, and
are due to the influence of big political machines,
which regard subserviency to bossism as the main
qualification for office. Occasionally, too, a millionaire will break into Congress, but no matter how
diligently he applies himself to his task, the mere
fact of his wealth is a handicap to him because of the
lurking suspicion that he has bought his way to the
front.

It is a healthy omen, no doubt, and fo the

credit of Congress.
While standing” before the bar of the House to

take the oath of allegiance—the members being
sworn in groups of fifteen to twenty—I felt a tap on

my shoulder.” Looking around I recognized Joseph
B. Hendrix, an old Brooklyn newspaper chum who,
by the way, happened to be a native Missourian.
¢‘‘Hello,’’ he exclaimed, even before I could speak,
‘‘what are you doing here?’’

“How about yourself1’’Iasked,laughing.
‘“Weéll,’’ he said proudly, ‘‘my Brooklyn constitu-

ents sent me here.”

“Good! But how did it all happen???’
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“0,” he continued, “I was first elected to the

School Board.’

“So was I in St. Louis,”’ I said.

‘Then,’” he said, ‘I was elected president of the
board.”’
““So was I in St. Louis,’’ I responded.
‘‘Finally’’ (by this time he seemed several inches
taller), ‘Brooklyn sent me to Congress.’
“That is exactly what St. Louis did with me.’
Needless to say, we celebrated our mutual promotion in a becoming way. Our parallel career ended

in Congress, however. Hendrix, upon the comple-

tion of his first term, was elected president of a
New York bank at a salary of $20,000 a year.
The first glimpse of Congress reveals to a new

member a moving picture of fascinating interest. It

is a national kaleidoscope with ever shifting scenes
in which the actors, playing to an audience of a hundred million people, are moved not so much by personal predilection as by the thousand and one clashing interests of the nation. To the uninitiated visitor
of the gallery it may seem as if the members were

playing mad pranks, but the hustling and bustling

on the floor are in reality but a barometer of their

business activity. What captivated my interest more
than anything else were the personalities of the men

who already had acquired a national reputation.
There was first and foremost Thomas B. Reed of
Maine. Of all the great Americans I have met in
my life he was in all respects the greatest. It was
probably because of his towering intellect and inde-

pendence of judgment that he never reached the
presidency, thus sharing the fate of so many other

tlustrious statesmen of presidential capacities. For
that high office our political bosses prefer to select,
instead of the greatest, what are.called the most
available men, such as can be depended on to yield

to the exigencies of politics.
It was in the Congress of which I speak (1893-95)
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that Reed,as the floor leader of the helpless Republican minority, forced the Democratic majority to

adopttheso-calledReedruleforwhichinaprevious
Congress he had been denounced by them as a tyrant

and a Czar. That rule, as will be remembered, consisted in the common sense dictum that each member

whom the Speaker sees with his physical eye shall be
counted as present. Its necessity grew out of the
tactics of the Democrats who, in order to break a
quorum, remained in their seats and refused to
respond to their names in roll calls. When later the

Republicans resorted to the same tactics, Speaker
Crisp, in order to do business at all, found himself
under the compulsion to ‘‘count a quorum’’ in the
same way. The satisfaction over this signal parliamentary triumph was said to be almost as sweet to

Heed
as the honors of the White House might have
een.
The newspapers then devoted no more space to

Congressional news than they do now, hence the
general public knew but little of the fongue-lashing
which that brilliant leader administered to the Demo-

cratic majority throughout that whole Congress.

His fine and often cutting sarcasm fell like knout-

lashes upon their backs, and while squirming in help-

less rage they accepted from him what would have
stirred them to violent protest, if any other member
had dared to say as much. Reed’s master mind

always dominated the situation, and the luckless
opponent who mustered sufficient courage to stand up

against him in debate always felt, when he sat down,

as if he had been through a threshing machine. On
one occasion Speaker Crisp seemed to go the Reed
rule one better in counting a quorum. Beed went
to the clerk’s desk to watch the count, but was

ordered by the Speaker to take his seat. Whereupon
he exclaimed with cutting sarcasm:

‘‘If -Herod

(meaning himself) is to be out-Heroded, I should at

least be permitted to witness the transaction.”
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At the same session he floored a member from

Illinois with repartee that has since become famous.
He had wound up a long speech with the wellknown phrase, ‘I would rather be right than
President!”’ ‘‘The gentleman,’’ drawled Reed, ¢will
never be either!’”’ He was sane and sound on every

question. His speeches in favor of the gold standard

and in advocacy of sufficient protection-to-equalize
the difference between wages here and abroad, will

live in history. “AlthoughhehailedfromMaine, 1

never heard him utter a public word in defense of

prohibition.

Maybe the idea of interfering with

other people’s habits and appetites was obnoxious
to him, or perhaps he was sensible enough to realize
that we can no more make a man sober by law than

we can make him honest. At any rate, all sumptuary

legislation was distasteful to his intensely human
instincts.

On the immigration question, too, he entertained

broad-gauged and statesman-like views. To mention

an instance. When in the following Congress he
became Speaker Taskedhim to reassign me to the
Immigration Committee, on which I had served one
term. Even at that time there was a strong movement on foot to restrict immigration, especially in

Massachusetts, where the Irish were beginning to

crowd in on the old families.

¢Immigrants,’’ he said, ‘have made this country

what it is, and I want no narrowminded men on that

committee.”” If I had not known it before, I should

have realized at that moment that I was face to
face with a real statesman.

‘‘I am afraid our New

England friends,’’ he continued, ‘‘are too prone to
forget that. every immigrant brings his job with
him.” A great truth clothed in the simplest
language! The wisdom of the remark will dawn
upon us when we remember that every newcomer is

not only a producer, but also a consumer, and while
as a producer he shares with others the chance of
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employment, he at the same time affords employment to others because of his personal needs. My

own views were in full accord with those of the

Speaker, and he did me the honor to place me at

the head..of the-committee.

No one who heard it will ever forget Reed’s great

speech in defense of the policy of protection when
he tore to tatters the Wilson-Gorman bill just before

the final vote. Never before had there been such a

crowd in the Capitol. To relieve the galleries members’ families, for the first time in history, were
given seats on the floor of the House. It was a most

inspiring scene. Reed, catching the inspiration,

threw away his notes and for an hour, the time

allotted to him, held the vast audience spellbound
by his brilliant similes and the logic of his reasoning—oratorical pyrotechnics in the true sense of the
word. Speaker Crisp came down to the floor to reply.
It was a thankless job, for in the mental temperature

created by Reed contradiction could not thrive. This
was in August, 1894. Three months later the Ameri-

can people, following Reed’s leadership,.elected a
Republican Congress.with an overwhelming majority, and it took the Democratic tariff-tinkerers
fully eighteen years to again catch their breath.
A most able second to the great leader was Joseph

G. CannonofIllinois,familiarlyknownas“Uncle

Joe.’”” He had just come back after his first defeat.

Old-fashioned and conservative to the core, but of
sturdy honesty and with the courage of a lion, the
old Comfnionier was a type of his own. As ‘‘watchdog
of the Treasury’’ he was bound to make enemies, but
of him, too,” we can say, we love him the more just

because of them. He was instrumental in saving

more money to the country through his persistent

fight against extravagance than any other one man.
No doubt, it was due to his aversion to conceit and

insincerity that in private he did not in all circum-
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stances use parliamentary language. We shall hear
more of him anon.

Then there were General Curtis of Civil War fame

who represented a New York district and was noted

mainly for his efforts to abolishthedeathpenalty
owing, perhaps, t6 his experiences in a fratricidal
war; Andrew G. Curtin, the war governor of Penn-

ylvania; Robert R. Hitt of Illinois, who had been
the right hand man of Abraham Lincoln; General
Grosvenor of Ohio, called ‘“Old Figures’ because

he was noted for figuring out election results before-

hand; Nelson Dingley of Maine, the great tariff expert and father of the Dingley bill, which replaced

the Wilson-Gorman ‘makeshift and hastened the re-

cuperation of the country after the panic of 1893;
Sereno E. Payne of New York, chairman of the
Ways andMeans Committee for nearly a quarter of

a century, and father of the Payme-Aldrich tariff
law, whose provisions were so successtillymisrepresented to the people that in an ugly mood they turned
the country over to the free trade party. In this
category should also be mentioned Julius Caesar
Burrows of Michigan, an eloquent champion of the
Republican cause. While in the House he was a

national figure, but after his election to the Senate
the people lost sight of him as of so many others

similarly ‘‘promoted.’” Last but not least I must

name the brilliant constellation of Iowa stars:

Colonel David B. Henderson, who later was elected

Speaker; the eloquent Jonathan P. Dolliver, who

might. have been President if the nomination for
second place for which he was a favored candidate

had gone to him instead of Roosevelt; ex-Governor
Hull; John W. (ear, afterwards United States Sena-

tor; ‘‘Pete’” Hepburn, the great debater, and
“Honest John’’ Lacey—in all, six of the strongest
men of the House.

On the Democratic side we find General Turner
of Georgia, generally looked upon as the ablest mem-
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ber of his party, which fact, however, did not save
him from being repudiated by his people for refusing to subscribe to the folly of 16 to 1; Judge
Culbertson of Texas, father of the afterwards Governor and United States Senator of that State, and
recognized as the best legal mind of his party; James
Richardson of Tennessee, a skillful parliamentarian;
Sayers of Texas and McMillin of Tennessee, the latter a great rough and tumble debater, and both afterwards Governors of their respective States; ¢‘ Silver
Dick’? Bland of Missouri, who never tired preaching
the gospel of free silver and was, when in 1896 that

question became the paramount issue, the really
logical candidate for the Presidency. However,

William Jennings Bryan, also a member of the Congress ini which I served my apprenticeship, snatched
the nomination from Bland as a result of the famous

‘cross of gold and erown of thorns’’ speech.
Indeed, it seems that Missouri’s aspirants for the
nation’s highest honors are unlucky, as is also dem-

onstrated by the fate of Champ Clark who, at the
Baltimore convention, received a majority vote in
nine different ballots. Speaking of Clark, he was,
like myself, a newcomer in the Fifty-third Congress
and attracted immediate attention becaumse of his
pleasing personality, stoical manner and quaint ex-

pressions.

Most of the above mentioned celebrities have since

gone to the great beyond. Of those still living many

have found their way into the Senate, in fact, more

than half of the present membershipofthataugust
body at one period or another served in the House
during my time. There were also some quaint characters who became known to the country. Old ¢‘Stove
Polish’? Walker of Massachusetts was one of them.

He was riding a financial hobby, but could never get
a bill out of his own committee. One day the delegate

from Utah (Rawlins) had the floor in advocacy of the
bill admitting that territory to statehood. Walker in-
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terrupted the speaker with the statement that he
would never vote for the measure until positive proof

had been adduced that polygamy had beencompletely
stamped out. This remark angered Rawlins, and

with a voice quivering with excitement he shouted:
“Mr. Speaker, I will stake my life on the proposition
that in practise there is more polygamy in the State
of Massachusetts (Walker’s state) than there ever
was in the Territory of Utah.”” Walker sank to his
seat and during that debate was never heard from
again,

Among the notable characters should also be men-

tioned
Breckenridge from Arkansas, who later
became nationally known through his appoint-

ment as Ambassador to the Russian court. He
was the man who instigated a regular Ambassa-

dorial strike because he found his salary to be barely

sufficient for rent, equipage and tips. His colleagues

at Vienna, Berlin and Paris joined him in the strike,
but without avail, Congress remaining deaf to all
appeals for larger salaries. Breckenridge having no

means of his own, was compelled to resign. It is
certainly true that, as far as diplomatic posts are
concerned, no poor man need apply. The salaries

today are still about what they were twenty-five

years ago, with the deplorable result that these high
positions are of necessity exclusive perquisites of
the rich. Lately, Congress has softened to the
extent at least of making provision in the larger

capitals for Embassy buildings of our own, a concession wrung from an unwilling body through the un-

tiring efforts, seconded by the writer, of the then

Representative and later Governor of Illinois, Frank
O. Lowden.’ But our national legislative body still

stubbornly refuses to grant emoluments in keeping
with the necessities, the dignity and greatness of the

nation.

No list of quaint Congressional characters would

be complete without the name of John M. Allen of
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Mississippi, the wit of the House. When he came to
Washington in 1895 he said: ‘“In a House in which
everybody is either a

judge, or a general, or a

colonel, it is quite a distinction to be a private,”’

and from that time on he was nicknamed ‘‘Private

John.” Like all good story-tellers, he was universally liked. With him it was never a case of

‘losing a friend rather than a joke,’’ for his jests
were always good-humored and inoffensive. The
funny stories told by him in the cloakrooms or on
the floor of the House, or at dinners, would fill a
book. They were not all original, but always well
chosen. One day a friend asked lnm jocularly what
his past conduct had been. ‘Never mind the past,’’

he replied, ‘‘but I point with pride to my spotless

future.”” The House was convulsed with laughter
when he told the story of his participation in the
Civil War. ‘‘In the beginning,’’ he said among other
things, ‘‘I was not old enough to carry a musket.
What a misfortune for the South, and how lucky it
was for the North! Towards the end, however, I enlisted and just had time to participate in one of

General Lee’s most gallant retreats.”” Right in this
connection it may be proper to remark that John
Allen’s wit has very largely contributed to the re-

storation of good feeling between the two sections.
When North and South discovered each other laughing at a funny story told at the expense of either or

of both, they forgot the serious business which had
divided them. And say what you will, I regard the
good humor which prompts or makes us relish a

good story as one of our national imponderables.
Of course, there is a limit to everything. Even
sugar, much as we may like it, may cause nausea, if

consumed in excess. So, in the House of Representatives, professional jokesmiths, as a rule, do not fare
well. The House is disinclined to take them seriously, even when they are serious. ‘Private John’
alone seemed to prove an exception. Universally
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known to be a lovable character, the House refused
him nothing within reason. Even Presidents were
kind to him. During McKinley’s term there was a

celebration at -St. Louis in connection with the

coming World’s Fair. The ‘day ‘before the event

John Allen presented himself to the managing committee. He had read in the papers, he explained, that
the President might not be able to make the trip.
‘Therefore, I have come,”’ he said. ‘‘One of us

ought to be present.’’ McKinley laughed heartily

when he heard the story and afterwards appointed
him one of the World’s Fair commissioners, Allen

having lost his seat in the House through an unsuc-

cessful candidacy for the Senate, He, too, has since
been claimed by death.
“First termers ’’ in Congress are supposed to be
seen,notheard.ButcouldIobeytheunwrittenlaw
when fourteen Democrats from my State, including

Champ Clark, Bland, Heard, DeArmond and others,

were talking for free silver? Was it not my duty

as the sole Missouri Republican to serve notice that

the great and ‘substantial city of St, Louis favored
the gold standard and, therefore, was opposed to the

continued purchases of silver? These purchases by

the government, made ‘mandatory by the Sherman

act, were bad business, becanse Uncle Sam Fad to

Pay one hundred cents for what at the time was

worth only fifty. They were nothing but a sop to. the

silver producers.. The country was in a panic which
began, it was claimed, ‘at the breakfast table the

morning after Cleveland’s election,’”” and was due,

no doubt, to the fear of Democratic tariff legislation
rather than to financial ills. Yet something had to
be done to restore confidence. Business knew that

nothing could stop the Democrats from laying hands

on the tariff, but the silver purchases could be suspended, so this remedy was agreed upon as a means

of steadying the rocking boat. It appeared easiest,

too, because Cleveland was known to be a sound
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money man. After consultation with Mr. Reed I
made up my mind to speak, and it proved a piece of
good fortune for me that I did. It so happened that

Nelson Dingley followed me, and he took occasion to

refer in complimentary terms to my description of
the people’s state of mind. Unbeknown to me,

Walter B. Stevens, the veteran Washington eorre-

spondent of the Globe-Democrat, wired Dingley’s

remarks under the headline, ‘‘High Praise from a
Competent Source,”’ to his paper, with the result
that this “maiden speech’’ made my renomination a

foregone conclusion. Not under all circumstances,
therefore, is silence the wisest policy.
In the same Congress (53rd) the seat of my Re-

publican colleague from St. Louis, CharlesF.Joy,
was contested on a technicality and after a pro-

tractedfightawardedtohisDemocraticopponent,
John J. O'Neill, although twenty-nine Democrats
opposed ‘their own party and voted against what
they denounced as a partisan outrage. The people at
home followed suit, and soon resolutions of protest,
passed at a St. Louis mass meeting, reached me with

the request to bring them fo the attention of the

House. This was a ticklish proposition, because the
matter was a ‘‘res adjudicata.”’ Nevertheless, 1

risked it, and being recognized for ‘‘a question of

personal privilege,’’ asked the clerk to read the resolutions. Of course, there was no privileged question
involved, and immediately loud protests were raised
on the Democratic side. I persisted in my demand,
however, and my purpose of getting the resolutions
into the record was accomplished.
Now came a dramatic sequel. Some one rushed to
my seat and in a whisper told me that O'Neill was

walking up and down the outside corridor in a most

furious mood uttering threats against my life. I
tried to laugh it off by saying: ‘‘If so soon I am to
be done for, I wonder what I was begun for.”” But
my friend insisted that the situation was serious and
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advised me to leave the Capitol in order to give the
infuriated man time to cool off. The idea of leaving

my post didn’t fit in with my ideas, and suddenly
seized with the desire to see the thing through, I
concluded to face O’Neill then and there and went
out. There he was, sure enough. I do not know to
this day whether he was armed or not, but walking
towards him I tried to catch his eye. Well, here the

bottom dropped out of the supposed tragedy, and

the comedy began, for as soon as the man who had

just uttered such blood-curdling threats saw me, he
faced about and slipped into the Democratic cloakroom through an open glass door. In the meantime
the matter had been noised abroad, and as I turned
to go back and take my seat, there was quite a crowd

gathered around me, many of the members extending
their hands. All’s well that ends well. After awhile

O'Neill and I became good friends.

It is -useless to comment on the manner in which
contests are decided in the House, because it will

probably never be changed. In most cases thede
cisions are partisan rather than judicial, the contest
above mentioned being a fair example. Here enough
ballots were thrown out to turn the majority into a

minority, and they were thrown out because th
judges of election had failed to place their initialg
on the reverse side of the ballots, as is required by a

State law. The citizens who had cast those ballots,
upon being identified, swore that they had voted for
Joy, the Republican candidate, but even this could
not sway the partisan committee, and the technicality mentioned was made the excuse to thwart the

will of the people, for it was not denied that Joy
had received a plurality of the votes cast. In this
instance the Democrats were the sinners. When the

Republicans control the House it is they who often
‘‘correct’’ popular verdicts in this manner. It is all

wrong, of course, and tends to undermine the respect

for the vor populi, as was plainly demonstrated in
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the case of Roberts of Utah, who was denied the seat

to which he was honestly elected, simply because he
was a Mormon and a self-confessed polygamist. Aec-

cording to the Constitution a Representative must be
twenty-five years old, must have been seven years a
citizen of the United States and at the time of his
election be an inhabitant of the State in which he is

chosen. To prescribe qualifications other than those

mentioned in the Constitution is a plain usurpation
of power. If permitted in one case it will eventually

lead to the exclusion of Representatives-elect because of the color of their skin, their religion or their
political opinions, and for a government of and by
the people will be substituted a government by an

oligarchy at Washington. I well remember, when
with a handful of others I had voted against ousting

Roberts, how members came10meandadmitted
that they had voted against their better judgment

because of the public clamor, which, in this case, had
emanated from the women of the country. I hold,
however, that the perpetuity of our institutions is

more endangered by those who, be it in peace or in
war, are willing to scrap the Constitution in deference to public clamor, than by the so-called radicals
who insist on political or economic reforms to be
brought about in a constitutional way.

Alas! the crimes of disloyalty and anarchy are
much more frequent in palaces than in hovéls, and
much more general than people are aware of, and
this deplorable fact constitutes a menace to the
health of our democracy, greater by far than are the

struggles of the poor to ameliorate their condition.
It is impossible to review, within the scope of this

book, the legislation of the eleven Congresses (18931915) of which I was a member. This is the task of

the historian. The more important measures of constructive legislation we can almost count on the

fingers of the two hands: the repeal ofthesilverpurchasing clause of the Sherman Act; four differ-
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ent tariff bills named, respectively, after Wilson,

Dingley, Payneand Underwood ; legislation fo clinch

the gold standard; the declarationofwaragainst
Spain; the addition of Cuba to the galaxy of free

and independent States; the granting of a Legisla-

ture to the Philippines; the establishment of rural

free delivery andpostal savings banks; the regula-

tion of interstate commerce by enlarging the powers
of the commission’;thecreationofaDepartment of

Labor; the protection of the public health by the
enactmentof&amp;purefoodlaw;a new immigration

law; the revision of the penal code; the construction

of the Panama Canal; the reclamation of Western
lands; the prohibition of interstate shipments. of

liquor, ete. ‘Hundreds of bills, as a matter of course,
were passed touching minor subjects, and at every

session there was incidental discussion, usually in
connection with the big appropriation bills, or questions such as the trusts, prohibition, army and
navy, international peace, agriculture, river im-

provement, public buildings, immigration, labor,
pensions, Indians, foreign affairs, ete.
Despite the great variety of subjects the legislative harvest, considering the long time spent, must
appear meager. Where, it will be asked, are the pro-

visions for science, art, ‘education, music and for the

solution “of the great modern day social problems?

The humiliating answer is that practically they do
not exist. It is true, the Department of Agriculture
studies animal life and plant life, the Geodetic Survey sounds oceans and measures mountains, the

Geological Survey examines our minerals, and Congress hands over the money for these purposes, but
all this work is done, as a matter of course, for the

advancement of commerce and industry, i. e., eventually for profit, and not for the sake of science. Of

art and music and evenof education it must be said

absolutely that they are Cinderellasinthe national

household. The establishment of a national mni-
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versity, for instance, has remained a beautiful dream
rom Jefferson’s time. For my bill providing for

such a great educational institution I could not even

get a hearing because the Committee on Education,
which had charge of it, never met.

In wondering at the many blank pages in the his-

tory of social and economic legislation we must not

forget that the jurisdiction of Congress is limited
because of the powers of the several States.

Na-

tional legislation, in other words, only extends to

subjects and products going into interstate commerece, and where it attempts to deal with the eighthour day, for instance, or with child labor and prison
labor, it is subject to the same restriction. Hence,
in these matters most of the burdens are shifted to

the shoulders of the State Legislatures. As to the
meagerness of results it must be said, too, that legislation cannot well go forward by leaps and bounds.
In the very nature of things it must be slow and

gradual and should not proceed until backed by
public sentiment which, after all, is the boss of
every lawmaker as it ought to be the editor-in-chief
of every newspaper. The main object of every

enactment should be ‘“the greatest good to the greatest number,’’ but what is the greatest number? This
is not so easy to ascertain. Opinion in a city may

greatly differ from opinion in the country. The city

man wants personalliberty,the rural man prohibi-

tion; the urbaniteisinterestedincheap,food,the
farmer’in high-priced food; and the same conflicting
interests exist between employer and employed, im-

porter and exporter, manufacturerandconsunier,
and each separate class, in fighting for advantage,

is actuated by the philosophy of selfishness so well

expressed in the little German rhyme:
“Oh, Florian, Saint, of great renown,

Protect my house, burn others down.”’
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Yet they all are equally entitled to the protection
of the law. Hence, the men who direct the mighty

hand of government must surely be most careful and
deliberate when they use the great power of law to

change existing conditions.

This much said, all is said, however, in extenuation
of the slow progress of legislation. Indeed, there is
another side to the question. The fact is that too
much time is wasted on minor matters. Whole days
are given over to private pensions, to claims which

should be judicially settled, to local Washington

matters, ete. A roll call now takes forty minutes,
while it could easily be completed in five by means
of a simple electrical device. Such an innovation

would make an end, too, of filibustering, the parlia-

mentary tactics so often resorted to to stop the

wheels of legislation. And then there is the daily
prayer! Even deeply religious men believe in the
wisdom of its omission, if not to save time, at least
for principle’s sake, because it involves a mixing of
church and state. Our schools are not opened with
prayer, and the objections to doing so apply to Congress with even greater force. However, one might
as well try to roll water into balls as to modify the

traditional ways of Congress.
We saw this plainly when a change of the old
moss-clad rules was undertaken. Nothing short of a

revolution could accomplish it, and the fun of it was
that, when the acrimony was all over, the great reform was found to be a gold brick. The only change
worth mentioning was that the power of appointing
the committees was transferred from the Speaker to
the Committee on Ways and Means. The ‘‘revolution’’ was made possible by a fusion of bolting Re-

publicans with the Democratic minority, and Speaker
Cannon was made the goat. He had done exactly as

bis predecessors had done, simply enforcing the rules

as he found them, yet the bolters blamed the man

for the system, denounced the Speaker as a tyrant
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and a Czar and then left things practically as they
were before.

It was a tempest in a tea pot, but it carried the
lesson that mere technical changes of the inner system are of but little avail. Like the rays of the sun

that purify the water of our streams, reforms must
come from the outside, as the breath of public

opinionaloné ¢an give them vitality. And as to the

waste of time in legislation there is no question but

that this suits the big interests admirably. Plutocracyis afraid of all new. laws, and if it cannot suc-

ceed in turning the lawmakers’ attention from itself

to the alleged sins of the lower strata of society, to
prohibition, or the aliens and radicals and ‘‘Reds,’’
it finds in the rules of Congress the most convenient
instrument for putting the breaks on legislation.
Nothing, I am sure, would please our so-called invisible government more than to have Congress
meet, pass the appropriation bills and go home!
One day in the 54th Congress there was an inter-

esting discussion in the Speaker’s private office. It

had reference to a boisterous scene in the House the

day before during which the Speaker had ordered
the Sergeant-at-arms to quell the disturbance by

using the Mace. The discussion was about this instrument of order which is a pole of ebony surmounted by an eagle of solid silver and encircled

by silver bands. It is the emblem of the Speaker’s
authority and, in case of personal encounters between members, is carried in front of them as a

peremptory command to take their seats. The ques-

tionwas, what is theoriginand meaningoftheword
““mace’’? General Grosvenor thought it was simply
an imitation of the ‘‘fasces’” which the Roman
Lictors carried as ensigns of their office. Speaker

Reed believed, on the contrary, that the word means
just what it says, namely, a club used to enforce
order. Others present advanced still different
theories.
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With due modesty, as becomes a new member, I
asked for the privilege of adding a new interpreta-

tion. Many of our customs,Isuggested, the same

as our conception of liberty, had their origin in the

German forests,and not in old Rome or old England,

as many erroneously suppose. In the early times
when the German tribes had their meetings they

would first measure out ‘a space in the center of the
place for the chief or presiding officer. The measure
used for this purpose was a pole about six feet long
which was rammed into the ground next the chief’s

seat as the emblem of his authority. And this pole
was called Mass, which is the German word for

measure. Was it not most likely that the Teutonic

tribes who, after the Roman invasion, had settled

England, had brought the custom as well as the word

across the channel?"IntheEnglishparliament the

Mace rests on a cushion in a horizontal position, but
we come nearer to the old German custom by placing

it perpendicularly beside the Speaker’s chair, the
only difference being our substitution of an eagle

and silver bands for the Teuton oak leaves as its

decoration. Speaker Reed seemed much impressed
by this version which, he said, he had never heard
before, and insisted on my presenting it to the House
at some opportune time. As I have never had the

presumption to do so, the little story of the Mace

has found a place in these reminiscenses.

During the first years of Congressional service
the charm of novelty is quite naturally coupled with
an intense interest in everything that is going on,

whether on the stage or behind the scenes. One of
the things our Democratic friends tried to hide was

the growing bitterness between President Cleveland

and his party, but it soon became an open secret.

The party evidently had expected him to make at
least some concessions to the free silver sentiment,
but he would not budge. On the contrary he forced

through the suspension of silver purchases and, be-
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sides, insisted on the prefix ‘‘gold’’ in the bond issue

which had become necessary. The one little word
would have saved several million dollars in interest

charges, nevertheless the majority of his party voted
against the proposition. This widened the breach, of

course, and the relations became still more strained

when Cleveland denounced the Wilson-Gorman tariff
bill as an act of ‘‘party perfidy and dishonor.”” That
bill, as will be remembered, was a compound mixture

ofprotection and free trade, a rate reduction

““sickled over with the pale cast of fear,” and it

accentuated rather than mitigated the prevailing
panic.
The result was a Republican landslide in the Con-

gressional elections of 1894, so that for the remaining two years of his term Grover Cleveland had to
do business with a Republican House. By that time
his party was hardly on speaking terms with him,
and when two years later the clans gathered for the
selection of a standard bearer his name was not even

seriously mentioned. The truth is that he was too
strong and too brave a man to suit the average poli-

tician. The consequent nominationofBryanona

silver platform was followed up with the nomination by the Republicans of McKinley on a gold and

protection platform.” With the money question as

the “paramount issue the logical candidates should

have been Bland and Reed, the former as the earliest

and most prominent apostle of free silver and the
latter as the uncompromising sound money man
whose followers had entered the St. Louis conven-

tion with the slogan: ¢‘As solid as gold for Reed,
and as solid as Reed for gold!’’ However, it is well

remembered how Bryan captured the Democratic
convention, and as for McKinley, he had too strong
a hold on the affections of the people because they
longed to return to the fleshpots of protection.
A good many Republicans, by the way, had serious
misgivings on account of the new issue. When Sena-
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tor Teller from Colorado and his following of Western delegates left the St. Louis Convention, as a re-

sult of the adoption of a gold plank, I happened to
meet General Grosvenor from Ohio, one of the House
leaders. Locking arms with me, he said in a desperate tone of voice: ‘I believe the Republican party
has just committed suicide.”’ I was honestly convineed of the contrary and said so. Just because
the party had shown the courage to risk a clean-cut
fight for sound money, it deserved to win and would
win. Grosvenor was known as the election prophet,
and in this instance he made his one false predic-

tion. If is true, however, that if the German element
had not voted almost solidly for sound money, that

most acrimonious campaign might have ended with
the folly of ¢“16 to 1’’ sweeping the country.

IX

BISMARCK ON AMERICAN PROHIBITION
It is actually a new world which a man enters

when he steps from private life into Congress. And
his experiences outside of the legislative hall are
fully as interesting as those inside. By social contact with the leading men of the country, railroad

presidents, captains of industry, bankers, ete., on
the one hand, and leaders of thought, savants and
chieftains of labor on the other, his mental horizon
is widened and he feels the pulse of the nation more
distinctly than he ever could in private life. And his
appetite grows while eating, i. e., the more he learns,
the more he wants to learn. Not satisfied with an

acquaintance with leading Americans, I also longed

to touch elbows with the great men of Europe. At

that time I never even dreamt to what extent this

ambition was to be gratified, indeed, if anybody had
then told me that I was to meet emperors, kings,

prime ministers and hundreds of leading members
of European parliaments, I should have laughed in
his face. It all came true, however, in consequence
of a then unforeseen development, which made all
my subsequent trips abroad more or less matters

of public concern.

Let me first tell the story of my visit to Prine

Bismarck. My campaign for reélection had bing
§trefiuous one, so, upon the adjournment of Congress

in the spring of 1895, I sailedforEuropeforthe

third time, accompanied by Mrs. Bartholdt, to find

much needed rest. We went to my little native town

and, barring a side trip to Switzerland and the
Rhine, remained there to inhale, for several months,
185
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the invigorating fragrance of the Thuringian pine

forests. Packing our trunks for the home voyage, it
occurred to me that on my way to the sea-port town

I might try to get a glimpse of the great Iron

Chancellor, whose eightieth birthday we had cele-

brated at a big St. Louis mass meeting on April 1st
of the same year. On that occasion I had been one

of the speakers, and “thinking that this might serve

as anintroduction, I enclosed a newspaper clipping

of my address in the letter in which, in a few brief

words, I asked for the honor of an audience, Sure

enough, a prompt answer came in the shape of a

telegram from Dr. Chrysander, the prince’s private

secretary, reading as follows:

:

‘‘Friedrichsruh, September 23, 1895.

‘‘ Prince Bismarck will be glad to receive your
visit, for luncheon at 12 o’clock noon on Thurs-

day, September 26th.’’

The desire to meet so great a man, I believe, needs

neither explanation nor excise.” To call it mere curi-

osity would be doing an injustice to my feelings
which, at the same time, were free from the faintest

suspicion of servility. N.aturally go, for “whatever
degree of this peculiar mental disposition Ameri-

cans may have inherited from their European ances-

tors has, in the free atmosphere of ourinstitutions,
been supplanted by a manly sense of self-reliance
and independence. No, it was an-honest feeling of

admiration forthe founder of the new German Em-

pire, the great genius of statesmanship who, for a

generation, had controlled the fate of empires; who
in war and peace, by the sword and by diplomacy,
had vanquished every foe; who had changed the map

of Europe in the interest of his own country, ‘and

in whose person was embodied the history of a great
time. In internal affairs we have, from a democratic

standpoint, freqiently found fault with his policies,
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but small, indeed, will he appear who today will insist
oh emphasizing and pointing out the dark spots of
this shining historical figure. The world deservedly
has assigned him a place among the greatest states-

menand master-builders in history.

“Shortly before twelve o’clock on the appointed
day I walked from the railroad station at Friedrichsruh to the Prince’s castle which was situated

on the edge of the beautiful Sachsenwald (Saxon
Forest), only a few hundred steps from the depot.
At the porter’s lodge a lackey met me and conducted
me over to the reception room of the castle, informing me at the same time that the Prince was expected

back from his morning walk every minute. I had
hardly sat down when Count Rantzau, the Prince’s
son-in-law, appeared. He had evidently come to keep
the ‘wild man’’ from America in good humor until

the Chancellor’s return. I found him a fine conversationalist and a man of the world in whose company one quickly felt at home. While we were chat-

ting, the high glass door leading from the park into

the dining room was thrown open and the Iron

Chancellor entered. What a colossal figure! The

very embodiment of the notion the old Teutons’en-

tertained of their heroes!1hadalwaysassumed
that most writers had exaggerated his physical size

because of his mental greatness, but not so. Towering by more than a head’s length above the aver-

age height, this heroic form corresponded in its

other proportions, too, with its height. The Prince

left me but little time for reflection. Putting down
his heavy cane, he came toward me with measured,

almost elastic step—I meeting him half way—and

bade me a hearty welcome with a vigorous handshake. The Prince immediately conducted me to the

table, assigning me the seat to his right. Next to me

sat the Countess Rantzau, his daughter, while to the
Chancellor’s left were seated an assistant of Dr.

Schweninger, the family physician, and Count
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Rantzau. The lower end of the table was occupied by

the grandsons, two pretty and bright-looking boys.
So I was the only outside guest at the family table.

A lively conversation was soon in progress. The

Prince first assured the young medical attendant
that he was feeling fine and, indeed, appearances
confirmed his words. Hig large, clear eyes reflected
physical and mental vigor and his face showed the
rosy hue of health with which the snowy whiteness.
of his mustache and bushy eyebrows was in handsome contrast.

The first course was what I called scrambled eggs.

This designation was new to the Prince who, as is

well known, had mastered English perfectly, al-

though our conversation was mostly in German. He
called them battered eggs. With the next course, the

venison, the question of protecting the game, fowl

and forests came up for discussion. ‘‘The buffaloes
in your country, I hear, share the fate of our

bisons,’’ said my distinguished host, ‘‘they die out,’

a view which, alas, I had to confirm with the remark
that our forests seemed to be going the same way.
The first man who had advocated a rational system of

forest protectioni had been Carl Schurz when he was

Secretary of the Interior. The result of the present
devastation ‘was cyclones and floods which did incalculable damage in many parts of the country
every year. ‘‘Yes, forest protection by the government is an absolute necessity,’’ replied the Prince,

“but I am afraid I overdo the thing in my own
forests. To utilize nothing at all in one’s woods is a

rather expensive sport.’’

Then followed a cross-fire of questions about

American politics, the Germans in the United States,
etc., the obligatory answers to which completely up-

set my plan of remaining a modest listener. Count
Rantzau asked whether there was any Jew-baiting
in America, as in some European countries,
I answered in the negative, of course, but added that
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we had a kind of Kulturkampf carried on by the

A. P. A.’s and other organizations which were bent
on injecting their religious bias into politics. The
Prince seemed surprised that such a thing was pos-

sible in a country which had happily proclaimed the
complete separation of church and state. He discoursed at length about priest politicians and political priests and reverends, who evidently were not
much to his liking. He spoke of Ireland and the
Latin countries with Catholic governments where,
he thought, things were not as they ought to be. For
this he blamed ambitious church politicians, of
whom, he said, there were a good many, too, among
the Protestant clergy. As an example of the latter
he mentioned Stoecker. I ventured to suggest that
with us the church was reaching out for political
power by means of the prohibition agitation—not the
Catholics and the German churches, but the others.
“Is not this done at the expense of their own

power?’’ the Prince asked meditatively. ¢‘Or,’’ he

continued, ‘‘let me put the question this way: is it
not a confession of failure of their own power?’

I surmised what he had in mind, but, pleading my
profound interest as an excuse, requested a further

elucidation of his views.

¢‘I have always believed the state to be powerless

in matters of personal habit,” he said. *‘In other

words moderation or abstention cannot well be en-

forced by law, no matter how stringent you make it.

A man can be persuaded by argument and reason

and good example, but the police club will have the
opposite effect in such matters. And if it is solely a

question of training and education, as I believeitto
be, the church, it seems, has the power in its own
hands to produce desired results. By its teachings it
must sow the seeds of that inner conviction from

which alone true temperance can spring. Therefore,
I say, if the church proceeds to invoke the power of
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the state in such a moral issue, it confesses its own

failure by so doing.’
He entered no objection when I suggested that

some day I would communicate these words of wisdom to my friends in America.
The Prince then continued to dwell on the con-

trast between the Latin and Germanic countries, and
speaking of Spain and her troubles, he asked, ‘‘ What
is the prevailing opinion about Cuba in the United
States?”

.

*‘The American people,” I said, ‘‘sympathize with

theCubans in-their striggle for independence, but

are evidently opposed to the annexation of the island
for the reason that nothing is to be gained by the

incorporation of such heterogeneous elements.”’ The
Prince nodded assent,

“The Cubans,” he said, ‘would probably be to

you what the Czechs would have been to us if we
had annexed Bohemia as a prize of the war of 1866;

they would have been like shoetacks in your stomach.
As it is, our digestive organs have trouble enough
with the Poles,”
Here I directed the conversation to a point interesting to Americans by referring to the Germans in
the United States who, I said, were frequently

criticised for preserving their language and customs,
and the critics invariably pointed to the German gov-

ernment which, they claimed, objected strenuously to
the non-German elements, particularly the Poles,

using their own language in schools and churches.
The great old man stopped eating and, looking
squarely in my face, said: ‘‘But, my dear sir, there
is all the difference in the world. Many-tonguedele-

ments may easily be governed under one roof, as

the history of Switzerland clearly shows. It is not

language, but sentiment which.eounts in such cases.

The GermansintheUnitedStates,Iknow,aregood

and loyal American citizens, ready at all times to
defend their “adopted country against the world,
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while the non-German elements of the Fatherland
are only too often engaged in anti-German politics,
or in agitation tending to the disruption of the

Empire.”

It occurred to me to ask about Alsace-Lorraine.

“The people of the reconquered provinces,’’ he

answered, ‘‘are not in the same class. They are
Germans with the exception of a very small percent-

age living along the French border and still speaking French. Today at least 80 per cent of the people
of the Reichslande think and speak German and feel
like having come back home.’’ (In view of what has
happened since, it would have been unpardonable
to omit repeating this important statement of the

great Chancellor.)

The last course had now been served, and one of

the servants had brought in a receptacle with four
or five specimens of the historical long pipe. Our
distinguished host lit one of them, leaned back in his
comfortable chair, a picture of contentment, and

continued his interesting chat, constantly encourag-

ing us to unrestrained rejoinders. ‘‘In the Reichstag
they tried to make fun of me one time,’’ he said,
after an inquiry concerning the steamship fare
across the ocean, ‘‘because I asserted that the emigrants were by no means the poorest class of our

population. The trip costs quite a lot of money,
especially where whole families emigrate, and every
emigrant must have at least his traveling expenses
and in most cases he has a few dollars to boot. This

being the case, he does not belong to the poorest
class, and it would be wrong to call him a pauper!”

The first pipe having gone out, the Prince here

lit another one. Not to allow the conversation to

lag, Count Rantzau poked fun at young America
which encouraged me to tell the story of Tom Ochiltree of Texas who, upon returning home from a trip
abroad, found the name of his firm changed. It had
been ‘Tom Ochiltree &amp; Son;’’ now if read ‘Tom
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Ochiltree &amp; Father.” The Prince laughed heartily.

This was the same old Tom Ochiltree, I added, who
years ago had originated the much-talked-on Lasker

resolution in the American Congress! Looking up,
the Prince said pensively: ¢‘Oh, yes, I remember. 1
was expected to play messenger boy between your
Congress and our Reichstag, a thing I declined to
do. Why, the Congress could not well take offense at
my action; in fact, there can be no misunderstanding
between your .great country and mine. From the
time of Frederick the Great, Germany has been the
sincerest friend the United States has had, and I
think we have demonstrated it on many important

occasions. Besides, there is no point of friction between us anywhere on earth, and relying on those
historic relations of friendship as well as on the
many good turns on our part, we feel ourselves to be

entitled not only to your good will, but also to that
reciprocal confidence which at the outset dooms to
failure every attempt on the part of meddlers and
disturbers to sow discord between us.’’

The Prince, it must be remembered, was then out

of office, the young Emperor having taken the reins

in his own hands, consequently he talked much more
freely on matters of state than he would have done

otherwise. He was entirely willing, however, to

have. his remarks repeated on my return home.

“And you may add,” he said, ‘‘that our policy
toward America will suffer no change.’”’ With this
he meant to intimate, of course, that in this one

respect his successors would follow in his footsteps.
His reference to the ‘‘many good turns’’ on the part
of Germany, of which we were supposed to have been
the beneficiaries, encouraged me to ask him con-

cerning the Union bonds which German financiers
were reported to have bought during the Civil War.
““Yes,’’ he replied, ¢‘that is true. It was reported

to me that Lincoln would be unable to prosecute the

war unless Germany helped him. Your commission-
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ers themselves related how they had been turned
down in London as well as Paris. Now, we wanted

to see the Union preserved. The North, it seemed
to me, was right morally, but, aside from that, we
were heartily in favor of a strong, prosperous and
united country on the other side of the Atlantic.”
‘So the monarchical feeling was no hindrance to
giving snecor to a republic?’’

The Prince shook his head, smiling. ‘‘Not in the
least,’” he said. ‘‘To diplomacy the internal affairs

of the other countries are a sealed book. The main

object of statesmanship is, or ought to be, to make
your people happy and prosperous, to give them

peace and plenty. Let the different forms of government vie with one another to accomplish that great
purpose. We are not afraid of comparisons.’
An hour and a half had already elapsed over this

pleasant and frank table chat. Within the quiet

walls of his chateau and at the head of his family
the grim old Chancellor, the ‘‘Man of Blood and
Iron,”’ had revealed himself to me in a quite new

and certainly most favorable light. I now deemed it
in order to rise, especially because Count Rantzau

had hinted in advance that the Prince never quit

the table first and might, out of courtesy toward his
guest, remain longer than his health permitted. At
the request of the Countess, I entered my name in

the family autograph book, and then bowed myself
out of the door, accompanied by the Prince, who, in
answer to my grateful acknowledgments, bade me

to convey his best wishes to the American people,
for whom during his whole career he had shown the

highest regard.

A few sidelights must be added to this account
of what surely was a memorable event of my life.

While my distinguished host spoke of the influence
of the Catholic church in politics, a lackey happened
to come in to place something on the table. The

Prince stopped speaking until the man had left the
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room. ‘‘He is one,”” he said, meaning a Catholic, of
course, and then continued hig conversation. This

tender regard for the feelings of a servant impressed me deeply, in fact ag favorably as did his
democratic views on matters of etiquette, of which
I got a taste immediately upon my arrival. I had
been told that in Germany, on the occasion of a
visit to a Prince, full dress was the rule, even in

day time. Count Rantzan, after scanning me from
head to foot, said pensively, speaking to himself:
“Oh, well, it’s all right.” “Is there anything
wrong?’ I asked. “‘Only that the Prince doesn’t like
swallow-tails,’’ he said smilingly. “May I ask how

he gets around it himself?” ¢ Oh, on formal occa-

sions,’’theCount said, “when costume de rigueur is
imperative, he simply dons his uniform.’’

X

ON TOLERANCE
A few days after my visit to Bismarck I was on

board one of the big North German Lloyd liners,
homeward bound. Here I made an interesting
acquaintance in the person of a professor of one of
the Eastern universities. Heine in his travel stories

speaks wittily of people he met as being worth

money to him and rated them in accordance with

the amount and quality of the material they would
furnish him for his writings. In this sense the professor was a mint to me. In the first place he represented a type one meets so frequently in fravels

abroad. They will pull out their wateh in London
and say: ‘We will do Paris tomorrow, Switzerland
the next day, the Rhine the day after,”’ etc. When on
their return you ask them for an expression of

opinion they will find fault with the hotels, the railroad accommodations, the meals, the people’s customs, in short with everything that isn’t cut after
the home pattern.
The idea that each country has its own traditions,

often centuries old, and that customs and institu-

tions are in most cases but the result of social,
economic or even climatic conditions, evidently never
occurs to them. I asked the professor whether he

knew what laendlich, sittlich (other countries, other
customs) meant, and then declared positively that if

France, Italy or Germany were all molded after his
pattern, I would not spend a nickel to visit any of
them. If our Carrie Nations, I went on, should
descend upon the Paris boulevards; if the dress of
Tyroleans and Spanish and Italian belles, now so pie145
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turesque, were to be cut after the pattern of a Broad-

way tailor; and the Methodist view of the Sabbath
should strike the German concert gardens, then we

had better save our money and stay at home.

The professor’s inventory of complaints would

have been incomplete, of course, if he had not also
made fun of the German verboten, That any benefit

might accrue from these interdictions, by protecting
the many against the aggressions of the few, had

not occurred to him. To illustrate: suppose out of
fifty families living on a narrow street, ten had

pianos, and these were to be banged constantly with
the windows open, would not this be an intolerable
nuisance to all the other forty families? Therefore,
is not a city ordinance which forbids the playing
with windows open a wise verboten? Indeed, I believe a foreigner coming to the United States has
every bit as much reason to poke fun at us on ac-

count of our own inhibitions now as the professor

had in ridiculing the German kind.

There are states where one cannot smoke a cigar-

ette without violating the law, and there arecountry
districts where, owing to the influence of the church,
dancing is taboo. Ome day, long before prohibition

went into effect, a member of the French Parliament
visited me at Washington. It happened to be on a
Sunday and I invited him for a drive. On the way
he said: “Now, let us stop somewhere and have a
social cup.”’ I told him that on Sundays the lid was
on tight at the National Capital. His face was a

study. The next day we had luncheon at the Capitol,

After we had ordered the meal, he said to the waiter:

‘The wine card, please.’”” A broad grin was the
negro’s answer. Turning to me, my friend said:

“I.thought this was Monday. Verboten, toot’? I
nodded and explained matters to him, whereupon he

made a remark which struck me as going to the pith

of the question.

‘If you gentlemen,’ he said, ‘‘can-

not even be trusted with a drink, how can you be
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trusted with making the laws of the nation?’’ Of
course, there are no such verbolens in any European

country save only Turkey where total abstinence is
a matter of religion. And the moral of the story?
We Americans need practise just a little more tolerance toward the peculiarities of others. It will save
us from the embarrassment of being reminded of

““the pot calling the kettle black.”’

One afternoon, when we were about 1,000 miles

out from Southampton, my professorial friend raced
across the deck with more speed than dignity, to tell
me that he had just been taken in by a sharper. 1

naturally supposed he had lost at cards, because in
the smoking room of an ocean liner there is not only

more big talk and more telling of impossible yarns

indulged in than anywhere else, but also considerable
gambling. No, he said, he had lost a bet. They had
been talking about the distance from land and he
had calculated it at about 1,000 miles, whereupon a

man across the table offered to bet fifty dollars that
it was not even five miles. ‘Of course, I took him

up,’’ he said, still excited, ‘‘becanse I do know some-

thing of geography.’”’ ‘“And you lost?’’ ‘“Yes, I did,

because I didn’t think fast enough. After the money

had been put up, the chap simply pointed downward
and coolly asked me how far I thought it was to the
bottom of the sea.’”” There isn’t a voyage but that
some suckers are caught with the same bait and, as

in this case, the victims are often supposed highbrows.
While talking of these things we had reached the
railing from which we could look down upon the

lower deck occupied by the steerage passengers.

There were probably a thousand immigrants on
board and the deck was alive with humanity. Point-

ing to these crowds below the professor asked: ‘Do
you think we shall ever be able to assimilate all these

specimens of the human family ?’’ This was a most
important question and I was glad to have it put to
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me because it gave me a chance to unburden myself

on the problem of immigration. The professor’s

question lies at the very bottom of the movement to
restrict the human waves rushing upon our shores

from the Eastern hemisphere.

“Why not?’’ I asked. ““Their children will sing

the ‘Star-Spangled Banner”andwaveitwiththe

same “patriotic fervor as ‘our ancient nobility,
the descendants of the Mayflower.” Tt is strange,
indeed,” how many enemies the alien immigrant

has when we consider that our country praec-

tically has been built up by immigration. On the

part of the masses it is ignorance, the herd following the bellwether. But the active enemies know
very well what they are about. Many of them are

actuated by racial prejudice, others base their objections on industrial grounds, and as the two elements

usually pool issues, they are quite a formidable opposition, strong enough, in fact, to have carried Con-

gress time and again, only to be foiled by one President after the other, each of them actuated in the
use of his veto power by motives of broad-minded
Americanism. What would the country look like
today if the XKnow-nothing party had had its way in
the “fifties and all the millions who have come to us

since that time had been excluded! We would prob-

ably still be hunting the buffalo immediately West

of the Alleghenies. As a matter of fact, these multi-

tudes have been easily swallowed up by our factories,

fields,forests and ‘mines and have thus become the

main factors in the expansion of our home market,
the increase” of our production, the growth of our
industries and commerce. And at no time have they

given the government any trouble.

Yet the old_spirit of intoleranceisstillalive,in

fact, more so today than ever. Itis purely racial
and finds its nourishment mainly in the fearthat
the’ Anglo-Saxon element might eventually be out-

numbered by other races, This fear may be justified
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owing to the greater fecundity among the later im-

migrant races than among the old American stock,
but it involves no danger to the government, nor is
it a fact to be recognized by the government, unless
we are to be a one-race nation with a one-race gov-

ernment. And that, of course, would be the deathknell of Americanism in its true conception.
As long as we adhere to the genuine American
contention that this continent is the melting pot of
all races and not merely the home of hosts and
guests, or of one superior race and a number of

inferior ones, just so long, I repeat, should our

statesmen deny recognition to racial misgivings.

My friend had but little to say in answer to these

observations. Of course, they barely touch the real
argument. This came up in the following Congress
when Speaker Reed asked my views on the question.

I spoke my mind freely. Having enjoyed the privilege of coming here myself, how could I justly deny
it to others? This country should not be made the

dumpingground of criminals, paupers and cripples,
or of diseased or weak-minded persons, but that was
as far as I would go with any policy of exclusion.

A nation of immigrants or of descendants of immi-

grants putting up the bars would deny its own past.
Our population then amounted to about twenty to
the square mile, while Belgium, for instance, on an
equal area supported over five hundred, Germany
three hundred and fifty, and if we moved the population of Germany into the one State of Texas, that
State would not be populated as densely as is Belgium
today. The wealth of America, I insisted, was barely
scratched, and there was room for severalhundred

millionsmore. Besides, populationclearly deter-

mines property..values. Reduce the number of our
inhabitants by one-half and the value of land and its

improvements will be worth only one-half while
vice versa the doubling of the population would,
under normal circumstances, double all property
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values. Viewed from this standpoint every immigrant represents an asset to us, even aside from his
producing faculty. For these and many other rea-

sons I could not bring myself to believe that the

time had as yet come to exclude people merely in

order to curtail immigration. The ‘‘exclusionists,”

in my judgment, were either prejudiced or actuated
by a kind of class selfishness which has no eye to the
welfare of the nation as a whole.

In spite of these extremely liberal views, Speaker

Reed, as stated before, honored me with the chair-

manship of the committee having to deal with this

all-important question. From this it may be guessed

where the Speaker himself stood. In the course of

the session, however, the pressure for restrictive
measures became very strong, and the majority of
the committee directed me to report a bill providing
for an educational test. All immigrants, male and
female, who could not read and write should be kept
out. On my plea the bill was amended, however,
so as to exempt females altogether (owing to the

scarcityofdomestichelp)andmerelytorequirethe
ability to read on the part—of males.” The whole

proposition” was objectionable, of course, because

the mere technical ability to read and write can

never be a test of character. A most highly educated person might be most undesirable, while a
totally illiterate one with two strong arms, a healthy
mind and a willingness to identify himself with our
institutions would be most welcome.
Moreover, it seems so unjust to reject a man

merely because he has had no chance to go to school.

It is punishing him for a lack of opportunity.

(It

was on these grounds that the five last Presidents

vetoed illiteracy bills.) However, the idea was to

keep out somebody, and as under our treaties-ande-

sirable nationals could not. be-excluded-by name,

the subterfuge of a literacy test was resorted.toto
accomplish the purpose. The proceeding could
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hardly be called creditable. Not only did the advocates of this legislation hide their real motives, but
the means to the end, too, were camouflage pure and

simple. For these reasons I gladly voted to sustain
the President’s veto which, at that time, actually

prevailed.”

"A funny incident happened while the bill was still
onder consideration in the committee. A member
from California by the name of Bowers at nearly

every meeting bemoaned the alleged physical de-

terioration of the American people on account of

the wholesale admission of foreigners. One day,
when he was at it again, I interrupted him just as he

had dramatically exclaimed: ‘Why, my friends,

every one of you can convince himself of the truth

of my statements by merely looking at those aliens.’
At that moment I gave a secret sign, the door

opened and in walked a gigantic figure, about 6 feet 5
in his stocking feet and more than half as broad. I

said: ‘‘Gentlemen, I merely wish to introduce to
you one of those consumptive specimens of immigrant, so well described by the last speaker.’”’ The
man was a Swede whom I had met accidentally and

reserved for just such a purpose. Well, the derisive
laughter of the committee was all at the expense of
poor Bowers, who fell back in his chair and never
thereafter said another word on his favorite subject. The trick, by the way, was not original. Bismarck had played it on Thiers in 1871, when the lat-

ter had claimed, in discussing peace conditions, that
the Germans besieging Paris were starving. At that

very moment, on Bismarck’s order, a Prussian
orderly weighing as much as both those statesmen
put together, entered the room. Thiers is said to
have thrown up his hands just as Bowers did in our
committee room.

In summing up this brief analysis of the immigrant problem, I venture a prediction: if the present attitude of unfriendliness and hostility on the
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part of the ruling race toward the non-English
citizen and aspirant for citizenship is not changed
to a kindlier disposition, the time will soon come

when, for industrial reasons, we will have to put. a

premium on immigration in order to induce it to

come to our shores. No white race from Europe will
put up for any length of time with the humiliating

idea that it is inferior to any other race, whether
dominant or not; nor will they forever tolerate the
odium of being blamed for all untoward events and

every adversity which inay befall this country. Un-

less, therefore, the discriminating practice of calling

every person aforeigner who is ‘of ‘non-English

descent, even after he is naturalized, isofficially discouraged, and unless every adopted citizen is considered the absolute equal of everyother citizen, in

all political and racial respects, we will find that

many, especially the ‘more sensitive -and_ culturally
more highly developed among them, will shake the

dust of America from their feet and also prevent

others from comingtous.

To the above mentioned causes of thisimpending
exodus has recently been added another in the shape
of prohibition which, besides reducing our own

boastéd individual liberty to a droll caricature, seri-

ously interferes with the personal habits of this class
of people and prompts them to leave the United
States for good. Yet, we must have immigrants now

and in the future. We figed them for work which our
own sons and even those of the bétter class of immi-

grantsare disinclinedtodo.Hence,wemustdo one
of two things: either change our attitude towards

those who are willing to come through our Eastern
gates or open our Western gates to the influx of

Orientals.

X1

OTHER PROBLEMS

“Whatever you do, don’t write about the tariff; it
is too dull and threadbare a subject!’’ blurted out a
friend when we talked about these reminiscenses.
He was right, of course. Still, the story of my life

would be incomplete, if I did not refer, at least in a
general way, to a subject which took up so much

time in a number of Congresses. The Dingley tariff

bill was the principal topic at the very next session.
Therewasan industrial crisis, and the Republican
majority was framing the new tariff with a view to

allaying the panic and restoring confidence and pros-

perity. All the four tariff bills enacted during my
time provoked the identical discussions, so they can
be lumped together and treated as one subject.

I

always voted for protection because I believed it to
be the best policy for the time being and one to which

we owe our industrial development and independ-

ence. Free trade, no doubt, is the ideal condition
towards which the world is slowly drifting, but so
long as one country pays lower wages than the other,

the high-wage country is bound for self-protection

to equalize the difference by means of tariff rates.
When considered without partisan bias the whole
subject appears as a very simple one, and the at-

tempts at complicating it, by one party professing
to stand up for the producer and the other for the

consumer, are merely juggler tricks practised by the

politicians. Why, the vast majority of our people
are producers and consumers at the same time, and

it is only when idleness of labor results from the.im-

portation of articles which we_could manufacture
—
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ourselves that the law-making machinery should be
set inmotion for purposes of proper adjustment.

It is very strange, to say the least, that this
whole matter has not yet been referred to a scientific
commission for settlement. A few years ago the

Republicans, stirred by unjust attacks upon their
motives, actually created such a commission which,
however, was immediately abolished upon the as-

sumption of power by the Democrats. Indeed,
JAeitherparty seems anxious to have the tariff ques-

tion takenoutof politics, and in this attitude they

are encouraged, no doubt, by the ‘‘interests’’ which

are afraid that the lawmakers, with too much time
on their hands, might take it into their heads to con-

sider really important economic problems, the

proper solution of which would turn our political
democracy—horrible to relate—into an industrial

democracy with political as well as economic free-

dom. Social reforms are demanded with ever increasing urgency by the people. Unwilling to tackle

them, theold parties Took upon the tariff question as

a most handy expedient to divert the attention of
the masses.

}

There is a political sham battle about higher or

lower rates, one party accusing the other of ex-

ploiting the consumers, while the result for the
people is usually nil, no matter which side wins.
The tariffwar,therefore,ismerelypartofthegame
to prevent the surgeon’s knife from reaching the

real root of pur economic ills.

History tells us, by the way, thatin the countries

of Fiurope,whennothingwould‘availeffectuallyto
allay the “discontent of the masses and when the

drudges threatened to throw their exploiters out of
the saddle, the rulers, as a last resort, would start.a

foreign war, during which all political rights were

suspended and every critic was silenced on penalty
of imprisonment or death. Such desperate ex-

pedients to protect the interests_oftheprivileged
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classes, as a matter of course, cannot be so easily

resorted to in a republic like ours.” Besides, the rebéllious spirit of the people with us has not and

probably will not reachthedegreetorenderthem
necessary. Nevertheless, under our economic system, which is identical with that obtaining in the

countries of the Old World, the exploiting process

is steadily going on. The middle class is gradually

disappearing, the small fish are swallowed up by the
big ones, and the social structure is becoming topheavy.-1t is alleged that five men practically control
the whole food supply of the country, one man
monopolizes the oil industry, a few others manipulate the sugar and tobacco trusts. There is, of
course, a staunch solidarityofinterest between

those and the great banking institutions, the big
manufacturers, the railroad corporations, ete. In

contemplating these gigantic profiteering combinations with their identity of interest as against the

consuming masses, is it so very unnatural that our
instinet should scent and our mental eyes behold
the ominous shadow of an invisible government?

What is the invisible government? Is it a coterie
of magnates in perpetual session issuing orders to
the "White House, the Capitol and the courts?

In’ my humble opinion what is called the invisible government is in the first place a state of
mind: subserviency of the ruling powers to the
privileged classes to such an extent that the existing
order, while maintained with rare tenacity as against
those below, is readily changed at the behest of those
above. It is a state of mind which regards every
advocate of the rights of man as a demagogue and
every defender of the dollar as a patriot.

And what is the remedy against the continued ex-

ploitation of the people by the powerful interests?

Well, as there is little hope for voluntary conces-

sions, by which the exploited might be given a place

in the sun and the unimpaired right to ‘life, lib-
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erty and the pursuit of happiness,’’ there remains

but one remedy: the little white ballot and the

proper use of it. Let us always remember that it is
not our form of government which is to blame. The

fault lies rather withan economic evolution, unfore-

seen by the Fathers, but made inevitable because of
the false conception that the government isimpotent
in the contentions between capital and labor, that it
can shut its sleepy eyes toall industrialandcom-

mercial activities and that the protection of the weak
against the strong is nome of its concerns. The

people themselves have it in their power to bring
about a change, for under American skies every real
and imaginary wrong can be redressed by the intelligent exercise of the franchise which, under our institutions, is given to all alike. Hence, all those who
really love America as they should, who favor the

preservation of American institutions in their original purity and the restoration of a government of,

by and for the people, should band together, disre-

gard the cut and dried programs of bosses and
politicians and make the issue themselves by writing the words ‘‘social justice’’ on their banners.

And that magic cure-all, the little whiteballot, will
do the rest,
When a man is elected to office he is supposed

to represent not only this party, but all the

people irrespective of party.

In all non-par-

tisan matters this is an easy thing to do.

When

it comes to questions of party policy, however, it is
the duty of a representative to vote with his party,

and "his constituents rarely expect anything “else.

But how is it when the party dictum conflicts with

solemn personal convictions, previously formed and
expressed? Party discipline, of course, expects a

man to brush these aside, but the question is, can he

honorably do so? Here, indeed, a_representative

finds himself in a quandary. It is"so easy to swim
with the stream, *‘to bend,” as the poet says, ‘‘the
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pregnant hinges of the knee that thrift might follow
fawning.’’ But to stand up for his own convictions

and, by doing so, take his political life in his hands,
is quite another matter.”Myhatwasalwaysoffto
men whomIfounddoing it, whether they voted to

my liking or not. Onseveral occasions I broke
through the party lines myself and became an

“insurgent,” and I have no hesitancy in relating the
circumstances, leaving it to the judgment of the
reader whether I was justified or not.
. When William Jennings Bryan was in the House,

before he becamé the “perennial candidate, he

‘‘fathered’’ two constitutional amendments, one in

favor of an income tax and another providing for

the election of United States Senators by.a direct

vote of thé people.Itsohappenedthat as a news-

paperman I had advocated both measures in many

strong editorials and, therefore, when I was confronted with the first opportunity to put into praetice what I had preached, I felt that consistently I
could not do otherwise than to vote for them. My
party then voted the other way. I say then, because
ten years later I had the sweet satisfaction of wit-

nessing the Republicans themselves champion both

propositions. It is needless to say that when these
measures came up for discussion, it was impossible

for me to resist the temptation of faking the floor

and ‘‘rubbing it in’’ with ghoulish glee. Both
amendments, I am happy to say, have since been

ratified by the people and are now integral parts
of our fundamental law.

But there was still another occasion when I jumped
the traces and found myself in a pitifully small
minority, only a few other members keeping me
company. This, however, was not a political ques-

tion, the proposition being to eliminate from the

“coin of the realm’” the words “In God We Trust.™

This inscription on the dollar always struck me as a

validground for charging us not only with taking
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the Lord’s name in vain, but also with mingling
politics and religion, or church and state. Some of
the most religious men in the House voted, as I did,
to stop the practice, and in so doing nothing was
further from our minds than a disregard of religious

feelings. In this case, too, as on numerous other

occasions, many members voted against their own
sentiments merely from fear of being misunderstood by their constituents. And this fear is what
makes all innovations so difficult and real progress
go arduous a task. From my own experience I am

justified in asserting that an American constituency
will readily forgive a dissenting vote, if convinced
that it was cast from honorable motives.

Ra

WAR WITH SPAIN
““War with Spain!’’ shouted the newspapers one

nice morning, although the Congress had not yet
spoken and every journalist in the country knew that
the President was straining every nerve to preserve

to the people the blessings of peace. At that very
time the reluctance of the kindly McKinley to stain
with blood the fair record of his administration was

still bolstered up by the hope of a peaceable settlement. However, there was no counselling on the
part of the yellow press of caution or deliberation

24
no intimation to the people to stand by the Presient.
The true story of how Uncle Sam was forced to

draw the sword against Spain, I believe, has never
been fully told. I will chronicle such particulars as
are still fresh in my memory. President McKinley,
as already stated, had earnestly striven to avoid a

bloody conflict and, in spite of great pressure, would

have succeeded, I believe, if it had not been for a

number of Jingoes in the House. His party being in
full control of both Houses, the President naturally
relied on these Republican majorities to uphold his

hands. He was doomed to disappointment, however,

for a number of Republicans banded together and at

the end of a secret conference boldly demanded a declaration of war. This band of insurgents was vigor-

ously backedbytheDemocraticminority,whose

leader boldly threatened the Republicans in open
session with the words: ‘“We will take you by the
scruff of your necks and drag you into it!’”’ Unfortunately, Republican insurgents and Democrats com-
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bined formed a clear majority of the House, and it
was this majority which, in fact, was responsible for
the war. It threatened to force through a war reso-

lution without even waiting for word from the Presi-

dent. Seeing this danger, friends of the Administration appealed to the Jingoes, but all in vain, because
the sensational press stood behind them, patted them

on thé back and did’everything possible to incite the
passions of the lawmakers and the people. The
President had no alternative but to yield.

TT

How reluctantly he yielded;onlythoseknowwho

were in close contact with him. Having been throngh
the Civil ‘War, he had witnessed all the horrors of

the slaughter of human beings and he knew, too, that

an administration’s principal achievement and
glory is always the preservation of peace, while its
most colossal failure is war, even a successful war,
because it is always bound to be a calamity for both
vietor and vanquished. Here then we have a case
where the stigma of a government fiasco was forced
on an administration against its will It was re-

ported afterwards that af the very moment Congress
voted for war, Spain was on the point of yielding to

the American demands, a circumstance which, if
true, shows the guilt of the Jingoes and their newspaper backing in its true light. Nor can they plead
as an excuse the extenuating fact that the war ‘was

a trivial one, because when the dogs of war are once
loosed, no ome knows when and where they will

stop.

My own part in the drama was an humble one,

Standing by the President and believing, as he did,
in the possibility of a peaceful solution,Ipersistently declined to join “the ‘war “band, "a fact

which evidently was telegraphed to my district, be-

cause messages by the score poured in on me pre-

emptorily demanding that I either vote for war or

fesign. Most of the messages were signed by re-

sponsible party leaders and personal friends, and
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as there was but a single letter to the contrary, I

was forced to the conclusion that the people of my
district really favored war, so I voted to represent
their views rather than in accordance with my own
conviction. In other words, in this instance I was
guilty of the very sin against which I inveighed so

vigorously inapreviouschapter. I regret that vote

to this day. What popular clamor, created under

the whip and spur of incendiary press appeals, can
accomplish is shown by the fact that in the end only
three votes were cast against the resolution to declare war. The case has no parallel in our history,

because here it was the Congress which forced an

anwilling President into war, while usually roles are

reversed. It shows that even the constitutional safeguard which makes Congress the arbiter of war or
peace may fail as a protection of peace in the face

of a combination of influences, which, exalting the

dollar above man, gives the prospective spoils pref-

erence over the lives of our boys. It appears to be
frue, therefore, that nothing short of a plebiscite of
the nation will protect the country against future
annecessary wars.

The year 1898 was what politicians call an offyear. Yet it was a most critical period for Presi-

dent McKinley. He was in the midstofhisterm
and his policies were on trial before the people at
the state elections. The cry of ‘‘Imperialism’’ had
been raised because of our acquisition of the Philip-

pines; and the opposition party, reinforced by many
Republicans, especially from the New England
states, were blaming the man in the White House
for an entirely unforeseen outcome of the Spanish

War.

They painted the gentlest and kindliest of

Presidents as an ‘‘Imperator’’ and a conqueror and
called him ‘‘the man on horseback’’ under whom

our plain, democratic Republic would soon be turned
into an imperialistic government. I could not see
it that way.
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Granted even that the purchase of the Philippines

was not the wisest of measures and that the exten-

sion of our sovereignty to these distant islands really

involved a departure from American traditions, yet
there certainly was no imperial spirit behind the
acquisition. The islands had simply dropped into

our lap as the accidental fruit of a war which had

been waged for entirely different purposes and of
which the President himself was more innocent than
Congress. "The strictures of the opposition, there-

fore, seemed to me both unjust and unwarranted.

Nevertheless, Carl Schurz. thundered against im.

perialism and in strong appeals urged the voters,

particularly those of the President’s state, to repudiate the Republican ticket as a protest against the
policy of the national administration. As the Germans were strongly inclined to listen to~Schurz’s

advice, special efforts were necessary to keep that

vote in line. So McKinley asked me to go to Ohio

and counteract that influence as much as lay in my

power.

Then something unexpected happened.

Just as

I was to leave for Ohio Dr, Emil Preetorius, a friend

and partner of Carl Schurz in the publication of
the St. Louis Westliche Post, coolly informed me
that if I went to the Buckeye State to defend im-

perialism I would never, if he could prevent it, go

back to Congress. Now, the good doctor’s paper
was the most influentialinmydistrict,and having
Just beeri nominated for a fourth term, I surely was
up against a perplexing situation. Nevertheless, I

went to Ohio. I would rather risk my political life
than go back on a promise made to the President.
The latter, I am sure, in the goodness of his heart
would have released me, but I would not ask him to
do so. Why, we Republicans would not have had
a foot to stand om if, at the outset, we had shown
the white feather. It was to be or not to be, a ques-

tion of either standing up for what had been done,
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or ‘‘passing in our chips’’ before the game would

start. The campaign proved most enjoyable. At

Cincinnati I wrote a three-column appeal to the voierg in refutation of Schurz’s arguments, which most

of the big papers, German included, published. Then,

before taking the stump, I went on what the poli-

ticians call a ‘still hunt,”’ and was soon able to

report to the President that the rumors about serious
defections in our ranks were unfounded.

At Columbus I had some fun with the correspondent of the Cincinnati Enquirer who knew me from

Washington. ¢‘Hello,”’ he said, ‘‘ what are you doing

in Ohio?’’ ‘Oh, I am here on business. Do you
know there are holes in Swiss cheese?’’ I asked.
He looked at me. ‘What about it?’ he finally asked.

“Well,” I said, ‘‘I have come here to induce the
cheesemakers of your state to put the same kind of

holes in Ohio cheese.’’ Next morning’s issue of the

Enquirer contained the news, double-leaded, that the

writer had come to Ohio ‘‘to work the Germans.”
The reporter evidently had a poor opinion of my

veracity.

At Springfield I met Mark Hanna, being billed to

speak with him from the same platform. Hanna
was making his campaign for the Senatorship. There
was an old-fashioned torchlight procession as an

escort to our carriage.

HEverywhere the people

shouted, ¢‘Hello, Mark !’’ or ‘‘Hello, Marky !’’ Turn-

ing to me with a significant smile, he said: ¢‘ They
seem to know me.”’ ‘‘Never mind,”’ I said, ‘‘if they

loved you less, they would be less familiar.”” Such
familiarity, by the way, is not at all displeasing to
public men. It is born of the democratic spirit and
mostly good-natured. If the Mikado or King
George ever came to America the crowds, no doubt,
would greet them in the same manner, shouting,
“Hello, Micky!’’ ‘‘Hello, George!”
:

That night Mark Hanna delivered a speech which
was a great revelation to me.

I bad met him the
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first time at St. Louis during the 1896 convention
which nominated his friend McKinley. Chauncey
I. Filley, the old wheelhorse of the party, had invited him for a carriage ride to South St. Louis to
view the devastation of that terrible cyclone which
a few weeks before had visited the city and de-

stroyed, wholly or in part, nearly 3000 houses. In
the carriage Hanna said to me he could not make a

speech to save his life. Imagine my surprise when
at Springfield he held the crowd spellbound for

nearly two hours, discussing the great national ques-

tions just as if he had handled them for a lifetime!
Surely it was an illustration of what a wide-awake
American business man can do when put on his

mettle. A crowd of hoodlums in the gallery who
had evidently been sent by the opposing faction to
harass’ the speaker and disturb the meeting, were
quieted and shamed into silence by Hanna inside
of two minutes.

In an unaffected manner he used

the plain speech of a business man talking to friends
about the affairs of his country and, never shooting
over the heads of the audience, his every word and
argument went right home. Here one could see
plainly how much more effective this kind of talk

is than a ponderous speech made up of big words

and phrases, intelligible only to high-brows.

The

same observation can be made in Congress every

day. It was said later, by the way, that Hanna’s
Springfield speech had much to do with his elevation

to the Senatorship and with his ascendency generally
in Ohio politics. The Republicans carried the state

by over 30,000 majority. My own reélectionbya
pluralityof12,000promptedthe good old Dr. Preetorius to own that probably he and Schurz had
taken theimperialist cry a little too seriously.

Religious differences will be a sealed book so far
as these pages are concerned. I cannot refrain,

however, from mentioning my quarrel with the

A. P. A. (American Protective Association). It is,
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after all, a matter of the gravest public concern

whether, under our guarantees of religious liberty,
the political proscription of the members of one
church by those of another are to be tolerated or

not. It"wasin the campaign of 1898 that a committee of A. P. A.’§"waited onme and insisted on

my joining their organization. I declined on the

ground that under my oath as a Representative in

Congress I could not recognize any differences of
religion and, in fact, was bound to regard the purpose of their association, so far as it involved politi-

cal discrimination against Catholics, as unconstitntional. Moreover, my wife and I, her parents and

my parents and all our relatives were Protestants
and, therefore, I could not understand why they
came to me at all.

of it.

That, however, was not the end

Shortly afterwards I attended a political

meeting at Kirkwood and, not minding the time,
kept on speaking until the last train for St. Louis
had gone. One of the gentlemen on the platform

whom I had never met and who proved to be a
Catholic priest, spoke up and offered me a room
at his parsonage. As there was no hotel at the little

suburban town, I gladly accepted the invitation.

The next morning, after a good breakfast, Father
Stemker, my host, hitched up his buggy, drove me
twenty miles across the country to my next speaking
place and returned home without even giving me a

chance to thank him for his kindness. A Democratic morning paper a few days later announced
to a startled world the sensational news, under big
headlines, that I had slept in the house of a Catholic
priest and—horribile dictu/—had even been seen in
a buggy with him.

That was enough for our

A. P. A,fanatics. In a circular which they issued
and distributed in thousands of copies a few days
before election, I found a cross after my name

with the annotation ‘UnderCatholic influence,
which meant, of course: Vote against him!

~~
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It goes without saying that a candidate is utterly
helpless against such tactics. If he is defeated
and probably ruined because of his defeat his
anonymous assailants will boast of a great vie

tory and, in the secrecy of their star chamber, exe-

cute a war dance around the scalp of their innocent
victim. It does not seem to have occurred to these
modern crusaders that if it is wrong on the part

of Catholics to exert political influence, it is doubly

wrong to organize politically along sectarian lines
and, dragging religion into politics, to doublecross

every dissenter. Surely, only a sneak and an expert

in hypocrisy will charge the other fellow with what
he is doing himself. Well, happily, I lived to tell
the tale. My majority was, if anything, a little
larger than it had been before, and I improved this
opportunity to denounce, as I believed it my duty
to do, the new political Black Hand on the floor

of Congress.”

Whatever the future may have in store for our

country, let us hope it may be spared the ordeal of
religious wars.

They are every bit as abominable

as racial wars.

Under a constitution which guaran-

tees absolute freedom of conscience neither Catholic
nor Protestant nor Jew should ever vote as such

because, where the separation of church and state
is complete, there is no room for a religious party.
As long as religious rites are not in conflict with
state laws, the state has no business to interfere
with them or with church affairs generally, and, on
the other hand, the church as such has no business
in matters of state. The same principle applies to
nationalities and races. The flag knows neither
Protestant nor Catholic nor Jew.

It knows neither

English, Irish nor German. It knows only Americans, and as such all should vote. If any of the
many creeds or races should claim an exclusive

patent upon Americanism, it should be put down
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as the first offender, for it is the glory of our institutions that where all live up to them, Columbia dare
not make invidious distinctions between any of her
children.

Fr -

ow
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THE FIRST HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCE
In the summer of 1899 there met at the capital of
Holland what is known as the First Hague Conference, and for the following months the eyes of the
whole world were focussed upon the little ‘‘House
in the Woods’” where the delegates officially repre-

senting twenty-six governments were assembled for
the avowed purpose of bestowing upon the world,
if possible, the blessings of a universal and durable
peace. The memorable meeting took place in re-

sponsetoacall,strangetosay, of the Czar of Rus-

sia, who declared the armaments of the great powers
to be the most intolerable of the burdens under
which the civilized world was staggering, and followed up this declaration with the demand for their
immediate reduction.
The mere spectacle of a known autocrat and despot proposing a great democratic reform was in
itself sufficient to lend to the conference the significance of an epoch-making event. It was natural,

perhaps, that the great powers should view the
Czar’s action with mingled astonishment and skepticism, yet they could not afford to ignore the invitation. Of course, they all felt equally guilty. All
were armed to their teeth and eompletely absorbed

in militarism. What England spent for her navy,
the continental powers spent for their armies, and

while Germany’s outlay for armaments on land and
sea was less per head of the population than that
of either England, France or Russia, all of them,
nevertheless, imposed staggering burdens upon the
shoulders of their people,
Yet, not a single one of
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the governments represented at the meeting took

kindly to the Czar’s proposition; none wished to

strip. itself of even a small part of its military
and naval strength. The yellow press, too, always
hostile to the peace idea, either threw cold water on

the proposed ‘‘millennial happiness,’’ or minimized

the importanee of the conference, if it did not ignore
it altogether. One of the German delegates, Marschall von Bieberstein, informed the meeting that the
people of his country never complained of the sacrifices necessary for the national defense; on the con-

trary, being constantly menaced on two frontiers,

they demanded ample guarantees for their security.
Germany, moreover, had no militarisminthecom-

moti acceptance of this term it was rathera(‘nation
tii"arms,’”_not for aggression, but always on the

alert to defend its firesides, its possessions and its
national life. ~ A change wouldupset their whole

organism and resultingeneralconfusionandchaos.

Thus the Czar’s plan, thoughablydefendedbyNeli-

koff andothers,fellthrough.This outcome, however, carried an important lesson.

An attack on

armaments means running up against a stone wall.

Here is where governments are most unyielding,
because armaments are the bulwark of their whole
system. Reforms, therefore, seeking the line of least
resistance, should start at the other end, i.e.;the

friends ofpeace should, instead of insisting on dis-

armament, rather try as a first step to render

war unnecessary by perfecting the “Tegal machinery
through which differences between nations can be
settled peaceably.
“This is exactlythe course the Hague Conference

took, thereby avoiding a fiasco Which many maliciously had predicted.

close deliberation a

After several months of

plan was finally evolved

pro-

viding for a World Court whose function was fo be

Fhearbitrationofinternationaldisputes.Eventhis
restilt;by the way, was belittledby the press both
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here snd in Europe, while every true friend of
humanity bailed it as a signal achievement, inas-

much as it was the first practical step by a concert
of nations in the direction of world government, a

government of law rather than of force.
Why tell all these things in a book of personal
reminiscences? Because from now on the question
Just referred to was to play an important part in
my life, much more important even than I anticipated at the time. For the fourth time I was on a

European.trip. After visiting England, Scotland

and Ireland I came to The Hague, where it was my

good fortune to meet most of the distinguished diplomatists who, under instructions from their governments, were laboring diligently to anchor the some-

what precarious guarantees of peace on the rock of
law, or, to state the case in a nutshell, to extend the

rule of law to internationa] relations. Seth Low
and other American delegates explained to me their

difficulties regarding the armament question and
expressed the fear that, although they had taken
up the arbitration end of the subject, theconference
might still end in failure, unless ‘Germany could be

induced to consent at least to a court of arbitration.

At the ‘most critical juncture F. W. Holls, the Secretary of the American delegation andaman of

German parentage, went to Berlin to make a per-

sonal appeal to the Emperor, and lo and behold,

before he could get back, the German delegates had
received instructions by wire to give their support

to the American plan for a court of arbitration.

With the actual establishment of such a High
Court of Nations the success of the conference was
assured. It signified the performance of a constructive work for peace which augured well for
future international cooperation to the same end,

Of this more anon. That this splendid achievement

should have been made possible by the direct intervention of thé German Emperor, with his own dele-
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gates, tended to confirm the belief, by the way, that
that monarch was actually more progressive than
the world has given him credit for.
Accidents had their innings in my life the same
as in every man’s.

It was due solely to an accident

that I became so inextricably entangled in the web
of the peace movement. Proceeding from The

Hague to Berlin, I chanced to meet Hr. Theodor
Barth, the well-known liberal leader in the Reichstag. He called my attention to the conference of
the Interparliamentary Union which was to meet at

Christiania, Norway, the following month (Septem-

ber). Like most Americans, I had never heard of

that organization.

My German friend explained

that it was in reality the nucleus of a world parlia-

ment, its main purpose for the present being the
promotion of the cause of international arbitration.
Its membership was restricted to members of na-

tional legislative bodies and included the friends of
peace in every European parliament. The members
were organized in groups in the different parliaments, and these combined groups formed the Union
under whose auspices the Christiania meeting would
be held. The idea, it is needless to say, appealed to
me strongly, the more so because of what I heard

at The Hague, and as the American Congress.was

not yet represented in the Union, I was willing to
go to the Norwegian capital and see for myself in
order afterwards to report to my colleagues at
Washington. A week later I received an official invitation from Christiania through the kindness of
Dr. Barth. From that moment, let me say, dates
my active participation in the American as well as
international peace movement. If meant identification with the cause of those idealists who aim at
bringing about a better order of things in the world.
Was I mistaken in assuming this to be a most worthy

cause?

I knew the prevailing opinion to be that

wars must continue, and a public man is obliged
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to heed public sentiment, even if based on misinformation or prejudice. On the other hand, I realized
that most of the world’s progress is due to indi-

vidual and collective revolts against prevailing
views. But for the disregard by the early Chris-

tians, by Columbus, Luther, Washington and Jef-

ferson, of contemporary opinion, as reflected by the
organs of state, church and press, there would have
been no Christianity, no discovery of America, no

reformation and no Declaration of Independence.

I had reached the age when man longs for a definite

ideal and an opportunity to be of special service to
his fellow-man, not alone in the routine way, but by

extraordinary effort.

The thought seemed to har-

monize with what my father once said to me when
I was still in my ‘teens: “Make it a rule to look

back every night upon some kindly act you have

done during the day for somebody’sbenefit;it will
make you sleep better.”’
Official labors gave me ample opportunity to live

up to that kindly admonition, but there was some-

thing else stirring me. A heart uplifted with hope,

and brains active with sober and manly reason, for
the common good—these imperatively demanded my

humble codperation with idealistic forces, similarly
inclined. Fortunately, I found myself free from
race and religious prejudice. In my eyes British
and Irish,French-and Ttalians, Dutch and Scandi-

navians, Russians and Turks were all members of
the same human family, with the same affections
and hates and passions as are possessed by my own
race.

If different from me, it was due to environ-

ment and education; if illiterate, it was owing to
lack of opportunity; even if domineering, prejudiced
and jealous, the fault was not their own. So I could

readily forgive all shortcomings and at the same
time sincerely admire all the good traits, the literature, music, art and sciences of every nation on
earth. I sometimes think a man cannot be a truly
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good American unless endowed with that lofty spirit
of tolerance which, although placed in every cradle
by an all-wise Providence, is so often dissipated

through environment and faulty education. Failing,
therefore, to discover any particular traits which

would unfit me for enlistment in the war to be waged
against war and for a realization of the sublimest

of all human ideals, namely the brotherhood of man,
my entry into the world’s peace councils at Christiania was without any mental reservation.

While the official representatives of the world’s
governments were still grappling with that great
problem at The Hague, the lawmakers of the civilized nations gathered unofficially at Christiania for
the same purpose. More than three hundred of the
latter were present representing fourteen or fifteen

different parliaments, many of them distinguished
men and known far beyond the confines of their own
countries. There were Sir Philip Stanhope (now
Lord Weardale) and Randal Cremer from England,
Cochery and Delesseux from France, Professor
Eickhoff and Dr. Hauptmann from Germany, Mar-

quis di Sanguiliano (afterwards Secretary of Foreign Affairs) and Professor Brunialto from Italy,
Baron Pirquet and Count Plehner from Austria,
Count Apponyi from Hungary, Tydeman and Gerritsen from Holland, Minister d’Etat Bernaert and
Senator Houzean de Lehaie from Belgium, Krabbe
and Blume from Denmark, Dr. Albert Gobat from
Switzerland, Lund and Brand from Norway, ete.
And there was also an American Congressman

besides myself: Samuel J. Barrows of Massachusetts, a humanitarian and a man of splendid attain-

ments. He had attended a previous conference, but
somehow had taken no steps to organize a branch
or group at Washington.

This was not done until

December, 1903, after my return from the Vienna
conference of that year, as we shall see in subsequent
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The speeches delivered and the resolutions passed

during a three days’ session satisfied me that these
men were neither dreamers nor eranks, but practical

statesmen who, instead of chasing rainbows, were
attempting only what seemed attainable under exist-

ing conditions: the creation and perfection of legal

means for the arbitration of disputes which fail of
diplomatic settlement.” Their answer to the pert
assertion that there will always be wars is: yes, the
same as there will always be murders; but is this
any reason, they ask pertinently, why there should
be no laws against murder? Just because wars con-

tinue, the power of law should be invoked against

them, i.e., legal safeguards should be erected against

the possibility of war, the same as the people of

Holland, for instance, have erected dams to protect
their land against the menacing tide of the ocean.
What is to be the nature of these safeguards?

Touching the matter merely in its high places,

because later events will make a more exhaus-

tive consideration necessary, this may be said

right here: in the first place we must recognize
that nations should be guided by the same rules of
conduct as individuals, each holding practically
identical relations to the whole, the one to the com-

munity (city, county or state), the othertothefamilyof nations.

There is no moral reason (and no

other can be recognized) why this analogy between

the two units should not be generally accepted, and
once accepted, the rest is easy. If the individual
is forbidden, which he is, to take the law in his own

hands,i.e., to wage war against his neighbors, why
should not a government be subject. to.the same

injunction? Andif an individualisnotallowedto
be judge, jury and executioner in his own cause,
why should a government be permitted to arrogate
to itself that privilege in its relations with other
governments? In other words, why should not a
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government be held to observe the same rules which
it lays down for the conduct of the individual?

Atpresent all governments practically adhere to

a double standardofmorals,asituation which, is

iritolerable because international peace is just as
essential to the human family as domestic peace is
to a nation.

And as the individual is restrained in

the interest of domestic tranquility, so should the

government be restrained in the interest of world

tranquility.

It is for these reasons that the friends of peace
propose arbitration or a High Court of Nations for
the settlement of international differences. Under
such a plan the fatal alternative of peace or war
would no longer depend for decision upon the arbitrary will of a ruler or a single government, but
rather be left, as it should be, to the impartial

judgment ofa world tribunal. It"involves, as a

matter of course, a surrender of what is called sov-

ereignty, but it isthe same surrender which the

individual must make when he enters civilized soci-

ety. Inother words, as a man must renounce his

natural right to steal and kill, in order to enable
his fellow-man to enjoy life and property, so each
nation must renounce the law of the jungle in favor

of a compact enabling all other nations to enjoy
security and peace. Moreover, as compared with

the boon and blessing of increased security against

war, the sacrifice of sovereignty will count as

nothing.

I left Christiania in a most happy mood, having
found an ideal to strive for which, I knew, would
give me infinite satisfaction for the balance of my

life. America, I realized, would simply be true to

her.mission if she were tolend her moral aid 1d

relieving Europe of her staggering military bur-

dens and, therefore, it appeared .to_me as a most

worthy endeavor to help in winningoverthepubl
sentiment of my. country for-such..a_beneficent as
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well as truly democratic cause. No doubt all nations

of Europe, without exception, maintained their vast

armaments solely as a necessary means of self-de-

fense. As playthings they were too costly, and as
the days of brute conquest were practically over,
it was mainly fear of the neighbors and nothing
else which kept them armed to the teeth. No great
power trusted the other, so it seemed to require
some outside influence to unite them upon a program

which, if carried ont in good faith, would render
all armaments beyond domestic needs absolutely

superfluous.”

~ How fortunate for the world, I said to myself,
that there actually exists such an outside influence!

Ameri
ca,the
great demooracy,
theworld
fish,imparaa’and
republicof this
has
itunsel
in retorm
her
power
to
assume benevolent
the championship
and

thustoconferuntoldblessingsuponallmankind.

Approaching Europe with the olive branch, she will

be believed, her sincerity and disinterestedness will
not be questioned, and leading the suffering nations

from barracks, armed camps and battle fields into
the Temple of Justice, she will enrich her own annals as well as human history with the record of

the world’s sublimest benefaction. And the time

for America’s action really came—not in the way
I then had anticipated—but it came, as the result

of the bloodiest war in history, in the shape of a

great and glorious opportunity to lift humanity out

of a vale of tears up on the highway of progress

and a better and higher civilization. Not only did
we have the opportunity to do this, but we also

had the power and, besides, amidst the plaudits of
the whole human race, had pledged ourselves to do it.

And the result?. It.is heartrending, At Versailles

we allowed our power to be annihilated.” Our broken
pledges are parts of the ruins of Europe, and the
world is holding a gloomy inquest over a dead hope.

But, however cruel and crushing the disappoint-
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ment, the cause of peace still lives. Failing at Versailles, it will and must eventually win at The
Hague or at Geneva.
in leaving Christiania it occurred to me to make,

before returning to ‘‘God’s own country,” a flying
trip to Germany and iny native town for a visit to
my“father’s grave. A most pleasant surprise
awaited me at the station.

A citizens’ committee

received and conducted me in front of the humble
little house in which I was born, and there the rea-

son for the demonstration became plain. The city
council had ordered a tablet to be placed upon the
house to designate it as my birthplace. And there
was still another honor in store.

I was taken to the

City Hall and there, in the assembly hall, I noticed
two pictures, one of the reigning prince and the
other of my father. The distinction lay in the fact
that these were the only two pictures in the place.
My good father’s memory was thus honored because
as a life-long member of the city council he had initiated a movement for the rebuilding of the City
Hall, after it had been in ruins, as the result of a
destructive fire, for more than thirty years. These
evidences of good will touched me deeply, and that
the ceremonies were followed by a little celebration

at the Rathskeller goes without saying.

While speeding North, through the fragrant pine

forests of Thuringia, a fellow-traveler asked me
whether I knew the charms of the Northern water-

ing places. He then went on to describe in most
glowing terms Sassnitz and other Baltic resorts on
the Island of Ruegen. Mrs. B. and I first visited

Stockholm, the beautiful capifal of Sweden, and then

on the return trip stopped at Sassnitz to take a
dip in the Baltic Sea, one of the few waters in which
I had not enjoyed a bath. Our friend had not exaggerated. We found the charms of the Northern

zone, with its peculiar tints, its bracing air and its

long days and short nights, unusually attractive.
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The beauties of the beech and oak forests are such
as to make a lasting impression upon the mind of

every visitor. It is here, according to Teuton mythology, that the old Germanic gods had their abode.
Sitting under one of those old giant trees and listening to the sweet love songs of the birds, we are re-

minded of the telling words with which Uhland
expressed the (German’s innate love of nature:
‘“Not in cold blocks of marble,
Nor in dead temples is He sought,
Nay, in green forests warble
The symphonies of the Teuton’s God.”

While still in this quiet bay which the far-away
current of life passes unnoticed, I was disturbed in
my reveries one morning by a newspaper story. It
was the account of an audience which Congressman

Foss of Chicago had with the German Emperor, in
which the latter was reported to have expressed the

belief that the Germans of America would never
allow any trouble between the United States and

Germany to assume the stage of hostilities, ete. The
remark struck me as rather strange; just as if the

American Germans would be expected to stand by
their old Fatherland, no matter what the provocation might be. There was no warrant whatever

for the Kaiser to entertain such a delusion, and.I
was almost certain he was misquoted.

Had he ven-

tured the opinion that the preservation of peace

between the United States and Germany was the
fervent wish of all American citizens of German

descent, he would have been within the truth, of
course, but as quoted his remark conveyed an idea

far from truthful, and if he had really made it, I
felt that somehow he should be disillusioned.

And the matter had another, a more serious

aspect.

It was right after the Spanish-American

War, just at a time when there was considerable
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of Admiral Diedrich’s alleged conduct in Manila
Bay. The German admiral’s actions, it will be remembered, had been seized upon eagerly by the
British press as well as by American newspapers
partialtoEnglandas a welcome pretext for arousing in the American heart anger against Germany.
A reflection upon the loyalty of the German element
at such a critical time, unwarranted though it was,
was bound to cause bad blood, and so it became

doubly incumbent upon someone to resent the insinuation and protest against it. Therefore, I immediately addressed a letter to Andrew D. White, our

ambassador—at Berlin, calling his attention to the

matter and expressing my willingness to come to
Berlin for the purpose of explaining the true atti-

tude of the German-Ameficans and, incidentally, of
disabusing the Emperor’s mind. In view of what
has happened since, I deem it important to quote a
few paragraphs from the letter to Dr. White:
‘If the Emperor’s remark is correctly reported, he is
not properly advised as
of German extraction.
injustice and is apt to
which it is our aim to

to the real attitude of Americans
The remark does them a grave
arouse anew that nativist spirit
eradicate. What American citi-

zens of German blood desire is thai both governments
strive to maintain their old historic friendship, believing,
as they do, that all alleged differences between them can
be settled by friendly negotiation. The truth is that
the position of the German-American would not be in
doubt for a moment if the real interests of the United

States were to be defended against any country. whatsoever.”’

This letter was written, let me again remind the

reader, in 1899, hence its statements could not have

been made to suit more recent events. The Ambassador’s answer was couched in most courteous

terms, but concerning an audience with the Em-
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peror it was indefinite and somewhat evasive.
Whether my letter was ever brought to the attention
of even the German Foreign Office I do not know.

Years thereafter, however, as will be seen in later

chapters,Twasaffordedanopportunity,inconver-

sation with the Kaiser, to refer to this matter and
clear up any misunderstanding under which he may
have labored.
Today I have no more illusions on the subject.

British diplomacy, more than twenty years ago,
began its preparations to put Germany out of business, and for that purpose, of course, it needed

America.~Theintriguesufferedaseriousreverse

in 1902 when Dr. Von Holleben, the German ambas-

sador at Washington, exposed England’s duplicity
in the Spanish war by showing that, while boasting
of her great friendship for America, she had se-

cretly conspired with Spain against us.

But the

eagerness of the press to hush up the exposé was

excelled only by the alacrity with which both von

Holleben and Lord Pauncefote (the British ambassador) were recalled from their posts. Owing to

the exposure, the latter’s removal was comprehensible, but the reasons for Holleben’s recall have remained a dark chapter in our history. Certain it is
that from that time on England strained every nerve

to discredit everything German in American eyes

and to create the impression that German sentiment

was distinctly hostile to America. This last assertion T am in a position to prove by an interesting

personal experience.

Shortly before going abroad the same year (1899)

I had occasion to call on John Hay, then Secretary
of State.

In the course of our conversation he ex-

hibited to me a big bunch of clippings, all from

German newspapers, in which America, owing to

the Manila Bay affair, was referred toin rather
unfriendly terms. ‘“What do you think of it?”’ he

asked. ‘‘Among those clippings,’’ I answered, upon
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a hasty examination, ‘‘there is not a single one from

a leading and responsible newspaper; they are all
from small provincial sheets akin to the Boulevard
press of Paris. The great, high-toned newspapers

of Germany, such as the Cologne Gazette, the Frankfurt Gazette, the Berlin Tageblait, ete., as far as 1
know, are all friendly to the United States.’’ Judging from the expression of his face, this explanation
seemed to please the Secretary. It is needless to
say that I freely vented my indignation. That such
rot should be sent from Europe and palmed off upon
our State Department as representative German

opinion showed quite plainly the fine Italian hand

of the mischief-makers, and I made up my mind to

hunt down the guilty party, if possible.

“Coming to London, I immediately looked up the
correspondent of the Associated Press and found

him occupying one of the rooms of Reuter’s, a
rather significant fact when we consider that Reuter’s is the official news agency of the British government. He told me innocently they were working

together. Upon my inquiry regarding those clippings he admitted frankly that he had sent them
and at the same time exhibited a lot more of the

same tenor ready to be mailed, When I asked him
whether he was not stirring trouble between two

great and friendly nations by reporting only the

bark of the small dogs, while suppressing the dig-

nified comments of the responsible press organs, he

answered that he was simply doing his duty.
“Is not this a rather one-sided performance of
your duty???
“Oh, well, adverse comments are the only ones
that are interesting.’’
Claiming an humble degree of competence as a

judge of

trueGerman-American sentiment, I may

be pardoned for inserting here d brief extract from
remarks I had the honor to submit on the floor of

Congress, when, at the outbreak of the Spanish-
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American war, enemy newspapers had insinuated
that Uncle Sam could place no reliance on his

adopted sons, that, in fact, they were a weak spot in

his armor. The quotation, as it appeared in the

Congressional Record, is as follows:

“I am loath to treat these (Spanish) assertions seri-

ously and would prefer to offer them up as a ridiculous

contribution to the gaity of the American people, were

it not for the fact that this rot is finding a sporadic

echo and re-echo among a class of people here who
Imagine themselves to possess an exclusive patent upon
loyalty and patriotism and never tire in drawing invidi-

ous distinctions between native and adopted citizens of
the United States. I voice the sentiment of every QGerman-American in the country, when I say: We are for

America against Spain, for America against England,

for América against Germany, for America against ‘the

world!“ (Applause.) This is not brag-and bluster, Mr.

Chairman. All I have to do to corroborate this sentiment is td refer to American history. These adopted
citizens may speak their native tongue, as did the heroes

of Camp Jackson; they may sing the songs of the Fatherland, read the poems of its immortal poets, enjoy the
paintings of its artists, admire the philosophy of Kant
and the statesmanship of Bismarck, but when it comes
to the question on which side they will fight, if that
question should ever seriously be asked, I say, you will

find them where they have ever been found, marching
under the Stars and Stripes to the inspiring tune of

Yankee Doodle, doing their patriotic dutyasloyalAmerican citizens toward the ¢ountry of their
choie.” (Applause.)

T°

]

Mr. Gaines: ‘‘They will march to the tune of Dixie

as well.”

Mr. Bartholdt: ‘I accept the amendment of the gen-

tleman from Tennessee, because the tunes of Yankee

Doodle and Dixie have recently been blended, and their
combined harmony is grander. (Applause.) These citizens claim no superiority over others, but yield to none

in patriotic devotion to the government and the flag and
therefore have a right to resent any and all attempts at
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discrimination against them on account of their birthplace. They have come here from love of liberty and
a praiseworthy desire to better their condition, and have

identified themselves for good with our institutions and
destinies. Theyliveand die, love and hate, and, if need
be, they fight as Americans. The United States is their

own and their children’s country and the Star-Spangled
Banner their only flag. They are calm, quiet, conserva-

tive, but also quick to respond to their country’s call,
ready to shed their life blood for what the President
and Congress proclaim to be America’s cause. So let
ns hear no more of such insulting distinctions and dis-

criminations between citizens of our country.”

(Ap:

plause.)
These remarks, I believe, bear out fully what a
year later I had occasion to write to Ambassador
White, and what is more, they were true then, are
true today and will be true as long as America is
true to herself.

al|

THE WORLD’S FAIR AT ST. LOUIS

The great World’s Fair of 1904, held at St. Louis

as a centennial celebration of the LouisianaPurchase,iswithinthememoryofall.Whileanational
undertaking, it tested the enterprising genius, the
generosity and civic probity of the city’s population
to the utmost, and as it proved a greatcommercial
and artistic success, every citizen connected withits
promotionisproudofhisshareiniteventoday.I
owe it to myself to tell briefly and for the first time
the true story of its inception.

During the Christmas holidays (1895-96) I hap-

pened to take a street car ride on the Broadway line
from the extreme Southern to the extreme Northern

part of the city and, to my dismay, discovered nearly
half of the houses along the line either for rent or

for sale, a condition mainly due to real estate manipulators who had induced a migration, impetuous and
somewhat premature, to the Western sections. The
thousands of white bills and posters, so symptomatic
of emptiness and stagnation, proved a veritable
nightmare to me, and I could see in my dreams how
grass was beginning to grow in the main thorough-

fares. Surely, something had to be done. With this
idea in mind I called on Charles M. Harvey, the

associate editor of the Globe-Democrat, who then

and there suggested a celebration on a grand scale
to commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of

the Louisiana Purchase.”
‘What do you think of a great exposition?’’ I
asked.
“It’s the very thing!’’ he exclaimed.
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In talking over the matter with leading men I re-

ceived but little encouragement, most of them being
afraid that with such a big affair we might bite off
more than we could chew. Nevertheless, the idea

grew, and one nice morning the people of St. Louis

were surprised by reading the following item in the
Washington news:

‘Representative Bartholdt today introduced a bill in
the House authorizing a universal exposition to be held
in the city of St. Louis in commemoration of the Liouisiana Purchase. The amount to be appropriated by Congress for the purpose is left blank in the bill.”’

This started the ball a-rolling, and in the course

of time we received a subsidy from Congressof

$5,000,000 and later a loan of $4,500,000 in addition,

which loan, by the way, was paid back to the last
dollar. That it required herculean efforts and an
unceasing propaganda among the Members of Congress to make possible such an unparalleled ‘‘raid”’
on the national treasury may be inferred from the

fact that there is no organic provision which authorizes such an expenditure. There were precedents, it
is true, but never before was it proposed to subsidize

a ‘“‘mere show,’’ as they calledit,withsuchvastsums
of money. In justification of Federal aid we pointed
to the fact that it was a national, not alocal, undertaking, and one which would benefit the whole counn-

try” and to which the United States Government
would summon the participation of the world. Moreover, St. Louis, too, was raising five million dollars
by private subscription and a like amount by taxa-

tion, so that we actually contributed double what
Uncle Sam was asked to donate to this great na-

tiofial cause. In the work of ‘‘persuading’’ Con-

gress the St. Louis Representatives had the strong

and able support of a local committee, the most

active of whom were David R. Francis (afterwards
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president of the Exposition), William H.Thompson,
Daniel M. Houser and Corwin IL Spencer.
Things went along smoothly until one day, after

we were already assured, by a count of noses, of the

hecessary votes to put through the original five mil-

lion gift, we struck a snag in the persistent refusal

of Speaker Henderson to give us a day in court, i.e.,
to allow consideration of the bill in the House, This
was an obstacle, the more serious because the

Speaker’s objections were based on conscientious

grounds. He questioned the right of Congress to

spend the taxpayers’ money for such purposes.
Quite naturally there was despair and gnashing of

teeth in our camp. For one, I could not get it into
my head that all our work should have been in vain
on’ account of one stubborn mind. ‘““When he gets
his Scotch up,’ said one of our party, ‘“there is no

use ‘arguing with him.”’ ‘‘Suppose, I get my Dutch
up,’’ I said, and the crowd laughed. Well, I went

straight to the Speaker’s room. Colonel Henderson
had always shown great friendliness toward me, and

so I felt free to beard the lion in his den. A big

crowd of Exposition boomers was waiting outside,
while I again went over the whole ground with the

Speaker. In order to clinch matters, I finally asked

him this question: ‘‘If it can be shown that a ma-

jority of the House favors the consideration of our

bill, would you still object?’ ‘‘That,”’ he said,

“would, of course, relieve me of a great responsi-

bility.”’

A shout went up when I informed my friends of
this answer, but there was still a big task ahead of
us. The consent, black on white, of a majority of the

membership had to be secured. A petition to the

Speaker was quickly drawn, and I began goingfrom

man to man for signatures. Within three days I had

secured not only a majority, but the signature of
every member present on both sides of the House.

In other words, even those opposed to our bill did
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not refuse to sign because they wanted us at least to
have a day in court and preferred a decision by the
House to the Speaker’s ipse dizit. The effect of the

petition was spontaneous: the Speaker yielded, and

a few days later, amidst great excitement,wepassed
our bill by a safemargin.Itwassaidthatnever
before had the signatures of all members present
been obtained for a petition, a fact which made that

document doubly valuable from a historical point of
view, and it is for this reason that I have preserved
it to this day as a rare and cherished memento of a

bold fight for what we believed to be a worthy cause.

The authorization by Congress of a World’s Fair

to be held inthe United States following, as it did,

right in-the wake of the Spanish-American war, was,
among other things, nothing less than a message of
peace to the world. We must not forget that whenever a republic like ours goes to war, it means more

or less of a blow to the cause of democracy every-

where, because "the liberals and democrats of
Europe are likely £6 conclude from it that, after all,
what is represented to be a people’s government is

not any different in this respect. from their own

monarchical governments. Hence, America’s prep-

arations for a great international exposition were
bound to have a reassuring effect in tending to dissipate the growing fear that we, too, had become a

war-like nation. As to the exposition itself, it
proved an undertaking, I am warranted in saying,
which in like scope and extent will probably never
again be seen in this or any other country. Cover-

ing more than fifty acres under roof, it was larger

than the Philadelphia, Paris and Chicago exposi-

tions combined. Nearly the wholeworld was our

guest, and, next to our own, the greatest of all the

wonderstobeseenwastheGermanexhibit,which
plainly aroused the envy of.all the others, but particularly that of the ‘British and French. Nobody

then dreamed -what-thaf envy would eventually lead
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to, but it surely portrayed en miniature Europe's

commercial rivalries,and thusitmaybesaidthat
for the time being St. Louis harbored the real cause

of the World War right within her gates.
And what was the occasion of the Exposition?
Was it worthy of the magnitude of theundertaking?
Well, the historian says that the Louisiana Pur-

chase was an event second in importance only to the

DeclarationofIndependenceandthefoundationof
thegovernment, itself. It settled once for all the

question of European possessions South “of the
45th—aye, 49th—degree of northern latitude and

made Americans the lords and masters of the continent forever. What if England or France or Spain

had retained possession of nearly all the territory
west of the Mississippi, if Napoleon had not sold

it to Jefferson, or if the Federalists of that day had
succeeded in their opposition to the purchase The
country had hardly recovered from the effects of

the Revolutionary War. Would it have been equal
to the emergency of a second conflict of arms with a

great European power? Such a war would, per-

haps, have been avoidable; but if it had occurred,

the price undoubtedly would have been more than a

hundred times that paid by Jefferson to Napoleon
Bonaparte. So at $15,000,000 this biggest of all real
estate purchases was certainly a bargain. It was

one of the proudest achievements of American
statesmanship, and the unparalleled development of

the vast empire west of the Mississippi was cer-

tainly the wonder of the nineteenth century.

Nevertheless, the fathers would have called us
spendthrifts, had they known that a hundred years
later we would expend more than three times the
amount of the purchase price merely for the commemoration of the event by an exposition. Ah, but

that Exposition was the apotheosis ofcenturies.of
civilization!” It “was the culminating perfection of

those wonderful international spectacles which have
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served to impress on our minds that it is good to be
a living participant in the glories of this world. To
millions of its visitors it was an academy of learning, an inspiration and an inexhaustible source of

genuine delight, and the memories of the ‘‘Ivory
City”’ will live and bear fruit~in all the ages yet

to come.

Ty

IN McKINLEY’S TIME

The renomination of President McKinley in 1900
was a foregone conclusion. In this campaign Bryan
did not accentuate the silver issue as strongly as he

had done four years before. Instead, he raised the

cry of imperialism, which, however, did not ‘‘take’’

nearly as well as he had anticipated. The contest,
too, was far less acrimonious than the preceding
one, indeed, more good-natured jokes were indulged

in than usual in the political oratory of the day. I

well remember a story we Republicans told of a

farmer shearing his sheep. A neighbor came along
and told him he was not doing the job right, that he
must shear from the head down instead of the other

way. “I know it,”” said the farmer. ‘Well, then,
why don’t you do it right?’’ ‘“You see,’’ answered
the farmer with visible embarrassment, *‘four years

ago I voted for Bryan, and ever since that time I
can’t look my sheep in the face.”

In that campaign I was running for Congress for
the fifth term, and we had a number of big rallies in

my district. At one of them Vice-President Fairbanks, one of the most amiable men I ever met in

public life, and Senator Mason of Illinois were the
principal speakers. The former fired the big caliber
guns, while Mason let go a veritable fusillade of

jokes. Among other things he told us of a school
ma’am who had asked her class which of the boys
would like to be President of the United States.
They all held up their hands except little Johnny
way back in the corner. ‘“Well, Johnny?*’ asked the

teacher, ‘‘wouldn’t you like to be President?’ ¢‘Oh,
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yes,”’ said he, ‘‘but I can’t.”’ “Why not?’ “I am a
Democrat.” The crowd roared, of course, and
Mason kept it in convulsions for more than an hour.

Verily, these witticisms are the spice of a political

campaign; they take the edge off the bitterness of
contention and remind us that while we may differ,
we might as well be good-natured about it. No

Speaker, I hold, should take himself so seriously as
to refrain from telling a good story, and the fact is
that the best story-tellers are generally the most

popular speakers.

During the same campaign I had a joint debate on
the 16 to 1 issue with a Democrat from Colorado
who was about twice my size physically and had a

regular foghorn voice. In the course of his talk he
would often place himself in front of me in a menac-

ing attitude, wildly gesticulating and shouting at
the top of his voice. When my turn came, I first con-

gratulated him on his ‘‘physical’’ speech and then
felicitated myself because he had stopped short of
eating me up. All of which, I said, reminded me of
a famous repartee in Congress. A big, burly Southerner about the size of my friend, infuriated by
some remark made by a Northern representative of

my own size, approached the latter menacingly with
the words: ‘“Sir, if it wasn’t against the parliamentary rules, I could swallow you whole!’ Whereupon
the smaller man, quick as a flash, responded: *‘If
the gentleman did, he would have more brains in
his stomach than in his head.’”” The audience saw

the point and laughed uproariously. Thenceforth I

had easy sailing in my reply to the apostle of free
silver.

The lifeof a Member-ofCongressisnotasine

cure. This much, I" believe, is generallyknown.

People don’t know, however, how much of a drudgery it really is. Strange to say, the task of legislating is actually the least part of the work. It is the
thousand and one other things which demand most
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of the time and energy of Representatives who take
their duties seriously. They can truthfully say with

Longfellow:

‘““Labor with what zeal we will,

Something will remain undone,
Something unaceomplished still
Waits the rising of the sun.”

People visiting the galleries of the House often

wonder at the slim attendance of Members. Ought
not every member to be present? it is asked. Surely,

they ought to be, but, unfortunately, besides being

lawmakers, they are also messenger boys, envoys
of their constituents to the Government, and as such
they have to run to the White House and from one

Department to the other, even during sessions.
What about? It is well nigh impossible to recount
the details of these errands. If a man wants to get
a fair insight into the complexity of human inter-

ests, .he can surely obtain it by scrutinizing the
manifold invisible strings which tie the people to
their national government. A Representative argues
a pardon case with the Attorney-General, pleads for

a pension with the Pension Commissioner, advocates

the discharge of an enlisted man before the Secre-

tary of War, urges the appointment of a postmaster
in the Postoffice Department, discusses a land case

with the Secretary of the Interior, talks about the

selection of a site for a public building with the Seecretary of the Treasury—all within a few hours. Indeed, if the history of each case engrossing a Member’s attention were fully written up, a single day’s
task would furnish ample material for a good-sized
and not uninteresting book. It should also be remembered that the average daily mail amounts to
from fifty to one hundred letters, which must be
answered and the requests contained in them attended fo.
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The announcement of general debate is usually
the signal for an exodus of Members from the hall,
most of them having made up their minds on the
measure under discussion, and instead of listening
to long-winded speeches they go to their offices to
attend to the individual wants of their constituents.
The longer a man is in Congress, the larger, of
course, grows the circle of his acquaintances and
the more onerous his task, especially if he has become identified with any of the great national questions. What made my own mail so bulky was my

own interest in the questions of immigration,

Ti
and harbor ‘improvement, world peace and,
ast but not least, my opposition to snmptuary legislation and all measures tending to abridge the personal liberty of the citizen which, of course, includes
prohibition. Prohibition! The béfe noire of my
official life! It stood at my bedside when I retired
at night and was still there when I opened my eyes

in the morning. In fact, the defender of personal
liberty who did not want the paid apostles of the
prohibition fad to steal a march on him had to sleep
with his eyes open. The resourcefulness and aggres-

siveness of the latter, the persistency and tenacity
with which they pushed their designs knew no
bounds, and the lot of the man who would follow
these aggressors in the dark or cross swords with

them openly was, to say the least, not a happy one.
And there were so few of the gnardians of lib-

erty. The general public was either sound asleep
or totally indifferent, while the element which Lin-

coln in his tribute to Jefferson called ‘‘the vanguard,
the miners and sappers of returning despotism,’’

were as busy as bees, a situation which was truly

reflected in Congress. Yet up to 1910 the harvest
of the prohibition lobby was meagre, becanse the

old and sagacious Republican leaders, mostly forpo-

litical reasons, quietly. squelched--their measures.

The army canteen was abolished and ‘Demon Rum?’
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was banished from Soldiers’ Homes, Immigrant
Stations and the Capitol; but that was all. The
principal measure upon which the Drys had concen-

trated their efforts, namely, the bill to prohibit interstate shipments of liquor into prohibition States,

never saw the light of day under Republican rule.
I"mention this, not for partisan purposes, but
merely because it is a fact.

Now, the complexion of Congress during most of

the time was such that this or any other so-called
temperance measure, aye, even a prohibition amend-

ment, would have gone through with flying colors,
but, as I said before, these bills were quietly put to
sleep in the committee. However, when in 1910 the

Democrats, for the first time in sixteen years, elected

a majority of the House, the jig was up, so to speak.
With the Southern prohibition sentiment in the
saddle, the interstate shipment bill which we had

succeeded in holding up for fifteen years was put
through in"that very Congress, and prohibition has
executed a St. Vitus dance on the floor of the na-

tional Legislature ever since. Failing to repulse
‘‘the miners and sappers of returning despotism,’’

the people were subjugated by them. Fortunately,
long before the final triumph of prohibition, I had

been driven into voluntary retirement, largely by
the worries of the fight for individual liberty.

To, continue my story, let me say that in the social

life, too, of the National Capital the Representative

cuts quite a figure. While absorbing considerable
time, its duties are most pleasant, of course. Un-

fortunately, social functions are too frequently

fructified by interested parties to influence legisla-

tion, a practise which, it will be remembered, caused
the people of France at one period of their history

to transfer their Parliament from Paris to Ver-

sailles. Washington, too, is getting to be more and
more the rendezvous of the money kings, and this

fact, IT say frankly, is not very conducive ta good
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legislation. It would be ten times better if Congress
could meetinthe healthier atmosphere of a smaller

town whereitcouldbekeptfreefromsocialcontact
with the Nation’s nabobs. With the tremendous
growth of the West it is, indeed, a question whether

the American people will forever put up with the

National Government being located on the Eastern

fringe of the Continent. The present generation

may not live to see it, but some day surely its_removal to a more central location will again become

a livequestion.

There is one social function which, like Caesar’s
wife, is above suspicion. It is the dinner of the
Gridiron Club, an organization composed of newspaper correspondents accredited to the press galleries of Congress. The club constitutes itself the
bar of public opinion, so to speak, before which
kings and clowns, men and measures are arraigned

and mercilessly satirized and lampooned. Every
invective pill administered, however, is cleverly
sugar-coated with good-natured wit. Within my own
memory I have seen five different Presidents, in at-

tending these dinners, make a virtue of necessity
and laugh at the well-aimed criticism of their own

policies. Other guests usually are foreign diplomats, members of the Cabinet, Senators and Repre-

sentatives and some distinguished men from private
life who, for one reason or other, may be tempo-

rarily in the limelight. While the dinners are stag
affairs, the toastmaster invariably makes the announcement that ‘‘ladies are always present,’’ in-

timating thereby that any lady could safely listen
to all that is being said. I heard a foreign diplomat
once say, as he came from the banquet hall: ‘“As

long as such dinners can take place, your country
will be safe.’”” Indeed, one of the redeeming features
of the Capital’s social life is the chance it affords
for antagonists to meet on neutral ground, so to
speak, to become better acquainted and learn to ap-
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preciate one another’s personal qualities. Such
meetings have a tendency towards conciliation and
a better understanding, and it is no doubt for this
Very reason that pacifists suggest mutual visits of

prominent men representing the different nations,

and that one or two European parliaments are

actually making annual appropriations for such a

purpose, the theory being that whomever we know,
we cannot consider our enemy.

And now coming back to the strenuous life of a

Congressman, is it any wonder, after what he has
gone through during a session, that he should seek
rest and recreation as soon as the Speaker’s gavel

falls for adjournment? It suffices to explain, I beLieve, my own frequent voyages abroad. By putting

the ocean between oneself and all the customary
importunities and vexations, one can enjoy at least

that temporary freedom from care which is 80 essen-

tial a tonic ofthé nervous system. But for these

breathing spells I might have been six feet under
the ground long ago.
The goal of my fifth trip abroad (1901) was Italy.

I wasfamiliar with all the scenic beauties of my own

countryand had seen most of what is to "be seen in

the British Isles, France, Germany, Switzerland, as
well as the Scandinavian countries. Now I longed to

visitthe land of music and blue skies, the sunny

peninsula whose praises had been sung so eloquent]

by both Goethe and Heine in their stories of travel

I was not to be disappointed. Something happened,
however, before the goal was reached, which was
not on the program. I had taken passage on one of

the smaller North German Lloyd steamers for

Naples. We had hardly left port when a storm arose
such as IT had never experienced before, It raged for

fully five days, in fact, until we reached the shelter
of the Azores. Many passengers, believing that their
last hour had come, spent their time praying, and
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these supplicants for salvation, let me say incidentally, were not all women by any means.
One night, when one furious wave after the other

rolled over the little ship, I crawled into the officer’s

room for consolation. Reading genuine anxiety in
the faces of those brave and stoical men, I knew in
an instant what the clock had struck. The captain
having come in right behind me, I asked him what
the outlook was. Throwing aside his dripping water-

proof and turning to me, he merely hissed between
his teeth: ‘It’s blowing number eleven!’’ Noticing

my perplexed look, one of the officers volunteered the
information that storms range from 1 to 12, the latter being a hurricane of the most potential force. So
we were getting almost the best in the shop, or

rather the worst the elements in their fury could
afford. The captain said such storms were very
rare in the Southern Atlantic and that he had never
experienced one like it. Now, I had never been seasick nor had I ever felt uneasy on the ocean, on the

contrary, when at sea I always feel so much in my
element that friends suspect me of being a descend-

ant of pirates. By this time, however, I began to

look around for a life-preserver. Guessing the state
of my mind, the captain said: ‘‘Oh, well, we have

a seaworthy craft and will pull through all right.”

That sounded a little better, and I was about to leave
the room to reassure other passengers, when the old
seabear called me back. Offering me a glass of

grog, he said he could not risk sleep, although temporarily off duty, and so he would tell me a story.
That story I shall never forget. Even if told at
the fireside of a cosy home, it would raise our goose-

flesh, but under the trying circumstances of the
moment it made my blood curdle and completely
shattered my nerves. The captain, however, lost in
contemplation of what he was about to tell, seemed
entirely oblivious of the effect his story might have
on his listeners. Briefly, this is what he related: he
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was fourth officer on the Schiller, when that big passenger steamer on the way to Europe went down
with all on board near the Scilly Islands. A dense

fog had prevented observations for several days,

and the ship had drifted too far north, farther than
they had calculated, so that when they decided to

take a southeasterly course, in order to avoid the
Scillies, they had run right on to those dangerous
cliffs. Running across the deck, the officer was first
stopped by a California millionaire who on bended
knees offered him all his money if he would but save

him. Then three girls whose acquaintance he had
made during the trip, daughters of a well-known

Milwaukee business man, held his arms and implored him to save their lives. While he was helping them into a lifeboat which, by the way, never
was heard from again, a steward passed him with a
tray full of drinkables for the smoking room. Instinctively he snatched three bottles from the stew-

ard’s tray and put them in his coat pocket. Then
he climbed up the fourth mast. (At that time sails
were still used on steamers.)

He saw the first,

second and third masts fall, and finally the fourth,
to which he was clinging, tumbled over, precipitating
him into the sea.

The life-belt kept him above water and the contents of the purloined bottles infused new life into

him, but in the fierce struggle to keep the wreckage
from dashing out his brains, he finally lost conscionsness. The next thing he knew somebody was

forcing his eyelids open, shouting: ‘“Alive!’”’ "After
drifting in the water for eight hours, he had been
picked up with others by a fishing smack. He heard
the same monotonous voice exclaim: ‘“Dead!’’ three
or four times, so they were evidently picking the live
ones of those rescued from the dead. Then his
senses left him again, and when next he came to,

he was at an English hospital where for four weeks
he struggled between life and death against a vio-
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lent fever. His strong constitution alone pulled him

through.

While the captain was talking, the ship was tossed
about like a nutshell by monster waves; indeed, it
looked as if every moment the thing might happen
which would make us all share the fate of the
Schiller victims.

“Wait,” said the captain, ‘‘this is only half the

story. Last night,”” he continued, ‘‘I had a most
uncanny dream. The three sisters who had gone
down with the Schiller appeared to me, all dressed
in black and heavily veiled. One by one they stepped
in front of me and said with sepulehral voices:
‘Your last hour has come.” As the youngest one,
a mere child, said it, she sat down on my lap, as she
had often done when still in the flesh, but as she
raised her face I looked into an empty skull. I had

tried to make light of the matter, but this ghastly

sight made the words die on my lips. I asked them

to give me at least an hour to arrange my affairs,

but instead of an answer, they merely shook their
beads, and then I noticed that all three were mere

skeletons in black drapery. Thoroughly frightened,

I jumped up and ran to my stateroom, but on opening the door, a sea monster, horrible to look at, came
toward me and chased me all over the ship until

finally, bathed in perspiration, I awoke.’’
And here comes the climax of the story. With a

haunted look the captain continued: ‘‘The strangest
part of it all is that last night’s dream occurred at
the very time and date when twenty-five years ago

the Schiller catastrophe happened.”” In uttering

these last words the man looked as if he momen-

tarily expected the execution of the death warrant
by the infuriated elements. I am not superstitious,
but at that moment I felt like a patient when brutally
informed by the doctor that there is no hope. However, just as if the captain’s gruesome tale had had
the effect of easing matters, there was a perceptible
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abatement of the storms fury, and a few hours later
we sighted the Azores.
While the experience of that voyage will forever
remain a nightmare to me, the pleasures of the trip

through Italy proved an’ ample recompense for past

anxieties. Man is fortunately so constituted that one

moment of happiness makes him forget hours of
distress.
But what a contrast between the scenic beauties

and the social conditions of the country! The latter
are, indeed, a shady background to the sunny landscapes, for nowhere, save perhaps in the Whitechapel district of London, have I seen so much poverty and downright wretchedness as in southern
Italy. Beggars follow the stranger to his hotel and
accompany him on hig drives, and ragged women
and children are huddled together on the steps of
the churches which are usually visited by the trav-

elers.

These churches mostly contain paintings

worth hundreds of thousands, and we naturally ask
ourselves: why don’t they sell some of them to

relieve, at least temporarily, this human misery? Or
why does not the state come to the rescue? To do so
would surely be a wise and even profitable step, for

many people then were actually deterred from

visiting the Southern provinces simply because they

did not want their hearts to be lacerated by so many

evidences of human distress. This was the home, too,

of the Camorra.

No wonder, for poverty always

breeds crime. Traveling north one finds a marked
improvement in conditions, and it may be said that

Rome, Florence and Venice compare favorably with

the average English -and. French.city,evenifthey

are not as cleanandasfreefrompovertyasare
German municipalities. I could write a book on

those three unique and fascinating cities which held
me for fully three weeks, instead of six days, as

contemplated.

My journey took me from Italy into the Austrian
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Tyrol, to Salzburg and thence to the old ‘‘Kaiser-

stadt’’ Vienna and down the Danube to that marvel
of modern cities, Budapest. Attending a session of

the Hungarian parliament, I asked my friend, Count
Apponyi, what language they were speaking. ‘‘In

parliament,’ he said, ‘‘any language is recognized
which is spoken within the confines of Hungary.”
“How about the Slavs and Croats?’’ ‘Oh, they can

nse their own language, if they wish to, but as they
desire to be understood by all when they take the

floor, naturally they prefer to speak Hungarian.”

The Magyars are a polyglot people. The majority

of them speak German and the more educated

French and English; besides, some of them, like

Apponyi, also speak Italian. Speaking only two

languages myself, with murderous attempts at a
third, I often envied this Hungarian statesman at
peace conferences, when I heard him converse
fluently in almost any tongue in which he was addressed. At Budapest, by the way, a traveler is com-

pletely lost when attempting to make out the etymology of' the native idiom. It is because the

Hungarian language has no affinity, except possibly

Finnish, so that even a knowledge of Latin will not

help to make out street names, store inscriptions and
newspaper headlines, as it does in Latin countries,
or as a knowledge of German does in Holland or

Scandinavia. The fact that hardly any foreigners
are familiar with the Magyar tongue may account
somewhat for the polyglot accomplishments of the
educated classes of that conntry.
These conditions remind us of the general linguistic confusion prevailing in the world. One is tempted

again and again to ask the pertinent question:why

do the civilized nationskeeponresistingthead

fio ofSome auxiliary language which all the world

could learn! The excuse that there is none is no
longer valid since Esperantohas been found so com-

pletely to fill the bill as an artificial langnage. There
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was considerable talk of Volapuk at one time, but it
is said that its author, upon examining the grammar
of Esperanto, threw his own into the fire. Savants
and philologists of many nations have pronounced
Esperanto a most perfect language, especially because of its wonderful simplicity. In its construction

all the incongruities, complexities and superfluities

inherent in every living tongue have been avoided
and a mode of expression has thus been created

which, while marvelously simple, is capable, nevertheless, of every modulation and is, indeed, an easy
vehicle of every shade of thought.
Even at an advanced age I was able to master

the grammar in four lessons, the rest being simply a
matter of practice. If made part of the schoo] cur-

rienlum, one lesson a week would suffice for children

to acquire a perfect knowledge of the language and
the ability to read, write and speak it fluently. So,
instead of studying two or three foreign languages
in the sweat of their brows, if the youth of each
country were simply to learn Esperanto, as an

auxiliary for internationaluse,whata‘savingof
time and energy!Andwhatanadvantageforthe

people of every nation to communicate and speak

with the people of China, Japan, India, Egypt, Rus-

sia and all other countries by means of a common

vehicle of expression! As it 18, no matter how well

we learn to speak French, for instance, the Frenchman will immediately recognize our shortcomings,
If he is obliged, however, to speak Esperanto just

as we do, then we are on a common level and neither

has an advantage over-the other. And the degree in

which the ‘causeofinternationalconciliationand

peace would be promoted by a universal language is

almost incalculable.
Why, then, is it, I ask again, that governments up

to the present have been so indifferent, not to say

hostile, toward the new language? Of course, there

are those who intolerantly regard.the mere ides of
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such a reform as a sort of warlike invasion of the

sacred domain of English and believe a knowledge

of this, their own language, to be all-sufficient becanse some day the whole world will speak English.

Simple souls! They don’t know that other nations

aspire to and hope for the same result with regard
to their tongues. No, I believe official apathy to

haveadeepercause.Isitnotbecausefromthe
standpoint of the ruling powers a better mutual

understanding among the plain people of all the nations is undesirable? If the people should acquire
what is called an international mind, might it not
promote a feeling of solidarity among them and thus
interfere with the business of ‘war which dynasties
and financial cliques have an interest in ever con-

tinuing at the old stand? The money power, which

aims to control democracies as well as dynasties, is

certainly interested in a potentiated nationalism

and not in internationalism; in a continued separation and division of the peoples and not in meas-

ures which are likely to promote an understanding
among them of the solidarity of their own interests.
A common language would promote a common
brotherhood, hence away with it!

~There was a Fourth of July celebration at Carls-

bad that summer at which I was to be one of the

speakers. It reminded me of a similar event at Stutt-

gart some years previous. In that gay Swabian city

the officials as well as many prominent citizens for

years had been in the habit of observing the day
with the Americans, and I was anxious to take part
in the festivities. On my arrival there Consul J ohn-

son, who had just been appointed by President
Cleveland, requested me to speak, pleading his own
inability to make a public address. I told him my
dress suit was in my trunk in Thuringia and I had
come only with a grip. “We'll get you the glad

rags,” he said, and the upshot was thatIreadthe

Declaration-of Independence ina suit belonging to
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the head waiteroftheleadinghotel. The fit was such
thatThadtoavoideveryinvoluntarymovement,and

my anxiety during the Polonnaise, ‘which I had to
dance with the wife of the Burgomaster, can better

be imagined than described. Fortunately, nothing

happened, but that waiter evidently was a good
second to Barnum’s skeleton.
At Carlsbad I was better prepared. The celebration here consisted, as in London snd Paris, only of

dinner. It occurred to me to tell the guests the story

of the several toasts once offered at a Fourth of July
banquet at Paris which, I think, bears repetition.
The toastmaster, a gentleman from New England,

said: ‘‘Here is to the United States, bounded on the
north by the British possessions, on the south by
Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico, on the east by the

Atlantic, on the west by the Pacific Ocean.’ Enlarg-

ing upon these boundaries a gentleman from the
Middle West said: ‘Here is to the United States,
bounded on the north by the North Pole, on the south
by the South Pole, on the east by the rising sun, on
the west by the setting thereof.”” Then rose a lank,
lean individual from the racy prairies of the West

who, raising his glass, said: ‘When you proceed to
describe the boundaries of the United States, why

don’t you state them in their full comprehensiveness? Here is to the United States, bounded on the
north by the aurora borealis, on the south by the
Precession of the equinoxes, on the east by primeval chaos and on the west by the Day of Judg-

ment.’”” The meaning of the toast, I ventured to
explain, was the establishment of the United States

of the World and of ‘universal brotherhood among

men. The first step toward that great goal had been
the immortal declaration, endorsed by the success
of the American Revolution, that “all men are

created equal.” It was a rallying ery to all mankind

to free itself from political bondage, and its first

echo,Isaid,was the French Revolution.
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Well, we are all familiar with the customary style
of spread-eagle oratory. Somehow we feel that it

does not quite fill the bill today. The people have

come to realize that political liberty can easily become an empty shell where it does not lead to, or is

accompanied by, social justice. Even a strict adherence to the great doctrine of equality before the law
has not prevented, it seems, the monstrous economic
inequalities of which the present generation is a
living witness. Already in our country, so we are

told by statisticians, 10 per cent of the population
own 90 per cent of the wealth, which is equivalent

tosaying that 90 per cent of the people own only

10 per cent of the wealth, and while the masses of
our people are getting poorer, thé number of mil-

lionaires increased, according to income tax returns,

from 14,571 to 22,696 in a single year. Therefore, 1
sincerely believe that, whatever other issues shrewd
political managers may push to the front, the ques-

tion of social justice is the paramount problemof

the present and the immediate future. While economic equality may remain an iridescent dream, yet

laws will and must soon be enacted which will elip

thé wings of privilege, save the middle class from

ruin and grant to-labor-its just reward. It is the
real and only effective cure for social unrest.

Before leaving the beautiful Bohemian watering
place, I was told of an incident which had just oeccurred in the neighborhood, which in a peculiar way
reflected on all Americans present. A young nobleman had just shot and killed himself as the result of
an ‘‘ American duel.” A woman was said to be at

the bottom of it. It was reported that her two
lovers, fools as they were, had agreed to throw the
dice, and the loser was to kill himself. The suicide,
of course, caused quite a sensation. A newspaper
reporter, telling me about this and several similar
cases, wanted to know more about this ‘‘peculiar

American castom.’’ ‘The American duel’? I said,
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‘‘is becoming so popular, it seems, that there is real
danger of its introduction in America.” I can still
see his face and how he stood staring at me with his
mouth open. “You mean to say——1"’ ‘“Yes, I do;

as a matter of fact, weknow nothing of such duels

in America.’”” Well, he ‘published what I said, and
as other papers took it up, the incident served to

correct at least ome of the many foolish notions

about America.

’

While on my homeward journey an appalling
tragedy was enacted in the United States: President

McKinley was slain by the hand of an assassin.

When my boat landed, the President was still living.

The whole nation was stunned; a few days later it
was in tears. There never were manifestations of

more genuine grief than when death finally claimed
that most kindly and affable of Presidents. If the
outside world could but see us at such an hour, I believe its impression of Americans as mere cold-

blooded dollar worshipers would be effaced forever.
The fact is that Americans, while fond of Mammon,

are at the same time the most emotional people on

earth, and the most sanguine. Indeed, as compared

with them even the French are but poor seconds.

McKinley! How heartily he laughed when one day

during the Spanish-AmericanWarIasked.him
aserious Tace to authorize the organization ofan

additional Missouri regiment, one, however, to be

exclusively composed of colonels, because nearly
every application for service I had received was for
shoulder straps and not for the rank and none for

the file. Could I guarantee to furnish enough Missouri colonels? ‘Enough for several regiments,’ I

said. ‘‘But,”’ interposed Mark Hanna, who had just

come in, ‘the Missouri colonels are all Democrats.’’
I said that was just the reason for my request;I

wanted the President to help me create some Re.
publican colonels."

"On another occasion I introduced my good friend.
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Adolphus Busch, the leading brewer of the United

States, to McKinley. They had never met before.
Encouraged by the President to give his views on

the temperance question, the brewer king proceeded,

in his candid and inimitable way, to express his con-

victions on this vital subject. He first explained that
he was taking pride in furnishing only the best and
most wholesome beverage, that the production of
good beer had converted us from a nation of hard

drinkers into a sober and temperate people and how,

consequently, the brewers had really accomplished

more for the cause of true temperance than all the

paid apostles of prohibition combined. ‘¢All the
brewers I know,”’ he said, ‘‘are reputable citizens
and honorable men. There is no case on record of

any one of them ever having even attempted to cheat

the Government, and they have always paid their
taxes loyally and ungrudgingly, enough every year

to maintain the whole American Navy.’’ The President seemed very much interested, and so my friend

continued by asking, whether catering to a legitimate public demand was not an entirely respectable
business, especially when the demand came from
eighty-five to ninety per cent of the adult popula-

tion. ‘‘Mr. President,’’ he said, raising his voice,
‘the demand I speak of is prompted by human

nature itself, and, believe me, if fanatics should ever

succeed in preventing its being satisfied legitimately,

the people will resort to narcotics or stimulants so

injurious as eventually to undermine the health of
the nation.’”’ For nearly half an hour he went on,
logically advancing one argument after the other
and winding up finally with a strong plea for the

unrestricted maintenance of our personal freedom
and the right to self-control of the individual citizen.
The President was visibly impressed by these candid representations, and next day, when a matter of
business again called me to the White House, he said

to me: “Your friend Busch is a most remarkable
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man. His personality no less than his arguments

challenge my admiration,’’ It will be remembered

that under the McKinley administration our social
quacks made no headway whatever with their nos-

trum, and the same is true, by the way, of the ad-

ministrations of his predecessors and his two succes-

sors, Roosevelt and Taft,

The people of St. Louis paid their last tribute to

the memory of the martyr President at a monster

mass meeting at the Coliseum which, while large

enough even for national conventions, proved too
small forthisvecasion, Thousands’ of mourning citizens failed to gain admission. The speakers were

General John W.Noble, who was Secretary of In-

terior in McKinley's Cabinet, and my humble self,
these selections having been made,Isuppose,be-

cause we were known to have been in the President ’s

favorandpersonallyclosetohim,Itwasthethird

time that the Nation mourned at the bier of a mur-

dered President, and in the speeches attention was
forcefully called to the stupid uselessness of each
one of these crimes. ‘“One can conceive,’’ said John

Hay in his eulogy on McKinley, delivered before

Congress a few months later, “how the death of a
dictator may change the political conditions of an
empire; how the extinction of a narrowing line of
kings may bring in an alien dynasty. But in a wellordered republic like ours the ruler may fall, but
the state feels no tremor. A successor, identical in
purpose and ideals and inspired by the same

principles, will simply carry to completion the task
committed to his hands.’’ This, one would think,

makes it plain enough that no political purpose of
any kind can ever be served by laying violent hands
upon the Chief Magistrate of our Nation, And as to

our martyr Presidents, let me add reverently, not

one of them should have had an enemy in the world.
In this connection I was reminded of an occasion

when President Roosevelt showed me a small, silver-
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plated revolver which he then carried in his pocket.
He was attending, with ex-President Cleveland, the

dedication exercises of the World’s Fair at St. Louis.

In the evening there was a dinner at the residence

of David R. Francis, the president of the Exposi-

tion, and also a citizens’ meeting at the old Music

Hall, which Mr. Roosevelt had promised to attend

because of itsworthy object: to stimulate subscrip-

tions for the erection of a rhonument to General

Franz Sigel. Mr. Gustav Cramer, a distinguished
citizen of St. Louis, and I were delegated to “‘‘kid-

nap’’ the President, "i.e; to take him from the
Francis residence to the hall and back again. I was
amazed at the precautions taken. There was a car-

riage load of secret service men preceding and one
following our carriage and, besides, there were three

police oficers on horseback on either side of us.

Coming down Lindell Boulevard it sounded to us as if
a regiment of cavalry were advancing to an attack.

‘Is all this necessary?’’Iventuredtoask. ‘‘Surely,

I have not asked for it,”” answered the President,
and in saying so, he pulled his diminutive gun out of
his pocket. ‘“You see, I can protect myself,’ he continued, ‘‘if I can see the would-be assailant first.”

In introducing him to the audience, I applied to
him what was said of a certain German ruler,

namely, that he could safely lay his head in the lap

of the humblest of his subjects. On the return trip

Mr.Roosevelt reverted to the matter by saying

meditatively: ‘It’s too bad that such precautions

should be necessary for the protection of the Chief

Magistrate of the Nation, but,’’ he added, ‘it is the
cranks that we have to guard against, and that is a

species which never dies out.”” The speech, by the

way, which he deliveredthat.might,“wasa.most
eloquent tribute to the steadfast loyalty of the Ger-

man element and to the important part played by

Sigel and his German-American compatriotsinthe
Civil War. An equestrian statue of GeneralSigel,
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symbolizing this historical fact, now adorns one of
the public parks of St. Louis,

TT

-

We naw stand upon the threshold of the Roose-

veltian period of 1901 to 1908, seven domestically
lively, not to say turbulent, years. Even thosewho,
like myself, had strong reasons for opposing his
ambition for a de facto third term, are bound to
admit that Theodore Roosevelt was a good and great

President. Upon his inauguration a good mai

people sensed a rocking of the boat, just as if it were
being steered from a calm into a choppy sea, but this

fortunately proved an imaginary fear, superinduced,

no doubt, by their preconceived notions of the man,
He took the rudder with a firm hand and in seven

years never lost his bearings. Judging from the
manner in which he went after the railroads and big
trusts, it looked as if an era of great economic re-

forms was to be inaugurated for the benefit of the

plain people, but, alas, he stopped short of that!

Nevertheless, he frustrated a gigantic scheme looking to a combination of all the big railroad systems,
made the railroad kings amenable to the law and invoked the power of the judiciary in order to clip
the wings of the so-called bad trusts, i.e., such as

were operated in restraint of trade and to stifle com.

petition. The engine of state was surely headed in

the right direction.
In my judgment Roosevelt’s five greatest achieve-

ments were: (1) The successful settlement of a big

Eastern coal strike which threatened to cripple the

industries of the country, and which to quell required considerable courage, because tradition forbade a President to intercede in such matters, (2)
His recognition of the new arbitration court at The

Hague by referring to it the first case, namely, our

dispute with Mexico regarding the Pius Fund. (3)

The successful prosecution of the Northern Securi-

ties case, by which, as already stated, the world’s

biggest railroad pool was prevented. (4) The ter:

Mr. and Mrs. Bartholdt.
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minationoftheRusso-JapaneseWarbybringin
about the signing of a peace treaty at Portsmouth.
(5) His declaration in favor of a Second Hague Conference which, at his instance, was afterwards convened by the Czar.
Considering Mr. Roosevelt’s well-known characteristics, the fact that he kept the country out of all
foreign entanglements and vouchsafed to wus the
blessings of peace surely also redounds to the credit
of his administration. Roosevelt’s policies and
achievements reconciled me to many of his eccen-

tricities and, in and out of Congress, I stood by him
to the last, i.e., up to the moment when, after Taft’s
inauguration, he hastily left the Capital as a private
citizen. Our ways parted, however, when, upon his

return from Africa, he again stretchedout his hands
after the Presidency.If"AngelGabrielcamedown
from heaven;I-wouldnotvoteforhimforathird
term.

The many references in these pages to the great
issues between capital and labor make it incumbent
on me to say a few words about my labor record in

Congress. Say what you will, I believe it to be true
beyond all peradventure that a man’s social and
material status affects his opinions as well as his

endeavors. For instance, if the Rockefellers and
Morgans could be thrown into the ranks of those
shiftless and wandering men who make up the bulk
of our unskilled laborers, they might possibly be
I. W. W.’s, as rampant as any members of that much

perseciifed organization, and if, on the other hand,

some of the latter were to be installed in palaces on

Riverside Drive with millions to command, they
would change their point of view as completely. So,
it seems, personal welfare largely determines our attitude. Argumentation of one class with the other is
usually of little avail, as on economic questions only
those will agree who have identical interests. My

natural disposition. was. to. sympathize with and
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exert myself in behalf of the under-dog, the poor,
in their struggle for betterment. However, I was
favored with a comfortable income; hence my inter-

est in the great social questions had gradually be

come more platonic than real.
As a member for many years of the Committee
on Labor, in which the interests of the two classes

constantly clashed, I took a rather independent po-

sition on most questions, so much so that I often

forfeited the good will of one or the other side, and

sometimes of both. They soon understood, however,

that neither side owned me and that I was bent on

voting in accordance with the dictates of my own
conscience and for what I believed to be best for
the public at large. In one of my campaigns I encountered most bitter opposition on the part of or-

ganized labor because I had dared to vote against

exempting labor from the operation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law. Of course, that law was never in-

tended to apply to labor organizations in the first

place; but, aside from that, the idea of enacting a
general law and then exempting a particular class
from its operation by special legislation, simply did

not appeal to my American mind. I could not look
at such a proposal in any light other than class
legislation and as violative of the good American
principle of equality before the law. At numerous

meetingsImadethis plain to my constituents and
asked them the question who, in their judgment,
would suffer more in the end, if that great principle
were once destroyed: capital or labor? Well, the
answer was my reélection with an increased major-

ity. At a later date the Supreme Court held; contrary to expectations, that the Anti-Trust Law did
apply to labor organizations and this, of course,
altered the situation. In view of the hardships which

the decision involved for the workers, their exemption by special law now appears as an act of humane

policy.

XV1
PEACE AND THE INTERPARLTAMENTARY
UNION
Bob Ingersoll used to say that when a man has
money, the money in reality has him. It is the same
with an idea or an ideal. Since at The Hague and

Christiania the friends of world peace had captivated my mind, their idea to rid the world of the
scourge of war by the substitution of the rule of
law for force had gradually taken possession of me.
So in the summer of 1903 I again went abroad to at-

tend the Interparliamentary Conference, this time

at Vienna. One of my ambitious objects was to bring

that ‘‘world parliament in embryo,’’ called the
Interparliamentary Union, to the United States by
inducing the members to hold their next conference
on American soil in connection with the World’s

Fair at St. Louis. It was a bold undertaking, to say
the least. I had no mandate from anybody, as no
group of the Union had yet been organized in our

Congress, in fact, the organization itself was practically unknown in America. Moreover, on arriving
in the Austrian capital, I found myself to be the only
American representative on the ground, so there
was no one to back me, not even the American Ambassador, that gentleman being away on his summer

vacation. No wonder Randal Cremer of England,
the founder of the Union, objected at the executive
session of the council to ‘‘the idea of using this great
and dignified body as an attraction for a show?’

(meaning the St. Louis Exposition), a remark, by

the way, for which later at Washington he made the
amende honorable.

_
iL
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Unabashed and implicitly relying on proverbial
American hospitality, I presented my invitation ‘on
behalf of the American people,”’ first to Council
and then, at the Reichsrath Building, to the Conference itself, at which over 500 members of the various

parliaments of the world were present. I first spoke

in English, then in French, that being the official
language of the conference, and lastly in German.

The very first words in German elicited applause
from the galleries, and many of the ladies of the
aristocracy occupying them rose and waved their
handkerchiefs. Hvidently it struck them as strange
that an American should be able to address them

in their own language. Well, I carried the day.
Copenhagen, also an aspirant for convention honors,

was withdrawn by the Danish delegation, and for
the first ‘time in the history of the organization it

decided to come to America.

The only condition

was that my individual invitation should in time be
supplemented by an official one from the American

Congress and Government, a customary stipulation.
It is no violation of confidence to say what con-

tributed largely to the happy result was the strong
desire on the part of many of the delegates to visit
the United States. Now they had not only a valid
excuse for such a visit, but would also receive public
credit for undertaking it. As for myself, there now
was no escape from a great responsibility, the more

onerous because for the present, at least, I had to
bear it alone. Just how I got back to the States
with that big elephant on my hands, I do not know,
but I remember distinctly that immediately upon
landing in New York I wired President Roosevelt

asking for audience. His prompt reply from Oyster

Bay, where he was still rusticating, was: ‘‘See me

at Washington next Monday.”

So far, so good,

but what was I to do with the elephant from now

(Tuesday) until Monday next? Well, I had to unburden my mind to somebody, so I decided to hasten
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to the national capital and talk to the editor of the
Washington Post. When he learned that as a result
of the action taken at Vienna several hundred mem-

bers of the various parliaments of Europe would be
sure to visit our country, he turned to me and said:

‘“Do you know, you have done quite a big thing for
America?’’ The white elephant suddenly shriveled
up to an almost invisible size, and, indeed, a great
weight was lifted from my mind. Would I write
the matter up for the Post, he asked. Most assur-

edly I would. So the leading paper of Washington
on the following Monday morning carried nearly
two columns on what they styled, in big headlines,
‘““Great Work for Peace.”’
When, the same morning, I entered the Presidents

room at the White House, he greeted me with the
words: ‘I know why you have come.’”” He had read
the morning paper and so was thoroughly posted. We

agreed that I should write something about the matter for use in the next presidential message to Congress in support of an appropriation for the proper

entertainment of the prospective guests of the nation. To say that I felt relieved is putting it mildly.
On leaving the White House I gave the news, with
the President’s permission, to the assembled representatives of the press.’
When Congress reconvened in December two most
necessary things were done: first, I introduced a

joint resolution extending an official invitation to
the Interparliamentary Union and authorizing an
appropriation of $50,000 to defray the expenses of

the visit, and secondly, I called a meeting of mem-

bers of the Senate and House for the purpose of
organizing a group of the Union. Approximately

seventy members responded to the call, and the plan

to join the other parliaments of the world in behalf
of the eause of arbitration and peace met with a

most enthusiastic endorsement. An organization
was effected by the election of the following officers:
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President, Richard BartholdtofMissouri;Vice-

Presidents, Theo. E. Burton of Ohio and James L.

Slayden of Texas; Secretary, Robert F. Broussard
of Louisiana.

The name of the baby was to be

““ Arbitration Group in Congress.’”

The only out-

siders present were Sir Thomas Barclay of England

and Benjamin F. Trueblood, the venerable manager
of the American Peace Society, both of whom made
eloquent speeches in commendation of the action
taken.
That it was a memorable step, there is no doubt.

The American Congress had now become part of
that great organization of more than 2000 lawmakers who are bent on bringing about a better under-

standing between the various nations
all international disputes settled by
judicial decision. From this time
were to be heard in the semi-official

and on having
arbitration or
on Americans
peace councils

of Europe. No longer was geographical isolation
to signify complete political separation; on the contrary, the people of this hemisphere, more happily

situated than their brethren across the water, were

to lend their moral aid in the efforts of the latter
to throw off the military burdens under which they
stagger, and to hasten the day of peace and good
will among men. Surely, no American patriot could
divine a nobler mission than to accelerate, through
his country’s moral influence, the dawn of a better

future for the suffering millions of the war-ridden
old world!

Way down deepitoccurredtomethatifwas

Uncle Sam and no one else who could tie Germany

to the peace wagon. That country, it was plain,
could never throw off her military harness unless
her two menacing neighbors, Russia on one side and
France (which even Carlisle styles a ‘‘bad neigh-

bor’’) on the other, would do the same by simulta-

neous action. Plainly, it was their geographical

location which made Germans skeptical and even
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backward in their support of the work at The

Hague. But if America, benevolent and disinter-

ested, would appear on the scene and say to the
European concert: ‘‘ Come, let us all agree to disarm

and arbitrate whatever differences may arise between us; for that purpose let us set up a world

court and a world parliament and thus bring order

out of international chaos and anarchy!’’—Could
Germany afford to decline such an invitation? No,

shécould not; her people would force its acceptance

because such a plan would mean relief and salvation
for them as well as the people of all other nations.
Nor could France and England decline. And to see
Ameriea in such a role would surely make the heart
of every citizen swell with pride, while the name of
American democracy would be blessed hy all man-

kind. “A pipe dream? Well, if it is, then we might
as- well despair of the future. Oh, yes, new wars
may intervene before we are that far; nevertheless,
no statesman dare deny that the world’s conscience

sanctions that program. With it in force, there
would have been no World War. Some day, there-

fore, the opposition emanating from lust of conquest
or revenge, from a militant yellow press, from com-

mercial greed or those sordid interests which always
coin dividends out of the misery of war, is bound to
give way to the altruistic will of the peoples and
their urgent need of permanent tranquility and mu-

tual understanding.

The organization of a peace group in Congress
had still another significance. It was the first step

towards breaking up or, at least, weakening what
is plainly a monopolistic feature of government. In
accordance with immemorial custom, the conduct of

foreign affairs, also called diplomacy, has been

monopolized by the Executive, and this is true in
democratic as well as monarchial countries.

Even

the United States, unfortunately, has taken this custom over from the old world. The people.are-free
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to shape their domestic policies, but when it comes

to foreign relations, they are practically shut out.

I-say practically because the only limitation is the

right of the Senate to sarction or reject treaties
made by the executive. Yet are not foreign policies,
inasmuch as they involve the alternative of peace
or war, ie, life or death, of even greater import
than internal ones? Why, then, should not the

people have a voice in them?

Suppose an Executive were partial to a certain

foreign power and the majority of the people were
of a different mind, should not the will of the people
prevail in such a case? Well, it does not, owing to
the prerogative just mentioned—which in a demoeracy clearly means a usurpation of power resulting

inevitably in that pernicious secret diplomacy which
has been the camse of so many wars.

The world’s

ideal of enduring peace, I believe, will remain a
Utopia just so long as the counsel of the people or
of their direct representatives is excluded from mat

ters of foreign relations, and all questions of inter-

national policy are left to the exclusive discretion

of a single mind, the arbitrary will or whim of a

ruler, whosoever he may be.

It might be argued that in our country the right

to declare-war is reserved to Congress, hence the
People’s representatives are, after all, consulted concerning such a vital issue.

True, and this was a

very wise precaution of the Fathers.

But, alas,

it is also true that in nearly every case on record

Congress, by exercising thaf right, has merely reg-

istered the will of the Executive.

In other words,

Congress has never said no, when the President
demanded an affirmative vote on a declaration of

war. The reason for this is that it is exceedingly
easy for an Executive so to handle a foreign complication as to make a negative vote appear as an

unpatriotic or even treasonable act.

By the time

the question is submitted to the people’s representa-
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tives popular passions have been so aroused by a
Jingo press that but few men have the courage to
resist the artificial clamor. In this wise the prerogative of Congress and its power of deliberation
are rendered nugatory, a drawback which, I believe,
will eventually lead to a demand that, except in case

of invasion, the people themselves, by a direct vote,
should decide the question of war or peace.

For

the present, however, the Interparliamentary Union
stands for the first timid attempt, on the part of
the lawmakers, to represent and take a hand in

behalf of the people in matters of foreign policy,
to render secret diplomacy odious and to erect all

possible safeguards against the eventuality of

armed conflict.
Before espousing any cause we should always ask
ourselves whether it is morally right to do so. And

it should be solely a question of good morals and
not of expediency, because the latter involves a will-

ingness to compromise with existing wrong. Applying this rule to the cause of peace, what do we

find? We find in the first place that every president
of the United States from Washington’s time to this
and nearly every other great man worthy of the
name has advocated it. Washington said:
“My first wish is that the plague of mankind, war,
may be banished from the earth.”

Thomas Jefferson said:
‘J love peace and am anxious that we should give the

world still another useful lesson by showing them other
modes of punishing injuries than by war which is as
much a punishment to the punisher as to the sufferer.”

In a letter to Elbridge Gerry, Jefferson wrote:
#1 abhor war and view it as the greatest scourge of

mankind.”’
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And listen to Abraham Lincoln:
‘“Suppose you go to war, you cannot fight always; and
when after much loss on both sides and no gain on either

you cease fighting, the identical old questions are again

upon you.’’

In his second inaugural address, Lincoln said:
“Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray that this
mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away.”

Ulysses S. Grant:
“Let us have peace!’’

Benjamin Franklin:
““There never was a good war or a bad peace.

Cicero:
“I would prefer even the most unfavorable peace to
the justest war that ever was waged.”

Victor Hugo, the great French author, said:
‘Peace is the virtue, war the crime of civilization.’

Quotations of this character could be continued
ad infinitum. The above suffice, I believe, to show
that the friend of peace is in fairly good company.
The fact is that war, as Lincoln plainly said, never

settlesaquestioneitherfairlyor finally. It merely

determines which side is the stronger, the question
of right and wrong being left unanswered because
it can never be decided by brute force. So it may
happen that a nation whose face has been slapped

and which goes to war to resent the insult will be

knocked down, to boot, simply because it is weaker

than the aggressor. Moreover, while one combatant

is nominally the victor and the other the vanquished,
in reality they are both losers, and this is true of
every war because of the untold losses of life and
treasure and the moral damage inflictéd on each
combatant in consequence of it. And the humilia-

tion suffered by the vanquished, besides his ma-
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terial injury, surely does not make for peace, but
rather for more war—in the future.
The material losses of war can be easily seen and

computed: the killed, crippled and diseased, the expenses, the waste, the ruins, the taxes. But the
moral damage is beyond calculation. The achieve-

ments of civilization, the lessons of the Christian

religion, the political rights of the individual, the

precepts of home, school and church are all wiped
out. Reason is dethroned and wild passion controls
the actions of men. What, in a word, centuries of
culture have built up in such moral values as distinguish nus from the animal and make this earth a
fit place to live in, is torn down in a jiffy, and man
is reduced to the state of the fighting monster that
he was when he lived in caves.

‘Why, then, has not war been abolished long ago?

Naive question! It is because, as a great writer
once put it, ‘‘those who hold the whip will not lay it
aside.”” True, they are the few against the many,
but owing to the indifference or ignorance of the

masses and the support of the Jingo press the few
wield the power. They are, in short, all those
to whom war always means a golden harvest.

Through their literary hirelings they belittle and

ridicule every peace move and denounce every honest pacifist as a slacker or traitor. Through pow-

erful lobbies they manage to frustrate every sincere
attempt at disarmament and thus hinder the world’s
progress toward a real and lasting peace such as

mankind, by the way, has never enjoyed, for what
we call peace has been so far but an armistice, a

breathing spell between wars. In contrast with the
idealists whose motives are purely altruistic, those

stealthy enemies of peace are profiteers actuated

asually by sordid motives of material gain.

Whenever the least cloud appears on the horizon:

of peace the yellow press sounds the alarm, scares|
the timid and causes a stampede of the people as
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well as of Congress, and before the people have

time to take counsel of reason and counteract these
sinister influences, they have a war on their hands.

Then they are told that the test of patriotism is not;
to preserve the peace, but to fight. And there you
are!

The conspiracy against the peace movement,

while more veiled, is every bit as determined as was

the fight of the slaveholders against the abolitionists, but unless we are to despair of human progress,
the outcome eventually will be the same.
Despite divergent views as to details there seems

to be general agreement among the advocates of
peace as to the measures necessary to reach the

goal. Reduced to the plainest possible terms, this
is the program:

(1) A world governed by international agreement, i.¢; by Jaw andorder,inplace of present-day
afiarchical conditions. To accomplish this: a world
court with a body of law to govern it, and an inter-

national parliament fo legislate, subject to the sanction of the several nations, on all matters of ¢ommon concern.

(2) War to be outlawedbyuniversalagreement,

and all controversies without exception to be settled
by pacific means.

(3) Ammunition and every requisite of war to be

manufactiired exclusively by thé goveriments them-

selves,
‘The present generation may not witness a realization of this plan, but our children will. Goethe
says: ‘““Man is but an animal with a soul.” It is
evident that war appeals to the animal, peace to
the soul in man, and it is merely a question as to
which will prevail, the animal or the soul. It is
true, we are easily stampeded. When a military
band passes our door playing martial music, we
throw up our hats, and skillful appeals will stir our

fighting blood with or without real provocation.
That is human nature; it is the animal in us, the
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natural instinet running away, with the bit of reason between its teeth.

But there are checks for

irrationalism the same as for the greed of the profiteer. Does society permit a satisfaction of our nat-

ural instinets in other respects?

No.

If greed

causes us to take the neighbor’s valuables or if
hunger prompts us to steal a loaf of bread, we are

sent to jail for theft. Now, if society safeguards
property against human instincts, why not also
peace?

America has demonstrated to the world

that it can be done. Our institutions are not only
a true prototype of a world government; they also

illustrate the possibility of protecting the people’s
peace against human passion and of maintaining it
as between various sovereignties.

Here we have a

vast continent with forty-eight different common-

wealths, all sovereign states, each having its own
constitution and laws and officials, with separate
legislatures, to boot, yet, when differences arise be-

tween any two of them, there is not the least excite-

ment, and why not? Simply because everyone
mows there will be no hostilities, that the Supreme
Court in due time will settle the matter and the only
thing to do is calmly to await its decision. This
system with but one exception has efficiently preserved the peace between the states. If duplicated
for the purpose of international control, it is sure
to preserve the peace of the world. When there is

absolutely no chance to fight, the most pugnacious
will have to keep quiet, and so will the most war-

like nation keep its sword sheathed in the face of
an iron-clad rule requiring all controversies to be

settled by judicial decision.

Some years ago a number of American sailors
were arrested by Mexican authorities for some

trivial offense. Although they were released at
once, the yellow sheets shouted: ‘War with Mexico!’’

‘There ought to be a law against such sen-

sationalism,’’ said a Member of Congress, and many
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of his colleagues agreed with him. Voicing my dissent, I ventured to suggest that an attempted eoercion of the press by law would be a cure worse

than the disease.

The incendiary language of the

press in case of foreign complications constitutes a
real public danger, there can be no doubt. It often
renders the task of the government to preserve the

peace exceedingly difficult and, what is still worse,

it tends to paralyze all well-meant efforts to make
peace more permanent. In fact, it may fairly be
said that the success or failure of the whole peace

movement depends very largely upon the conduct
of the press. So, what is to be done, if, in spite of
this situation, the freedom of the press is to be preserved?

Well, there is a remedy without the application
of legal brakes. The situation in itself is the strongest possible argument for an international agreement to settle controversies peaceably. Checked by
the binding force of a law of nations which makes
a world court the arbiter, we are bound to keep the
peace, no matter what Jingoes or belligerent newspapers may say or do. A rule of conduct, akin to

good manners in civilized society, could be established voluntarily which would forbid the dangerous

practice of needlessly alarming the people by incendiary headlines. The enforcement of such a rule
could be made easy by the refusal of the people to

feed sensationalism with their pennies, the patriotic

reasons for such a boycott being that whenever there
is sufficient cause for war, instigation by the press
is useless; when on the other hand the cause is insuf-

ficient, incitement is criminal. The good citizen will

be guided in either case by the judgment of his government.
‘Attempts to anticipate or sway the constituted
authorities by shouting for war, often with a view
to serving special interests, are a species of disloyalty, to say the least, which should not be tol-
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erated any more than a refusal to abide by the final
decision of the governing powers. Thus we see that

while the people have in their own hands the remedy
against journalistic incendiarism, they are also war-

ranted in applying it by considerations of the highest patriotism. According to the Treaty of Versailles the boycott is to be given the sanction of
international law. If it can properly be employed

against a bellicose nation, why not against a bellicose newspaper?

The foregoing, I believe, demonstrates sufficiently

the needlessness of putting the press into a legal
strait-jacket. But there is another, even more important, reason why this is unnecessary. In civilized

society everybody is responsible for his actions; so
are the newspapers.

If a citizen finds himself in-

jured by some published statement, the publisher
can be held accountable.

Now, there is no reason

why this rule should not also hold good in cases of
injuries inflicted upon the vital interests of the
nation.

Next to its honor, peace is a nation’s most

precious asset.

The world’s ruling powers might

not have us so regard it, but it is such, nevertheless.

In fact, the highest state of civilization.is repre-

sented by that nation which sets the highest value

upon human life and, consequently, upon the pre:
servation of its peace. Hence, should it not be the

bounden duty of the authorities to proceed against
all wanton attempts at jeopardizing that priceless
asset?

An individual, as already stated, has his remedy

in the courts when he feels aggrieved or injured;
should the people as a whole be utterly helpless
when their highest interests are violated by warshouting incendiaries? ‘‘Governments are instituted among men’’ to secure the rights of ‘‘life, lib-

erty and the pursuit of happiness.” War threatens,
if it does not destroy, every one of these rights.

Consequently, a newspaper bent upon driving a
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nation into war clashes with the very mission of the
government, and if there is no case of prosecution
on record, on account of such an offense, it merely

signifies, not that the people are defenseless, but
that the government through its failure to protect
peace efficiently has been derelict in its duty toward
the governed.
Now I come back to the original proposition that
the only panacea against war which the thought of
centuries has been able to discover is to circumscribe the arbitrary power of the world’s governments by subjecting them to the same rule of law

which they “enforce domestically against their people_"The ethics which bind an individual should
bind a ‘nation. In-other words; governments should

not themselves resort to force and violence, while
for the same offense they send individuals to jail.
Nor should they be judge, jury and executioner in
their own cause, a practice universally regarded

as violation of every recognized principle of justice.
Force can never settle a question of right and wrong;

the only alternative to effect proper settlement is
its submission to an impartial tribunal, a method

long recognized by all civilized nations in the domain
of their internal affairs.
This most timely and feasible plan to secure inter-

national justice and, ‘incidentally, more durable
peace, requires, as a matter of course, the approval

and codperation of all the governments. We may
call this new world organization a Society of Na-

tions or by any other ambitious name: in reality

its ‘purpose is merely a general agreement to go to

court rather than to draw the sword in case of a

controversy; in other words, to enjoin the same rule
of conduct upon the governments which they enjoin
upon the governed.
Such an agreement by simple treaty does mot
imply a so-called super-government. It merely denotes a willingness, demonstrated by the exercise of
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sovereign power, to submit a cause to arbitration

or judicial decision, and only to that extent sovereignty makes a sacrifice by consent. To refuse
such a concession clearly means to exalt war above

peace.

A further indispensable condition of the

agreement is, of course, the granting of equal rights

to all nations, big or small, entering into it, for as
lasting peace is unthinkable without a foundation of

justice, so justice is out of the question unless
founded upon an equality of rights. Hence, a League
of Nations in which some powers would attempt to
lord it over the others is merely a caricature of the

real thing and, therefore, objectionable. As previously pointed out, a real, non-counterfeit agreement
had already been reached at the First Hague Conference and, as we shall see later, perfected at the

Second.

Therefore, scientific peace feels justified

in basing its future hopes on The Hague rather than
on the treaty of conquest and revenge patched up
at Versailles.
My own mind, it must be said, was focused on
fundamentals rather than the technicalities just referred to. Somehow I felt that once the public mind

would become thoroughly imbued with the great
truths of the peace movement, the technical means
for their realization would soon be found. Peace, I

realized, is the natural condition of human society,
hence it should be the normal one. Man’s only fight
should be against the forces of naturé which hinder
an amelioration of his condition and stand in the

way of comfort and prosperity. Therefore, a situation in which human beings are compelled to shed

each other’s blood must be due either to their own

stupidity or baseness, or to unjustifiable bungling
on the part of those who rule over them. Is not this
more strikingly true today than it was in olden
times? Dynastic or religious wars, or bloody con-

flicts for conquest of which history tells, are waged
no longer, at least not under that label.

In any
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event the causes of war have been considerably

diminished, being limited, in this enlightened age,
to trade rivalries, i.e., commercialism and greed, and

this is true, no matter how modern statesmen may
camouflage these motives. In a word, the causes are;

more likely than not, unworthy.

With those wishing for war, of course the honor
of the nation is at stake every time. But is it in
fact? The thinking citizen may well become a doubt-

ing Thomas with regard to this bugaboo which is

so clearly an inheritance of the dim and overcredu-

lous past.

The fact is that nowadays no govern-

ment will deliberatelyinsultanother by its official

action. Why, even when at war with each other,
governments employ polite language in their com-

munications. Moreover the honor of a nation is

really unassailable. It is firmly established and secure beyond the injury which another nation can possibly inflict. In truth, an alleged insult is much
rather an act of dishonor on the part of the assail-

ant, if the act is intentional.
The first statesman, by the way, who had the courage to prick this bubble was Mr. Taft, and he did it
while he was President of the United States, an

event which brings to mind the struggle for the
arbitration treaties. It-will be remembered that all
these treaty projects, even those under Roosevelt,

aimed to exempt all questions of honor and vital
interest.” For the time being the friends of peace
were satisfied with them—because it was all they
could get, although these exemptions were likely to
destroy completely the value of the treaties. Natorally so, because any controversy could be exaggerated sufficiently to constitute a question of honor
or vital interest.

This state of affairs prompted

President Taft to declare at a public dinner: “I do
not see any reason why matters of national honor
should not be referred to a court of arbitration as

matters of private or national property are.”” At
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that moment, while we of the audience vented our

enthusiasm in deafening applause, the war party,
no doubt, felt it had received a solar plexus.

True

to his expressed conviction, Mr. Taft submitted treaties to the Senate designed to bring all justiciable
questions, without exception, within the scope of
arbitration. It was a great forward step, but unfor-

tunately the treaties failed of ratification in the Senate owing to the defection of one vote!

I may be mistaken, but in my humble judg-

ment another war would have been more than im-

probable if those treaties had received the sanction
of the Senate. Behind them was the concentrated
strength as well as the hope of all the peace forces
of America and the world. It was asserted at the
time that the treaties would have failed of their pur-

pose anyhow, because they were negotiated only with
Great Britain and France, while Germany was disinclined to join hands. An untruth! For I have it

from the highest authority that before the final vote

was taken, the German Ambassador had notified
Secretary of State Knox of his Government ’s assent

to the pending treaties. In fact, Germany, I was
told, informed Mr. Knox of her willingness to go
even a step further by agreeing to the arbitration

not only of justiciable questions, but of all questions
without exception. "~~

This most important piece of information had
evidently been withheld from the Senate, for when
the statement was made in debate that Germany
would not join, no one rose to refute the assertion.

It was a mighty strange coincidence then, but what
do we think of it today in view of what has hap-

pened since?! Moreover, if one. Senator had not

changed his vote and Germany had entered into the

treaty agreement, there would have been.no-warbetween the United States and Germany and who

knows but that the World War, too, might have
been averted.

’
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Again taking up the thread of my story, I now
must tell of the impending visit of the European
parliamentarians and the preparations for it. Congress was alive to the importance of the event, so
that my resolution to extend an official invitation
and provide means for the proper entertainment of

the distingmished visitors had easy sailing. True to
his promise, President Roosevelt had referred to
the matter in his message. ¢‘Like the Hague Trib-

unal,’’ he said, ‘‘this Parliamentary Union is one

of the forces tending toward peace among the
nations of the earth, and it is entitled to our support. I trust the invitation can be extended.’’
‘While the resolution was still pending in committee, an interesting incident happened which I will
now tell for the first time. A peace meeting of distinguished men and women was Léld at Washington,

presided over-by-John W.-Foster, a former Secre-

tary of State. It was only by accident that I strolled
into the meeting hall. Called to the platform, I made
a plea in behalf of my resolution, urging those present to appeal to their Congressmen for its support.
On leaving the hall, Mr. Carnegie, who had listened

to my remarks, stopped me and whispered in my
ear: ‘‘In case Congress should fail to appropriate
the money, please let me know.”’ The idea that a
great Nation should allow a private citizen to pay
for the entertainment of its official guests struck me
as preposterous, yet one never knows what Congress

will do, and so, on reflection, I grasped the philanthropist’s hand and thanked him for his generous
and well-meant assurance. Fortunately, however,
there was no need of calling on Mr. ogi

Thanks to the active coGperation of Senator Shelby
M. Cullom and Representative R. R. Hitt, the chairmen, respectively, of the Foreign Committees of the
two Houses, the resolution passed both Senate and
House without a dissenting vote. I insisted on carry-

ing it to the White House myself for the President’s
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signature, Mr. Roosevelt graciously handing me the
pen with which he signed it, with his felicitations.
I then hastened to the State Department and did not
leave there until the official invitation was prepared,

signed by Secretary John Hay and placed in the
European mail pouch. A cablegram which at the

same time I prompted the Department to send to

Dr. Gobat, the Secretary-General of the Union, at
Berne, Switzerland, was the triumphant notice to
my friends on the other side that the promises given
at Vienna had been made good.
It was altogether a proud day. My trust in the
hospitable spirit of America, upon which I had relied in my bold stand at Vienna, had been gloriously
vindicated. Another skirmish in the protracted war
against war had been won, and the American Congress at last had taken its proper place in the cam-

paign to wrest, in co-operation with all the other
parliaments of the world, the priceless concessions
of international justice from the unwilling hands
of the rulers and to prevent, by constructive legal
measures, the ever recurring calamity of war.

XVII

THE UNION VISITS AMERICA
During the first week in September (1904) the

distinguished foreign visitors arrived in N.ew York

on different steamers, all necessary preparations
for their reception having been made. It was most

gratifying to note that all the European countries,

save aloneRussiaand Turkey, were represented by

leading members of their national legislative bodies,
the total number being 168. They were accompanied

bythirty-sevenladiesandanumberofnewspaper-

men and secretaries; so that with the American con-

tingent of nineRepresentatives, members of the

press associations, official secretaries, disbursing
agent, physician and photographer the party consisted of 225persons. The plan was to take the

party via Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City and Denver to the Rocky Mountains and
back again via Omaha, Chicago and Niagara Falls
to the National Capital. It was carried out without a

hitch or mishap. The trip was made intwo special
trains with two dining ears each, one train carrying

the French speaking guests, including the French,

Italians, Hungarians, Roumanians, Bulgarians, ete.,

and the other the English and German speaking

visitors, such as the‘English, Germans, Austrians,

Swiss, Dutch, Norwegians, Swedes and Danes,
That the task of the Entertainment Committee, of

which the writer was_chairmafi,wasnotaneasy

one, goes withoutsaying, butitwasalaboroflove,

In nearly all the larger cities along the route
there were formal receptions, lunches and dinners,
tendered by the city authorities or boards of trade,
939
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and attended by the customary speech-making. The

newspapers carried interviews with the leaders of
the various delegations, and thus a mental atmosphere was created in the country, from which, it

may safely be said, the latter day peace movement
received its real impetus. The burden of these ex-

pressions was that all future differences between

nationsshould
be settled hy arbitration; that a conition of more durable peace would be a boon and
blessing to all nations alike; that the only justifiable

war was one of self-defense. In such a war involv-

ing, as it does, an attack upon or an invasion of
one’s own country, no pacifist would hesitate to en-

list voluntarily, while still holding that in all cases
other than those calling for self-defense war would
be too high a price to pay for avenging any real
or imaginary wrong. Invasion is war and invokes

the first law of nature: self-preservation. In all
other contingencies there is time to wait for a pos-

sible solution by peaceable methods.
The speakers made it plain, too, that the pacifists

were real patriots being actuated by no motive other

than pure love of. country and humanity. Their

agitation, they asserted, was carried on only in time
of profound peace and never continued in time of
actual war, so that no national interest could ever

be jeopardized by their campaign of education.

Hence, they resented bitterly the efforts of the war
mongers to stigmatize them as ‘‘peace-at-any-price-

men.’’ These views, it will be noticed, correspond
exactly with what has previously been said in these
pages in defense of scientific pacifism.
As might be expected, the great excursion had its
dramatic as well as its humorous incidents.

On a

visit to West Point we were escorted up the Hudson

by the United States warship Topeka. Noticing this

fact, the Marquis di San Guiliano, president of the

Italian group, remarked to me that the noblest use

he had ever seen battleships put to, was when after
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the earthquake in Italy they carried food from
our country to the stricken people of his country.
‘““And,’’ I ventured to add, ‘‘when they escort foreign guests up the Hudson on a mission of peace.”
‘“ Amen,’’ he said, ‘“‘and let us hope there never may
be occasion to use them for purposes other than

those.’’

Little did we dream that ten years later the

world’s civilization would be again disgraced by the

wholesale slaughter of human beings.*

The trip to West Point was entirely under gov-

ernment auspices and intended as an official welcome

to our guests. At the famous military school there
was the customary drill and dress parade, as fine a

military spectacle, the visitors admitted, as they had
ever seen. Of course they could not fail to be im-

pressed by the martial aspects of the occasion which,
indeed, might convey to them the idea that they had

come to a military country. Therefore, in the formal
address of welcome, which it devolved upon me to
*San Quiliano was foreign secretary of Italy when the war broke
out~and—imsisted to the last on his country keeping faith with its

Central-European glliss, ‘He diéd"as suddenly agdid—theRussisn
statesindn Witte, as did King Carolos of Roumania and the French
socialist leader Jaurré, all of whom had exerted their mighty influence

for peace. The last named was murdered, ag will be remembered, and
the trial of his assassin was delayed for several years and then

hushed.

One other was to be added to this class of ‘‘war victims, ??

but in this case the conspiracy failed.

A Norwegian was hired to

assassinate Bir Rodger Casement, the Irish leader, but the honest
Norwegian proved loyal to his employer (Casement) and informed the
latter of the whole dastardly conspiracy. Subsequently, as will be
remembered, the Irish patriot fell into the hands of the British, after
all, and was executed.

He was apprehended on Irish soil just as he

had landed in a German submarine, The murder of Jaurr§ occurred
while he had a speech in his pocket which, it was said, he intended
to deliver in the French Chamber of Deputies the next day and which
was a vehement and passionate protest against France’s participation in the war. The ‘‘timely’’ deaths of San Guiliano and King
Carolos of Roumania occurred while both were affirming their
allegiance to the Triple-Alliance, and Count Witte was stricken when

it was feared that his influence would sway the Czar in favor of a

separate peace with the Central Powers.—The Author.
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deliver, I endeavored to disabuse their minds in this

respect.

“The Americanpeople,’ I ventured to say,

‘readily believe in the doctrine that international

disputes should be settledbyjudicialprocess.But
the very necessityofself-preservationinthemidst

ofaworldarmed to its teeth impels the rejectionof
a policy of non-resistance and imposes even upon a
democracy such as ours the obligation of a certain
measure of preparedness. Hence, we have this mili-

tary academy. It simply provides us with trained

officers whose number can be enlarged whenever an

emergency should call for a larger army.”
There were more speeches, of course. Secretary

Taylor of the Treasury Department welcomed the
guests on behalf of the Government, and Superintendent Mills of the Academy followed suit. Sir

Philip Stanhope (now Lord Weardale), spokesman

of the British group, President Cochery of the
French group, and President Tydeman of the Dutch
group responded in behalf of their countries and the
visitors generally.

The latter gave us a clever

metamorphosis of tha old Latin maxim, ‘‘St vis
pacem, para bellum,’” with the words, ‘“St vis pacem,
para pactum,’”’ which means that if you really want
peace, don’t prepare for war, but rather for an

agreement to keep the peace.
On the return trip one of the German delegates
(Arndt) took me aside and said: ‘‘I believe today’s
speeches hit the nail on the head. While strongly
believing in arbitration, I would not want my country to be left defenseless. As long as the nations
do not agree on simultaneous disarmament, every

sporadic attempt to disarm would be suicidal folly

on the part of any country open to invasion.’’ This
honest confession of faith, as it recurs to me today,
reminds me of my controversy in Congress with
Bourke Cochran several years later. Cochran, one of
the most eloquent men who ever sat in Congress, was
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opposed to every increase of the Navy. In an impassioned speech he thundered against the waste of the
people’s money for unnecessary armaments and
wound up by charging me with inconsisteney, be-

cause I was willing to vote for one RO a{dasip
every year. “The gentleman from Missotiri,” he

said, ‘‘who poses as the foremost champion of peace
on this floor, persistently votes for more battleships,
He ought to know that peace and battleships do not
go together.’
My answer was that neither the gentleman from
New York nor anyone else could force me into the

position of denying to my country the necessary
means of defense. To do so would “be” throwing

odium upon thé cause of peace. Pacifist theories had
reference not to the present, but to a future state of

affairs which to strive for was in no Wise imeon.

sistent withavoteforpresentneedsOFViceversa.

Or would the gentleman give ip eating now, becatise

there would be no need of it in heaven? It would be

foolish, of course, to build battleships when, owing
to an agreement among the nations, none were

needed, but in the absence of such an understanding

I regarded it as both foolish and unpatriotic not

to provide for them. This ended the colloquy.

The faet is that at that very time I had in my

pocket a personal letter from President Roosevelt

in which he said: ‘““We are no longer enlarging our
Navy, but one new battleship should be authorized
at every session to take the place of one going out of

commission each year, so as to keep up the number
ofour units.’’ This struck me as a most sensible
policy, henceIconsistentlyvoted for one new ship

Every year, no matter how many the Naval Commit.
tee recommended in its report to the House. It is

proper to express the hope, however, that it may
soon be safe to relieve the taxpayers of the tre-

mendous burden which the up-keep of a big N.avy

imposes on them.
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That the great junket should prove to be one revelation after the other to our foreign guests is not
surprising. With most of them it was their first visit

to the ‘land of unlimitedpossibilities,’”’ and so they

acted more like children belioclding for the first time
the dazzling sights of the circus than like sedate
statesmen. At Philadelphia the city authorities had
arranged a drive to the beautiful grounds of a
country club and a typical American supper with
watermelons, corn on the cob, etc. The meal was
served in an open pavilion illuminated by Chinese
lanterns, while a negro band rendered plantation
songs and banjo music. It was like a Venetian night

with genuine American trimmings. But how the
foreigners stared at us Americans eating the corn
from the cob! They looked as if in serious doubt
whether, after all, their hosts were not barbarians.
That night was the first one our guests spent in
an American sleeping car. We had bardly left the

“City of Brotherly Love,”’ when several secretaries

came to me excitedly and reported that the foreign
ladies were holding an indignation meeting because

the sleeping arrangements afforded no privacy, the
berths being separated from the public gangway
only by curtains. Accustomed as these Europeans
were to closed compartments, I could well appreciate
their objections, and for a while the matter caused
us no little embarrassment. At last I thought I could

settle the difficulty by giving the ladies one separate
sleeper for themselves, but what happened? As soon
as they realized that this arrangement would separate them from their husbands during the night,

they quickly came to the conclusion that, after all,

the original plan might be preferable. There might

be night attacks by Indians or the wild beasts of the

primeval forests, you know, and in any event it
would be better to be together. Well, anyhow, we

men hadaquietlaughon theladies, God bless them?
From that moment during the whole trip they
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quietly acquiesced in the custom of ourcountry.
Another source of considerable embarrassment

illustrative, by the way, of European jealousies,

proved the selection of the speakerst6respondfo

the addresses of welconie atthe -different cities.
Indeed, this detracted as much from my own pleasure as did the obligation always to make the first

response. When, after concluding my remarks, I

would eall on Count Apponyi of Hungary, for in-

stance, the spokesman for Austria felt slighted ;

when I would ask the Swedish representative to
speak, Norway was offended, etc. The same rivalries
existed among the Balkan states, and I certainly
never dared to do honor to England and France

without, at the same time, honoring Germany and

Italy. In order to guard against an excess of eloquence and also to give the spokesmen of the smaller
nations a chance, we finally arranged the matter by
a sort of diplomatic agreement which, in the opinion
of the chairman of the- Austrian delegation, was car-

ried out so impartially that the latterthreatened

me with adecoration from his Emperor,anhonor
which, of course,Ipolitelydeclinedonthespot.
The pilgrimage of peace and good will evidently

grew in popularity as it proceeded westward, due,

no doubt, to the increased space which the press

devoted to it. This popularity manifested itself by

the warmth and enthusiasm of the reception accorded fo us everywhere, more especially at Pitts-

burgh, St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, and on the

return trip at Detroit, Albany and Washington.
“It is like a triumphal tour,’’ remarked Senator
Houzeau de Lehaie of the Beligian delegation to me,

whereupon I told him a little story of what I once
believed to be also a triumphal tour.
I was on my way back to Washington with a num-

ber of other Congressmen. At every little station
we noticed cheering crowds. “‘Is it possible,’’ I said
to my colleagues, ‘‘that a few years’ service in Con-
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gress should have made us so popular?’’ The re-

mark seemed to cause deep meditation on the part
of my colleagues, but at the next station we were

again at the windows nodding our heads smilingly
in response to the ovation of the crowd outside. At
Cincinnati a cheering multitude crowded the station
and took charge of a man who had been a passenger
on our train. It was the prize-fighter Corbett. ‘‘So

you see,’’ I remarked to my friend, ‘‘here they cheer
peace and there they cheered fight.”” In the present
instance, however, there was no doubt as to whom
the ovations were intended for. They were tendered

wholeheartedly, and by a quite different kind of
crowd, to the pilgrims of peace, the advocates of a
cause which is ever popular with the masses of the

American people.

It is impracticable to tell, within the limits of
these pages, the whole story of this memorable trip
to the Rockies. But I must relate a dramatic scene

in the heart of the Colorado mountains which caused
quite a sensation among our visitors. Where the new

Moffat road reaches its highest point the party left
the train to enjoy the magnificent mountain scenery,
a sight which, our Swiss friends said, made them
feel quite at home. And who should be there? No

less a person than WilliamJennings Bryan, the man

who had twice made the great Tace forthe Presi-

dency of the United States. He had quietly joined

thepartyat
Denverby and
come all the way
being recognized
the Europeans.
The without
interest

of the latter in his personality can well be imagined,
and all of them wanted to see and hear the great
American qrator.

—

No speaker could have wished for a grander scene
and a more imposing auditorium than was furnished

under the blue sky and the circling mountains. So
Colonel Bryan mounted a table and spoke. It is a
well known fact that he was never more eloquent than

when he spoke on the subject ofpeace,buton this
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occasion he certainly capped the climax. Whether it
was due to the inspiring environment or to the

speaker’s evident sincerity, it was by far the most
eloquent and impressive of the many speeches I had
heard him deliver. Fortunately it has been preserved to posterity.* Our parliamentary guests

were deeply touched and were not through paying
their personal tribute to the orator when the signal
for the departure was given. We shall hear later
what substantial service Mr. Bryan rendered to the
cause of peace when official position offered him the

opportunity.

The Twelfth Conference of the Interparliamentary Union was held at St. Louis,inconnectionwith
the great World’s Fair, and lasted three days, from
the 12th to the 14th of September, 1904. Two days
added to the twenty-one, during which the peace pil-

grims were the guests of the Nation, enabled them
to view the wonders of the Exposition. For the bet-

ter appreciafionoftheworkoftheconferenceI
must tell a preliminary story. While up to my neck
in Congressional labors and in the more practical

work preparatory to the visit of the distinguished

foreigners, I received a letteronedayfromDr.

GobatofBerne,Switzerland,thegeneralsecretary

of the Union, which ran about as follows: Now that
you have had your way in making us come to Amer-

ica,it is up.to yon alsotoprepareaprogramforthe
conference. It is the customary task of the Tocal
group in whose country the meeting is held. So you
had better get busy thinking out some new proposi-

tions, ete.

To say that I was completely taken aback by that
message is putting it mildly. Here was one thing
nobody had thought of. And whom could I consult
when no one in the whole country was familiar with
#¢cMour of the Interparliamentary Union in the United States,
1904.’ By Samuel J. Barrows. Official Publication of the Government of the United States.
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either the past history or the aims and objects of
the Interparliamentary Union? For several days I
bore up under this dilemma without telling a
soul, when one night suddenly an inspiration came
to me. Reading F. W. Holls’ account of the First
Hague Conference, I came across the agreement to
leave all unfinished matters to a later conference.

Eureka! That was it! Why not prefer a request
thatthe PresidentoftheUnited States convene a
se¢ond “international conference to meet either at
The Hagné of elsewhere? ~~~

It was after midnight when, summoning my secretary, I dictated the following, not in the least suspecting, of course, that this resolution would one

day become famous and really result, as it did, in
the Second Hague Conference:
‘“Whereas enlightened public opinion and the spirit
of modern civilization demand that differences between

nations shall be settled in the same manner as contro-

versies between individuals, i.e., through courts of justice

and in conformity with well-recognized”principles of

law, therefore

‘Be it resolved that the different powers of the entire
world send delegate representatives to an international
conference which shall meet at a time and place to be

designated by them, to deliberate upon the following

questions:
‘“(a) The subjects postponed by the Hague Conference;

The negotiation of arbitration treaties between

the nations which shall be represented in this

conference;
“(e) The establishment of an international congress
which shall meet at stated periods to discuss.in-

ternational questions.
‘¢ And that we request, respectfully and urgently, the
President of the United States to invite all the nations
t6 send representatives to such a conference.”
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The first and only living soul who saw this resolution before I submitted it, for approval, to the Arbi-

tration Group in Congress, was President Roosevelt, who not only approved it, but gladdened my
heart by the definite promise to act upon it, after

its formal presentation to him, by actually convening another international conference. If takes a
more expert pen than mine to describe my feelings

of exultation because of that promise. Regardless

of the personal triumph which it involved and which

was not wholly insignificant in view of the skeptic-

ism so freely expressed by the parliamentarians at
Vienna, the promise assured in advance the success
of the peace pilgrimage to this country and, what
is more, vouchsafed another official and combined
effort of the great powers to agree upon the conditions of more permanent peace. Such signal success
was bound also to heighten the prestige of the Inter-

parliamentary Unio becaiise the ¥esults; which could

be no other than good, would have to be attributed

to its initiative and would, therefore, be another

feather in its cap. Now, in such a state of exultation

the first impulse would naturally be to shout the
good news from the house tops in order to make

the whole world share one’s happiness. Expediency,

however, dictated another course.' Not that the
President had enjoined’ secrecy, but it was proper
that the first announcement should come from him

at a time when it could be officially made.- Moreover,
upon receiving it, our foreign visitors would go

home with a new inspiration. So forthetimebeing
the secre remained securely locked in my bosom,
The resolution in question received the unanimous

approval of the American Group, most of the speak-

ersagreeing that it presented-a program, compre-

hensive as well as simple, around which the friends

of peace everywhere could rally, especially because
it fixed a definite goal for their more or less vague

aspirations.Sat last we had a program—in the
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eyes of many a bold and radical one—for the con-

ference, and Dr. Gobat’s friendly challenge had been

successfully met. We shall see instantly how near
it came to being wrecked on the rock of European

diffidence.
The opening of the Conference in the great
Festive Hall of the Exposition was an imposing
scene. No more representative international body

had ever met on American soil, and every one pres-

ent, including the audience, seemed to be deeply im-

pressed with the importance of the occasion. The

Executive Council had met previously and elected

the writer president of the Conference, as well as
of the Union for the ensuing year, an honor usually
conferred upon the group chairm#ii6fthe country

in"whichtheInterparliamentarymeetingtak
After a short discussion the Council had referred my
resolution to a special committee of which among

others Sir Philip Stanhope of Great Britain, Senator Houzeau de Lahaie of Belgium and Representative Burton (later Senator) of the United States
were members. As presiding officer it devolved upon
me to deliver the address of welcome, from which I
quote as follows:
“I note the gratifying fact that fourteen different

countries of Europe. are represented here and, including

theAmerican Congress, fifteen different parliaments of

the world. Unlike other visitors, the two hundred and

more delegates, all of them actual members of national

legislative bodies, have been attracted here neitherbythe
wonders of the greatest of allexpositions nor by mere

curiositytoeetheNéwWorld.Theyhavetraversedt
thousands of miles now between them and their homes in
the interest of an idea—on behalf of a great cause—the

cause of humanity. We meet here today not as individualsriding a hobby to please our fancy, but as lawmakers clothed with authority by the votes of the
people; and while we have not been expressly delegated
by the people to serve the specific purpose which has
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brought us together, we feel that no grander service

could be rendered any constituency anywhere under the
sun than the service which would result in lessen

ing the possibilities of war. We are pledged to Tender
such service by creating a public sentiment in favor of

law and justice in international relations as against
bruteforce,”iri favor of right as against might.

In

other words we ask—aye, we demand—that differences
between nations shall be adjudicated in the same man-

ner as differences between individuals are adjudicated

—hamely by arbitration; by the arbitrament of ‘eourts
in accordance with recognizéd principles of law rather
thanby war.” The goal of good government, after all,

is the welfare and prosperity of the people, and it is
because we know that peace promotes and war destroys

that which statesmanship is supposed to strive for, that
the friends of international arbitration urge the various
governments to adopt this method of settling disputes

oe
thereby further the very objects of efficient state.
craft.
“We want the great Powers to negotiate arbitration

treaties among each other which will carry with them

gudrdnteestothepeople of an era of peacefulprogress

and undisturbed development, and this enable human
instincts and faculties to exert their highest possibilities

in"thé arena of art, science and industry. We want to
see The Hague Court clothed with jurisdiction to arbi-

trate each difference between the nations, and we want

an international legislature to agree upon a universal

code of law which is to govern the court’s decisions and
will tend to substitute for international anarchy a reign
of law and order, an era of justice and peace.”’

Then spoke Assistant Secretary. of State Francis
B. Loomis, whom President Roosevelt had sent to

represent the United States Government, and President Francis of the Exposition. These speeches of

welcome were eloquently responded to by the presidents of the various national groups, of whom

Count Apponyi of Hungary particularly caused both

enthusiasm and astonishment because of his ora-
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torical power and remarkable command of English.*
The proceedings of the second day’s session are
summed up in the official report as follows:
‘‘The most absorbing question at the second session,
and ‘indeed the central theme and goal of the entire

conference, was the proposition contained in the Bartholdt resolution to'hold a Second Hague Conference. As
Mr. Bartholdt was the presiding officer, he had handed
his resolution to Hon. Theodore Burton, Member of
Congress from Ohio, who in an able and forcible address
presented it to the conference. The proposition was sup-

ported in eloquent speeches by Messrs. Apponyi, Stan-

hope and Gobat and was adopted with entire unanimity
and much applause.’’

This is an accurate report of the surface facts,
but what transpired in the committee room and led
up to the final result is much more interesting. To
lift the curtain a little is not betraying any secrets,
as every pacifist believes in ‘‘open covenants openly

arrived at.”” While the special committee, above

mentioned, met at the Southern Hotel to consider
the resolution, Mr. Hayne Davis rushed into my
room at the same hotel with the words: ¢‘They are

tearing your resolution all to pieces, and in its present form you wouldn’t recognize it when you see it!”
‘When I entered the committee room some of the
members tried to explain to me that my proposition

was going too far for the Europeans. They could
probably stand for a universal arbitration treaty,
*For further particulars see Among the Peacemakers by Hayne

Davis, published by the Progressive Publishing Co., 216 William Bt.

New York City. The author, Mr. Davis, is a pacifist from innermost
conviction and one of the ablest and most conscientious defenders
of the cause of world peace in the country. For many years he has
stood in the front trenches of the war against war. He was the

publicity man of the Tour of the Interparliamentary Union and
Secretary of the American Group at the St. Louis, Brussels and
London conferences.—The Author.
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as proposed, but as for an international parliament,

well, of course, they favored it personally and
sooner or later the world would have to come to it,

but to declare for it officially at this time might jar
European opinion and shock their home governments.

Allmembersfavoreda SecondHague. Conference,

but someoftheminsistedstrenuouslyonitsprogram being confined to the matters left undoneat
the First Conference. This would leave out the general arbitration treaty as well as the permanent

Congress of Nations, the very things dear to the

heart of every sincere advocate of peace. I could not

stand for such mutilation, by European timidity, of

a valiant American program, and realizing that only
a firm stand could save the day, declared positively

that unless the resolution were adopted in the originalform I, for one, would refuse to be a party to its

presentation to the President of the United States.
Of course, I could not divulge the fact that the President had already approved it in its entirely. I did
say, however, that Mr. Roosevelt would surely be
disappointed in a milk and water plan such as they
proposed to lay before him. ‘If we, as the alleged
champions of the cause of world peace, fail in cour-

age to take advanced ground, who will?’’ I asked.

Well, the effect of the ultimatum was immediate.
My friends,” Burton and Stanhope,” came to the
rescue, the objectors subsided and the resolution

was approved just as it had been prepared months

ago in my little office.
In the conference itself the adoption of the reso-

lution was preceded by a two hours’ discussion, during which Dr. G. B. Clark of the British delegation
vainly tried to have it-emasculated. In a noteworthy
speech Count Apponyi‘of Hungary pointed out bow

eminently proper it was to accord to the United

States and its President the palm of leadership in
the great movement for more lasting peace, as was
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contemplated in the resolution. The United States,
he said, was the first country to prove its confidence

in The Hague Court as a needful and useful part of

the world’s political machinery by resorting to it for
settlement of the long-standing controversy with
its neighbor, Mexico (Pius Fund), and its President,
to his own personal honor and the great glory of
America, had induced the nations of the world to
refer the controversy with Venezuela to The Hague

Court, even after hostilities had actually begun.
Moreover, the United States was the greatest representative of democracy in the world, and democracy
wag Tule of the people. ‘‘Remember,’” he concluded,

“that this resolution calls for the application of the
fundamental idea of democracy to international affairs by the Constitution of a Congress of the
Nations in which every nation shall have representatives, for discussion of those interests which are
common to all nations.”’

‘When the speaker took his seat there was a hush
in the hall such as comes over an assembly on the

verge of a great action. Then the vote was taken,
and when it became evident that it was unanimous, a
mighty wave of enthusiasm swept over the assembled lawmakers which found vent in vehement
bursts of applause. This action marked the accom-

plishment of the purpose and the completion of the
real work of the conference. Now nothing else mattered, and when a delegate proposed some other
business, a vote to adjourn was carried ‘‘in view

of the importance of the resolution just adopted.”
Eager as were the people of St. Louis to extend
hospitality to the members of the Union, only a few
of the many invitations which came could be ac-

cepted. The hospitality of theExpositionwasextended by President Francis in the form of a

banquet at the Tyrolean Alps. Here the spirit of

fraternity had free course and found most genial

expression, and representatives from everycountry
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took their turn in paying graceful tribute to America

and-in voicing the aims and aspirations of their

great organization. Also very enjoyable to our

friends was a reception given by the Board of Lady
Managers of the World’s Fair and a complimentary
lancheon given by the Post-Dispatch newspaper on
behalf of its founder, Joseph Pulitzer. These were

strenuous days for the erstwhile immigrant boy
who, as newly electedPresidentoftheInterparliamentary Union, had to act as toastmaster or spokesman at all these functions, and it is a wonder he
lived to tell the tale. Our guests, however, were none
the worse for it and were, as our two special trains

departed, as enthusiastic about the wonders of the
Exposition and about St. Louis and her hospitable

people as they were about the happy results of the
conference.

The climax of this memorable international visit,
as may well be imagined, was the reception.ofour

guests by President Roosevelt at the White House.
Here, too, a great surprise was in store for the

visitors which for the moment actually took their
breath away. By pre-arrangement with the President we assembled in the large East Room. As the

President entered, the writer stepped to the front,
and after introducing the distinguished legislators
to the Chief Executive, said among other things:

“The necessity of social order requires a citizen to
bow to the adjudication by a court of law of differences
with his neighbor, even when his personal honor is
involved. The members of this Union contend that the

interests of civilization and humanity should impel each
nation to do the same, no matter what may be involved,

because moral as well as material rights willbevindi-

cated much more ‘safely by the impartial verdict. of

applied justice than by the results of the passionate and

often’ blind employment of physical force.
¢On this platform the Interparliamentary Union has
grown from a small gathering of well-meaning friends
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of arbitration to a powerful organization, the reason of

its growth being, possibly, that its aims and objects are

right. This organization looks upon you, Mr. President,

as a friend ofits cause, ever since you have, by actual
performance, recognized The Hague Court and referred

to it the Venezuela controversy, though you had, yourself, been asked to arbitrate. It is mow generally ad-

mitted that this youraction, together with the Pius Fund
precedent, which also occurred under your administra-

tion, savedthe life of that great international tribunal.
The American people being committed by these and many
other precedents to the principles of international arbitration, it is the belief of those present that the people,

irrespective of party, would applaud your taking. the

initiative in the convening of a second conference.-of
governments which, we hope and trust, will result in the

completion of the work begun at The Hague, in the
negotiationoffurtherarbitrationtreatiesandinth
establishment of an international parliament for the consideration of questions which are of common concern
to all.”’

Dr. Albert Gobat of Switzerland, the general secretary of the Union, then being introduced, presented to the President the historic resolution which
in the chancelleries of the world became known as

the ‘“ResolutionofSt.Louis.”
President Roosevelt responded as follows:
‘Gentlemen of the Interparliamentary Union—I greet
you with profound pleasure as representatives in a special sense of the great international movement for peace
and good will among the nations of the earth. It is a

matter of gratificationto‘all_Americansthatwehavethe
honor of receiving you here as the nation’s guests. You

are men skilled in the practical work of government in
your several countries; and this fact adds weight to your
championship of the cause of international justice. 1

thank you for your kind allusions to what the government
of the United States has accomplished for the policies
you have at heart, and I assure you that this govern-

ment’s attitude will continue unchanged in reference
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thereto.

We are even now taking steps to secure arbi-

tration treaties with other governments which are willing
to enter into them with us.

““In response to your resolution I shall at an early
date ask the other nations to join in a second Congress
at The Hague.’’

As soon as the last words had been uttered, something happened which is a rare occurrence at the

White House. Rapturous applause echoed and re-

echoed through the large room, the handclapping
lasting for fully a minute. Cultured Europeans,
usually so punctilious in the forms of behavior, did
not care at this moment whether demonstrations of
approval at such a place were proper or not. Not in

their wildest dreams had our friends hoped for such
a prompt and definite Presidential promise. Accustomed to the ways of European diplomacy, its vacillations and procrastinations, the most they had expected was an assurance that our request would re-

ceive early and careful consideration. Their exultation and surprise, therefore, can well be imagined.
They suddenly realized that their first conference
on American soil had proved the most fruitful in the

history of the Union, that the purpose of their visit
had been accomplished and that another council of
nations to place the world’s peace on a solid foundation was now an assured fact. No wonder all the

leaders of the party rushed forward to grasp the
President’s hand and to thank him for the promised

realization of their lofty plans.

This international ceremony, the news of which

was immediately telegraphed all over the world,
was followed by a buffet luncheon tendered by the
President and Mrs. Roosevelt to the delegates and
their ladies and in the evening by a big banquet at
the Arlington Hotel. The writer, happy as a school

boy, for it was the proudest.day..of his.life,never

presided over a morédistinguished gathering than
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was assembled around that festive board. During
the dinner a scene was enacted that bordered on the

pathetic. A toast had been drunk to Randal Cremer
of England, the founder of the Interparliamentary
Union.

Cremer, a Labor member of the British

Parliament and afterwards knighted by King Ed-

ward on account of his services to the cause of peace,

rose in his seat and responded with deep feeling.
The cause of his emotion will appear from the

official report of the speech, containedinSamuelJ.
Barrows’ book, “Tour of the Imterparliamentary
Union’’ (page 230):

“Mr, CremerthankedMr.Bartholdtforhisgreat

service to the cause, for having brought about the meeting of the Union this year in the United States, and for

having drafted the memorable resolution passed at St,

Louis. Mr. Bartholdt last year came ‘to Vienna and
invited the conference to meet at St. Louis. The invitation was at first coolly received; there was a fear that

it was simply to help the St. Louis Exposition. This
had proved to be unfounded, and he made the amende
honorable for the unjust suspicion, as it had been made
plain that only the peace and welfare of all nations had
been behind the action of Mr. Bartholdt and of the
Government of the United States in their attitude to

the Interparliamentary Union.

«Mr. Cremer was almost overcome with emotion as

he said, ‘This is the crowning event of my life.”

Seven-

teen years ago he and a few others began to sow! the

seeds of what they were today harvesting.”

The frank and manly way in which Mr. Cremer
offered an apology which he had honestly owed ever
since the Vienna Conference was, it is needless to
say, a source of satisfaction not only to the writer,
but to all who heard it. His action was supple-

mented, by the way, by a resolution of thanks, signed
by every member of the visiting party, and pre-

sented to me, as President of the Conference and
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chairman of the American Committee of Reception

and Entertainment, by Sir Philip Stanhope of Eng-

land. Right here let me say, however, that there are
many who are entitled to share in the credit for the

unexampled success of the tourand the conference.
Representatives Theodore E. Burton of Ohio and
Robert F. Broussard of Louisiana, for instance,

weretwovaliantco-workers;sowasHon.SamuelJ.

Barrows of Massachusetts as historian, Hayne

Davis as publicity man and secretary, Professor

Henry Raymond Mussey as assistant historian, ete.

The Associated Press was represented by F. M.
Barber and the United Press by Henry E. Eland.
Last, but not least, let me make mention of Mrs.

Slayden, wife of Representative Slayden, and Mrs.

Bartholdt, who acted as hostesses on the trip and
looked after the comfort of the ladies of the party.
As a matter of public interest it should also be stated

that of the entertainment fund of $50,000 which

Congress had appropriated, nearly $10,000 was

turned back into the Treasury. This was made pos-

sible only through the courtesy of the railroad com-

panies which generously refrained from making any

charges for transportation.

The recollection of things accomplished is ever

an inspiration. In this mood our guests sailed for
their homes, after a farewell reception and dinner
which was tendered them by Mayor McClellan on

behalf of the City of New York. And they took with
them memories of another kind, memories of what
they had seen and heard in America which, they de-

clared, would never again leave them. ‘‘Grateful re-

membrance of American hospitality will forever be
coupled in our minds with sincere admiration for
the institutions, the industrial and commercial life
and the scenic beauties of your great country.’’ Thus
they spoke tearfully, as I bade them Godspeed in
New York Harbor.

In contemplating this parliamentary junket, who
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can gainsay its beneficial results? It can fairly be
claimed that every single visitor returned to his
home a friend of America, who in social as well as

legislative circles will sing the praises of this great
republic. The wonderful impressions he received
are sure to overshadow whatever prejudices he may

previously have entertained, and having rubbed
elbows with our people, he will be inclined to judge
them favorably, especially because he has seen only

the bright side of things.
Indeed, nothing is more likely to promote inter-

national good-will than such mutual visits of representative men from the different countries. Truly,

if nothing else had been accomplished by the pilgrimage.of those European lawmakers to the United

States than merely to acquaint them with American

customs and institutions, the good resulting there-

from to us and to the cause of international concilia-

tion would be an ample recompense. National and

racial prejudices are at the bottom of nearly every
war, and there appears no better way to wipe them

out than by affording the leading men of the various

nations an opportunity to know and learn to respect
one another. This benefit is justly claimed as one of

the imponderables of the Interparliamentary Union.

In our own country the effect of the events above

narrated was, first of all, a marvelous populariza-

tion of the peaceidea. The latent forces of the
movement again became active, the organizations
already in existence received a mighty impetus and

new ones were constantly organized. Thus the old

American Peace Society of Boston branched out into
a truly national organization taking under its wings
all the different societies having similar aims. Its
headquarters were moved to Washington and it became the clearing house for the general American

peace propaganda. College professors, ministers of
the cloth, judges and politicians rallied to the ban-

ners of the great cause. At New York a Societyof

[A
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InternationalLawwasorganizedandatBaltimor
the Society for the Judicial Settlement of Inter-

national Disputes was born, and it was my privilege

to. sit at the cradle of both these ‘‘battalions of

peace.”

There was also organized an American

branch of the Association for International Conciliation, founded by the French Senator d’Estournelles

de Constant, on the theory that the spreading of
good-will among the peoples of the earth should precede, if possible, or go hand in hand with the efforts
to substitute law for force in the settlement of disputes. The idea appealed to me strongly and, there-

fore, I gladly accepted.the invitation to .represent
the Arbitration Group of Congress in the councils

of this new association which, during the last fifteen

years, has issued many millions of peace pamphlets.

But few Americans, I am sure, will remember

today that between theyears 1907 and 1915 not less
than five national peace congresses took place in the
United States, at which the great cause was explained to our people in eloquent speeches. The first
was held in New York in 1907; the second at Chicago

in 1909; thethirdat Baltimorein1911;thefourth

at St. Louis in 1913; and the fifth at San Francisco,

in connection with the Exposition there in 1915. It

was my good fortune to attend and address every
one ofthesecongresses, except the last, and to pre-

sideattheoneheldinmyhomecity.Theburden

of the"demands on all these occasions was that

America should take the lead in the great movement

to end wars by arbitration and judicial decision and
by the creation of a world court and legislature.
Outside of the activities above enumerated there
should be mentioned the annual arbitration confer-

ences at Lake Mohonk,N.Y:;whichare usually at-

tended by over three hundred invited guests, the
‘‘intellectual élite’’ of the Nation, as they have been
called, and who, year after year, in speeches and
resolutions, agree among themselves to hasten an
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era of lasting ‘peace on earth and good-will among
men.”’ The several visits to that beautiful mountain

resort in the Catskills, which my Congressional
labors permitted me to make, proved a source of
great pleasure to me, because I felt so much at home
in that atmosphere. I still remember the kind re-

ception which was given to my last address there,

in which I ventured to express the opinion that, if

King Edward, Emperor. William and the President
of the United States would join hands in an agreement never again to draw the sword, there would

bé no more war, and it was up to the people to make
therii do so. The resolutions which were adopted

voiced this very idea, only in more diplomatic language, and I was delegated to present them to President Taft.
Tt“was but a short meeting I had with the President on carrying out this mission, but I shall never

forget it. In handing him the resolution, I ventured
to say that we advocates of peace were most happy

in the contemplation that at last a great legal mind
was occupying the Presidential chair, because we
were convinced that our cause would appeal more

strongly to a jurist than to a layman. After reading
the resolutions he sat for some time in deep meditation. Then, turning to me, he said the matter appealed to him and he would give it his most earnest
consideration. A short time afterwards he informed

me that he hadset in motionthe machinery forthe

negotiation of far-going arbitration treatieswith
GreatBritain, France, and such other countries- as

would be willing to join. These were the same
treaties which, as previously explained in these

pages, were defeated in the Senate because of

one man’s switchinginthelastminutefromthe
affirmative to the negative.
A fair account of the American peace propaganda
from the time our parliamentary visitors left these
shores to the outbreak of the European war would
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fill a book, but the above brief outline will suffice, I
believe, to demonstrate the immense amount of quiet
work which our intellectual classes did for the good
of the cause in the seclusion of their studies. The
books written on the subject in that period of time
would fill a library, demonstrating that the moral

ny involved appealed strongly to the finer intel-

ects.

In spite of the tremendous propaganda for permanent world peace and for America’s leadership
in this noble cause, the great mass of the American

people, during all those years, remained strangely
apathetic and cold toward the movement. This was

brought home, too, to President Taft when he made
his swing around the circle to explain fo the voters
the meaning of his arbitration treaties. They came
to see the
as of course, but did not seem
greatly interested in what he said. How is this to
be explained? Well, the average man is not in the
habit of looking far beyond his nose and is seldom
mindfuloftheoldsayingthat‘‘acareless watch
invites the vigilant foe.’ While he enjoys the blessings of profound peace and cannot see a single speck
in the sky, why should he bother about the clouds
of future wars? To many the whole subject is, to
use a Western expression, ‘“too far up the gulch,”

and the high-falutin’ language, often unavoidably
employed by those who write or speak upon it, does

not tend to make it more popular. Hence, the interestin the cause was really confined to the educated

classes, a situationsufficiently ominous seriously to

disquiet every real friend of peace, especially when
to the indifferenceofthemasseson one side was. to

be added the sullen contempt of the big interests and

their press allies on the other.
One day at Washington I explained this situation

to Mr. Andrew Carnegie. Unlike many of his fellowmillionaires, he was a true convert to the cause, and

in an address to the Press Club had just argued
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that no government in a dispute with another government should be allowed to act as judge of its own

cause; on the contrary, it should be compelled by
world law to submit its grievance to the verdict of
an impartial jury which it never need fear to do,
if its cause be just. Today, he said, every government presumed to be judge, jury and executioner at
the same time, a custom which was violative of the

accepted maxims of justice as well as offensive to
the better conscience of mankind. It was the candid

argument of a convinced pacifist. Therefore, I felt
no hesitancy in broaching the above mentioned subject to him. I ventured fo point out that the peace
following at the present time was almost wholly restricted to highbrows, while in a republic, like ours,
no cause could succeed without the support of the

plain people. The latter had been taught from childhood that the highest manifestation of patriotism
was to go to war. Was it not time to teach
them that it was just as patriotic, if not more so, to
preserve the peace when such can be done honorably? To win the people over to our cause or rather
to make them realize their own best interests and

give their natural longing for peaceful conditions a
chance for proper expression, if was necessary to

organize in every Congressional district of the country and thus create an influence which would cause
Congress as well as the Executive to sit up and

take notice.
Mr. Carnegie’s answer fairly took my breath
away. If hewould place a million dollars at my disposal, would I undertake this work of organization,

he asked. I begged for the privilege of ‘‘sleeping

over it,’’ and next day declinedthegenerousoffer

because its

tat told thegreat philanthrop-

ist, would necessitate my retirement from Congress

where, in my humble judgment,Tcouldservethe

cause more effectively than even.as a private citizen With a pile of money. Besides, the idea of
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handling cash in connection with an ideal and a

purely moral issue was against my grain. I sug-

gested the names of some wellknown men for

the work, which, however, was never undertaken,

not even with the ten million dollars which Mr. Car-

negie afterwards donated to promote universal
peace, a donation which enables the Trustees of the
Carnegie Endowment to spend over half a million

annually for that purpose.
Oh, yes, Mr. Carnegie had one other purpose in

mind, but of this later on. First I must tell of a
visit to his New York home. He had often invited
me to Skibo Castle, but I never got to see his Scot-

land home. If I had not already known him as a big-

hearted, sincere and highly sympathetic man, the

New York visit would have convinced me of it. I
had come for the purpose of inviting him to attend

the Fourth National Peace Congress at St. Louis.
He had already declined the invitation tendered him
by the Businessmen’s League of that city, but I was
not willing to accept a no. At first he pleaded other

engagements, also the hardships of travel, ete., but
when I told him that it concerned my home city and

that the success of the Congress, over which I was
to preside, would be a feather in my cap politically,
while his coming would be a compliment to my constituents who had never grumbled at my devotion

to the cause of peace, he turned to Mrs. Carnegie
sitting next to him and asked: ‘‘Shall we?’ “I am

willing,’’ she said, nodding her head. Then turning
to me, he said:

“Suppose I finance your Congress, will you then

let me off?’

“No,” I answered, ‘‘we have already raised the
necessary funds. We don’t want your money, we

want you.”’

Well, he promised to come, and did come, and

proved the main attraction of the Congress. No
doubt it was a personal sacrifice, buf he readily
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made it for the good of the cause. In the course of
our continued conversation he showed me a picture

of an officer bidding farewell to his family before
going to war. His wife is wiping the tears from
her eyes, while he is holding in his arms his blond-

haired boy, who, between kisses, asks the touching

question: ‘Daddy, are you going away to kill an-

other boy’s daddy?’ The emotion with which the
old Iron Master commented on this favorite piec-

ture of his spoke volumes for the sincerity of the
words he once uttered in a public speech: ‘The
era of the Civil War stopped the selling of men; our
era must stop the killing of men.’?
He also read to me a poem by a Scotch laboring
man, a chum of his early youth, entitled ‘Me and
Andrae.’’ In the verses the plain son of toil aims
to illustrate in Scotch dialect the contrast between
“ Andrae’s’’ mode of living and his own: how his
friend eats from golden plates, bathes in a beautiful
marble bathtub, ete., while his own table utensils are

of the commonest kind and his bathing place is the
near-by pond, ‘‘but Andrae’’ (this is the refrain of
each verse) ‘‘the sun shines as beautifully for me

as he does for you.”” In reading the rhymes, as only
he could read them, his voice faltered and the tears
streamed down his face. The story goes that he provided well for the old chum. As to myself, I confess
that the visit put me in a most happy frame of mind,
and not only because of the success of my mission.
It gave me an insight into my host’s golden heart.
Here was one man whose noble soul was unspoiled

by wealth. Verily the world would be better if there
were more Carnegies.

XVIII

OUR PEACE PROGRAM
The reader must now again follow me to Europe.

In 1905, the year after the St. Louis conference, the

InterparliamentaryUnion met at Brussels. It was

my first visit to the beautiful capital of the country,
upon which the eyes of the whole world had recently
been focused. What struck me most during my stay
there was the ‘‘Frenchified’’ atmosphere and

furthermore, the almost total absence of a national

spirit. The people spokeFrench, thought French

andlooked and acted French. Indeed, the visitor, had
he not known better, could have well imagined him-

self in some section of Paris. France seemed to be
looked upon by most Belgians as a sort of mother
country and therefore it must have been no little sur-

prise to them when in 1914 the English suddenly
posed as their special protectors. In this connection
I am also reminded of an historical fact, not generally known—rnamely, that in 1876 or 1877, I do not now
remember which year, France made ready to annex

Belgium, but was prevented from doing so by Bismarck, although the French Ambassador to Berlin

had proposed to the Iron Chancellor ‘‘to look for
an equivalent elsewhere.””

In the face of such an

understanding between France and (Germany, England, of course, would have been helpless.
My departure from New York this time was made

the occasion of a most elaborate dinner tendered me

by Mr. Clarence W. Bowen of the Independent at the
Metropolitan Club and which the editors of most of
the metropolitan dailies and of many magazines
attended as invited guests.
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mission to Brussels, I did so, whereupon most of
those present, all leaders of public opinion, made
telling speeches for world peace and so emphasized
the importance of my trip abroad that I was led
to believe the millennium had finally come. Backed
by the whole press, the humblest can successfully

challenge the world.

In order better to grasp our American program

for the Brussels conference, it must be remembered

that the various governments had already agreed on
the establishment of a High Court of Nations.

It

was theprincipal achievement of the First Hague
Conference in 1899. Hence, in order to perfect the

peace machinery there lacked only, first, an international parliament or a World Congress, and second,
a general arbitration treaty to guide the court as

well as the ruling powers. It was these two ‘‘missing links’’ the creation of which the American dele-

gation, seventeeninnumber,proposedtostandfor.
Thereisaspecialreason,bytheway,whyAmer-

icans should favor a general, all-comprising arbitration treaty. During the discussion of the Roosevelt
treaties it became evident that the United States

Senate would insist on its ‘‘consent and advice’’

being obtained in every single case to be referred
to arbitration. Because of this insistence, it will

be remembered Mr. Roosevelt permitted his treaties
to die. Whatever may be thought of this attitude
of the Senate, its effect certainly is to render resort
to arbitration more difficult, and in some cases, per-

haps, impossible.

When in case of a controversy with another
nation popular passions are once aroused, as a most

likely result of protracted Senate debates, a final
attempt at a peaceable settlement will often be too
late. Therefore, to make arbitration effective or
even possible, it must be resorted to promptly. It

was this sitnation which put the thought in my mind

that,iftheSenatecouldbemadeT75GHE-tiGole
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to_approve a wholesale arbitration treaty, i.e., one

in which all the possible controversies fit for-arbi-

tral “settlement are specified, the Executive would

theri have a free hand to act promptly, and the difficulty just referred to would thus be overcome.
In the quiet of a shooting lodge near my native
town in Thuringia I set to the task of drafting just
such a model arbitration treaty. Is it necessary to
describe the feelings with which I performed this
ambitions work? From here the poor emigrant boy
had started out for an unknown world, and now,
after thirty-three years, he had returned with the

responsible charge of writing a law

for the gov-

ernmentofthewholeglobe.Atforfourweeksof
earnest applicifion the work was finished, just in
time for the conference.

The presentation of it,

together with our second proposition of an international legislature, to the assembled lawmakers
caused quite a stir.

It was as if a new leaven had

been added to the dough of the organization. Dr.
Gobat of Switzerland said, if the governments at the
next Hague Conference, to be held two years hence,
would adopt this program, our Union could be dis-

solved because of the complete accomplishment of
our object. In other words, there would be no more

war. But while the commentsweremostlyfavor-

able, there were also anumber of timid souls who,

amazed at this show of Yankee audacity, insisted

that we Americansweréaltogethertooswiftfo
slow-going Europe.”

‘We stood our ground, however, without flinching.
In explaining our proposition I stated that the

treaty was so elastic as to permilagovernmentto

accept it whollyorimpart,justasitsmoreadvanced

or more conservative thought might” dictate. In
other words; iteould exclude from arbitration today
what it might be disposed to include tomorrow.

Under such an arrangement the ideawould have

timeto grow, and it was reasonable to assume that
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in the course of time the treaty would receive the
sanction of most, if not all the governments in its
entirety, a consummation vouchsafing a lasting era
of peace to a suffering world. As to an international legislature, I pointed out that our own Interparliamentary Union was already a nucleus of it.

To make it anofficial body it was only necessary

the different

for

Ni:

delegates and thus make their labors an official

function instead of what it now is,amerevoluntary
one. It should also be remembered,Isaid, that

whateversuchaworldparliamentmig
be subject to ratificationbyeachnationallegislature
and 1iot become binding where such ratification was

withheld."And was it not about time to securea
body of international law? We all knew that what
now passed under that name was merely a con-

glomeration of decisions, opinions and custonis, not

a syllable of which had ever received the sanction
of a single legislative body. Surely, there was no
better way to secure this most crying need of mankind than by means of an institution which, over

fifty years ago, another American (Elihu Burritt)

hadso—=bty-advoeated—omEuropeanplatforms;a

CongressofNations.”~~

When asked about the_basis of representation in
such a congress, I venturedto state that; after-much

deliberation, I had reachedtheconclusionthatthe

volume of foréign trade wasprobablyabetterbasis
than population.

Measured by the number of in-

habitants, China, for instance, would be entitled to

more delegatesthan all of Europe combined. But

this, after all, was a mere detail which presented no
insurmountable obstacles. We were concerned in

the principle. In conclusion I reminded the conference that in fact it was already committed to the two
American propositions, as both were contained in

the ‘‘Resolution of St. Louis,”” upon the strength
of which President Roosevelt had promised to con-
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vene the Second Hague Conference. This reminder
was a clincher, and as one of my colleagues after the

other (ex-Speaker Keifer, Norris, Moon, Slayden,

etc.) took the platform in support of our contentions, it became evident that, whatever the fate of
our resolutions, they would at least not land in the
waste basket.
In the nick of time there came a cable message

from the Lake Mohonk conference which happened

to be in session at the time deliberating on the very
same subject. The message, read to the conference
by the Secretary, was as follows:

Hon Richard Bartholdt,
President American Group, Interparliamentary Union:

The Lake Mohonk Conference on International .Arbi-

tration, now in session, sends its appreciation of your
services to the cause of international peace and justice

and congratulates all concerned upon its prospective
promotion by the establishment of the Hague Court and
the expected international parliament proposed by you.

(Signed) George (ray, President.

The respect which this message commanded may
be inferred from the names of the distinguished
men who ordered it sent. Besides Judge Gray, himself a member of the Hague Court, there were Seth
Low and Andrew D. White==~both delegates to the

First Hague Conference—Arthur T. Hadley, presi-

dent of Yale; Charles W. Eliot, president of Harvard;Edwin A. Alderman, president of the Univer-

sity of Virginia; L. Clark Seelye, president of
Smith College; Justice Brewer of the U. S. Supreme

Court, ete. Here was irrefutable evidence that the
best American sentiment was behind our propositions.
“There was one more question to be answered.

Whatmachinery.wasnecessarytosetarbitration

in motion? It was quite easy to make a satisfactory

response to this query. The very purposeofthe
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treaty, I said, is to give the HagneCourt.jurisdiction in &amp;l controversies coming up underit,sothat

inTeality the treaty would be the law to guide the

court and, outside of existing conventions, the only

law the court couldapply. After aprotracted de-

bate we carried the day. Our propositions were
referred to two separate commissions with instructions to report to the next conference. This was
exactly what we had asked. It is needless to say
that on that memorable day American spirits were
somewhat elated for this and another reason: Amer-

ica had achievedagreat.trinmphforpeacein#ii
other sphere of action at almost the same hour.
As to the significance of these events the reader

had better listen to another authority.

Hayne

Davis, that indefatigable champion of the brotherhood of man, in his book, ‘Among the Peacemakers,”’ betrays the secret in these words:
‘‘Seventeen American Congressmen supported Mr.

Bartholdtinmakingthismemorablestandfor principle,

and as the delegation was leaving the Belgian Parliament House, where this victory was won, they were

greeted with the glad tidings that peace between Russia
and Japan was secured. So great was the joy of the
American delegates on account of these two great achieve-

ments, accomplished by America at the same moment,
that they gave a great banquet at the prineipal hotel of
Brussels—the Bellevue. The victory here was no smaller
than the one at Portsmouth, but better eyes are needed

fully to understand this. The victory here was due principally to Mr. Bartholdt’s bold and wise action, just as
the peace of Portsmouth was to President Roosevelt’s.
So the banquet was given in Mr. Bartholdt’s honor. In

hisopeningaddress on this memorable occasion, Mr. Moon

(Member of Congress from Pennsylvania) declared that
it~wouldbeunworthyofthemselvesandofthetruth

if the other delegates from the United States failed to
acknowledge that they had assisted at the finish in winning this vietory, and that they were grateful for the

opportunity to do so, but that Mr,Bartholdthadput
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forward the plan, conducted the campaign, stood strong

against the adverse and skeptical thought which it had

encountered -at the beginning,

and was entitled to

the glory of this great victory for American principles
won in the very heart of Europe. He said, furthormore, that Mr. Bartholdt had done more than any man

living to carry into the practical politics of the nations
a ‘plan ‘which can establish law and order where war
and carnage now reign, and that for this he is entitled

to the gratitude of the people, not only of America, the
nation that he serves in Congress, but of Germany, where

he was born, and also of all nations, for all will some

day inherit benefits from the ideas which, during this

conference, he has forced into the European mind. The
other delegates heartily endorsed the words of Mr.
Moon, and when Mr. Bartholdt rose to reply a great
demonstration was made.’’

Mr. Davis, who had eagerly watched the proceed-

ings of the conference from first to last, winds up
his account of them with these words:
‘‘When the council of war was held before the fall of

Napoleon at Waterloo, the city was in a turmoil of
excitement. Today the streets are streaming with people
who have no idea of the true significance of what has
happened. But some day Brussels will be more famous
for this conference than Waterloo has been able to
make it.’

With thedisposition of the two American propositions the work of the Brussels Conference was

practically finished. Whether the draft of the model

arbitration treaty which, by the action just taken,

wag laid bare to the scrutiny of public opinion, will
ever become part of the law of nations or not, I feel,
nevertheless, that its text should be preserved for
posterity. It may fairly be claimed that it represents years of thought and is what may be termed
the crystallization of human experience with arbitration as well as the concrete result of most valu-
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able suggestions made by a number of authorities
on the subject of international law. In view of the

general confusion resulting from the failure of the

oddLeagueofNations proposed at Versailles, it is
not at all unlikely that a Third Hague Conference

which sooner or later is sure to be called may fall

back upon its provisionsasthemostpractical solu-

tionofthepeaceprogram. Therefore, I let the text
and a brief explanation follow:

DRAFT OF A MODEL ARBITRATION
TREATY
With a view to substituting judicial decisions
according to recognized principles of law for war
between nations, the Signatory Powers have entered into the following general treaty for arbi-

tration, which is based upon the recognized right

of every nation to organize itself in such a manrierasit may choose and to be supreme in its own

domain, without, of course, freeing it from responsibility for its acts contrary to recognized principles of international law. (See Sir Henry Maine
on International Law, p 60.

International Law.)

Hannis Taylor on

(This preamble is to remove objections to arbitration on the ground of vital interest. Explicit recog-

nitionofsovereignty;themostvitalinterest,should
make it easier to conclude treaties, for invasion of

this right by the Court could be met lawfully by
foree.)

Article I.—A}] differenceswhich grow out of
the interpretation or enforcement of treaties,

which concerndiplomatic_orconsularprivi
boundaries, rights of navigation,indemnities,pecuniary claims, violationsoftherightofperson

orproperty, violations of recognized principles

of internationallaw,shallbet
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national Courts, established under this treaty and
the Treaty of The Hague, Section 30 et seq.

Article’ II.—AIll other questions of whatever
character shallbereferredtoaCommissionof
Inquiry, constituted according to. the provisions

of the Treaty of The Hague (Title ITI, Articles

9-14),or“toa~Courtconstitutedasprovided

herein, anddecided onappeal by a Court of the

Permanent TribunalatTheHague,beforeresort
toarms.” Alleged violations of this clause shall

be tried by the International Courts as provided
for questions included in Article I.
(This is to get a trialbeforewar, and to post-

pone decision to resort to arms until ‘‘cooling time’

has elapsed.)
Article IIT—Upon filing a statement of its contention in a case of the kind included under Arti-

cle II, either Power may serve notice that it will

be proper for its treaty-making power to accept
or rejectthedecision,otherwiseitwillbeconsid-

ered that the decision of the Courts shallbefinal
as in cases coming under Article I.

(This aids Article II.)

Article IV.—Courts of First Instanceshallbe

constitutedasfollows:Uponnoticeofresortto
arbitration by either party to a dispute, the members of the Highest Court of each Power con-

cernedshall name two oftheir own number, or
any other two persons whom they consider competent, as judges. These shall each name a mem-

ber of The Hague Tribunal, and the last member
of the Court shall be chosen by lot from those so

named, and he shall be the presidingjudge,unless

he requestthejudgestoelectapresidingjudge
other than himself. But bymutualconsentof
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all the designated judges, the presiding judge may

be chosen by them.” In such case he need not
be a member of The Hague Tribunal.
(This will supply The Hague Court with what

will correspond .to UnitedStatesCircuit Courts, to

do the work heretofore done by Joint High Commissions, and to end litigation of the more trivial

kind.)

Article V.—Allcases under both Articles I and
IL shallbetried,firstbyaCourtconstitutedas
above, or by a Commission of Inquiry, unless all

parties” concerned agree to begin action in the

High Court of The Hague, unlessthe decision
is unanimous, the question pecuniary, and the
amount adjudged is less than $1,000,000. =
There must be an appeal to the High Court of

TheHague before exercise of the right fo resort

to arms remains; for such right shall hereafter
be exercised only after a decision by a High Court

of The Hague Tribunal, either upon original hearing of a controversy or upon an appeal from a
Commission of Inquiry or of a Court of First

Instance, constituted as provided herein.

Article VI.—The Courts of First Instance shall

decide upon all rules of procedure, appoint all

necessary agents, and fix their compensation, designate the time and place of their sittings, ete,

and shall render their decisions according to the
terms of the Treaty of The Hague on this subject;
and shall have power to taxcosts and fees for

maintainingtheTiecessaryofficersoftheC
and order such sums to be paid in by the litigants,
during the action, as may be necessary to meet

the current costs.

Article VIL—Either party to a controversymay
deliver to the other party or parties astatement
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of its contention, and is entitled to a judgment
according to the same, to be entered by the Clerk

of The Hague Court, unless it receives a counterstatement in a reasonable time. Upon application and proof of delivery of such a statement of
the case, the Clerk of the Court shall designate
what would be a reasonable time for the delivery
of counter-statement, and shall so notify the other
party or parties.
A judgment by default may be set aside by the
Clerk for reasonable cause.

Upon issue joined, the Clerk shall certify the

fact with proper papers to the Highest Court of
each Power concerned, if the case is to be tried
before a Court of First Instance.

If the case is to come before a Commission of

Inquiry or before a Court of The Hague Tribunal,
the Clerk of The Hague Tribunal shall take the
necessary steps to constitute such a Commission
or Court as provided in this treaty and the Treaty

of The Hague.
‘When the judges for the trial of a case shall
have been selected, it shall be proper for them to
decide and announce to the contending parties the
reasonable rules of procedure to be followed for

taking evidence, hearing motions, ete., time and
place of trial, sittings of Court, ete.

Rules of procedure once announced and followed shall be considered as constituting a part
of the procedure of the Permanent Court of Ar-

bitration, of the courts of First Instance, and of

the Commissions of Inquiry especially instituted
to try any question upon the application of any
party at the first session after its constitution,
or by the Judges during any case, on their own

initiative.

(This Article enables either partytosetthewheels
of justicein ‘motion without the consentoftheother
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party, in any controversy which it has been agreed
shall be determined by arbitration. It also enables
the Court to develop such rules of procedure as will
make it most useful.)

Article VIIL.—If a Court of The Hague Tribunal or a Commission of Inquiry shall not be con-

stituted by the method provided in the Treaty
of The Hague, the Clerk of The Hague Court
shall summon, by lot, a sufficient number of the
members of the Highest Court of the nations signatory to this treaty, not of the parties to the
action, from whom the Court or Commission shall
be completed, by such method as may be prescribed by the Court.

.

In making the members of the Highest Court of
the Nations eligible for duty on the International
Court and Commission of Inquiry, it is intended
that only those who are actively judging in their
own nation shall be eligible to judge between

nations.

(This will insure the constitution of a Court in
case the methodofselectionintheTreatyofThe
Hague fails to accomplish it.)

Article IX.—Denunciation of the Treaty of The

Hague by.a nation shall.remove. its judges from

the International Courts, and therefore the high
contracting “parties” agree that neither of them
shall denounce the Treaty of The Hague while
this present treaty remains operative. And the
Permanent Court of Arbitration provided for by
the Treaty of The Hague, and such other Courts
as are hereby or may hereafter be created by the

Signatory Powers, shall have and exercise the

jurisdiction created by the present treaty, until

the present treaty is denounced, even though the
other Signatory Powers of the Treaty of The
Hague may have previously denounced the treaty.
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And in order to make this article of this present

treaty effectual, the high contracting parties

agree, 80 long as this present treaty remains in

force, to keep their members of the Permanent
Court of Arbitration duly appointed as provided
in said Treaty of The Hague.
(This is to provide against untimely termination

of this treaty by a denunciation of the Treaty of

The Hague by either of the contracting parties,
which is now allowed upon one year’s notice.)

Article X.—This treaty shall continue in force
three years after denunciation by either of the
Signatory or adhering parties thereto. A denunciation by one nation shall not terminate it as
between other Signatories or that may adhere to

it after its original execution.
(The idea in having the treaty run three years

after deriunciationistoenablethe parties to adjust

themselves to the altered condition following the termination of the treaty; for instance, by making
changes in their army and navy.

Three years would

give the party in the denouncing nation, opposed to
denunciation, an opportunity to earry the country

for continuing the treaty, before it actually terminated.)

Article XI.—The number of judges to be selected, as herein provided, for thé trial of any

controversy, shall be five, unless otherwise agreed
by the parties, or unless the number of nationsin
a casé before the Court of First Instance necessitates for such case a larger number, and decision

shall be by a majority of judges.
Article XII.—The president of a Court or Com-

mission of Inquify constituted by virtue of this
freaty shall be designated by the Court after it

is fully constituted, except as provided in Ar-

ticle IV.
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(The Court constituted at The Hague to try the

Pius Fund case between Mexico and the United

States recommended that subsequent courts constituted under The Hague treaty should be left free
to elect their own chief justice, instead of being eom-

pelled to have the umpire preside.)

Article XTII.—The Court shall determine the

language to be used in"any case.

}

Article XTIV.—International Courts and Commissions of Inquiry shall have power to tax the
costs of all cases according to their judgment.

Article XV.—All nations.whose.peopleare

engagedincommercewiththepeopleofa
theSignatory Powers may adhere to this treaty at

any time.Intheeventoftheirunwillingnessto

agree to the judicial determination of all such
guestions as are included herein, they may designate with the notice of their adherence, such
classes of controversies as they will refer to arbi-

tration under this treaty. Upon such designation

the treaty shall become operative for such controversies between all the Powers that have adhered to the treaty in all its parts or have desig-

paid
the same classes of controversies as arbitrable.

Article XVI.—Nothing herein ‘shall prevent

entire freedom of action by all Signatory Powers

in a matter which concerns a Power not signatory

hereto.

(This preserves the Monroe Doctrine.)

In witness whereof, the Signatory Powers, ete.
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EXPLANATION
As will be seen from this draft, it is based on

the Treaty of The Hague, and its twofold purpose

is: firstly,tostrengthenandmagnifyTheHague
Courtbyconferringuponitjurisdictioninallcases
specified in Article I; secondly, to enlarge the general-scope-of arbitration.

features are:

Summarized, the main

(1) Enumeration of the questions in which arbitration shall be obligatory. (Article 1.)
(2) The provision that all other questions (not
enumerated) shall be referred to Commissions of
Inquiry or Courts of First Instance. (Article II.)
(3) The constitution of such Commissions of Inquiry or Courts of First Instance by the appointment, as members, of the highest judges of the contending nations themselves. (Article IV.)

(4) Therequirement-of-anappealtotheH

Court of The. Hague, as. the. last instance, before
exercise of the right to resort to arms. (Article V:)
(5) The provision which will enable a nation to

join the othersini such a generaltreaty, even if it be

unwillifigtoagreetoarbitrationinallcasesincluded
in it, by designating the particular classes of controversies which they are willing to refer to arbitration.

Arbitrationismadeobligatoryonlyincases such

as all well-meaning governments may be expected

to recognize as arbitrable. As to all other questions

a iiachinery is provided by which at least time, if
not settlement, will be gained. The only thing neecessary to perfect previous plans is the provision for
trial in all cases, with right to appeal to arms only
where the people cannot abide the decision of the

arbitrators. It is purelyamatterofdomesticpolicy,
of course, whether war or peace shall.depend upon
a vote of the people.

tainly should.”

In a real democracy it cer-
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The importance of the Courts of First Instance
will be readily appreciated when we remember the
objections so frequently raised against the reference of a dispute directly to the High Court of The

Hague. The judges composing these Courts of First
Instance, being chosen by the contending nations

themselves from among their own judiciary, will
understand local conditions as The Hague judges
cannot do, unless they are the wisest of men. The

final appeal to The Hague Court will correct possible

partiality or prejudice which may crop out in the

judges of the disputant nations. The provisionto
make members of the Highest Courts of the nations

eligible for international jury duty will correct the

defect in the method of choosing a Court as provided

by the treaty of The Hague.

Allowing a government to designate the subjects which it will consent to submit to arbitration

and yet join the general agreement of the nations
assures an element of elasticity, as has already been

stated, which will greatly facilitate the general ac-

ceptance of the Treaty by all'and remove an obstacle

which heretofore prevented a more general adoption

of the principle of arbitration.
The seed was now sown.

Whatever the harvest

might be, in such situations, it is always a relief
for us to know that what we have pondered over
and for a long time carried around with us as men-

tal ballast is at least delivered, giving promise of
bearing fruit. My own state of mind after the
Brussels conference may be compared to that of an

inventor who, honestly believing his device to be of
EEbenefit, at last sees it brought upon the market. And it was not the expectation of any reward,
but rather altruistic confidence in the merits of our
plan, which made me so supremely happy. Yet there
was a fly in the ointment. My duties at Washington
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would not permit me to participate. personallyin
the deliberations, to be carried on in Europe, of the
two commissions which were to consider the Amer-

ican program withinthefollowing three months.

And there surely was danger of its dilution by the

milk and water of Old World diffidence and skepti-

cism. At Brussels Count Apponyi, the brilliant Hungarian statesman, voiced the views of the majority
when he made this declaration:

*‘The American scheme, I am sure, will knock at our

doors until it gains admittance.

If I understand it

correctly—and I think I do—its essence amounts to
this, that international law should emerge from the uncertainties of opinion and mere custom to the clearness

of a system, sanctioned and originally developed by an
international body, and what is more important still,
that the people should have a voice in the framing of
such a law. It is a grand consideration of its details
from a European point of view. While full of sym-

pathy with its principle, I must point out in a general
way that no organization which interferes with the principle of their sovereignty and independence has any

chance of being accepted by European nations. It will

be the chief task of the commission to bring the American scheme into concordance with that prineciple.’’

Here we have it: the bugaboo.ofnational sovereignty, that arch-enemy of all international understanding, was again the stumbling block of progress.
Unable to attend the meetings of the two commissions, of both of which I was the only American
member, I made bold to address letters in French
to all the other members, in which I argued, not

against sovereignty, for that would have been futile,

but against the possible misconception of the American plan’s being irreconcilable with the principle of
sovereignty. If it were,Isaid,no treaty of any kind

coiild-ever be negotiated between any two nations.

Citing American history, I continued:
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“You will pardon my calling your attention to the
fact that the people of the United States have spent a
century at arriving at a reconciliation between the sovereignty of the states comprising the Union and the
Congress of the Union. This struggle began as soon as
the Union was formed and continued in the councils
of the political parties, in the press, in the halls of
Congress, in the state legislatures, in the courts of justice, and was ended on the field of battle after four
years of civil war. Can people having such a history
present to the nations a plan that does not take account
of independent sovereignty? . . . America was bound to

contend with the ancient history of Europe, from the
simple fact that that history is the ancient history of

the AmericanswhoaremerelytransplantedEuropeans.
I, for instance, was a éitizenofGermanythirty-three

years ago.

Last year I delivered the address at the

celebration of the fall of the Bastille, at the request of
the French Society of St. Louis. What does this sig-

nify? Simply that Americans are Europeans who have
broken the chains forged by the past, bythe aid of
those very principles which they now ask Europe—tHe
source of their people—to apply in the relations of all
Europe with itself and with the rest of the world. I am
persuaded that no member of our organization who from

that fact is a representative of the parliamentary principle, can fail to stand for the timely application of that
principle to international affairs.’’

And what was the result of all these untiring
efforts to prevent future wars and to replace world
anarchy with world order? Well, things came to
a head at the London Conference in the following

year (1906). Eleven Afiericaii Congressmen, with
the writer as chairman, were on the ground.

The

two commissions that wrestled with the American
propositions were ready to report, and what were

their conclusions? To our unbounded satisfaction
we learned that in principle they were favorable

to both our propositions, only their form being

changed. Instead of a regular Congress of Nations
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they recommendedthat,asapreliminaryinstitution,

theofficial diplomatic conferences at The Hague be

made permanent . to. meet._antomatically “at- stated

periods for the purpose of discussing world affairs
and, first of all, of creating a code of international
law. Eventually this Council of Nations was to be

supplemented by another deliberative body, the former to represent the governments. (executivés).and

the Tatter the parliaments. or people.

We Americans realized that this was the best to
be obtained for the present and since it was a step

in the right direction we acquiesced in the modification. But what about the model arbitration treaty?
This, too, was presented in a somewhat modified
form by the chairman of the Commission, Baron
von Plener, a former Minister of Finance in the
Austrian Cabinet. While the amended plan con-

ferred jurisdiction on The Hague Court in all cases,
it somewhat limited the scope and area of compul-

sory arbitration. Among other less essential things
pecuniary claims had been stricken from the list of

arbitrablé questions, a change in which, however,

we refused to acquiesce. As in the past, so in the

future such claims might bemade the pretext for

armed invasions of “Central and “South American

countries on the partof European creditor nations.

To permit force in the collection of debts might even

tempt England some day to exact payment of the
old debtswhich the South owes her.” It was prob-

ably this latter reason which prompted John S. Wil-

liams, one of our delegates and then Democratic floor
leader of the House and later United States Senator
from Mississippi, to deliver an impassioned speech
on the subject.

The result of our united protest, I

am happy to say, was thereinsertionofthis category of disputesunder.the.collectivetermof‘‘ques-

tionsofdebt.”’

The American delegation had its way in another

important respect—and thereby hangs a tale. Quite
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unexpectedly William JenningsBryan appeared on
the scene.

As he was no longer a Member of Con-

gress, he could not well be made a delegate, but
we welcomed him as a guest. As such, we learned,

he had also been invited by our hosts, the British,

who, owing probably to his free trade predilections,

proved to be great admirers of his and with whom,
therefore, he fraternized rather freely. At a meeting of the American delegation he informed us that,
if possible, he should like to address the Conference
in order to submit what he considered an original
plan for peace. Those of us who had devoted years

of time and thought to the question were naturally
very curious to know what his panacea was. Well,

in the case of every dispute, he declared, there .should
always be an investigation before the beginning of
hostilities. This would afford cooling time and
make possible an appeal ‘‘from man mad to man
calm.”” When men are mad they swagger around

and say what they can do.

When they are calm

they consider what they ought to do. ‘The investigation, he said, gives time for conscience and reason
to assert themselves.

When our friend had concluded, I quietly called
him aside and convinced him that Article II of my
treaty draft contained the very provision he was

advocating. ‘‘How wonderful,”’ he exclaimed, ‘“two
men, entirely independent of each other, conceiving

the same progressive thought!’’ While disillusioned
as to the originality of his plan, he nevertheless
made it the burden of his address to the Conference, and we shall see later what a great service
he was thereby rendering’ to us and the cause.

The Conference took place in the historic hall of
Westminster Palace, in the Royal Gallery, so called
because it is reserved to the Sovereign when he
visits Parliament in person. On opposite sides of
this hall hang the famous paintings by Maclise portraying the victories of Nelson at Trafalgar and
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of Wellington at Waterloo. On this particular occagion these paintings looked down on one of the
most distinguished gatherings ever assembled there,

including the then Prime Minister, Sir CampbellBannerman, many dignitaries of state and church
and more than five hundred lawgivers from all parts
of the world. As the writer entered, at the head

of the American delegation, he suddenly heard his
name mentioned. Bryan, it appeared, had begun

his speech and was explaining that the idea he was
championing had been urged by me a year ago at
Brussels and was part of my model treaty, the draft

of which the Conference was considering. My aceidental appearance at that very moment was made

the occasion for applause which is still ringing in

my ears.

Not for all the wealth of old England

would I part with the gratification which this solemn
moment caused me.

Such tribute in such a distin-

guished presence was a reward more bountiful than

I ever deserved for my humble labors in behalf of
universal peace. The reader will agree that it was
also a most generous act on the part of Mr. Bryan,

whose eloquent plea, by the way, swept the Conference off its feet in almost the same manner as his

¢‘cross of gold and crown of thorns’ speech had
carried by storm the convention which nominated
him for the Presidency. In order to appreciate the
situation, the reader must understand that the very
idea which Bryan had advocated so eloquently had
been eliminated from the draft of the treaty by the
Commission and that the Executive Council had approved the elimination. The result of Bryan’s
speech, however, was its unanimous reinsertion by
the Conference itself.
Let us pause here a moment to fix in our minds

the immediate purpose of these deliberations in
behalf of world peace. It will be remembered that
President Roosevelt had promised to convene the
Second Hague Conference. His action was delayed,
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When

thanks to his efforts, that war was ended, the President felt that the initiative in calling that conference should be left to the Czar. Many reasons were

assigned for this painful surrender, although, I be-

lieve, not a single valid one. In fact, most pacifists
considered it a great mistake to let the reins of
leadership in such a great cause slip from the hands
of a democratic government into those of an auntoc-

racy. Moreover, Roosevelt’s opportunity to assume
that leadership was due solely to American initiative
and effort.

‘Well, as is known, the Czardid call theconference

for thefallof1907,theyearfollowingtheLondon
meeting above referred to. So the parliamentarians
had just been in time with their preparatory work.
Their labors at St. Louis, Brussels and London had
been devoted almost exclusively to the task of preparing a program for The Hague, a task regarded
as the more necessary because most of the govern-

ments concerned, in spite of their solemn promises
to the contrary, had failed adequately to perform it.
The Berlin government alone, it seems, had burned

midnight oil over the preparation ofaconcreteplan
for at least an international prize court, while the
delegates of most of the other countries merely came

with instructions consisting in the main of glittering
generalities. The program of the Interparliamentary Union, to recapitulate briefly, comprised a
world court, a general arbitration treaty fixing the
jurisdiction of the court and supplying a code of law

for its proper functioning, and lastly, regular government conferences to discuss and, if possible, to

adjust the affairs of the world on the basis of that
even-handed justice. It was a program embodying

the hopes and aspirations of the people of all nations,

to be handed up to the world’s rulers by the people’s

direct representatives. How different from-the
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scheme concocted by. the three old statesmen at
Versailles!
While I speak of it, let me say, incidentally, that

the TreatyofVersaillescarries_a_greatlesson.
Some of us pacifists, myself ‘included, had entertained the innocent belief that most of the enlightened governments actually desired durable peace
and that its main obstacles were to be found, outside

of the biased press, in the easy excitability ofthe

people themselves. Hence, we thought that, if some
day the governments would confront their people,

without first having consulted them, with an ironclad peace agreement such as would render the
Jingo press impotent and the passions of the masses

harmless, the coveted result might quickly be

achieved. Versailles has taught us differently.
Again, the humiliating truth has come home
to us that even after the untold sacrifices and
agonies of the great World War the rulers could

not bring themselves to_do the “obvious thing,

and it is the abject failure and madness of the Versailles Treaty which ¢‘broke the heart of the world,”

not the refusal of our Senate to sanction an instru-

ment as compared with which the much bewailed

Brest-Litovsk Treaty and the dictates of the Vienna

Congress were very models of righteousness. There-

fore, the negative attitude of the United States Sen-

ate is to be hailed as the one ray of hope in the

world’s gloom.
Judging from this sad experience, it is quite evident thatinordertosecurepermanencyofworld
peace we cannot rely on governments and rulers.

So we hadbetter go backtothelegislativepeace-

makers and see how far they had progressed when
the war broke out. To make a long story short, the

Second Hague Conference, called by the Czar at the

instanceofPresidentRoosevelt,did not get much

farther than to establish a ‘‘Courfof Arbitral Jus-

tice,”’ the other planks of our platform remaining
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anacted upon. It established the principle of obli-

gatory arbitration with. regard to justiciable ques-

{ions_and
Court,instead
of being
merely a agroedtribunalthatthe.
for arbitration
and meditation,

should have real. judicial functions—which, to be
sure, was a great step in advance. The Court, how-

ever, remained aninstitution on paper only, be-

cane fhedelegatescouldagreeneifherontheq
tonofparcelling out, the judges nor on their num:

ber. This was in 1907, hence seven years had elapsed

when in 1914 the dies of war were cast. During

this long time none of the governments. concerned,

not even ours, evinced any special interest in the

question; indeed, it was solely due to the indifference and neglect of the governing powers that the

above named tribunal was.not-a functioning. body

when the clouds gathered in July, 1914. If it had
been, history, it is safe to say, would have been written differently.
In the above mentioned period of time (1907-14)

it was my privilege to attend four-more Interparliamentary Conferences, namely, at. Berlin in 1908,

at Brusselsin1910,atGenevain1912andatThe
Haguein1913. At all these meetings the old peace

programWasreaffirmedandquestionsofinnerreorgamzation were taken up in order to make the Union

a ‘more representative body and give it the semblance of a real international congress.

Statesmen,

however, no more than actors, can forever rest on

their old laurels; they must endeavor unceasingly
to earn new ones.

While ourprogram for an era

of durable peace remained immutable andawaited

only the sanction of the governments to give it the
forceofinternationallaw,wecouldnotaffordtosit
down and whittle if we wished to keep alive a‘benefi-

cent organization. Therefore, at theBerlin meet-

ing (1908) I made bold to launch a new proposition.

Its object was toremove stumbling blocks from the
path of peace. It was in the shape of a resolution
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fo the effect that every arbitrationtreatytobenegotiated in the future should contain a provision for

mutual recognition of absolute sovereignty in domestie affairs, political independence. and._territorisl

integrity."No super-government or surrender of

sovereignty
Wasinvolyedliere asin Paragraph X of
theTreaty.of-Versailles, only a recognitionofthe

status quo and an implied pledge against land-grab-

bing with the positive effect of a most welcome sta-

bilizationoftheworld’smapandofconditionsgenerally.

In the light of future events it is interesting to

note that the semi-official press of Germany hailed

this propositionwithgreatdelight,theCologne
Gazette, a government organ, going so far as to

say that it was the most practical suggestion. ever
made by pacifists in the interest of peace. So Ger-

many
was.opposed.fo land-grabbing and even willing to sign an international pledgeagainst it? Yes,
judging from the attitudeof her press, she was.

But what about her alleged desire for worldcon-

quest? Dear unsophisticated reader, that imputathe waFagainstthatcountry.ThenewAmerican

tion was a lie pure and simple, inventedtojustify

proposition, to our great surprise,wasmostviolently opposed by delegates from the Western Euro-

pean countries.”AttheBerlin"Conferenceithad

been referred to a committee, but at Brussels in
1910 and finally at Geneva, when the Committeehad

submittedafavorableTeportuponit, the opposition

was 80 bitter and relentless that Ifeltobligedto
A
harmony in our own
ranks.
The defeat of the scheme admitted of but one

interpretation. England and France wanted to stay
Inthe land-annexation business and, strange to say,
they were ably secondedbyBelgium,whiletheCentral Powers wished to put a stop to all further territorial conquests. This difference of policy, by the
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way, is also emphasized by the nature of the two

great European alliances: the Triple Alliance and

the Entente. The former was by 1t§ Very terms a
solemn defensive agreementforpreservationofthe
peace of Europe, and the latter? Well, the immediate
aim of the Entente was to encircle Germany, but its
ulterior purpose undoubtedly was to put her out of
business. With practically the whole world arrayed

against her, thanks to Britishinfluence, this was be-

lieved to be an easy job. How then could the ring-

leaders lend their ears to a proposition to pledge

themselves by a solemn international agreement
against future territorial conquests? It was foolish

to expect it. Today Iamconvincedthatthesec
treatiesofthe Ententecountries for.the. partition
of the Central Empires.werealreadyinthemaking
whenthis incident occurred in 1912 and, in fact,

must be regardedastherealstumblingblocksinour

pathtomaketheworldsafeforpeace.

Today we know what axes the Allies had to grind:
Great Britain wanted to get rid of a commercial

rival and_establishaworlddominionofherown;
RussiacovetedConstantinople. They simply pooled
issues against the power which alonestood in the
way of a gratificationoftheirindividualandjoint
France was bent on regaining Alsace-Lorraine;

appetites. At the Geneva Conference, without know-

ing or even suspecting it, I had stirred up a hornet’s

nest by the advocacy of a plan which happened to
run counter to a deep-laid European conspiracy
against Germany. In the light of this, my own experience, what a paradox it is to make that country
the sole scapegoat of the war!

X1x

PROGRESS FOR PEACE

In the fourteen years from 1899 to 1913 not less

than eleven different peace conferences took place,

includingtheofficialoneatTheHague,allofwhich
the writer had the honor to attend at the head of

delegations of American Congressmen.” That many
an interesting personal experience should cluster

around these numerous European visits goes without saying. Of some of these experiences 1 feel con-

strained to speak because of their relation to public
affairs.

Plymouth Church in Brooklyn, I believe, is looked

upon as oné of the landmarks of our country. Often
as a boy I looked up reverently to that proud edifice
in which one of the richest congregations wor-

shipped and whose pulpit was made famous by

America’s greatest preacher, Henry Ward Beecher.
If any one had told me then that some day I would

speak to that same congregation from Beecher’s
pulpit, I should have laughed in his face. Yet it
came true. It was on the eve of the Second Hague

Conference. I was about to sail for the Dutch
capital when an invitation came from Beecher’s suc-

cessor, Reverend Newell Dwight Hillis, asking me
to speak on ‘‘Peace’’ at the Sunday evening service.

I am frank to confess that even my ‘‘maiden effort?’
in Congress had hardly caused me the trepidation I
felt while ascending the steps to that national shrine.

My self-chosen subject was ‘‘Universal Brother-

hood.”’ Tipoititingoutthatifi"thelastanalysisthe
object of the impending Hague meeting was to give

effect to the teaching of Christ, I endeavored to show
2868
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that every good Christian should be opposed to war,
in SA
with its lesson of universal love
was really one of‘the corner stones of the great
temple of Christianity; and I sincerely believe that
every single heart in that vast congregation throbbed

in unison with that sentiment.

The story of my personal experiences would not
be complete if I failed to mention the mission with

which the Christian Science Church entrusted me.

On the morning of the same day on which I had the
honor to address the members of Plymouth Church,
I had made an humble effort to preach the gospel of
peace to a large New York congregation of Christian
Scientists who, by the way, seemed to be the most
sincere pacifists of all. Next day there was a reception in my honor at the private residence of one of

the wealthy members of that church, and then and

there three large and beautiful flags were placed in

my hands for delivery to the Arbitration Groups of

the British, Dutch and German parliaments. The

flags were the national colors of those countries with
a white border around them denoting international
peace.

The ceremonies connected with the presentation

of those flags at The Hague, London and Berlin

proved most delightful occasions at which I met sev-

eral hundred parliamentarians whose acquaintance

I cherish to this day. The presentation in each case
took place in the Parliament Building before a large

gathering of members. AtLondon the audience was
no doubt reminded of the American melting pot

whenthey witnesseda‘manborn.inGermanyad-

dressing the members of the British Parliament in
behalf of America. At Berlin where I addressed the

members of the Reichstag in their own language

they must have had a similar reminder of the inter-

national character of America’s citizenry. As to my-

self, however, I could see nothing exceptional in my
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position, because I thought, felt and acted simply

as an American.

TT

So

~Lack of space forbids a reproduction in these
pages of the speeches delivered on these occasions.
The burden of my own remarks and of the responses
was that war must now be regarded as a relic of the

past; that the governments as well as the governed
were fast coming to the conclusion that the happiness and welfare of the people, their progress and

prosperity depended mainly upon the preservation

of the peace, and that no dispute should ever again

be regarded as serious enough to jeopardize these
priceless assets.

‘Who of us would have dreamt then that within a

comparatively short space of time all the great

Powers of the earth would be at one another’s
throats for mutual annihilation in the bloodiest con-

flict of history? The horrible spectacle, belying all
our boasts of enlightenment and culture, was to be
the more phenomenally absurd because either one of

the big European Powers could have preventeditby

simply declining, for reasons of prudence and regard

for its own people, participation in it. To us inno-

cent peacemakers if had hever occurred, of course,

that there was one particular nation which even then

had aroused the envy and enmity of all others be-

cause of its marvelous strides toward wealth, power
and commercial supremdcy.

“When in 1907I first arrived at The Hague, the
great International Conference ‘‘to make the world

safe for peace’’ was already in session. There were

signs of a deadlock. TheBritishwere cold toward
certain Teatures of the American proposals, and the
Germans objected to obligatoryarbitration, though
it “was to apply only to judicial causes.
Mr.
Choate and the other American delegates, with

whomIkeptin close touch, expressed grave doubts

as to the success of the conference under the circums-

stances. ‘‘You are going to London and Berlin,’
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Choate said to me one day. ‘“While there, could you

not bring pressure to bear through the British and
German Parliamentary Groups on their delegates
here?’’ I promised to try, and indeed the scheme
worked like a charm.

At London, after the flag ceremony, already mentioned, I called the Group leaders aside and explained to them the true situation at The Hague.

Forthwith they appointed a Committee to wait on
Premier Sir Campbell-Bannerman, and I was told
that he wired new instructions to the British delegates the same night—with the result that the Brit-

ish came around to._the supportof‘theAmeric
propositions.AtBerlinsuccess,almost as instantaneous, attended my humble efforts, but here I had
to pull another string. The active members of the

(German Group were men of little influence with
théir ‘government, hence I concluded to tackle the
Foreign Office direct.

It was summer, and von

Tschirschky was the lone secretaryinchargeof
foreign affairs. While speaking to him in my capacity as a representative of the Interparliamentary
Union and an advocate of its Hague program, I also

explained the straight American viewpoint. He
asked numerous questions, but refrained most care-

fully from making any promises, a thing he probably could not do without first consulting those
higher up. The fact is, however, that on returning
to The Hague two days later I learned that the Ger-

man delegation had. changed. front and was now

ready to grant to the World Court final jurisdiction

in justiciable causes, a concession equivalent to the

support of the principleofobligatoryarbitration.

MyAmericanfriends,it18needlesstosay,

much of what had thus been achieved in the way of
removing what seemed serious obstacles to final sueccess. Let the facts speak for themselves: an agree-

ment was reached regarding the establishment of a

Court of Arbitral Justicewhich,hadthe govern-
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ments and the press been more sincereinitssup-

port,could have beeninfullfunctioninshortorder
and might have prevented the. catastrophe of 1914.

Itwas by far the greatest achievement of the young

century, bidding fair to realize the humanitarian

dreams of an era in which the wholesale killing of
men would be known no more. The press was cynical,

skepticalandindifferent,however,andinthemain

refusedtotreatthegreatreformseriously.Following suit, the leading governments let the beneficent

results of The Hague go by default when all that
was necessary to fructify them was a simple addi-

tional agreement on the personnel of the Court. And
this was the fault not of one set of governments,
but of all.

In connection with my visit with Foreign Secretary von TschirschkyImust tell of a conversation

I had with him on the general European situation.

At the time I did not attach much significance to it,
but in the light of later events and in its relation to
the present efforts to fix the real responsibility for

theWorld War, the Secretary’s statements assume

a well-niigh sensational import. In fact, there is probably nothing contained in these pages of greater
historical moment save. alone the interview, to be
related hereafter, with the Kaiser himself.
I had made bold to complain of Germany’s seem-

ing backwardness in the great preparatory work

for peace going on in the intellectual world. ‘‘In
matters of science, art, musie, education, and litera-

tiire,””Isaid,‘‘your country is abreast of all others,

if iotahead of many of them: Why, then, is it so
slow and reluctant regarding the great question of
abolishing war?’’
‘Is this the impression which prevails abroad?”’
the Foreign Secretary asked.
‘Yes,’ I said, ‘‘and more than that. From this
peculiar German attitude other nations naturally
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draw the inference that your great military machine
does not exist solely for defensive purposes.’’

The Secretary looked at me with honest astonishment. ‘Why, this is a great mistake,’’ he said. ‘In
the first place, we have been as sincere in preparing
for the work at The Hague as any other nation. The

personnel of our Foreign Office has burned midnight
oil working out our propositions, and as proof I
point to the fact that our delegates to the conference
were the only ones who appeared, to mention but
one question, with a concrete plan, worked out in all

details, for an international prize court.”’

““True,’’ I answered, ‘but a prize court is prep-

aration for war, not for peace.” =

Ignoring this interjection, he continned: ‘‘In all

fairness, how can we be so misunderstood? In the

past national aggrandizement was generally achieved

through-war—Modersi
Germany, however,isproceedingtodccomplishitthroughpeace.Giveus
twenty years more of tindisturbed peace and we shall

be on top, I believe, in every field of human en-

deavor. Our export trade is growing by leaps and

bounds, and Isay again, if war does not intervene,
the volume of our trade will soon surpass that of

America and Great Britain. Peace, therefore, is the

condition sine qua non of our progress and prosperity, or, as you would say, our stock in trade. It is

the indispensable tool of our craftsmen of state, its

maintenance the sple aim and object of our military
establishment and, as the purpose of the Triple

Allianceshows, of our diplomacy.’’"
“So” Germany does not seek territorial con-

quests 1’?
“¢Most certainly not. They could be made only
at the expense of war, a price too high for even the
most desirable spoils. No, we are after peaceable

conquests only. We want the whole world to share
what is good in Germany and in return receive such
benefits as others can bestow upon us. Like every
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other nation, the Germans are entitled to a place in
the sun, and this, of course, we are determined to
maintain against any power or combination of
powers.’’

=

“But is not this mad race for commercial supremacy likely to arouse the ill-will and, in case of suc-

cess, the envy of the competing nations?’
“Race? Why, we do not intend it to be a race,”

the Secretary replied deprecatingly. ‘The growth
of our industry and commerceisbutthe natural

fruit, if you will allow me to say so, of the wonderful

creative powers inherent in the German people, of

their initiative, industry and efficiency, and, last, but

not least, of the application of science to industry
and the thoroughness of organization under the
fostering care of the government. We do not begrudge any other nation doing what we are doing
and naturally expect the same tolerance on their
part toward the free play of our faculties. But let
me again emphasize the fact that to us peace is what

sunshine is to a flower. It is not a sentimental wish,
but a practical and imperative necessity to our na-

tional development. War_byuswouldbesuicide,
war on us murder.”’

“Tn your opinion, does the non-German world be-

lieve this to be true?”’

;

“‘T cannot help thinking that all other governments

must know it to be a fact, though some may pretend
not to believe it.”’
In giving this account, as nearly as I can remem-

ber it, of an authoritative definition of the German

attitude I have no purpose other than to relate truthfully “an experience of my life. If through later
events it should have assumed a strange significance
as a refutation of the Allies’ brazen-faced asser-

tions, such an effect is wholly unintentional. Of
course, the temptation is irresistible to inquire how
the claim of the Allies that Germany started the war
can possibly be reconciled with the solemn assertion
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of her statesmen that peace was her very life, her

only road to national greatness and commercial
supremacy. The same reasons which in 1907 made

lasting peace with the world the foremost aim of
German policy, prevailed even in a more intensified

degree in 1914, hence, if the war, as President
Wilson claimed in his St. Louis speech, was a com-

mercial one, it is difficult to conclude that Germany
had a hand in plotting it, unless she had deliberately
decided upon. what from her standpoint was a sul-

cidalpolicy.
In ‘this connection it is well to remember the instructions sent fo the German delegates at The
Hague. These certainly bore out von Tschirschky’s
statements. It was said at the time that they were

given at the behest of the Kaiser himself.
In the wake of the Second Hague Conference and

contrary to its spirit the diplomatic world witnessed
a furious agitation in England against Germany and
her growing naval power. The Northcliffe press
played on the British phlegm until popular passions
were aroused as never before, so that, instead of the

benign countenance of lasting peace, the spectre of
war again showed its ugly mien. It became the province of the pacifists to pour oil on the troubled

waters, and they bravely did so at the Berlin meet-

ing of the Interparliamentary Union. This meeting
took place in_1908, the year following The Hague

Conference, and was the first ever held on German

soil. In the afternoon of tli&amp; day on which the

Chancellor, Prince von Buelow, welcomed the dele-

gates in the Reichstag building in a speech breathing

international good-will and peace, the latter were
his guests at a reception held in the gardens of his

palace. This opportunity was seized upon by the
British delegation for a confab with the Chancellor.
While private in character, this conversation was

full of public significance and, to the satisfaction
of all, partook of the nature of a love-feast. Having
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been advised of it beforehand, I had summoned my
American colleagues, so that we were permitted to

be interested though mute witnesses to what has
often been called ‘the historical garden scene.’’

Lord Weardale, President of the British Group,
surrounded by his fellow-delegates, addressed the
Chancellor, assuring him of England’s pacific inten-

tions and pointing out that the irresponsible newspaper propaganda, so hostile to Germany, reflected
neither British representative opinion nor the views
of his government. In conclusion he expressed the
hope that nothing would occur ever to disturb the

friendly relations between the two great countries.
Prince Buelow appeared visibly affected by this

wholly unexpected manifestation of friendliness, and

his response was not only in harmony with the spirit
of the occasion, but he went out of his way in assur-

ing his British friends of the absolute sincerity of
Germany’s desire for lasting peace, thus corroborating in nearly every particular the statements Baron
von Tschirschky had previously made to me.
~ Alas, poor pacifists, the godliness of your cause

has not prevented its persistent betrayal! At the
very time when English pacifist leaders, doubtless
with the consent of their government, affirmed allegiance to British-German friendship, King Edward
began, spider-like, weaving the web in which the
German fly was to be caught. Fructifying French

‘“‘revanche’’ and Russian ambition he made peace
firstwith England’s traditionalfoeacrossthechannel,then with the autocrat on the Neva, after the

allegedRepublicans in control of French destiny

bad already joined hands, unblushingly, with the

Czar of Russia. Thus the Entente had been brought
to life as a counterpart of the Triple Alliance, and
the Central Powers were successfully encircled.

~~ I well remember how, because of that fact, King
Edward was lionized as the great peacemaker at the
Berlin as well as later meetings of our parliamen-
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tary organization. These enconiums, however, left

somewhat of a bitter taste in the mouth of many a

true friend of peace because they could see too

plainly the tiger sticking out of the lamb’s skin. As
the historical peace alliance of old, proposed by
Henry IV and designed by Scully, was conditioned
upon the destruction of the Hapsburg dynasty, so

Edward’s ‘“‘peace plan’’ pointed an ominous offensive againsttheGermanEmpire,anditsomensportended storm rather than sunshine.

If at that critical period the pacifists representing
the world’s parliaments had been less gullible, a
smiling world would not have been turned into a
vale of tears, for they could have sounded the alarm
then and there. Instead, their faith, like my own, in
the good intentions of British diplomacy had remained unshaken, We were willing to acquit the
latter of responsibility for the anti-German press

propaganda and innocently imputed to it the wisdom of preferring continued peace to all the possible
gains of war! As it was, we realized too late our
self-deception. The fact is that we had failed to

reckon with the alluring temptations to which British statesmanship was subjected and, alas, to which
it finally succumbed. A leading English newspaper

told the whole story in words to this effect: if Germany were destroyed over-night, every Englishman
would find himself the richer the next morning. And

with the combined power of the new Entente how
comparatively easy a task it appeared to be to erush
the presumptuous German upstart and thus to rid
England forever of an uncomfortable rival!
The World War has caused the scales to drop
from the people’s eyes and enabled them to see
things which they could never see before.

As a

result they will, if they draw the right conclusions,
insist on two paramount reforms:

Firstly, they will demand participation in deter-

mining the foreign policies of the future, including
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a plebiscite on war, and secondly, they will proceed
to a radical modification of the war profit system.

Indeed, these urgent reforms seem to be the only
bridges leading across the bloody chasm of war to

enduring peace.

Atpresentthepeople,evenin.democraticstates,

have no voice in thematter of foreign policies.

While through their representatives, as previously
stated, they can decide all internal questions, they

are practically powerless when it comes to the most
vital of all issues—namely, one involving life or
death. As a heritage of the age of pig-tails, our own
rulers have reserved to themselves the right to
choose war or peace in every emergency, while the

people must accept the dictum of a few men, in some
cases of but one man. In our country the House of

Representatives, far from shaping ot helping to
shape foreign policies, is called upon only to vote

yés or 110 ‘on the question of immediate war, but at

this stage of the game-thé war-mongers, asarule,
have already snatched the flag, leaving to Congress

andthe people no alternative buttofollowit.The

war hysteria created by the press frightens Con-

gressmen into submission, and as they have to vote

openly, the desire to retain their seats generally
overcomes their conscientious scruples. Conse-

quently, if has néver occurred that a Presidential

decision for war has been negatived by the Con-

gress. Patriotswill agree, I think, that in a demoeracy there ought to be a counterbalance against the

greed of warprofiteers: It shouldbemandatory
upongovernments, before calling the nation to arms,

to ascertain its will. “In other words, the people

shouldTiot61ilyhaveavoiceintheshapingofforeign

policies, butin every case, except that of hostile invasion, war should be made dependent upon a popu-

1aTvote, ASanadditional safeguardneutralnations

should not be permittedtofurnisheithermunitions

or moneyto belligerents, an injunction which, by the
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way, was one of the plainest lessons of the World

War. Had the great Powers really intended that
catastrophy to be a ‘war to end war,” these re-

forms should have been their first thought, but Versailles proved a most bitter disappointment in this
respect. The Mighty assembled there rather demonstrated, as a matter of fact, that they are in-

capable of regeneration.

There are incidents in every man’s life to which

he likes to look back with satisfaction and pride.
Special honors bestowed upon us by our fellow-

citizens are an experience surely belonging in that
category. From a sense of modesty we would much

prefer to have such incidents related by pens other
than our own, but unfortunately, an alternative of
this kind is denied to him who writes his own rem-

iniscences. During the winter session of Congress

following the election of 1906-thewriter.learned that

a petitionhadbeen-forwardedtotheNobelComm
tee of the Norwegian Parliament recommending him
forthe Nobel Peace Prize. I did not learn of it until
afterwards when friends informed me that the petition, a document filling many pages, had been signed

byevery member of the House of Representatives

whowasinWashingtonatthetime,notasingleone

having declined to do so.
At the same time the copy ofg_letter reached me

which Mr. Carnegie had written toChristianiarecounting-thie-servicéshethoughtIhadrenderedto

the cause of permanent peace by the organization of

the American Group, by making possible the Inter-

parliamentary Conference on American soil, by the
initiative for the Second Hague Conference through
the ¢‘Resolution of St. Louis,’ ete. 1 also learned

that a_vyoluntary Committee of Congressmen had

waited on President Rooseveltandrequested

to cable fo Norway

his endorsementoftheCongre

sional petition which, they confided to me later, he

had Teadily promised to do. That year’s Nobel
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Prize, however, was awarded to President Roosevelt

himself for the trulydistinguished.services.he had
rendered in the matterofterminatingtheRusso-

Japanese war. On the morning of the announcement
I was the first man at the White House to congratu-

late him upon what I then regarded and still regard
as the greatest honor it is possible to bestow upon
living man.

Say what you will, peace, after all, is the greatest
boon of mankind, and to be singled out for distinguished services to-that noble cause by a committee acting, so to speak, in behalf of the world’s conscience, is an honor before which diadems and
crowns must pale. For several years afterwards m

friends in Congress repeated, without my now.
edge, theirappeals in behalf of my humble self, but

the Norwegian committee, no doubt, was right in

deeming others more worthy. As for myself I was
content with the generous recognition on the part of
my colleagues in Congress, a satisfaction of which
no one can deprive me and which I shall take into

my grave as the richest reward of my earthly
career.

Soon after my return to America I was again im-

mersed in the whirlpool of polities. It was on the eve

of my nomination for a ninth term. Someofthe

political bosses were of the opinion, perhaps justly
80,that T had been in Congress.longenoughand
were, consequently, looking around for. a.candidate
more pliable. and subservient. Openly, of course,
they assigned quite another reason, namely, that I

was devoting too much time to the peace movement.
Yet from a constituencyofover400,000peoplethere
never had come to me even a whisper of criticism.

Nevertheless, the bosses intrigued for a new deal

and finally approached Professor Halsey C. Ives, a

prominent and deservedly popular connoisseur of

art and an ardent Republican, with the proposition

to~throwhis‘hatintheringagainstme.Whynot!
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Every one of my nominations had been contested,
why not this one? So I told my friends that I was
proud of so worthy an opponent. The upshot, almost
ludicrous, is best told in Professor Ives’ own language. In a letter to me he said:
“I invited a number of the Republican leaders to
break bread with me at my home. They expected, of
course, that this wonld be the occasion of the announcement of my candidacy. Well, after we had lit our cigars,
I rose and addressed them in words to this effect: ‘My
friends, as you know, I have just returned from a European trip. While at The Hague, I had the honor of
meeting the Prime Minister of Holland. When he heard
that I was from St. Louis, he immediately asked whether
I knew Richard Bartholdt. Upon receiving an affirmative answer, he spoke in such eulogistic terms of our
Congressman that at the moment I was really proud to
count him among my personal friends. Therefore, while I
greatly appreciate the honor you wish to confer upon
me, I do think we can do no better than to renominate
a man who is so well and favorably known even outside

of the confines of his own country.” It would have been
a treat to you, my dear friend, if you could have seen
the faces of my guests at that moment. In this case it
was literally true that some people had reckoned with-

out their host.

Assuring you of my warmhearted sup-

port, I remain, ete.”

I mention this incident merely to illustrate the

strange pranks which politics is likely to play. In
this case the very objection which the manipulators
of the local machine had pretended to raise against

me had become the instrument of their undoing.

Another aspirant was finally found by the opposition, but my renomination followed by a large majority—as did my re-election in November.
~ Af one of the Mohonk conferences, after I had

told the story of how it had been my good fortune at
Vienna to secure the next Interparliamentary Conference for America, a well-known woman pacifist
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and writer had the temerity to say in my presence:
‘‘Isn’t it too bad that this achievement is not to the
credit of an American?’’ The remark, needless to
say, affected me like the sting of a tarantula. What
could cause her or any one else to think that I was

anything but an American? Iacted,talked,thought
and felt like an American, and up to then it had

never even occurred to me that my German birth
could make any difference in the eyes of my fellowcitizens. I loved America and her free institutions
as intensely as any native can do, and was so Ameri-

canized in every way that whenever I had gone back

to the country of my birth ¥-felt like a stranger in a

strangeland.
“Am I not an American?’’ I asked in an offended

tone of voice.

As if sensing her faux pas she said hesitatingly:
“Well, not of our kind.”’

What an eye-opener! Real Americans, according

to this incautious admission, are only those of

English ancestry! Now, if a convinced pacifist such

as I knew that lady to be, holds this sort of view,

how about others less impervious to racial instincts?
It is the same element which, though obviously un-

true to the genius and spirit of America, constantly

prates about ‘‘Americanization,’’ by which these
self-styled patriots liope to force a Tecognition by all
others, not of old-fashioned American principles and

ideals, but rather of their own racial traits and
peculiarities. That element, too, was for our sailing

into the European cataclysm from the very day their
“mother country’’ had declared war against the
mother country of other Americans.
That cause happened to correspond in this in-

stance with the call of their blood. How was it, however, when the duties of American patriotism did
not coincide with these racial instincts? Oh, then

history tells a different story! In the Revolutionary
War thousands of that same element, instead of
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rallying to the banners of George Washington, fled

to Canada. In the War of 1812 the loyalty of some
New England States was in grave doubt, a few

States in that section being openly disloyal, and in

the Civil War thousands took out British protection

papers to escape service for a cause in which the

(fermans and Irish, on the other hand, enlisted en-

thusiastically and for which (I would not mention
this but for the above remark) my father’s brother
died and lies buried in one of the unknown graves of
the South; and two of my cousins were mortally

wounded.
I should like to ask that lady and her kin what
kind of Americanism is the better, the kind which
is hot or cold according to blood instincts, or that
which, like the Americanism of the Germans in the
late war, indiscriminately and unselfishly stands for
country and flag even against the impulses of the
heart?
Even though we took sides in the European war
and pulled the chestnuts out of the fire for foreign

Allies, America isstill neutral ground and must re-

main soforever. More than half of the country’s
population is of non-English origin, and to them the

thought of living on any basis other than absolute
equality with the other half is intolerable. All
American citizens, whether native or naturalized,
must be free to live up to their racial aspirations in

custom, language and cult, and ‘little Americans,”’

indeed, are those who would attempt to squeeze our

composite population into the strait-jacket of one
race or, for that matter, of one language either, for
the use of other tongues, besides English, neither
detracts from our loyalty nor diminishes our love of

country.

No, America is greater than any one race in it,

and an attempted overlordship of one race above all
others is bound to prove disastrous to our tranquill-

ity, because contrary to the American ideal. There-
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fore, let us hear no more of one kind or the other
kind of Americans! All of us have contributed our

share to the grandeur of America, and what has been

built up by Yankee grit, German industry, and Irish

pluck, not to mention the valuable aid of many other

nationalities and races, is the common heritage of

all. It cannot be Anglicized by a sleight-of-band performance under the cover of the flag, but will and
must remain purely American for all time to come.
Let us also bear in mind that whoever dares to draw

invidious distinctions between native and adopted
sons of the Republic or between citizens because of

their birthplace and racial origin is a traitor both to

Constitution and flag.

Of these and other things I took delight in reminding the good lady who had thought I was not
her kind of American, and left her to think it over.

YY

STEUBEN [230-1344
In Lafayette Square in the City of Washington,

directly opposite the White House, stands the monument of Baron Steuben, one of the most beautiful
of the many statues which adorn the National Capital. It is not without genuine satisfaction that the

writer relatesthehistoryofthismonument,forits
erection in memory of the drillmaster of Washing-

ton’s army and of the part played by the loyal

(Germans in the Revolutionary war was due to his
initiative. The two most prominent corners of the

square, those nearest the White House (the square
being a beautiful miniature park with an equestrian
statue of (teneral Jackson in the center) are occu-

pied by statues of Lafayette and Rochambeau.

France being thus honored, why, I asked myself,

should not the present as well as future generations
also be reminded of what the men of German blood
had contributed to the camse of American inde-

pendence?

A close study of Steuben’s record satisfied me
that to make his figure typify that idea would be
quite fitting and a fully merited distinction. There
were other patriots of German blood, it is true,

who, because of their valor and achievements, have

earned the grateful recognition of the American
people and would, therefore, fill the bill as well as

Steuben. There was Muehlenberg who, descending
from the pulpit, buckled on the sword; General
von Kalb, a most brilliant leader, who gave his life
at the unfortunate battle of Camden; General

Herkimer (Herchheimer) who, having been shot
808
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from his horse in the battle of Oriskany in the Mohawk Valley, continued giving commands on his
knees until his life’s blood had ebbed away; and
many others. My researches convinced me, however,

that, after all, Steuben has contributedmosttothe
final military successoftheContinentalarmies
byvirtueofthe wonderful discipline he enforced,

his skill in bringing order out of chaos and his re-

sourcefulness in mustering, provisioning and equipping the army. From the dark days of Valley Forge
where he put a torn and wretched army on its feet

again to Yorktown, where he happened to be in command when Cornwallis hoisted the white flag of surrender, he was in many respects the right arm of

General Washington.”
So, without consulting anybody but reliable his-

torians, TpréparedabillandintroduceditinCon-

gress for the erectionofamonumenttothememory
of the hero ‘who "had boldly declared that ‘‘only

death can make me give up before America’s inde-

pendence is recognized by Great Britain.’’ But what
confirmed me most in my course was the discovery

in Kapp’s Life of Steuben of a letter written to that
great Prussian soldier by the Father of Our Country, himself. In justification of my own humble
efforts in behalf of the above-mentioned project I
give it space in these pages. It read as follows:

‘¢ Annapolis, Dec’r 23,(1873,

“My dear Baron: Although I have taken frequent
Opportunities, both in public and private, of Acknowledging your great Zeal, Attention and Abilities in performing the duties of your Office: yet, I wish to make
use of the last Moment of my public Life to Signify
in the strongest terms my intire Approbation of your
Conduct and to express my Sense of the Obligations
the public is under to you for your faithful and Meritorious Services.
I beg you, will be convinced, my dear Sir, that I
should rejoice, if it could ever be in my power, to serve

IInveiling of Steuben Monument at Washington, D.
December 7, 1910.

Planting the ‘“‘Peace Tree’ in Washington, 1913.

C.,
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you more essentially, than by expressions of regard and
Affection—but in the meantime, I am persuaded you
will not be displeased with this farewell token of my
sincere Friendship and Esteem for you.
“This is the last letter I shall ever write, while I
continue in the Service of my Country—the hour of my
Resignation is fixed at twelve this day—after which I
shall become a private Citizen on the Banks of the Potomack, where I shall be glad to embrace you, and testify
the great Esteem and Consideration with which I am,
my dear Baron,
‘“Your most Obedt. and Affectn.
“Go. WASHINGTON.”

Great as is the sum total of knowledge centered

in Congress, yet of Steuben its membership knew
painfully little. In fact, he and his invaluable services to our country seemed forgotten, owing, per-

haps, to what almost looks like studied neglect.Inthe
case of Steuben I have often heard it said that the

failiireof our historians to do him justice was due

tohisGerman nationality. Buf there may be another
reason. Readers of history are mostly attracted to

men who lead battalions in stirring charges, to the
heroes in action on the battlefields, just as the
patrons of a theater applaud the star, whollyun-

mindful of the important work of the stage manager
who has furnished the settings for the play, arranged the scenic effects and made the actors’

triumph possible.

Steuben was the stage manager, as it were, of the

Revolutionarydrama, and his work has been for-

gotten in the applause and admiration of the incomparable genius of Washington and the dash and
daring of other leaders in the field. Baron Steuben

worked behind the scenes. He took over Washing-

ton’s tatterdemalions at Valley Forge and in the
face of almost insuperable obstacles, worked them
into an army that later did yeoman service on so

many fields. As Imspector-General he took in hand
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the raw material, the undisciplined recruits, and developed an army which for efficiency has challenged
the admiration of the world. Thus Prussian mili-

tarism, strange to say, as personifiedbythatdisfactor in _ the.winning of. American. ‘independence

ciple of Frederick the Great, was a very important

and is still exerting its influence, by the way, inasmuch as the Regulations for the Army written by
Steuben, in the heat of the eampaign, became and
have remained till recently the military textbook of
this country, under the title Regulations for the

Prder
ates. and Discipline of the Troops of the United
Well, the nation’s debt of gratitude to our hero

was paid by Congress ungrudgingly, mybill passing

both Houses practically without. opposition. The pen

withwhich President Roosevelt signed it is still a

cherished mementoinmypossession. More than
seven years elapsed, however, before the statue was

unveiled,nooneuptothisdaybeingabletoaccount
for the long delay. The competition for its execution at the appropriated amount of $50,000 was won

by Albert Jaegers of New York, a noted sculptor

of German descent, who succeeded in creating what,
by common consent, is a masterpiece of art.

It represents the hero, heavilycloaked and with

his hand lightly at rest on the hilt of his sword, as
he stands on an eminence inspecting the great maneuvers of 1778. Two allegorical groups adorn the
sides of the statue, one representing Steuben’s life

work, the drilling of the army, and the other showing Columbia sitting under the tree of her national
life and teaching youth to honor the memory of her

heroes. ‘‘A foreign branch,’’ explains the sculptor,

‘“is grafted into the tree. America welds to her heart
the foreigner who has cast his life and fortune with
the weal and woe of her people, embodying the idea
of unity and fraternity of all nationalities under

the guidance of the great Republic.”
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The seventh of December, 1910, was a gala day
in the National Capital.” In point of numbers the
exultant crowds attending the unveiling of the Steu-

ben monument, which took place on that day, were
second only to those present at a presidential inau-

guration. Congress had provided seating capacity

for a few thousands, while tens ofthousands came
to witness the ceremonies. The parade, consisting
of two main and nine sub-divisions, was one of the

largest and most imposing in the annals of that city

of great pageants. Following the military division

there were with the civic organizations, more than
ten thousand men in line. Who were they? Well,

the greatmajority were citizens ofGerman ancestry
who had come from allsectionsofthecountry,p
ticularly the large Eastern cities, {ohonorthename
ofSteubenandalso to show their appreciation of
the tribute which the nation was about to pay to
the memory of their great forebear.

TheGerman element had never been thus hon-

ored. It had of its own accord paid homage to many
of its great men, but here it basked in the sunshine
of national recognition, the government of the

United States, in behalf of the nation, paying official

tribute to one of their own flesh and blood—the first

occasion of its kind in the country’s history. ‘The
Germans who have become American citizens and
their descendants,’’ said President Taft in his address, ‘‘may well take pride in this occasion.”” And
they did. It was this pride which prompted so
many thousands of them, singers and members of
turner, veteran and beneficent societies of a dozen

Eastern states, to leave their offices and workshops
and, at their own expense, come to Washington to

make ‘‘Steuben Day’’ the success it deserved to be.

They perceivedthe occasion to be a recognition of

their worth, an evidence of good-willonthepart
ofofficialAmerica, and eloquent expressions of

patriotic devotion and love of country were their
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spontaneous response.

It was a lesson which all

governing classes might do well to heed, namely, that
love will beget love. Therefore, America should

have neither pets nor Cinderellas, neither favored
nor disdained races, but all her children should be

treated alike and accorded their due with strictest

impartiality. A policy of fairness, of freedom from
bias and favoritism, surely is the magic formula for

domestic peace because it tends to strengthen the

ties of loyalty, while any contrary policy is bound
to weaken them.

The ceremony of unveiling the statue was sur-

rounded with all the dignity of a government affair
and was witnessed from the grandstand by officialdom as well as the leaders of society, the former

including the President, members of his cabinet, the
Justices of the Supreme Court, the diplomatic

corps, many Senators and Representatives and
officers of the Army and Navy. Miss Helen Taft,
the daughter of the President, unveiled the statue,

and the honor of the opening. address. was accorded

to the writer as the‘‘father?’oftheSteubenbill
Then followed speeches by Dr. Charles J. Hexamer
and the German Ambassador, Count von Bernstorff.

At his own request President Taft spoke last, follow-

ing a ringing chorus by nearly a thousand voices of
the Northeastern Saengerbund. The President said
that Baron Steuben had come to this country ‘‘actu-

ated by the highest motives of patriotism, to help us
achieve liberty, and he brought with him that which
was without money and without price and which
he infused into the rank and file of the Revolution-

ary Army—discipline and organization.”” He con-

cluded as follows:

¢“When Baron Steuben came to this country he found

Germans who had preceded him, and who, like him, had
elected to make this their permanent home. Since his
day millions of his countrymen have come to be Amer-
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icans, and it adds great interest to our celebration and

emphasizes the propriety of the action of Congress in
erecting this statue to know that the German race since
the Revolution has made so large a part of our popula-

tion and played so prominent a part in the great growth
and development of our country. It is particularly
appropriate that there is present the German Ambassador, the personal representative of the illustrious suecessor of Frederick the Great. The Germans who have
become American citizens and their descendants may

well take pride in this occasion and in this work of art,
modeled by the hand of an American of German descent,
which commemorates the valued contribution made by
a German soldier to the cause of American freedom at

the time of its birth.”’

One cannot resist the temptation to contrast this
presidential utterance, certainly as sober as it was
truthful, with what was said but a few short years
later. The ruler, here characterized as ‘‘illustri-

ous,”’ had become the ‘‘Beast of Berlin’’; the Ambassador in whose presence at the Steuben ceremony Mr. Taft rejoiced, was suddenly an arch-con-

spirator, and the Germans who ‘‘played so prominent a part in the great growth and development of
our country’’ were looked upon as disloyal, if not

as downright traitors.
Now, let us turn again to a more cheerful picture:
the ceremony of a generous nation paying tribute

to the memory of one ofitsmilitarygodfathers.

Just before my opening address Secretary of War
Dickinson, who presided at the ceremonies, whispered to me, in pointing to the multitudes as they
were singing the ¢‘Star-Spangled Banner’’: ‘See
what you have done. By throwing a snowball into
Congress you have caused an avalanche.”” In all

my political career I_was

never accorded a more

enthusiastic reception than when I roseto speak on

this occasion.““The~ovation,”” said one of the
papers, ‘‘lasted for several minutes and was an
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enthusiastic expression of gratitude on the part of
the thousands for the author of the Steuben legislation.””

Lack of space forbids a reprint of my re-

marks in full, but it is meet that the introduction

and closing paragraphs be recorded:
“When the Declaration of Independence was read in

Philadelphia the whole civilized world listened, the rulers
with misgivings, the peoples with exultant hope. It was
the greatest political deliverance in history, and served
notice on both the governed and those who govern that
freedom, resting not on institutions but on the necessities of human nature, is no mere abstract idea, but a

vital principle of national life. France immediately
responded, the people with their honest sympathies and
the monarch with his material aid; the latter prompted
by his hostility to Great Britain, the former inspired
by the writings of Voltaire and Rousseau for the cause

of democracy and liberty. Many other countries, from

various motives, seemed ready to extend their moral

support to the Colonies, and many tongues were represented by the men who came to draw their swords for
freedom’s sake. History tells us that among the men
who came from foreign lands there was none who rendered more valuable service to the cause of American
indepéndence than did that brave Prussian soldier whose

memory a grateful country honors today, Baron Steuben.
As one of the military godfathers of this Nation, his
name is indissolubly linked with the stormy events incident to its birth, and his name and achievements are
a monument more imperishable than this statue of

bronze, in the annals of his adopted country and in the
hearts of his countrymen.”’

After reviewing Steuben’s life and achievements,
I concluded:
“The virtues of loyalty and perseverance in the
performance of duty count alike in peace and in war,
in a soldier and a citizen, and the one has as many op-

nortunities to practice them as the other.

The nation
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which exalts them exalts itself. The thousands of
American citizens of German birth or descent whose
presence makes this a German-American day are not
here simply because the hero we honor was of their flesh

and blood.

They have come because Baron Steuben

has shedlusterontheGermannamebythedisplayof
gualities and virtues which they admire, and among those

noné has more powerfully thrilled their hearts than his

example of unswerving loyalty to America. They rejoice,

too, in the greatness and magnanimity of a people which

inhonoring its heroes nobly disregards national distiretions, and, by placing all on a common high pedestal of

fame,lives up to the idealism of a common brotherhood

under the flag of a free government. This is one of the
lessons proclaimed in mute but eloquent words by the
great monument we are unveiling today, and it is one
which no son of the Republic, be he native-born or
adopted, should ever forget. It reveals a vision of the

grandeur of America which should make better Americans of us all.”’

The festivities of the day, with oratory, music
and song, came to a close with an ovation to the

talented sculptor, Albert Jaegers, and were followed in, the evening by a number of formal dinners, one of them a monster affair with nearly a
thousand covers and the writer as toastmaster.

Many an interesting Steuben story was brought
out by the after-dinner speakers.
That Cornwallis capitulated to Steuben is an inci-

dent rarely mentioned, but, nevertheless, an his-

torical fact.

In the fall of 1781 Cornwallis was

besieged at Yorktown by the French auxiliary fleet
on the one side and the united American army on

the other, the latter having been reorganized ac-

cording to Steuben’s plan. Although the Congress,
owing to jealousies and intrigues, had refused Washington’s request to give Steuben an independent

command, this soldier of two worlds enjoyed the

confidence of his superior to such an extent that
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he was given a temporary command, and it so happened that while Steuben was commanding in the

trenches the English general offered capitulation
which meant the end of the Revolutionary War.
There was a spicy little sequel to this important

event which, while little known, is also historically
true. On the day following the offer of capitulation
Lafayette appeared to relieve Steuben, but the latter is reported as having refused peremptorily to
give up the command. “‘It is a recognized rule of

war,’’ he said, ‘‘that the officer who receives the
first offer of capitulation must remain at his post
until the negotiations are concluded.”” Lafayette
appealed to headquarters, but without hesitation
General Washington decided the controversy in
favor of Steuben. The many disappointments of
the Prussian general, over which his sense of duty
had previously triumphed, were now entirely forgotten as a result of the great satisfaction which
destiny had thus reserved for him.
The above account of the Steuben celebration is

intentionally elaborate because there exists practically no literature on the subject save a government

document ‘which, at the writer’s initiative, was
authorizedtobeprinfedin a limitededition by a
joint resolution of Congress.* Almost coincidently,
withthe ceremonies just described avicious propaganda was started against Germany. No doubt

there were those who needed but a hint to under-

stand that without the friendship and eventualaid

ofAmericaThe iron ringwhichhadbeenthrown

around Germany could not be maintained.” If America ineaseofwarcouldbe induced not to insist
*Proceedings upon the Unveiling of the Statue of Baron von
Steuben in Washington, D. C., December 7, 1910, and upon the
Presentation of the Replica to His Majesty, the German Emperor,
and the German Nation in Potsdam, September 2, 1911. Compiled by
George H. Carter and printed under the direction of the Joint
Committee on Printing.
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on her indubitable right to supply foodstuffs to Germany, in other words, if but the iron ring could be
maintained unbroken, all would be well, for in that
event the hated and dangerous rival, dangerous because of his high intelligence and efficiency, could
be forced to his knees in very short order. Thus
argued the statesmen of the Entente, but not an
inkling of it was breathed by the initiated. In the

open, English propaganda was very careful not to

divulgé itshidden purpose and merely preached

Anglo-American solidarity, at the same time employing every means, fair and foul, topoison the Amer-

ivan mind against the ‘‘Huns.”’

- ‘Coming back, then, to the original proposition, it

was not so strange, after all, that the press should

have quickly forgotten the homage paid to Steuben,

for the propaganda just referred to had created a
mental atmosphere which was anything but favorable to reminders of what the nation owed to a

Prussian general.

In blissful ignorance of all these secret machinations to win over America, I introduced a bill in

Congress one nice day ‘‘to présent a replica of the

statueof General von Steuben fo the German. emperor_and the German nation in return for the

statue of Frederick the Great presented by the em-

perof"tothepeopleoftheUnitedStates.’’Not
until Tour years later (1914) did it dawn upon me

how ‘‘popular’’ such a measure must have been

with the Englishand French propagandists! The

motives behind my proposition were simple enough.
America had given a gracious reception to Prince
Henry on his visit to us in 1902, and the Kaiser,

to show his appreciation and gratitide for the cour-

tesies showered upon his brother, presented ‘‘to the

people of the United States’’ a statue of Frederick
thé Great, which he had reason to suppose would

be host acceptable to Americans because that monarch had been the friend of the Colonies as well as
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of George Washington and had shown this friendghip in many ways.

He was the first European

ruler to recognize the independence of the Colonies,
had concluded the first treaty of commerce, amity
and peace with them, forbade the Hessians, whom
England had bought for service against the Americans, to cross Prussian territory, and while he did

not himself send Steuben to help us win our inde-

pendence, he at least gave him permission to offer
his sword to Washington, Steuben at that time still
being in the pay of the king. He is also said to
have sent a sword to Washington bearing the in-

scription,
¢From the Oldest General to the Greates
2
Quite naturally, there were objections to the ac-

ceptance of the statue, nevertheless. The democra-

tic instinet rebelled against the erection of a mon-

archial statue of any kind on American soil. After

some hesitation, however, President Roosevelt

finally accepted the gift in consideration, no doubt,
of the friendly spirit in which it was tendered.

Years elapsed and no return had ever been made

by our country for the Kaiser's gift. So it occurred
to me that a replica of the Steuben statue would

exactly answer the purpose. I knew the intended

courtesy to be in line with American sentiment and

policy of the period, for our greatest statesmen had

time and again emphasized our traditional friend-

ship with Germany, a friendship which, indeed, had
existed from the foundation of our government.

There was no collisionofinterestbetween the two
countries, no point of friction anywhere in the
world, and as Prussia’s sympathies had been with
us in the warforindependence, so had the German

Confederacy, according to Abraham Lincoln's fre-

quent acknowledgments, supported us by material

succor in the Civil War. In fact, therewereprob-

ably no two countries onearth which could so well
afford to play an honest game with each other and,
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inafraternalspirit, could so fittingly coGperate to

work out the problems of civilization for the benefit
of themselves and mankind as could this mighty

Bepublic.and..the
Germany,
and made powerfulnew
enough
to hold welded
her owntogether
by the
geniusof Bismarck.” =
“Thenthérewere the ties of blood. It was certain

that the twenty million Aniericans of German birth

and ancestry would applaud anything which would
in the least tend to cement the friendship and good
will between the two great nations, for if that element ever was a unit in anything it was in the fer-

vent wish that these historic ties, almost sacred by
tradition, might never be severed. Well, to make

these ties still more secure by putting behind what
were mierely official relations the power of public
opinion was,frankly stated, the object of my bill

Agsired of the approbation of my constituents, 1
wanted to take into my grave the satisfaction of

having contributed, while in official station,mylittle
mite towards making Americans and Germans think
well of each other. And in pursuing that object;
I believe, I had good American ground under my
feet, for, aside from what has already been stated,
the promotion of good will toward any and all other
nations has been until very recently one of the
noblest American axioms.

Before pushing my bill in Congress I deemed it
proper, of course, to consult the President as well

as the SecretaryofStateregardifigitsobject,and

leatned with extreme satisfaction that neither one
of them had the least objection, the latter advising

me, however, to ascertain, through the German Am-

bassador, whether or not the gift would be acceptable at Berlin. According to the rule, this inquiry
should have been made by the State Department
itself, but as the matter was still in an informal

stage, I consented to address the Ambassador, and

in due time was informed that Steuben in either
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marble or bronze would be persona grata at the

emperor’s court. The bill, carrying an appropria-

tion of $5000, for which amount the sculptor, Jaegers, had offered to furnish the replica, passed

almost without opposition.

During its consideration in the House this dia-

logue occurred:

Mr. Mann: “Does the gentleman think that this will
have a tendency toward bringing about the era of peace

the gentleman is so urgent to bring about by making
these giffs back and forth between the two most warlike
nations of the world?’
Mr. Bartholdt: ¢“Mr. Speaker, in answer to that I am
happy to say that no such gifts are necessary to establish
an era of peace between the United States and Germany

(applause) because the two countries have maintained

a_traditionalfriendship from the time of Frederick the
Great.”’

.

When the bill was up for final passage an amus-

ing colloquy took place between the Speaker (Can-

non) and Representative Sulzer of New York. ‘In
order to test the patriotic sense of the House,”’ Sul-

zer said, ‘I move to send a statue of George Wash-

ington to Berlin instead of one of Steuben.” Stafford of Wisconsin made the point of order that the
amendment was not germane, and the Speaker so

ruled. While giving his reasons for the decision
he was interrupted by Sulzer.
Mr. Sulzer: “A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.”
The. Speaker: ‘‘The gentleman will state it.”
Mr. Sulzer: “I would like to know whether George
Washington is out of order. (Laughter.)
3

The Speaker:

‘In the

present company, yes.”

{Great laughter.)
The unobstructed passage of the bill was noteworthy inasmuch as it was a surface indication that
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the propaganda hostile to any American-German

understandinghadnotyettakenholdofeither Con-

gress or the Executive. If it had, the defeat of the

measure would have been as easy as it is to kill any

project meeting determined opposition. I say surface indication because, on the other hand, it is not
at all improbable that as Germany was known to

rely with childlike trust upon the good will of Uncle
Sam, English propaganda might have feared the
warning which a rejection of the bill would have

conveyed to the Berlin government. Its watchword

was at that time, ‘‘Let old Michael sleep,’’ and Eng-

lish diplomacy, indeed, had already done everything

that soothing assurances and Bible quotations could
accomplish to put him to sleep.

President Taft conferred upon me, as the author

of the Steuben legislation, the honor of an appointment as special envoy to make the presentation to the
German emperor, and for the performance of this
interesting mission gave me a colleague in the person

of Charles B. Wolffram, a prominent and highly
respected resident of New York.

XVIII
CROWNED HEADS
But few incidents of my active life had a more
fascinating interest to me than my meetings and

conversations with the German emperor. Although

the imperial as well as personal glory of William IT
has vanished with the German empire, at the time
he was conceded to be the first man of Europe. In-

deed, on account of his charming personality, he was

by far the most captivating of all the monarchs of
the earth, and to be received by him was generally
regarded, even by Americans, as a distinction and
an honor.

The opportunity accorded to me of occu-

pying the seat of honor to the Kaiser’s right at the

banquet table and of conversing with him intimately,
fairly illustrates, by the way, what America had
done for the man who, as a poor immigrant boy,
had once turned his back upon that monarch’s eoun-

try. Therefore, the pardonable pride I felt on those

occasions was ever mingled with sentiments of pro-

found gratitude for my adopted country and, particularly, for the loyal constituency which again and
again had returned me to Congress.
The first time I met the Kaiser was in 1905, after
the Interparliamentary Conference..at . Brussels.

Eight of the American Congressmen who had at-

tended ‘that conference came with me to Berlin,

after the American Ambassador, Andrew D. White,

had wired us that he had succeeded in arranging
for an audience with the emperor to take place on

September2nd. As this happened to be SedanDay,

i.e., the anniversary of the day on which, at the end

of the Franco-German war, Napoleon III hadcapit818
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ulated to William I, we were also invited to attend

fhegreat military parade by which that historie
event is annually commemorated.

And let me say

right here that neither my American colleagues nor

I had ever witnessed amore brilliant military spec-

tacle. On this particular occasion it was even more

imposing than usual because the parade troops,
infantry, cavalry and artillery, happened to be the

so-called guard regiments of the empire, every one
of the 25,000 men in lire being six feet tall or more.
It was indeed the flower of the nation which here

marched past us in endless procession.

Pacifists

though we were, none of us could successfully re-

sist the deep impression made by the glamourof
this glittering pageant; but today it makes one

shudder to think that, as a result of the war, most

of these splendid specimens of manhood have since
been sent to premature graves.
On the return trip from the Tempelhofer Field,
which is the capital’s parade ground and commons,

we enjoyed a hearty laugh at the expense of the

good people of Berlin. As the Emperor’s guests
were riding in imperial carriages, readily recognized

by the Berliners, and as our vehicles were at the

head of the military procession, following immediately that of the Empress, the spectators, who in

tens of thousands crowded streets, windows and
even the roofs of houses, naturally took us for royal
visitors and, consequently, paid us the homage due
such personages in loud and loyal demonstrations.

And, biting our lips, we plain representatives of
a civilian republic graciously received the tribute
by constantly bowing our heads with most serious
faces!

Afterwards I learned that a little nephew

of mine, who happened to be in the crowd, barely
escaped a licking. On espying me, he pointed to
my carriage and shouted: ‘‘There is my uncle!”
The bystanders, of course, did not believe him, and

when he persisted, one big fellow, grabbing him by
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the arm, shouted angrily: ‘‘You confounded little
liar, if you don’t shut up I'll box your ears.”” Truth
yielding to violence, as is often the case, the boy

had to subside, of course, but the burning indigna-

tion with which he afterwards told me of the incident

was really amusing.

The Emperor was to receive us immediately after

the parade in the flag chamber of the Old Castle,
a large historic room in which the trophies of many

battles, the torn and riddled colors around which
Prussia’svictoriousarmieshad rallied from the time

of Frederick the Great, were reverently preserved.

While Waiting’ we were served with champagne by

order of Count Eulenburg, who did the honors, and
I can yet see the count’s astonished look when Rep-

resentative Littlefield of Maine scornfully refused

to take his glass fromthelackey’splatter.Iam
sure he had never in his life seen anyone refuse the

Kaiser’s wine and of course did not know that Lit-

tlefield was the dry leader in the House of Repre-

sentatives and, by thé way,oneofthefew~ofhis

kind whopracticed what they preached.

“His Majesty!’’announcedtheCount. While we

were forming in a semi-circle the doors opened and

the Kaiser, flushed from his long horseback ride and
with the marshal’s staff still in his hand, stepped in
our midst, shaking hands in a most cordial manner
with each one of us in rotation. Count Eulenburg

had first introduced me as spokesman, whereupon I
proceeded to introduce my colleagues one by one.
When we came to Barchfeld from Pittsburgh, who

stood six feet six inches in his stockingfeet,the

Emperor, with a merry twinkle in his eye, looked
up to the tall Pennsylvanian and said: ‘If my illus-

trious ancestor, Old Fritz, were still living, he would
not let you get away; he would put you in his
Guard.” Turning to me again, he remarked with
humorous sarcasm: ‘‘No doubt you gentlemen have
come to carry light into this dark country.”
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“And incidentally to absorb some light,’ I ven-

tured to reply in the same vein.” Referring to the
military display we had just witnessed I made bold

to add: “What we have seen this morning is in

rather strong contrast with our mission in Europe.
We have just attended the Brussels conference of

the world’s parliamentarians, whose object it is fo

inaugurate an era of lasting peace through arbitration.”
The Emperor’s face assumed a serious expression,

and after a moment’s reflection he said: ¢‘ Arbitra-

tion is a good thing, but I cannot help but think that,
after all, the most effective preparation for peace

is to have your battalions ready.’”’ Any one of us,
of course, could easily have answered this old argu-

ment by simply saying that this kind of prepared-

ness is the very thing which must inevitably lead
to war. We remained silent, however, as if by prearrangement. It is not good form to enter into an
argument with an imperial host.
Changing the subject, "the Kaiser asked me
whether we had seen any signs of prosperity in

Germany. ‘We Americans,’’ I answered, ‘‘can testify to one infallible evidence of it, namely, the fact
that Germans no longer emigrate to the United
States, but prefer to stay at home. If they were not
content and prosperous, no doubt, they would continue to leave the Fatherland.”

Visibly pleased with this answer, he persisted

with his inquiry. ‘Any other evidence?’’ he asked.
“Well,” 1 said, ‘‘it may seem trivial to refer to

it, but what seems to be a sure indication of pros-

perity is the fact that in nearly all the railroad

cars the second class is now overcrowded in such
a way as to compel Americans and others who look

for comfort to travel first class, while formerly the
second class, the same as the first, was compara-

tively empty.’

«That is a good point,’ he said, ‘‘and it is the
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first time my attention has been called to it.’’* Then,
turning to Littlefield, who had been introduced to
him as a niémber of the Naval Committee, he made

these significant remarks: “‘I am glad the United

States is building a big navy.” The time will come

when we all must unite to defend the: civilization

of the white races against the yellow peril whose
specter every farsighted statesman can plainly see

looming up above the horizon. Germany will be
ready, when the time comes, to join handswith
America for that purpose.’’
"This utterance, it will be remembered, caused a
world-wide sensation. It leaked out through the

indiscretion of one of our number.

And it was an

indiscretion for the simple reason that no well-bred

man will intentionally betray the confidences of his
host, least of all when the host happens to be an
emperor. No doubt, the latter, knowing he was

entertaining American gentlemen, had relied implicitly on that rule of social etiquette. Learning
of the indiscretion, I hurried to the correspondent
in question to stop, if possible, the publication of
the news.

I frankly told the newspaperman that I

was more concerned about our reputation as Amer-

ican gentlemen than about the effect of the news
on the international situation. However, a lengthy

dispatch had already been cabled and the journalistic instinct prompted the correspondent to say that

it was too good and important a piece of news to
suppress, which from his standpoint, of course, was

perfectly true.

So a number of American Congressmen stood con-

victed before the whole civilized world of indiscretion, not to say, rudeness, but this, of course, counted
as nothing in the eyes of the press of their own
*A few months after this conversation I saw in the papers that
the German government had ordered a considerable advance in the
rates of second class travel, and I have reproached myself ever since

for having been the possible, though innocent, cause of the increase.
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country as against the weight of the damage which
the publication would inflict on Germany. How they
must have chuckled in the foreign offices of London
and Paris, for it was certain that Germany, through

the Kaiser’s imprudent candor, had lost another

powerful friend, Japan, not even to mention China.

Indeed, the Mikado as a result fairly flew into the
arms of John Bull, and while the latter at heart

really agreed with the view of the German monarch
regarding the yellow peril, the old Pharisee was
only too willing to reap the fruits of the too candid

expression.

This, dear reader, is the nature of modern diplo-

macy. In its Machiavellian atmosphere the truth
is outlawed. To dare tell it is the height of folly and
invariably proves a boomerang to him who does.
Japan, of course, never forgave the Berlin government, and we have seen how the latter’s enemies

profited by her resentment; for when the time came
she readily made common cause with them in the
war for the destruction of Germany.

Returning to the audience, there is not much
more to report. The conversation, free from all
constraint and consisting of a crossfire of questions
and answers on all kinds of subjects, continued for
some twenty minutes after the fateful words had

been spoken. We were all deeply impressed by the
Kaiser’s cordiality and democratic manners and

not the least by the perfect and fluent English in
which he expressed himself.
In looking back upon these events I cannot help
contrasting the warmth of the reception, just described, with the icy manner with which a year later

King Edward had received the parliamentary leaders at Windsor Castle.

Only the presidents of the

several parliamentary groups attending the London

Conference were accorded the honor, and as we

passed the sovereign in goose march—he stood at

a distance of about five feet with his arms folded
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in the back, as if to guard against the possibility

of a democratic handshake—he never relaxed his

rigid position except by an almost imperceptible

nodding of the head. Not a word was spoken, not
a sound, except that occasionally our footsteps on

the carpeted floor disturbed the awful silence of the
scene.

While the Kaiser had treated us as his

equals, at Windsor we were made to understand

not only our wretched inferiority, but also the graciousness of the favor of being permitted to gaze
on the image of one of God’s anointed.

Speaking of the crowned heads whom I have met
and their characteristics, I ought not to overlook

King Leopold of Belgium. As everybody knows

from his pictures, he was a most striking figure,
‘“‘every inch a king,’’ as the Belgians used to say.
The cordiality of his manner approached that of
the German emperor, though he did not seem to
enter into the spirit of a conversation as wholeheartedly as did the other. At the time I was re-

ceived by him he was much perturbed. The atroci-

ties committed by Belgians in the Congo country

had just been revealed to the civilized world, and all
eyes were turned to King Leopold and his little
country in deep resentment. It was said that he
had expended large amounts of money to ‘‘fix’’ the
press, i.e., to have these shocking stories either denied or suppressed. Nevertheless, the gruesome
particulars had become generally known and were
too well authenticated to be disbelieved. They were
to the effect, as will be remembered, that Belgian
overseers in the Congo had subjected native children, workers in the rubber districts, to cruel tortures and in many cases had caused their hands or

feet to be chopped off for mere trivial offenses.

Authentic pictures of the unfortunate victims of

these atrocities had been circulated all over the

globe.
By the

way, have we not recently witnessed a
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repetition of these stories in all their horrible details? Have not identically similar atrocities been
imputed to the German invaders of Belgium? Evidently they were considered the very thing to serve
the purposes of the British war propaganda.

In

their application to the good-natured Germans these
tales, of course, were infamous lies, refuted by reliable American investigators and denied even by high
English authority such as Lord Asquith and Gengral Kitchener, although the denials, alas, were withheld from the American people.
‘Well, to continue my story, King Leopold wanted
me, on returning to America, to deny the Congo
atrocities on his own authority. Of course, I did

nothing of the kind, for even royal authority must
give way in the face of well-proven facts. All that
my conscience would permit me to say was that the

King of the Belgians had told me the stories were
false. Evidently for the purpose of insinuation, he
also gleefully informed me that he had a large pie-

ture of President Roosevelt in his sleeping apartment.

‘‘The moment I open my eyes in the morn-

ing,”’ he said, ‘‘I gaze on the features of your great
President.””

Leopold was a versatile and erudite

ruler, but evidently he did not know that in the
rivalry between Brussels and The Hague for the

honor of becoming the great international city of
the future, Roosevelt strongly favored the capital
of his ancestral country.

So keen was and is this

rivalry that, had my royal host learned of the preference, I am sure that picture would have been

turned to the wall. My own preference being The
Hague, I remained as dumb as an oyster while he

talked most urgently on the subject.
At the time of my visit with King Leopold a

story was in circulation of which he was the unen-

viable subject, which, however, demonstrated his

keen wit. That he always had been a gay Lothario
was no secret, but sometimes particular adventures
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of his would become known and naturally give great

public offense. One time he was said to have caused
quite a scandal by his conduct at Ostend with two
pretty Parisiennes. No one dared to face him with
reproaches, but finally a prelate of the church, as
old as the monarch himself, made bold to undertake

the risky task. ‘‘And what particular indiscretion

does the gossip charge me with?’’ asked the King.

The prelate told him. ‘‘Hm,’’ muttered the King.
““Isn’t it strange?

They told me the same story

about you, but under no circumstances would I be-

lieve it.”’ A rather clever way, is it not, of saying:
how dare you believe such things of your king?
On a sunny August day of the year 1911 the

North German Lloyd liner George Washington left
her Hoboken pier after a memorable ceremony.

While the allied singing societies of New York had
been rendering farewell songs on deck, a number of
ladies, members of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, had assembled in the large salon of the
steamer to give a formal send-off to the special
envoy of the President, who was on his way to _present the Steuben replica to the German Emperor.
The distinction was by no means an exceptional one,
for on occasions when Revolutionary heroes are

being honored members of the D. A. R. are always

present. Nevertheless, the ceremony consisting of

felicitations and speechmaking made me feel as if,

besides the official sanction, my mission also had the
blessing of the country. In my responses to the addresses I gave vent to this feeling and also ex-

pressed the hope that my mission would tend to

strengthen.the.tiesoffriendshipwhichha
anited the two greatest civilized powers, America

and Germany.

As the big liner pulled out amidst strains of music

and the cheers of the crowd, there came another

most agreeable surprise. Captain Polack, his manly
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bosom bedecked with all his decorations, stepped up
and politely informed me that, by order of the Company, the ‘royal suite’’ had been reserved for
Mrs. B. and myself. So I had the pleasure of occupying the same quarters which eight years later lodged
President Wilson on his peace mission to Europe.
When one considers the result of the two peace mis-

sions, however, the parallel holds good again, for

the result in either case was mil, as subsequent

events unfortunately have proved.

No sooner had we settled down in our luxurious

quarters than the captain appeared again, this time,

as it seemed, greatly embarrassed. ‘I am in a

quandary,’’ he said frankly, ‘‘and don’t know how
to get out of it.”” Then he told me that because of
the presence on board of Count von Bernstorff he

did not know to whom to assign the seat to his right

at the table, the German Ambassador to America or

the ¢‘ American Ambassador to Germany.’” I couldn’t

help laughing. “Why, that’s easy,”” T'said, and ex-

plained to him that I was only an envoy for a special
mission, while the Count was a permanent Ambas-

sador. I would, therefore, be entirely satisfied with

the seat to the captain’s left. Breathing a sigh of
relief, he grasped my hand and, thanking me profusely, said: ‘You don’t know what a load you have

taken -off my mind.”’ I mention this little episode

merely to show that what is so often the bane of

flunkies, social etiquette, is apt to be no less perplexing to plain old tars on the open sea.
On this voyage a practical joke was played on the

captain, of which the writer was the guilty party,
and which, by the way, proved a drastic illustration
of the truth of Shakespeare’s saying that ‘‘jesters
do oft prove prophets.”” At the time we set sail,
there was much talk in the newspapers about the

Morocco crisis and the bitterness of feeling between

England‘andGermanyonaccountofit.Thisgave

me the cue. One evening, while we were all at din-
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ner, one of the stewards handed the captain a wireless reading as follows:

Captain Charles Polack:
War imminent.

bourg.

Do not land at Plymouth or Cher-

Lloyd.

I myself had written the message in longhand
on a wireless blank, naturally supposing that a

rlance would satisfy the captain of its spuriousness.

Instead he jumped up in the greatest excitement and,
throwing the message on Count Bernstorfi’s plate,
rushed out of the dining room. Noticing the serious
effect of the joke, it was now my turn to feel anxious,
especially as I saw the Count turn pale and sink

back in his chair. So I hurried upstairs in the wake
of the captain and, meeting him just as he came out
of the wireless room, made a clean breast of the

whole thing. The joke, I said, was intended for the
Ambassador rather than for him, but that, unfortunately, I had been unable to catch his eye before he
rushed from the room. Well, he did his best to master his resentment, as did the Ambassador, but our
relations thereafter were never quite the same. In-

deed, I realized myself that I had come dangerously
close to ‘‘losing a friend for a jest.”
But in what way did the jester ‘‘prove a

prophet?’’ Well, in the fact that three short years
later the innocent joke, by the course of events, was
turned into grim reality and, therefore, had been a
kind of presentiment. Again I was a passenger on

Captain Polack’s ship, this time the Cecilie, to which

meanwhile he had been promoted. It was the fateful

year of 1914.WehadleftNewYorkonJuly29th.
Since the murders at Sarajevo Europe’s diplomatic
horizon had been clouded, but nobody dreamed of
the possibility of a war involving the great Powers.
In fact, I was on my wayto attend a peace meeting,

to wit, the Interparliamentary Conference scheduled
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to meet at Stockholm in August, and on leaving felt
certain that by that—time the Powers would have
adjusted all difficulties. The very fact that the big

German liners were permitted to sail from both
sides of the Atlantic seemed sufficient reassurance,
for the German Government certainly would have

tipped off the great steamship interests if it had figured on war, the more so because in the event of

war every German liner would surely have been
captured. So every one on board felt perfectly
secure and happy.
Alas, our serenity was not to last long. One evening after dinner, while with a number of other pasgengers, both ladies and gentlemen, I was sipping
my coffee on the upper deck and enjoying the beantiful moonlit night, it seemed suddenly as if the
moon were moving around the ship. Wasit a fainting
spell or a dream? No, my companions observed the
same phenomenon. At the same time we heard a
commotion on the lower deck and saw someone run-

ning up the steps shouting at the top of his voice:
“The ship is turning back!’&gt; My first thought was

to see the captain. In the smoking room I was told
that he had just made an announcement to the effect
that war had been declared and he had received
orders to turn back. Elbowing my way through the

crowd gathered in front of the captain’s quarters

and pushing aside a steward who tried to stop me, I
entered. In answer to my protestations the captain
simply handed me his orders. And sure enough: the
joke of three years ago had become a reality! The
cruel jest had really proved a prophecy, and in remembrance of it we looked at each other in mute
amazement. What a strange coincidence that we
should again find ourselves on the same ship, now as

actual victims of the very predicament which a play-

ful imagination had previously staged!

¢“Why did they let you sail?’’ I asked.
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“Well,”” he said angrily, ‘‘who in — expected
war?’

.

Ignorant of the course of events in Europe and
with but one thought in mind, namely, to reach the
other side, I offered to buy the ship, hoist the American flag and proceed eastward.
¢¢You haven’t money enough,’’ he answered with
a slight sneer and without mentioning the fact that
he had fourteen million dollars worth of gold on
board.
I reminded him that there were two hundred gen-

tlemen in the first cabin, mostly men of affairs, who
were bent on continuing the voyage and would no

doubt be in a position to do business with him.
‘But where is my authority to sell?’

¢‘To prevent your ship from falling into the hands
of the enemy,’’ I answered, ‘you have the right even
to sink her. Hence, you certainly must be allowed
to do the lesser thing and sell her.”

He seemed to waver for a while, but suddenly,

remembering the wireless message, he said, pointing

to it: “These are my instructions and I am going
to carry them out.’’ It was just as well, for I learned
afterwards that such a transfer on sea is not recog-

nized by international law. Before I left the captain’s room, he confided to me that two cruisers, one

French and one English, were already pursuing us,
and upon my asking what they were doing in mid-

ocean at that particular time, he whispered signifi-

cantly: ‘They must have had an advance tip from
their governments and knew what was coming.”
Then began a wild chase back to America with full
steam ahead. We steered N.N.W. making a bee line
for the fogs of the Newfoundland banks. With all

the windows, portholes and other apertures covered,

so that no ray of light might betray her presence,
the ocean grayhound leaped forward at a speed of
twenty-five miles an hour. As against that speed the
pursuing cruisers proved lame ducks. Soon we were
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enveloped in fog so thick that the field of vision did
not extend beyond a few feet. For obvious reasons
no fog horn was blown, and as this heightened the

momentary danger of a collision, angry protests
were soon voiced by the passengers, who plainly told

the captain that they would rather be captured than

drowned. ‘‘He cares more for the safety of his ship
than he does for our lives,’’ this and similar expressions were heard on all sides.

For two nights hardly any one went to bed, most
of the passengers remaining on deck booted and

spurred. Moreover, nobody had any idea where we
were going; we only knew that to the captain the
American shore must have appeared as the only

possible refuge. The danger of interception off

Halifax was great, of course, our pursuers, no

doubt, having signalled ahead. However, we slipped
through safely, and then, during the third night,
we suddenly noticed the short, choppy waves which

indicated our arrival in some bay.

We also noticed

that the big liner was proceeding very slowly and
feeling her way ahead. At that moment my eyes became heavy, and when, after three hours’ nap in a

steamer chair, I opened them again, I gazed upon
the green hills of Bar Harbor, beautifully illuminated by the morning sun.

What a wonderful relief! The thousand and more

passengers, at first indignant on account of foiled
plans, then reconciled to their fate, were now ex-

tremely happy to be back in a haven of safety and
neutrality,thegoodoldUnitedStates, and when the

captain appeared at the breakfast table, he was
given three hearty cheers. How he ever found his
way through the dense fog and in waters which he
had never before navigated into the right channel
leading to the port of safety was a conundrum to all
who happened to be on the Cecilie during that
memorable voyage to mid-ocean and back again. And
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as to the practical joke which, to our great discomfort, had become a reality, the captain was certainly
right in saying: ‘Don’t talk of the devil, if you
don’t want him to appear.’

XX11
AMERICA’S GIFT TO GERMANY

Reverting to the story of America’s gift to the
Kaiser, let me now relate briefly what happened at
Berlin or rather Potsdam. In regard to the mission
entrusted to me President Taft had penned a per-

sonal letter to Emperor William which merits repro-

duction here, particularly because the sentiments
expressed in it are in such strange contrast with
those entertained here but a few years later. The
letter read as follows:

“To His Majesty William II, German Emperor, King
of Prussia, ete.
“Great and Good Friend:
‘“ As an evidence of the friendship felt by the Govern-

ment and people of the United States for Your Majesty
and the German Nation and in recognition of the gift
of the statue of Frederick the Great presented by Your
Majesty to the people of the United States, the Congress
of the United States of America made provision for the
presentation to Your Majesty and the German Nation
of a replica of the statue of General von Steuben erected

in the city of Washington.
“Your Majesty having graciously indicated your willingness to accept the replica, I have made the choice of
Mr. Richard Bartholdt, one of our distinguished. eiti-

zens, as my special represéntative with the personal-rank

of Envoy ExtraordinaryandMinisterPlenipotentiary,
to presentjointly..withMr.CharlesB.Wolffram,the
replica to Your Majesty and the German Nation.
“I have entire confidence that he will render himself
acceptable to Your Majesty in the duty with which I have
invested him.
“1 therefore request Your Majesty to receive him
f28
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favorably and to accept from him assurance of the high

regard and friendship entertained for Your Majesty
and the German people by the Government and people

of the United States.
“And I pray God to have Your Majesty always in His

safe and holy Keeping.
Your good friend,

WM. H. TAFT.”

“By the President,

P. C. Knox,
Secretary of State.

Washington, July 17, 1911.”
On my arrival at Berlin all was in readiness for

the unveiling ceremonies which were to take place

on thefollowingday(September2d) in the historic

suburbs of Potsdam. Here the statue had meanwhile
been erectedonapedestal provided by the German
Government. Both: time and place were highly
significant of the importance which the Emperor
attached to the occasion, for no more prominent
site could have been chosen than the ancient home
of Prussia’s Kings, and the day set is, as we already

know, a German holiday, being the anniversary of

Napoleon’s surrender at Sedan. It was at Potsdam
where Frederick the Great delighted to rest and
where he built Sans Souci as his Tusculum, and here,
in front of the old historic castle, amidst scenes alive
with memories of that ingenious King who had been

Steuben’s protector and friend, is the spot thonghtfully chosen for America’s friendly gift.
The Kaiser’s personal interest was apparent in
every detail and was, in fact, a distinguishing feature of the whole ceremony which, because of the
presence, besides the Emperor himself, of the im-

perial family, all the high dignitaries of state, many

generals and other officers of the army, proved a
most brilliant affair. Noteworthy also was the presence of Lieutenant General von Steuben and other

members of the Steuben family, all descendants of
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the hero of the occasion. While the general public
was excluded, yet the distinguished assemblage, half
civil and half military, was so large as fairly to
crowd the place in front of the veiled monument.

“At 12 o’clock sharp,’’ says the official report of
the ceremony,” ‘‘His Majesty the Emperor appeared, and after he had passed muster along the
line of the guard of honor he took his stand in front

of it and directly opposite the monument. The two
special envoys of President Taft then stepped forward, and Hon. Richard Bartholdt, in addressing
the Emperor and speaking in German, delivered the
formal presentation speech in a distinet and far-

reaching voice.. Thefact that he usedtheGerman
language was intended.and.recognized as a special

courtesy to the Fatherland in return for the same

courtesy shown America. when the Germain Ambas-

sador; in presenting the statue of Frederick the
Great at Washington, .delivered. his address in

English.”

In view of what has happened since, I feel that a
translation of my address to the Kaiser should find

space here. It was as follows:

“Your Majesty, by direction of the President of the
United States, we have come across the ocean to fulfill the

purport of a resolution, unanimously adopted by the
American Congress, providing for the presentation to
His Majesty the German Emperor and the German people
of a statue of General von Steuben, ggreat German and

erstwhile citizen and hero of two continents, as a gift
from the American people. If, in the performance of
this honorable mission, I may be permitted to interpret
the sentiments of the people of the United States, I
would say that the proffered donation is to be a pledge
of peace and amity and a guarantee of the sincere hope,
cherished by all Americans, that the effect of this cere*Proceedings upon the Unveiling of the Btatue of General von

Steuben. Page 75. Government Printing Office.
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mony may be to draw more and more closely the bonds

of traditional friendship and good will which, strength-

efied asthey are by the ties of blood, have always so

happily united the great German Empire with the great
Republic of the West,theUnitedStatesofAmerica.
“The name of Steuben will ever awaken patriotic
memories beyond the ocean. Its bearer was the embodi-

ment of German order and discipline and of that loyalty
of which the poet says, ‘If it were not as old as the

world, surely a German would have invented it.’ He
was not only the order-creating genius of the Colonial

Army, but also the indefatigable, though modest, organi-

zer of victories. In just appreciation of his great achieve-

ments &amp; grateful people, nobly disregarding national
distinctions, honored his memory by the erection in front
of the White House in Washington of a monument which
is to commemorate his valuable services, as well as those
rendered by the Germans generally to the cause of American independence. And to-day’s celebration? It is verily a beautiful act of international courtesy, but may we

tot also interpret the ready acceptance of this statue
as a just and generous willingness on the part of Steu-

ben’s old fatherland and its exalted sovereign to appreciate and honor those who by their conduct abroad have
added luster to the German name? Millions of hearts
on the other side of the Atlantic, which throb warmly on
account of this dedication, will rejoice exultantly at

such interpretation.

“From the material to the political and ideal signifi-

cance of to-day’s act is but a step.

The ‘Peace Presi-

dent’ extends to the ‘Reace. Kaiser,” under whose reign
the phrase ‘the Empireisthepeace’ has been verified,

the hand of friendship for hearty cooperation in the
peaceful solution of the great problems of civilization.

And ere there two other nations which, resting upon

the tradition of undisturbed friendship and looking for-

ward to a future of still closer relations, could more justly
Feel called upon to make common causein the great

hnmanizing tasks of our time, in the promotion of art

and science,andinalltendencieslookingtotheincreased

welfareofthepeoplel_Weliveinatimeofinternational
conciliation and have come to realize that peaceful de-

velopment is of more transcendent importance than all
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that is now dividing the nations; and Germany’s forty
years of peace is an ample guarantee to America that it
requires but an incentive in order to crystallize mutual
gympathy into a political fact. May this beautiful ceremony hasten such a happy consummation.
* As special envoys of the President of the United
States we have the distinguished honor of asking Your
Majesty to accept this statue as a token of the sincere

Friendship of the American Government and people for
your Majesty and the people of Germany.’’

The Emperor saluted the speaker and, taking from

the hands of an adjutant a roll of paper, read the

following response:
‘With sincere gratitude I accept the monument which,
by direction of the President of the United States of
America and in pursuance of a gracious act of Congress,
you are presenting to me and the German people as a

gift from the American people. When a few months ago
the Steuben monument was unveiled at Washington the
celebration was followed with great interest everywhere
in Germany, and it was noticed with lively satisfaction
how elevating and impressive it was and how active was
the participation in it on the part of the Government and
the people. Now, we rejoice to have on German soil, too,
n statue, dedicated by America, of that brave German

who, with enthusiastic devotion and sublimely simple performance of duty, consecrated his services to the cause of

the American people.
“The words with which you gave eloquent expression
to the significance of the monument and of this celebration find a ready response in the German Empire. You
have justly referred to the blood relationship and the

aninterrupted friendship which unite and always shall

more closely unite the German and American nations.
I beg you to accept my gratitude and that of the German
people for coming here and presenting to us this beautiful
monument, and let me venture the expectation that you
will kindly eonvey these our sentiments to the President

and the people of the United States.’’
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With the Emperor’s last words the signal for the
unveiling was given, and as the band struck up an

inspiring military march the cover fell, the Kaiser
facing the statue and saluting with his hand raised
to his helmet.

For a few minutes he appeared to

inspect the piece of art before him with the critical

eye of a connoisseur. He then turned to greet Lieutenant General von Steuben, a direct descendant of
the ‘‘hero of two worlds,”’ and to the American Am-

bassador Dr. Hill who, in turn, introduced to him
the two American envoys. While shaking hands with
me, he said cordially: ‘Pray, be covered. It seems
our ‘American day’ is blessed with American heat.”
The bystanders, of course, could not hear this suggestion and, I am sure, when they saw me converse

with their imperial master with hat on, they
promptly put me down as a ‘‘shirt-sleeve diplomat.”’
Well, at least they had to aquit me of a desire for

notoriety, for all the pictures taken by the camera
men, save that of the formal presentation act,
showed only my back with the Kaiser’s face in full
view. I heard several people shout, ‘“Face about!’’

but was more interested at that moment in the con-

versation than in anything else. As the Kaiser spoke

mainly about the statue and its artistic merits, I

improved the opportunity by introducingthesculptor, Albert Jaegers, upon whom the Emperor had

already conferred the fourth-class OrderoftheRed

Eagle as an evidence of his appreciation ofThe

artist’s work. While our Ambassador introduced me

to the Imperial Chancellor von Bethmann-Holweg

and to the Secretary of State, voti Kiderlin-Waechter, the guard of honor marched past the statue in

parade step, and this concluded a ceremony which
was then generally regarded as a happy as well as

sincere expression of German-American friendship.

What to me was by far the most interesting part

of the day’s festivities was yet to come. It was an

hour’s intimate conversation with the Kaiser on the
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live questions of the day, while I had the privilege

of occupying the seat to his right at a gala dinner
which had been arranged in honor of the occasion.
There are those, no doubt, who will regard as immaterial any remarks made by the German Emperor
now that he is a fallen idol, but the impartial historian who searches after the truth and desires,
among other things, to fix the responsibility for important events, will hardly agree with that view.
He will, on the contrary, welcome every revelation

touching the thoughts and opinions of the world’s

leading men.
While I am penning these lines all mankind is still
quivering and shuddering as a result of the experiences and effects of the greatest calamity which has
ever befallen it, the World War. It is an imperative

duty which the present generation owes to itself and
to posterity to ascertain, by every method known to
the human intellect, the causes as well as the insti-

gators of that cataclysm. On the question of guilt

we have had so far only the biased word of skillful
war propaganda, with each side blaming the other
and with the majority of partisans-on. the side. of
those belligerents who could sling their printer’s ink
thefarthest. But propaganda is not truth. It is the
twisting and distorting of the truth in the interest of

one side, and a verdict emanating from bias and

propaganda will never be accepted by the great

minds who, as impartial investigators, are fortunately now at work to elicit the facts upon which the
final judgment of history will be based.
It is immaterial what that judgment be—whether
in harmony with present conceptions or not—if it be

but the truh, so that, in vindication of the millions

of men“who died on the battlefield, the awful re-

sponsibility may be finally fixed upon those actually
guilty. For the world’s woe is so gigantic that its

conscience will not be satisfied with less than a com-

plete reversal, in this instance at least, of Lowell’s
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dictum: ‘‘Truth forever on the scaffold, wrong forever on the thromne.’’ If, therefore, the following

pages should in any way prove. a guide fo where
truth’is to be found, they will not have been penned

invain,However, they would have been written

anyway, because the writer’ssecondandlastmee
ing with the Kaiser forms an episode of his life too

significant to ignore.

The dinner, a most gorgeous affair, was served in

the marble hall of the royal castle. In harmony with
its purpose it was military in character and presented a brilliant and animated picture of glittering
uniforms and martial trimmings. Hence, the civilian

guests, including the American Ambassador, the
dignitaries of state and myself and colleague, looked
like a few scattered crows in a family of peacocks.
As my own mind was too much absorbed by the im-

perial host to pay close attention to details, I must
fall back on the official report, which says:
“To the right of the Emperor sat Hon. Richard Bart-

holdt, the Imperial Chancellor, and the Secretary of the
American Legation, Mr. Laughlin;to his left Mr. Charles
B. Wolffram, the Secretary of State von XKiderlin-

Waechter, and Maj. Gen. Wotherspoon, of the. American
Army. Opposite the Kaiser were seated the crown prince

and the other royal princes, Ambassador Hill, and Gen.
Garlington, of the American Army. Altogether the distinguished guests numbered between 70 and 80. A

vivacious and unconstrained conversation between the
imperial host and his American guests was one of the

delightful features of the feast, which lasted nearly an
hour.

In the course of it the Emperor rose and asked

those present to raise their glasses and drink the health
of President Taft and the American people. Indeed, he
was in the best of humor and showed by his words and
actions that the significance and success of the celebration
afforded him genuine satisfaction. All his references
to the United States in his conversation with the Ameriean representatives were made in the spirit of a warm
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personal interest and admiration. During the dinner
he sent the following eablegram to President Taft:
‘¢ ‘The Steuben Monument has been unveiled. In my
name and that of the German people I thank you most
heartily for the beautiful gift which is so gratifying an
evidence of the friendship between the American and
(German nations.’

' President Taft responded as follows:
¢ ¢1 sincerely appreciate your cordial message which
advised me of the unveiling of the Steuben replica and
conveyed your gratitude and that of the German people
for the gift. It will give me great pleasure to communicate Your Majesty ’s message to Congress, at the opening
of its session in December, as an evidence of the cordial

relations which have always existed between the United
States and the German Empire.’ ’’

The German Emperor was never known to regard

‘‘discretion the better part of valor.” Talleyrand’s
maxim that language should be used to conceal
one’s thoughts was ever obnoxious to him. On the

present occasion, too, he spoke freely and candidly
and with impressive sincerity. As he gave the signal
for the guests to be seated he turned to me with the

question: ‘“What is the latest American yarnf{”’

Before I could answer he added: ‘‘I like to listen to
American stories. To my mind the humorous vein of
Americans is a great national asset, one which has
helped you over many a difficulty.”

“I suppose Your Majesty has reference to the

wonderful Lincoln stories,’ I interjected.
“Yes,’” he said, ‘‘Lincoln’s manner of solving
knotty problems by telling a fitting story is an

example. We Germans, as a rule, are too serious,
and I wish we had your faculty of poking fun in

serious situations.’’ He had often been criticizedby
theGerman press, he added, for receiving so many
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Americans to the exclusion,ifwasclaimed,ofmany
of his own people, but the fact was, he simply liked

their company. I then told him a story which had
just come to my mind, and he leaned back in his
chair and laughed heartily.

.

The conversation then turned on the beauties and
attractions of Berlin and I called attention to the
large number of Americans who in late years were

visiting the German capital. ‘We are all so glad
of it,”’ he said. ‘‘In the way of entertainments such
as theaters and concerts, in fact, in opera, drama

and music; Berlin certainly offers them twice as much

as either London or Paris.” And in the matter of
making the city attractive through cleanliness and
beautification, I must say they are doing good work.”’
(By “‘they’’ he meant the city council with whom
he had been at loggerheads ever since that body had
got under Socialist control.)

-

Evidently thinking of this fly in his ointment he

asked:

‘‘How about

States?’’

Socialism in the United

I answered that so far the Socialist vote was
negligible in American elections, and as an example

pointed to my own districtwithapopulationfourfifths urban and one-fifth rural. Here that party was

casting only 1,200 to 1,500 votes out of a total of

over 80,000."%“However,inAmerica,too,”’Iadded,
‘the

great questions of the day have. become

economic rather than political.” He meditated for

4 while, then raised his glass to mine as if to say:
may you have less trouble with these questions than
I have.

“The purely political issues of ’48,”’ I ventured

to suggest, ‘which culminated in the demand for a
republic, are dead in Germany, are they not?”

‘‘Highteen hundred forty-eight,’’ he declared with
great emphasis, ‘‘is a closed chapter with us.” Then

changing the subject rather abruptly, he said:

¢¢] am watching with much interest your temper-
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ance movement. We need a little of that kind of

agitation in Germany because in some sections the
people undoubtedly. are indulging too much. It

means a loss of both time and moral force. Of
course, our social reformers do not even dream of

such an impossible thing as prohibition, for the
simple reason that laws and the police have proved
to be utterly powerless in such matters. Besides,

only the abuse, not the moderate use .should be

stopped.” What we aim at is moderation; not teé-

totalism, and that, I believe, can be brought about

only by moral suasion.’’

“This is exactly the position the American opponents of prohibition take,’”’ I said. ‘‘In considering
this subject,’” I asked, ‘‘will it not be wise to take
into account the relaxation and pleasure which
people derive from the social cup? Nine out of ten
people really have no enjoyment other than that
afforded by the good fellowship with their neighbors, comrades and friends over a glass of beer or

wine. To deprive them of this chance of sociability

is bound to cause discontent, and is it not true that
discontented people are more difficult to govern than

contented “ones?” The Emperor nodded consent
which encouraged me to add that as far back as old

Rome this truth had been recognized, for the

Romans wisely provided both food and fun (panem
et circenses) for the so-called plebeian population.

‘““Yes,”” he assented, ‘‘wise statesmanship should

rather encourage than interfere with the innocent
pleasures and customs of the people.”’ After a little
pause I told him the story of the Western farmer

who said that he, too, had joined the anti-aleohol
movement and, upon being reminded of his own
habits, replied: “Well, so long as we have beer and
wine and whisky, I don’t see what we need alcohol
for.”” The Kaiser laughed, but soon added seri-

ously: “‘Speaking of alcohol; I realize, of course,

that your problem is a little different from ours be-
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cause of the extensive consumption of whisky in
your country. With us this is practically confined to

those performing the lowest menial labor.”’

“That is true,’’Iadmitted,‘‘but the trouble with

our prohibitionists is, as the Germans say, that they

spill the child with the bath. Their leaders, in rejecting the good with the bad, stubbornly refuse to listen
to any distinction between strong drink and mild.”
[t was at this point that the Emperor rose and
proposed to drink the health of President Taft. This
interruption, I thought, would give me a chance to
exchange a few words with my table companion to
the right, the Imperial Chancellor, but we had

hardly begun to speak when the Kaiser again turned

to me with the question: ‘What is the Germanpop-

ulationof the United States?’
1 answered about Seven millions, including the
first generation,thechildrenofparents.whoareboth
German. ‘‘But,’’ I added with emphasis, ‘they are

allgood American citizens in any emergency.’’

“That is what they should be,’’ he declared posi-

tively. ¢‘The oath of allegiance is a sacred oath, and
men should be faithful to it under whatever flag they
may live.” In connection with this unequivocal dec-

laration he made reference to a matter which excited
my keenest interest. He said that years ago he re-

membered having talked in exactly the same vein to
one of my colleagues, an American Congressman,
whose name he had forgotten. The press, however,
had reported him as saying that the Germans in
America would never allow any serious trouble to
arise between their old and new Fatherlands, or

something to that effect.
‘““Now, I am firmly convinced,’’ he added feelingly,

‘‘that there never can or will be any differences be-

tween the two countries which could not be settled

by friendly negotiation. Nevertheless, the utterance,

as reported, was bound fo put American citizens of

German ancestry in a false light. While they may
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feel a natural affection for the old country, I have
always insisted and, if my memory serves me right,
also said so to your colleague, that their political

allegiance solely belongs to the new.’’ He concluded
his reference to this subject with the suggestion that
probably I knew better than he why nearly everything the Germans say or do was so often misrepre-

sented in the English and American press.
What may justly be termed the sensational part
of the conversation was reached when the Emperor
asked me what progress had been made in the matter

of arbitration in the international conferences which
I had attended. I briefly told him what I knew,

pointing out the great advantages of a plan through

which a country could render itself practically immune from war and assure its safety better and

more economically than by large and costly armaments.

“Yes,” he said, ‘‘I believe it to be a workable
plan providing you can induce all governments to
agree to it in good faith and, what is most important,
to adhere fo it in all circumstances. By the way,
have you read the book of that American naval
officer——*
Turning to the Chancellor: ‘What is his name?’’
The Chancellor: ¢‘Captain Mahan.”’

The Emperor: ‘‘Yes, Captain Mahan. He im-

parted what to my mind are the true and practical

lessons. Well, after all, everything depends upon
the disposition of a government. The will for peace
(Wille zum Frieden) is the determining factor. If

a government wants peace, it will have peace, as
our own example shows, even without compelling

arbitration agreements. Pray, consider for a mo-

ment the example set by Germany. Ever since the

last soldier marched home from France in 1871 we

have been embroiled neither in war nor even war-

like engagements. In spite of many provocations we
have kept the peace for forty long years, not alone
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for the sake of peace, but also because our best interests demanded it.* Now, look at the other great
nations. In the same period of time England has
had her Boer war, France has been fighting in

Morocco and elsewhere, Russiaand Japan have been
gripped in a bloody war, and even your own country,
the United States, waged war against Spain.t Asa

result of thesewars each one of the powers named,

including America, has enlarged its territory, has it

not? And Germany? Well, she alone was contented
with her own and successfully resisted every temptation to aggrandize herself at the expense of other
nations, large or small. And we certainly had plenty
of opportunities to do so while other powers were
fighting one another.”

“This,” I interjected, ‘‘is what has prompted the

world to confer on Your Majesty the title of ‘Peace
Kaiser.’ ”’

“Yes,”’ he replied with- a deprecating gesture,

“they call me the Peace Kaiser with a jeer. Never-

theless,”’ he added with great emphasis, “I AM

PROUD OF THAT TITLE AND HOPE THE
GOOD LORD MAY PERMIT ME TO TAKE IT
INTO MY GRAVE.”
With these memorable words, uttered almost im-

petuously, the imperial host rose, the guests following suit, and bidding me adieu with a cordial handshake, he left the hall, accompanied by the Princes

and his suite.
The sentiments, last quoted, were spoken with the
utmost sincerity, and I believed them to be the expression of a deep inner conviction. To comment on
them, especially as to their bearing on subsequent
events, would tend to detract from their force.
The Kaiser’s dinner was followed by one given,
*See interview with von Tschirschky.

{Twenty-seven days after this conversation Italy declared war on
Turkey on account of Tripok.
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also in honor of the American envoys, by the Secretary of State, von Kiderlin-Waechter, at the unpretentious palais furnished to him by the nation. The
Secretary, a plain, outspoken man with a humorous
vein and a fascinating Swabian dialect, proved a
most charming host. As will appear later, he evidently had a special object in talking to the American visitors, consequently the table chat proved
more interesting and instructive than we had ex-

pected. It happened that the Morocco crisis was
then at its most acute stage, English and French

diplomatists being at dagger’s points with their

German adversaries. There was, strange to say,
little or no feeling in Germany against the French,
bat ‘the whole German nation seemed incensed
against Great Britain for egging on the Paris
statesmen to a more and more aggressive attitude

against Germany. Indeed, if even then it had been
the purpose of the Entente to unchain the dogs of
war in order to remove an annoying competitor
from the world’s trade routes, and to regain AlsaceLorraine, Anglo-French tactics could not have been

more provoking.

“If the Kaiser again permits himself to be led

to slaughter like a sheep, it will be a downright
humiliation for Germany,” ‘‘For once perfidious
Albion must be taught a lesson’’—these and similar
expressions could be heard on the streets of Berlin.

The socialists alone did not share this war-like feel-

ing,as was demonstrated the day after our dinner,

when speeches for peace were made from sixteen

different platforms in the Tempelhofer Field, and at
a given signal 50,000 hands were raised in solemn
protest against any warlike undertaking. This monster demonstration, by the way, was not suppressed
by the government, as were the peace meetings in
France in 1914; on the contrary, it seemed as if the
popular protest against war was most welcome to
the authorities. As a matter of fact Emperor Wil-
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liam had put his foot down. True to his convictions
as a ‘‘Peace Kaiser’’ he had peremptorily declared
against war, and it will be remembered that when
the crisis was over, the whole body of pacifist opinion
in the world gave him credit, and him alone, for
having averted actual hostilities and bloodshed.
As already stated, it was at this critical time that
our dinner took place. Our host, Secretary von

Kiderlin-Waechter, was in daily negotiation with
the French Ambassador (Cambon) and had just

come from a conference with the latter. In taking

his seat, he said: ‘It is a regular horse trade, but
it is almost impossible to make any headway with

my friend”’ (meaning Cambon). The story he told,
with many interruptions and eross-questions, is this:
‘France has never kept her Algeciras pledges, and
when called to account by us, is never at a loss for lame

excuses and evasions. All we want in Moroccoistheopen
door for ourselves and all the other nations, because that
country has raw materials needed by us and the other
peoples. But France, in Morocco the same as in all her
colonies, is acting the dog in the manger: she never wants
to share with others even that which she does not need
herself. Of course, we also see in all this the fine Italian

hand of our good friend John Bull, and he is playing a

big game. In order to secure full and undisputed posses-

sion of Egypt, Great Britain is willing to let France have

Morocco(Algiers béing already French) and permit Italy

fooccupy Tripoli, so that the triumvirate named would

practically control among themselves the whole of North
Africa, together with all the vast Mediterranean interests.
This snug little bargain, no doubt, looks good to them, but

where does Germany come.in? We have large interests

inMorocco as elsewhere in that zone, and we would be
guilty of treason to ourselves, if we sat idly by and

allowed the parcelling out, by secret bargains, of that
part of the world.””

Turning to me, the Secretary then asked: ‘Do
you now understand why we sent the Panther to
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Agadir?’ And he added: ‘“It was done in our interest, of course, but incidentally just as much in the
interestofAmericaandthe rest of the world.”
These revelations, it is needless to say, were an
eye-opener to me, as they probably will be to the
reader. I did remember that at the Algeciras Conference President Roosevelt had sided with Germany, so he at least must have understood. But

why did the American press protest so vehemently

against the Agadir incident? In doingso, did not

our newspapers play a British rather than an Amet-

ican game, if what the German Secretary of State

said 1s true? It seems almost incredible, yet what
other deduction can we draw from these disclosures?

The only possible excuse could be that the press
acted unwittingly. However that may be, it was
plain to me now that the Morocco question, as

trivial as it seemed at first blush, actually carried a

European war in its womb, and, as intimated before,
England acted as if that were the very outcome she

wanted. Fortunately, war was then averted, thanks

to one man: the Peace Kaiser who, on account of
his forbearance, even risked the sympathy of many
of his own people.

The Secretary’s remarks, by the way, about
Britain allowing Italy to occupy Tripoli proved
prophetic, for it was only about three weeks later

that Italy actually invaded that North African
province and declared war against Turkey. Did
England intervene?! Not that you could notice.
Italy’s predatory expedition bore out fully our

host’s charge of a secret deal between Rome on the
one hand and London and Paris on the other, a deal

made by Italy behind the back of her German ally.

The only European. country which might have
stoppedthe shameful land-grab was Germany, but
becauseofheralliancewiththeguiltycountry
was tied hand and foot. Italy, on the other hand,

was double-crossing (Germany, and from her secret
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dealing with the Entente to the complete desertion
of her ally in the World War was but one step. The
Mediterranean deal disclosed the offensive, not to say

rapacious nature of the anti-Germancoalition, and
the division of Persia between BritainandRussia
confirmed it. Did the Berlin statesmen have no fore-

boding of the probability that it would be Germany’s
turn next? Oh, yes, they realized that they were

encircled and, judging from the Foreign Secretary’s

remarks, also had a vague presentiment of the

merciless designs of their envious and revengeful

neighbors.

When I returned to my hotel, there were five or
six newspapermen waiting for me. It was plain that

they had been tipped off by the Foreign Office, and
now I understood, too, why the Secretary had talked

so candidly and earnestly and taken such pains to
make me comprehend the Morocco imbroglio. It was
for the purpose of prompting me to make a statement to the press—an old favorite stratagem of
diplomacy. But I was on my guard and first put the

question to myself: ‘Would it be compatible with
American interests to say anything?’’ Well, I finally
concluded simply to talk for peace; that, I was sure,
would be no mistake in any circumstances and, be-

sides, be sanctioned at home. SoItoldtherepresentatives of the press that from the Secretary’s
remarks I had received the impressionthatthere
would bé Tio war on account of the sandhills of Morocco. The Berlinnewspapers were but little pleased
withthis statement, because there was, of course,
much more involved than the mere ‘‘sandhills of

Morocco,’’ but I have always flattered myself that,

after all, my interview had tended somewhat to

lighten the task of the German government, most

difficultatthatparticulartime,topreservethepeace
of the world.

“Thisendedthe mission of President Taft’s special

envoy to the Kaiser. And what of the information
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Steuben monument, gift of the United States to Germany,
presented to the Kaiser by Richard Bartholdt, on behalf of the
American Congress, September, 1911.
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gained from the leading men of the German Empire? Does it not make later events appear in a light

quite different from that which the contemporary
press was so eager to shed on them?

But of this

more anon.

After a few weeks’ stay at Wiesbaden I hurried

to Paris to attend meetingsofboththeCounciland
that special committee of the Interparliamentary

Union which was to considerone of my resolutions.

It was thepreviously mentioned resolution in favor
of voluntary recognition, by the several govern-

ments,of the territorial integrity, national inde-

pendence and absolute sovereignty in home affairs

of"all the nations. On "entering the. Luxemburg

Palace I asked the liveried doorkeepers for the
council meeting. They looked at me with blank
faces. Summoning my best French I began to explain, when suddenly one of them exclaimed: ‘Oh,
you are looking for the Commission Bartholdt?’’
My surprise at thus hearing my name pronounced
in a labyrinth so strange to me as was this Paris

palais was surpassed only by the polite agility with
which I was shown to the proper place.

The resolution just referred to, which, if embodied in a general treaty of the nations, would
have put an end to all wars ofconquest, was agreed

to without serious opposition. When a year later,

however, it_was_reported.to the full conference at
Geneva for action, 1was obliged, as mentioned in a
previous chapter, to withdraw it owing to the vehement opposition on the part of the Belgian and

French delegates. Their action, it may fairly be
said, foreshadowed the World War. They wanted

to change the map.of Europe before they would consent to a guarantee of the territorial status quo and

to a termination of conquests. By siding with the
French in this matter the Belgians, by the way, gave
a fine exhibition of the brand of ‘‘neutrality’’ in

which they believed.
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At the meeting.ofthe.Councilaresolutionwas

passed expressing regret at the mannerinwhich
Italy had just invaded.Tripoli, thus causing the
Italian-Turkish war, and calling upon the govern-

ments signatory to. The.Hague Treatyto.intervene

in the interest of peace. This action.caused the

ItalianGroup10withdrawfromtheParliamentary
Union. Among those present—twenty-six delegates

from eighteen different eountries—there were two

from each of the belligerent states who, after looking
daggers for a while, finally leftthrough different

doors. That the meeting was a gloomy one goes

without saying. - The news of the outbreak of still
another war at a time when all believed that monster
to have been subdued forever hung like a pall over
it, the more so because it was a war in its most

hideous meaning, namely, for conquest pure and
simple. I sailed for bome with mixed emotions,
richer in both a supremely pleasant and a most un-

pleasant experience.

Let us look in upon the Interparliamentary Con-

ference which met at Geneva in September, 1912." In
order to attend it, I made another flying trip abroad.

Already renominated for the eleventh term with

little or no opposition;Tfelt certain of the outcome

in November. Moreover, my presence at Geneva was

expected, owing to impending action on my previous-

ly mentioned resolution looking tothe recognition,by
all the powers,oftheterritorialstatus quo.” Al-

though this innocent plan had received the sanction
of the Council at its meeting at Paris the previous

year, we alreadyknow its fater~Itsmere reading

seemed to have the effect of a bombshell in the

camp, and for sweet-harmony’s sake I was obliged

to withdrawit.Thefact is that ever since King

Edward’s new Entente had parcelled out among its

members the whole Mediterranean Zone, including

all of North Africa, a changeoftheEuropean map
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itself seemed imminent, a change,ofcourse,atthe

expense of Germany, and, I believe, everybody

scented the coming events, save the purblind Ger-

mans themselves and some of us unsophisticated

Americans. Such an atmosphere necessarily signified the death knell of pacifism, and in the face of it
a resolution purporting to end all wars of conquest
appeared like a penny-balloon in a Kansas cyclone.
There was another question which proved a storm
center at that interesting meeting. It was whether

the conference shonld go on record as opposing the

throwingofprojectilesfromairships.‘‘Why,thi

is regulation of war and not preparation of peace!’’

cried one ofthe delegates, therebyintimating that

theconference had no business to deal with the question. However, the objection was well taken only in
a technical sense, for it is not at all impossible for
war to shorten or abolish itself through its own

frightfulness, and whatever may tend in that direction would come within the purview of peace promoters. In the circles of the latter, by the way, there

have always beentwo currentsofopinionregarding
this subject: some holding that war should be made
a§ humane as possible, while others believe in the

probability‘ofthemonstereventually devouring it-

selfbyitssheerferocityandschrecklichkeit. Strong
arguments were advanced for each side, and even

AlfredH. Fried, possibly the greatest writer on
world organization and peace, whose opinion I
asked, seemed undecided regarding the matter. The

distinguished American pacifist, Edwin D. Mead,

on the other hand, always advocated an agreement
forbidding the air to be added to the land and the
sea as a theatre of war, and even suggested ‘‘free

gir!’ as a slogan in the war against war, just as
“freesoil’’ had been a slogan in the war against

slavery.

Now, if war cannot be abolished altogether, it

would at first blush seem most desirable to regulate
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and humanize it by restricting, say the use of sub-

marines, by prohibiting aerial bombardments and
by_the employment of bullets ‘which, instead of kill-

ing the enemy, would merely render~him hors de

combat. But who is to enforce these prohibitions
when, as has just happened, one-half of the world
fights the other half? There is the rub! The first

Hague Conferencemadethelaunchingofprojectiles
from airships unlawful, the second Conference con-

tinued the prohibition, but what happened? Why,

the ink was not dry on the war declarations in 1914

when French airplanes bombarded peaceful Ger-

man cities a hundred and more miles behind the

fighting lines. The Hague conventions also prohibited dum-dum bullets, but hostilities had hardly
begun when the German Emperor feltcalled upon

to make their Wise by the French the subject of an
mdignant protestto the Aniérican PresidentWith

théintenttovanquishherenemyby starvation,

Great Britain, by the famous (or infamous?) “‘ordérs in council’’madeimpossible the shipment of

foodstuffs even to the civilian populationofGermany.” Ameried, it is true, denounced such a blockade as “illegal and indefensible,’which, in fact; it

was, but the protestwasnomoreheededthanwas
Belgium’s protest against the violation of her neutrality. In other words,bothbelligerents‘made

scraps of paper of those injunctions of international

law which humanitarian effort had created for the

regulation of ‘war. Where was the bar of judgment

before which the guilty might have been arraigned?
There was none.

No prosecutor, no judge, no

Nemesis!
Judging from the lessons of the World War it

appears, therefore, that all well-meant efforts to

humanize warare love’s labor lost, simply because

the
belligerentswillrideroughshodoveranyandall
legal barriers erected to restrain them. Humane-
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ness and war do not mix. The one practically ex-

cludes the other.
Under these circumstances there seems but one

alternative left, and that is to abolish war altogether

by outlawing it and by confronting every refractory

government with the combined power of all the rest.
And if perchance it should again be found that governments are still bent on lawlessly scrapping their
own solemn agreements, then the people themselves
should take matters in hand and command their
rulers in thunder tones never to resort to a war-like

act except by and with the consent of the electorate

a8 expressed through the ballot box. Not until this
is done, will this world of woe enjoy the blessings of

lasting peace.
The parliamentarians of the Geneva Conference,

of course, stuck to the idea of at least ameliorating
the scourge of war, as long as it cannot be banished

altogether, and so, after a protracted discussion,
they resolved to petition the Powers in favor of con-

tinuingthe prohibition against ¢‘the throwing of explosives from airplanes.”

" The last time the world’s parliamentarians met

before the war was at The Hague in 1913. The conference, which was to follow The Hague meeting and
scheduled to take place at Stockholm in 1914, had to
be abandoned. It will be remembered that I was on

my-wa§totheSwedishcapital when the good ship

Cecilie, on which I had taken passage, was obliged

oS

back in mid-ocean. Old Mars had overtaken

thé dove of peace. The 1913 conference at The
Hague, however, I was enabled to attend. One of
its developments was extremely interesting, especially in the light of future events. It concerned the

peace treaties which William J.Bryan, the American

Seeretary of State, was then negotiating and which

provided, briefly stated, that in all controversies the

contending
governments, before drawing the sword,
should first order an impartial investigation, and
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that in any event a year’s time should elapse before
war could bedeclared.

)

With the sanction of the American Group I pre-

sented a resolution tothe conference requesting thé

various governments to negotiate such treaties with

the United States and also among themselves. The

discussion which followed culminated in a unanimous

vote in favorof the ‘‘principle’’ of the {reaties,but
objection was raised to some features, particularly

to Article TV,which ‘pledged the parties to the quarrel not to increase their armaments during the year’s

“‘cooling’’ period.” Professor Richard Kickhoff of
Germany voiced this opposition in diplomatic lan-

guage and suave manner, without, however, interposing a negative vote.
To the casual observer the reluctance of Germany
to join the Bryan peace treaties may appear as conclusive proof that she looked for war rather than
peace. In reality the very reverse is true. If world

conquest had been her design, would she not eagerly
have seized the opportunity of-tying the hands of
England and America by entering into peace compacts with them, in order first to dispose of her im-

mediate enemies, France and Russia? We now know
that by so doing she would have won the war, provided her peace partners had stuck to their cove-

nants. Hence, while in the light of later developments she blundered by failing to grasp Bryan’s
hand, it is that very blunder which strongly proves
her innocence of any warlike designs. Indeed, prewar history 18 Tow sufficiently cleared up to show

that the Berlin diplomats, far from lusting for war

and conquest, were totally ignorant even of the

secret designs of thé other Powers, and in their inconceivable blindness, failed to see the noose which
the Entente was about to throw around their necks.

Not even after the Sarajevo murders did they perceive the gathering of the war clouds above their
heads, as is evidenced by Chancellor von Bethmann
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Hollweg’s guileless advice to the Kaiser, that he

need have no axiety and might safely go on his

Northern cruise. Evidently the Chancellor regarded
the assembling in the North Sea of the whole British

fleet in the summer of 1914 as mere English sport,

and Russian mobilization in Siberia in the early
Spring of that year as Muscovite pastime.* Guilty
of the war? Surely not! But criminally guilty of a
species of innocence without a parallel in history!
When the special train carrying the passengers of
the ‘“gold ship’’ Cecilie from Bar Harbor arrived at
New York Central Station, it seemed as if all the

reporters of the city’s newspapers had gathered
there, and each one of us was immediately surrounded by some of them. It struck me as very

strange that in their accounts the following morning

all the papers were silent regarding the essential

points mentioned by the interviewed passengers,
namely, why the Berlin Government, if it contemplated war, had allowed its finest steamer to sail

from New York on the eve of hostilities, and sec-

ondly, why, if the Allies were ignorant of impending

trouble, their war cruisers were lying in wait for
German prey in mid-ocean? These facts were what

in newspaper parlance is called good news, and it
was the bounden duty of a neutral press to publish
them.

‘Walking down Broadway with two of the report-

ers I noticed large posters in the show windows displaying in fat type the query: ‘‘Is the Kaiser

crazy!’’ Surely clever propaganda! It incriminated
the German monarch in but a‘words as the one
person responsible for the war and unquestionably
had its effect on the public mind. Poor Allies! They
had both their battalions and their cruisers ready,

*Congressman Ainey of Pennsylvania happened to be an eye
witness to the mobilization. Coming from Japan through Siberia in
May, 1914, he noticed the war preparations, and on reaching
Washington told the writer and other members what he had witnessed.
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and when the Cossacks fired the first shot in East

Prussia, off went their propaganda in New York,
five thousand miles away.

XX
WAR!

Poincaré,

August,1914.Europe.atwar.Forwhat?Ask

AskIsvolski...AskGrey.Theyknow.

The Germans do not. All they know is that they

have to defend their country, their firesides, their
very existence as a nation. The signal for the war
was Russia’s mobilization. The bear was sure of the

Gallic cock’s and the British lion’s aid, so he could
afford first to lie to the German Ambassador about

mobilization, and then to ignore the Kaiser’s anxious
ultimatum. By mistaking that Russian lie for the
truth and believing in the possibility of a peaceful
solution to the last minute, the Berlin peacemaker

lost the only element of salvation: time. Indeed, his

wavering for days may have cost him the crown and
lost him the war. Because Germany declared war,
it was easy to make the world believe that she was

the aggressor. The truth is, however, that that

formal declaration was an act of defense, and not
aggression, because when it was wired to St. Peters-

burg, Russia had already gone to war, pursuant to
an understanding with France and England to the
effect that general mobilization was to be equivalent
to, and the signal for, war.

Russian statesmen have since boasted that
through its futile peace efforts the Berlin govern-

ment had egregiously blundered because, by making
it listen to the several propositions, the Allies had
gained fully twelve days’ time! In the face of these

,

will employ fittingly to describe
the wicked, though
859
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revelations we may wonder what epithet posterity Bowne, Hd)
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largely successful attempt to hold Germany responsible for the World War.

To the honest Peace workers, myself included, the
catastrophe of another war was a shock even greater

than to the average human being.

They had flat-

tered themselves that, as a result of their indefa-

tigable labors during the ten years preceding the
outbreak, the cause of peace had finally won the

heart and mind of the world and that, consequently,
the rulers would not dare to outrage an enlightened
public opinion by the barbarism of a renewed
slaughter of human beings; least of all at a time
when the people of most countries were quietly enjoying the fruits of civilization in the shape of an
exceptional degree of prosperity. For one, I should
have preferred to die rather than to witness the

spectacle of the demons of hell ruthlessly destroying

all the tender seeds of international conciliation
sown by the friends of peace, and setting up a reign
of the lie, of national passions, racial hatreds and
all the other base qualities of human nature on the
ruins of the virtues of peace: truth, fairness and

righteousness.

Alas, the Fates would not spare us the cruel

ordeal! The people again proved mere pawns in
the hands of the rulers and lords of privilege. In
all civilized countries the people are sufficiently educated to know that war never proves or decides

anything, and is always a scourge for both victor
and vanquished; that even its hugest spoils can
never compensate for the sacrifices and losses it

entails; that its moral damage, far outweighing all

possible advantage, mars all cultural achievements;
in a word that it has not a single redeeming feature

to its credit. Yet, again and again the people suffer

the Monster to make them miserable, rob them of
their substance, destroy their ethical values and kill
the flower of their manhood. Did I say, the people!

No, the realguilty partiesare alwaystheprivileged

WAR!
few.
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Indeed, the best evidence to prove that the

people do not rule is the concrete case of ever recurring war. So the true answer to the question

why the people, despite their will and convietions to the contrary, can still be led to the sham-

bles, is to be found in the axiom thatthe real ruling
powers in the modernstatearenotthepeopleat

large, nor even their constituted governments, but
rather those profiteers and lords of privilege who
¢onstitite what we are wont to call ‘‘the interests.”

As has been pointed out in previous pages, the
remedy is simple enough: let the people be con-

sulted. In nine cases out of ten they would vote for
peace. But this apparently is the very reason why

even in our country no provision for a referendum
has yet been made. The war party—let no one con-

tend that there is no such—is opposed to it, and

with the aid of the Jingo press has so far been

powerful enough to thwart so genuinely democratic
a reform.

On returning to Washington, after the exciting

excursion to mid-ocean and back, I found official

circles greatly agitated. Naturally so, for, aside
from its portentous frightfulness, the Kuropean
drama produced immediate effects in our own coun-

try.

The first impulse of our people was a feeling

of security and immunity because of the remoteness

of the conflict. How much more fortunate is America as compared with Europe, was the general sentiment, and any man then suggesting our voluntary
participation in the war would have been deemed fit

for the lunatic asylum. Soon the people began to

take sides, of course. BloodWilltell.”Oneside
howled withthewolves,theotherbleatedwiththe

sheep. The pressdenounced.theGermangovern-

ment and people. Arms, ammunitionandfoodsuppliesweresoldToone side only.
The abuse heaped upon the Germans by the
press naturally caused bitter resentmentonthepart
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of many men, particularly those of Germanextrac-

tion. The same as in other parts of the country,

80 in Washington, Foo, citizens voiced their protest

at a big mass meeting.

The speakers pointed out

that the American Germans, nearly one-third of the

country’s population, had always been good citizens
and had stood the test in every crisis ofourhistory;

that in contrast to mere lip service to American
ideals their devotion to them had always been sincere; that they had helped to free the Colonies from
the British yoke and spilled their blood for the preservation of the Union. Hence, from the strictest
American viewpoint their feelings were fairly entitled to consideration.

,

Having been one of the speakers, I received an

invitation the following day to call on a Cabinet

member. * Our protest, it seemed, was greatly

displeasing to the administration, but, without say-

ing as much, its official spokesman merely ventured
the opinion that a meeting such as had taken place
the previous night was both’ unwise and unneutral.

“Have you called any newspapers to account for
their unneutral utterances?’’ I asked.
He was obliged to admit his failure to do so.

“Well, then,” I said, ‘‘as we have no newspapers

at our command, public meetings are the only means

of venting our grievances, and the right to hold them
is vouchsafed by the Constitution itself.”’ While
it was possible, I added, to be neutral as between

European belligerents, neutrality was honestly im-

possible as between truth and falsehood, and our

protest was directed solely against palpable un-

{ruths. This ended the conversation,
It is merely stating a commonplace to say that of

the many enemies of Germany one of the mostper-

nicious was the Lie."Ttpoisonedtheworld’sopinion againstherwithoutachanceonherpartto

defend herself, because, as you know, her cable

wag cut, her radio silenced andher telegraph wires
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Man int

no farther than the/boundary.lineofher

ownterritory. Common decéhey and regard for the

truth prompted some kind of action against this
campaign of falsehood, and the German element of

the country naturally expected the present writer

to take the initiative. I was already on the warpath. Here is a conversation I had with the editor
of one of the Washington newspapers:

“For the lovers of truth and fairness,” I said,
‘‘the situation grows constantly more exasperating
as time goes on.

Every day new absurdities about

German militarism and intended world conquest,
and misleading reports about the causes of the war
and the events leading up to it are being published.
Do you honestly believe all these palpable nntruths
to be true?’’

“What I personally do or do not believe,”’ the
editor answered, ‘‘is not the question. These reports come to us from reliable press associations,
and I do not feel authorized to suppress them.”
“But you know full well that the European press

agencies, Reuter’s in London and Havas in Paris,
are doing the bidding of their governments. Does
not this fact detract from the supposed reliability
of those news purveyors?

Take the infamous re-

ports, for instance, that German soldiers had chopped off the hands of Belgian children. Now, the
Germans are no strangers among us.

They are

nearly one-third of our population. From your per-

sonal knowledgeoftheircharacteristics,do yon be-

lieve men of that good-natured race to be capable
of such atrocities? And if not, can you reconcile
it with American neutrality or even with journalistic

ethics to print those defamatory stories?”

¢¢ All T can say,”’ retorted the editor with some

warmth, ‘is that we print the news items just as
they come to us over the wires!”

So the purveyorsofallAmericanwarnewswe

EnglandandFrance,afactwhichmadeitprac-
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tically impossible for our people to formacorrect and impartial judgment on the relative merits
of the belligerents’ cause.

Therefore, my first

impulse was to call on President Wilson in order

to make known to him what appeared to be the
consensus of German-American opinion. ‘‘Don’t go
until you are invited,’’ was the counsel of a Congres-

sional colleague, and so I did not go. No invitation
ever came, and as far as known, no representative

American of German ancestry was ever consulfed.

Any man of that class versed in European affairs

could have told the President even then that Ger-

many could not possibly have been guilty of the
war and that the only belligerents who had axes to
grind were the Entente countries. The situation
was as plain as daylight, and that Americans could
not see through the British propaganda was because
they were not wont to watch the European chessboard. For a hundred years Russia coveted Constantinople and the Straits, France was fairly consumed by a passion for revenge and the recovery

of Alsace-Lorraine, and Great Britain, chafing with

a thorn in her side in the shape of German trade
rivalry and the German navy, craved to remove the
same at any cost. So the three countries pooled
issues to accomplish their distinet purposes, know-

ing full well that this could not be done except by
war on the country which was in their way.

Here we have the genesis of the World War in

a nutshell. While each of the Entente countries
had its own cogent reason for wishing to crush Ger-

many by war, the Germans, on the other hand,
craved continued peace as the most essential condition of their policy of trade expansion. What British propaganda painted as German lust for world
conquest was in truth nothing but a desire for peace-

ful commercial growth, a desideratum equally
shared by all the great nations. To the German
government a war in these circumstances was equiv-
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alent to sawing off the limb upon which it was sitting; in other words, idiotic and suicidal. Now, a

nation will hardly commit deliberate suicide, but it
will,when threatened by a conspiracy bent upon its
death, fight for its life. And this is what Germany

did at the time. Hence her war was one of defense

in the most unequivocal sense of the word.
An intelligent informant might also have told the
President that the charge of excessive German militarism was false, because the German army was

smaller than that of France alone, not to speak of
a French-Russian combination. Considering that
Germany’s population was sixty-seven millions as

against thirty-nine million French, and that she had

to be ready at all times simultaneously to defend two
frontiers, she was in fact guilty, in the light of exist-

ing conditions, of insufficient rather than excessive
military preparedness. A vicious propaganda, however, perverted the truth and, by vigorously stressing the German mote and complaisantly ignoring
the French beam, confused and poisoned the Amer-

ican mind.

WilliamJennings Bryan, faithful to his often expressed convictions, was for peace and honest neutrality. And a few Congressional leaders retarded
for one whole year the fatal American decision. And
this is how it happened:

In the spring of 1916 President Wilson invited

those leaders to a conference at the White House.
Among those present were Senator Stone of Missouri, then chairman of the Committee on Foreign

Relations; Speaker Champ Clark of the House of
Representatives; ‘Congressman Kitchen, the Demo-

cratic floor leader; and Chairman Flood of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs.

After ex-

plaining the situation at length, the President asked
his visitors whether they did not think the time
had come to ‘‘go in.”” The question was a distinct
shock to every one of the callers.
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“Mr. President,’”” said Senator Stone excitedly,

‘‘if this is what you are driving at, then you and
I have come to the parting of our ways.” "And in

saying it he pounded the presidential table with his
st.
Speaker Clark, interrupting Stone, said, not less

excitedly: ‘You could not get fifty votes in the
House for a resolution to declare war!”

Representative Kitchen spoke in the same strain,
whereupon the conference ended rather abruptly.

The story is authentic, for the writer has it from
the mouth of one of those present.

So much for that. Now let us revert to the doings

of our pro-British friends.

If in the annals of the

country there is one pregnant example of the pot
calling the kettle black, it is the denunciation by the

pro-British of the '|Germian-Americam) element for
alleged German sympathies. Tn truth, the conduct

of the latter, as compared with that of the former
came much nearer the American ideal. Both ele-

ments, of course, sympathized frankly with their
mother countries. This they had a perfect right to

do as long as Ainerica was not involved and such
sympathies did not run to unneutral acts. But while

the pro-British left no stome unturned to plunge
this country into war in order to pull the chestnuts
out of the fire for England, the pro-Germans clung

to the time-honored American policy of neutrality

anli justly criticized American support of the Allies
by money and ammunition as a flagrantviolation of

that policy because similaraidcouldTot simulta-

neously be extended to the Central Powers.
It-is true that strict neutrality on our part would

incidentally have redounded to the benefit of Germany, but was it ‘even proper for us, from ‘the

standpoint of honest impartiality, to inquire which

side would be benefited and which injured by our

faithful adherence to American traditions and our
government’s solemn pladges? Should we not de-
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termine our policies with an eye to America rather

than to Europe? If, by our heeding Washington’s
advice, Germany derived an automatic advantage,

well and good; we could not help it. By taking this
position the American Germans, it seems, stood

firmly on American ground and were really, more
loyal than those who from the very beginning cla-

mored for a departure, for the benefit of the Allies,

from that strict neutrality which, after all, is the
only policy compatible with true American in-

terests.
vershuns [aun
Inthe fall of 1914, after the oy of Con-

gress, monster mass meetings were held in nearly

alllarge cities of the country. Everywhere the halls
proved too small for the gathering crowds, and the

speakers were obliged to address overflow meetings
on the outside. The great majority of the participants were citizens of German extraction who,
deeply stirred by current events, first and foremost
came to remonstrate against the incessant violations
of our promise of neutrality.
It was the old story, by the way, which every

unbiased historian will readily affirm. In critical

times the/Anglo-Saxonasarulewasswayed by immediate interests, while the American German stood
and acted on principle and tradition. This was {rue

intheWar of Independence as well as in the Civil
War and in every great political crisis. And what
happened now? Well, German-Americans sympathized with the old Fatherland and Anglo-Americans sympathized with their Motherland. Both had
a perfect right to do so. But here was the difference: While the former mérely insisted on the observance of strict neutrality, i.e, on an official

hands-off policy, the latter moved heaven and earth,
through press and pulpit, to coerce the government
not only to side with the Allies, but to sail in and
fight for them. In doing so, as was said previously,
they were guilty of violating a tradition which
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Washington left us as the most sacred of his lega-

cies, namely, that a nation such as ours, composed
as it is of the descendants of all European nation-

alities, should never take sides in the quarrels of
Europe, because such partiality was bound to lead
to dangerous schisms among our own people.
There were other issues to be discussed.

The

American press openly blamed the Kaiser for the
war and imputed.to him the ridiculous ambition

to conquer the world. It denoiinced German militarism as the crime of fhe century, deliberately
shutting its eyes to the relatively bigger monster
of French militarism, and charged German soldiers
with unspeakable atrocities. Moreover, some news-

papers, as the mouthpieces of English and French

propaganda, went so far as to belittle and asperse vei

German music andart,making fun of German-cul-

ture and holding up everything German to ‘the exe-

cration of mankind. It has been said, and I think
truthfully, that a certain group of press and pulpit,

in downright abuse and misrepresentation, outdid
even the countries which were then at war with

Germany.

We see there was an ample supply of material

for speeches and for the resolutions adopted at the
mass meetings of indignant citizens. Upon urgent

invitation Ispoke at St. Louis, Chicago, Pittsburgh

and New YorkinanefforttoexplainthéEuropean
sitiration ag I knewit,point out theTeal causes of

the war and discredit and refute, as far as possible,

the lies in circulation. In my addresses I also endeavored to prove by laws and precedentsthatour
traffic in armswasunneutral,inasmuchaswesup-

plied and could supply only one side, and because the

magnitude of the traffic far exceeded what Thomas
Jefferson in his standard definition had declared

to be permissible.’ However,romised
to pourfooll_on_the
introduce

wild waves of indignation

a bill at the winter session of Congress.to prohibit
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the uunholytraffic¢‘whose profit was soaked in blood

and tears.”
Let me tell the story of this attempted legislation

right here. The bill, as drafted by the writer, did
notexpressly prohibit the traffic. In order to enhance the chances of its passage,it merely author-

ized the President to lay an embargo on arms and
munitions, thus leaving the matter entirely to his
discretion. On the first day of the December session

fwo copiesofthebillwereintroducedsimultaneously,

one by thewriter, a Republican, and the other by Rep-

resentative Henry Vollmer of Iowa, a Democrat.
The proposal seemed to have struck a popular
fancy, for never before in the experience of the

oldest members was there an avalanche of petitions
such as the mails carried to Washington in favor

of that bill, and they came from all sectionsofthe
cotintry.

1t was akin to a moral uprising of the

people with the slogan: «No more.blood money !”’

The Committee on Foreign. Affairs, to which the

measure had been referred, fixed a time for hearings, and pursuant to its notice advocates of the
legislation appeared in large numbers. For three
days they held the floor pleading for the cessation

of the ammunition trade in the name of American

neutrality and national honor. The arguments advanced left the profiteers no foot to stand on. The

only possible answer they might have made was
that whenever there is a conflict between the sacred
rights of trade on one sidé and neutrality and national honor on the other, the latter will have to
give way. But no such argumen{ was advanced, for
lo and behold! not a soul had appeared tooppose
the bill!

When the members had recovered from the sur-

prise caused by the total lack of opposition, the

writer, as the author of the bill, asked the floor for

a final word.

‘Our charge is,” 1said,‘that a

traffic which practically has turned the United States
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into a wholesalesupply depot for the Allies and
a workshop of death against the Central Powers
is incompatible with what the civilized world under-

stands by honest neutrality, and more particularly

with the President’s own proclamation which en-

joins the American people to be neutral ‘in word
as well as deed.”

This charge amounts to an in-

dictment of the administration, and as it is unre-

futed, the indictment must stand.’’
The non-appearance of the profiteers or any of

their representatives before the committee surely
speaks louder than words. They were lining their
pockets with ‘‘blood money,’’ but evidently were
ashamed to own and justify the odious transaction
before the bar of public opinion. It will be remembered that at a later stage the Wilson administration tried to justify the traffic in an official answer

to the charges of the Austrian Ambassador, but no
executive official could pluck up heart to appear

before Congress in its defense.

What happened,

however, is this: after the hearingstheChair-

man of the committee simply pigeon-holed the

bill! "And more, he point-blank refused to entertain
4 motion for its consideration in executive session.

Although a large majority of the committee favored

the legislation, they were powerless in the face of

the chairman’s stubborn refusal.” Atevery subse-

quent committee meetingIroseinmyseatand,
exercising my privilege as a member, demanded

action on a bill ‘‘which,”’ I said, ‘‘is unopposed and
which millions of petitioners want to see enacted.’’
It was of no avail, the chairman invariably claiming to be the sole judge of what is to be the business
before the committee. In the meantime there was
also tremendous pressure brought to bear on the
committee by the hundreds of members who had
heard from their constituencies.
There was a way out, however.

Under the rules

of the House the Speaker can entertainamotion
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fo discharge a committee from further consideration of a bill and to force a vote upon it in the

house. We were sure of Speaker Clark’s sympa-

thy, but the bothersome question was: would such
d motion command a majority of the House? A
canvass of the membership had convinced us that,
once the bill was up for consideration, we had

enough votes to pass it.

On a question to dis-

charge the committee, however, the alignment was
sure to be entirely different. There were a good
many members really opposed to an embargo who,
fearing their constituents, would have been compelled to vote for it. Their vote against consideration, however, would relieve them of the necessity
of voting on the main proposition.

A strong con-

tingent, including the writer, favored "taking the

chance, nevertheless, but finally the view prevailed
that a possible defeat in the House would make

matters worse, as the munition makers would be
sure to point to it as an official sanction of their

nefarious business.

Can anyone visnalize the consequences of an
embargo on arms at that stage of the war, namely,

in December, 1915? It surely would have shortened
the carnage by years, if not terminated it alto-

gether. Millions of lives, the very flower of the
fighting nations, would have been saved, and what
was gained or accomplished by the continued

bloodshed? Nothing except the exhaustion to the
point of utter ruin of all European combatants. Or
are the millions of blood money coined by the profiteers to be regarded as a possible equivalent for
the millions of young lives snuffed out during the
following three years? No, even our commercial
age has not yet reached the stage of callousness
openly to make such an avowal

XXIV
I LEAVE CONGRESS
The time for my retirement from Congress was

now drawing near. In January, 1915, the Washington Post carried an item with the headline: ¢‘Hires
extra help to keep out of Congress,’’ and related
the cause of my retirement as a great curiosity.

‘““While the majority of the members,” ran the

story, ““have to move heaven and earth fo break

into Congress,Representative -Bartholdt of Missouri, on the other hand, is obliged to employ extra

clerks to help him get out of it.” And this was
literally true.. Good friends in many hundreds of
letters insisted on my continuanceinservice,and it
was no easy job to make them see my point of view
and understand my longing for a much needed rest.
Even the leaders of both factions of the party came

in thelast ‘minute offering meaunanimousnominatiofi (which in the 10th Missouri district is equiva-

lent to election) if I would but change my mind.
Well, let me say candidly that when at Christmas,
1912, more than two years before the expiration of

my term, I gave public notice of my contemplated

retirement,1adan idea in the back of my head

that, after two years” rest and travel,Imighttry
for the United States Senate, for which my friends,
owing to my long service in the House, believed me
to be the logical candidate. Alas, this bud of an
idea~was killed by European cannon. The war
caused so sharp a division among our people that,

as I saw it, a man of German blood would have had
about as much chance as a grasshopper in a coop

of hungry turkeys.

At least for the Senate.
872

To

Campaigning in the good old way.
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whereEY
ho been
a fixture
for zbut peri
of aHouse,
century,
I could have
returned,
I prePorsed to stick to mypublished word.

T6 bérelievedofofficialresponsibility,freefrom
party obligations, ridofallthe hidden fetters which
tie the hands of a conscientious public servant, was

a most alluring prospect. Yet it was not an unmixed

joy becausethehappythoughtsofreliefandfreedom are mingled with melancholy reflections of a

farewell from long and pleasant associations and
friendships. But for these, service in a legislative
body would indeed lose its redeeming feature.
Hence, such ties cannot be severed without heartache, a growing woe, as the evidences multiply of
warm attachment and kindness on the part of col-

leagues and friends.

It would be unfair to these friends not to men-

tion the splendid farewell dinner they tendered me
on the occasion of my retirement. Attended by Sena-

tors, Representatives, including Speaker Champ

Clark, judges.of the Federal Courts and many
prominent citizens of Washington, it was an affair
of which any man may be justly proud. But Congressmen will never allow you to get what is called

the ‘‘big head.’”” The atmosphere of Congress in
my time was absolutely fatal to snobbishness or
‘‘highhattedness,’’ as many a newcomer who thought
he could carry his nose high found out to his sorrow. In other words, the conceit was soon taken out

of him. Wealth, too, never cut much ice, at least

in the House, a Tact which I have always regarded
asa healthy symptom for the country. Millionaires

may have shone socially, but their influence as lawmakers was more or less negligible simply because
everybody believed their road to Congress was

paved with gold. I remember one exception which,
however, merely proved the rule. When John
Andrus of the Yonkers district of New York came
to the House, he forthwith took hold in such an
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energetic way, and as a member of the Committee
on Public Buildings made himself so useful in op-

posing foolish land purchases and selfish schemes
that he acquired considerable of a reputation
despite the fact, it may be said, that he was a multimillionaire. As chairman I had in him a studious
and, therefore, most valuable co-worker in that committee, and though he was an aged man his retirement to private life came all too soon.

Reverting to that complimentary dinner, I do not

remember whether it was my old pal Bill Rodenberg
of the East St. Louis district or Dick Austin of
Tennessee who said in the course of his speech,
pointing to the gallery: ‘‘I notice up there the

charming wife of our honored guest. I am sure she

was not aware until this evening what a h—— of a

fellow her good husband is!’’ The same goodnatured wit, by the way, was a feature of the homecoming dinner with which the Businessmen’s League
(now Chamber of Commerce) honored me on my
return fo St. Louis. It was otherwise quite a solemn

affair, attended by the Governor of the State, the

Mayor of the city, Archbishop Glennon, the judges
of the courts, the editors of our great newspapers
and several hundred of our prominent citizens.

Modesty forbids mentioning the many bouquets
thrown at the guest of honor, but some of the jests
deserve to be handed down to posterity for its de-

lectation. The toastmaster, Walker Hill, noted for

his wit, fairly outdid himself on this occasion. In introducing the Archbishop, he said most of us had a
great advantage over him, because we were priv-

ileged in taking untoourselvesawife. Quick at re-

partee, HisEminence answered he would get married as soon as the toastmaster, as a bank president,

would pay ten per cent interest on running deposits.
The laugh, of course, was on the toastmaster.
The next on the program was ChampClark, then

Speaker of the House of Representatives, who had
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purposely come all the way from Washington to at-

tend the dinner. Heand thewriter-hadgonetoCongress at the sametime, twenty-two years ago, and

in that long time fought many a heated battle as

political opponents, a fact which did not detract in

theleast, however, from their mutual esteem and

personal friendship. The toastmaster introduced
him as hailing originally from Kentucky, ‘‘the
State,”” he said, ‘‘where the corn is full of kernels
and the colonels are full of corn. Ah,”’ he added,
“but Kentucky is famous for another thing. She can
boast of the most beautiful horses and the fastest
women on earth.’” Of course, he quickly corrected

himself while the crowd laughed. In his speech
Clark said that, in spite of his friendship for ‘‘Doc’’
Bartholdt, he had a big grudge against him. A
voice from the audience: ‘“Why?’’ ‘“Because he is
a Republican.’”” Well, I got even when my turn
came by telling the folks that he was always wrong
except when he voted as I did.

Poor Champ! He had then experienced the great-

est disappointment of his life. In nine ballots a clear

majority at the Baltimore Convention had declared
for him for President, yet, because he lacked the re-

quired two-thirds majority, the prize was finally
snatched from him. If Bryan had stuck to his Ne-

braska instructions, nothing could have stopped the
Missourian’s nomination and election. Yes, elec
tion, because Champ Clark was much more popular
than the comparatively unknown Wilson. And the
Taft-Roosevelt fight had insured Democratic success
in any event. As regards one of the greatest tragedies in history American destiny, as we can see

clearly now, actually lay in the lap of that conven-

tion. With a man like Clark at the helm, what would
have been our course! Unbiased observers such

ag the two great Missourians (Stone and Clark)

saw too clearly’ what has already been made

plain in these pages, namely, that the damage done
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by Germany was inflicted upon us not at all intentionally, but as an unfortunate and unavoidable inei-

dent of her war against England. And the Lusitania?
We all remember what Senator Stone, chairman of
the Committee on Foreign Relations, said the morning after that tragedy: that she was an English

auxiliary cruiser and, therefore, all persons traveling on her in spite of that fact did so on their own

responsibility. And let us recall in this connection
that even Wilson did not risk declaring war on ac-

count of the Lusitania. Americans might have had
a technical right to take passage on a warship be-

longing to one of the belligerents, but with the same

justification they might have insisted on taking a

walk between the trenches in France. In either case

their foolhardy daring was and would have been at
the risk of their own lives without any valid claim

to government protection. As to these questions I
happen to know that Speaker Clark was of one mind

with Senator Stone, and I also know that bothstatesmen recognized the German U-boat waras but a

reprisal againstwhatourowngovernmentdeclared
to be the illegal blockade ofthe North Sea, by means

ofwhich-England starved and sent to early graves

hundreds of thousands of innocent women and

children.

In February,1915, shortly before the final ad-

journment of the 65th Congress, a memorable meeting took place in Washington. It was a convention

of the presidents of all the big German and Irish

national organizations of the country, a most unique
and representative gathering of serious-minded men,

all deeply stirredby the growing danger of Ameri-

can partnership with England and her war engage-

ments.” Open partiality was the alarm signal for
those gathering patriots who above all wished
to keep our ship of state on an even keel. Scenting

disaster they came from all sections of the country
to warn Congress and the President as well as the
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so-called purveyors of public opinion against-en-

tanglenients which eventually might draw America

into the vortex of war.
"“Weare assenibled in the name of true Americanism!’’ was the watchword. Fight! Yes, as they
or their forebears had fought for the preservation

of the Union, they would fight again, if necessary,

not however for any country of Europe, but solely
for our own, for American neutrality, aloofness and

independence. Unlike the average American reader,
these men were well informed regarding Furopean

affairs, too well to be dupedanddeceivedbythe
daily diet of lies with which we were fed by English
and French bureaux.

These men knew as well as

Poincaré, Sir Edward Grey, Wilson and the Czar
that Germany was not guilty of the war, and that the

blame was thrown upon her to incite the wrath of the

world against the Kaiser. They knew that each of

the Entente countries had a particular motive to

crush Germany; that the Central Powers had kept
the peace for forty-three years, a period during
which all other great nations, including our own, had
waged wars, thus proving that German militarism
was intended solely to serve the national defense;

that the alleged aim of the Kaiser to conquer the
world was a motive cunningly imputed to him, for
in fact he had no motive to wage war except to keep

faith with his ally, Austria.
The delegates to the convention, mostly men of
affairs, knew still more. There was absolute agree-

ment among them that England’s motive to declare
war against Germany was not the violation of Bel-

gian neutrality, but rather the desire to get rid of a
commercial rival and to destroy the German Navy.
They also pointed out that Belgium, at the time
when the German rulers asked permission to march
through that country, had already seriously com-

promised her neutrality by her secret military understandings with France and England, and that
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this is what von Bethmann-Hollweg had reference
to when he spoke about that famous ‘‘scrap of
paper’’ which the press made so much of in con-

demning the act of invasion.

The convention was an earnest move in behalf of

peace and truth. It was an historical event, being the

only organizedeffortuptodatetocallahalttothe
mad rush toward war by disseminating the truth and

counteracting the poison which the cable was constantly spitting out to prejudice the world against
everything German.” ~~

There was strange unanimity among the delegates

in regard to all the questions above mentioned,

strange, because those present, Congressmen, newspaper editors, professors, scholars and businessmen
of Anglo-Saxon, Germanic and Irish stock would
be sure to wrangle over almost any other question.

All of them expressed both surprise and deep resent-

ment at what seemed studied efforts to misjudge,

misrepresent and malign German character, considering that nearly one-third of the blood coursing in
American veins has been contributed by that race.
“It should be assumed,’’ said one of the speakers,

“that America knows the Germans well enough

from the millions living among us not to believe the

slanders published against their race, therefore,

the systematic assaults upon their character actually

pass understanding. The only possible explanation
is that the fighting blood of the Nation is to be
aroused against them in order to lead us to the

shambles. Thewrong and insults heaped upon a
respected element of our populationandthefaet

that Americans thereby are soiling their own nest
seem to bé matters “of “absolute indifference to
the- French-English sympathizers.” For one I am

ashamed of this propaganda and shall never cease
to raise my voice against it.”
These words fairly expressed the sentiment of all.
The outcome of the meeting was the organization
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of the ‘‘American Independence League,’’ whose

Executive Committee was instructed to carry on a

campaignofeducationbypenandwordofmouth

in order that truth might finally prevail and peace

be preserved. As the presiding officer of the convention and elected president of the new organization

I naturally watched developments very closely.
And what happened? The delegates had hardly left
town before the newspapers opened their batteries
of abuse denouncing as hyphenates and traitors
honorable men who were the personification of loy-

alty and belonged to the very élite of our citizenry.
Every attempt, thereafter, to correct false statements and refute the lies of an unserupulous
English-French propaganda was characterized as

pro-German, andfinallyspace was denied altogether

to communications sent to the press in the interest

of truth. So the Entente’s principal ally, the Lie,

had its way, undoubted by a gullible reading public

and unrefuted by those who knew better.
As previously said, the man has not been born
who could form a correct judgment of a controversy

by hearing only one side of it. Therefore, the old
Roman injunction was: Audiatur et altera pars!
And the Germans say quaintly:

“Eines Mannes Red’ ist keine Red’,
Man muss sie horen alle Beed.”’

Indeed, there were gratifying symptoms of scepticism even in the Anglo-Saxon camp. Are the Ger-

mans, many thinking people asked themselves, really

the ferocious wolves and the Allies the innocent

lambs, which they are painted?

To prove that

these doubts existed and were widespread, I must

tell the story of my speaking four through the New
England States, ~~

WhenonMarch4,1915, the Speaker declared the
65th Congress finally adjourned, I had on my desk a
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number of invitations to speak, all of them, strange
to say, from New England cities and addressed to
me as_president of the ‘‘ American Independence

League.’’ So evidently the ChambersofCommerce,
the men’s clubs of churches and the civie associations from whom the invitations emanated had read

of the Washington convention. But why should they
wish to listen to a man who had made no secret of

his German sympathies? The letters explained it.

People wanted to hear the other side of what the

newspapers reported.

My trip to New England, already mentioned,

proved to be an episode of my life which I would
not have missed for any price. Indeed, it was both

a revelation and a thrill. Anticipating fo encounter

everywhere the poison scattered in big lumps by pro-

British papers, I left Washington with a heavy

heart, but determined, nevertheless, to tell fearlessly

what I knew to be the truth. I was not obtruding
myself upon the audiences, but was coming in response to their own invitations, hence, I felt that a
respectful welcome was due me even in—what New

York once was to William Jennings Bryan, and New.
England_under the circumstances was to me—

‘‘the enemy..country.’’

Picture my surprise, however, when at the big

City Auditorium at Springfield, Massachusetts, I

was made the recipient ofagreatovation!The hall
was filled to suffocation, with hundreds on the out-

side unable to obtain seats. The storm of applause
broke loose immediately upon my uttering the

words: ‘‘As between truth and falsehood.I.cannot

be neutral,norcan:you!”&gt;~This,mindyou,wasnota
gathering of German sympathizers, but one of the

regular Sunday afternoon meetings held, if I remember rightly, under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
The task I had set for myself was to correct mis-

taken impressions, i. e., to reduce to truthful pro-

portions the false notions created by what the
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people had read. ‘‘I do not want it said of my country that it regards as disloyal the man who but tells

the truth, the whole trath and nothing but the truth,’

I remarked, and then went on to explain how an

unscrupulous foreign propaganda was deceiving us

as to the origin of the war, which really was so plain
that a schoolboy could grasp it. The three Allies,

France, England and Russia, had for a long time
been hostile one to the other until they banded to-

gether in common hostility to Germany because she
stood in their way: firstly, of Russia, because she

(Germany) backed Austria against the Czar’s ambi-

tion in the direction of the Dardanelles and the Black

Sea;secondly, of French ambition because Germany

held with an iron grip her provinces Alsace-Lorraine which the French coveted; and finally of the
English because she had become a menacing rival
of their commercial and naval supremacy. Thus we
could see that each of the allied countries had a dis-

tinet and impelling motive for war against Germany.
Each had a separate axe to grind and a special

object to attain, but they all realized that their hunger could not be appeased except by force.
| Germany, on the other hand, had no reason whatever to go to war. Everyone in the least familiar

with her status knew that her interests lay in

exactly the opposite direction. What she craved
was a long period of uninterrupted peacefor indus-

trial progress and further commercial expansion.

Butthisveryobject of her policy, laudable as it
must seem to posterity, furnished a new and potent

reason why the Entente and especially England
should crave her destruction. To cope with Germany

in peaceful rivalry seemed impossible; the only way,

therefore, to stop her marvellous commercial expansion—and stopped it must bel—was by a resort to
force, by a combination of Powers, all equally bent
on war.

In this connection I reminded the audience of a

most significant remark made editorially by a lead-
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ing London paper shortly before the war. It was to

the effect that if Germany perished over night,

every Englishman would be so much the richer the

following morning. ‘‘No Hun chief, in holding out

to his hordes prospects of loot and pillage,’’ I declared, ‘‘has ever appealed to baser human instincts

than did that English editor by whetting his people’s
greed for the neighbor’s possessions.’’
The applause with which these words were greeted
seemed to indicate quite plainly that, in spite of all

the German-baiting, the average New England audience at that time was still amenable to reason and

facts. It encouraged me to keep on and discuss

other phases of the situation. ‘‘How about Belgium?’’ someone asked. He must have been a mindreader, for I was about to say that the mad outery

against the German march through Belgium looked
hypocritical, as everybody to the inclusion of the
several governments knew beforehand that, if Ger-

many should be attacked on two fronts, she would be
compelled to take that course as the only chance to
save her life. In fact, the purport of the under-

standings between the military staffs of the Allies
and that of Belgium was known to guard against
that very eventuality.

True, there was a treaty

guaranteeing Belgian neutrality, but had the Allies
lived up to it? Had Belgium? The negotiations just
mentioned proved the very contrary. Besides, no
less a judicial body than the Supreme Court of the
United States had declared that whenever national
existence itself is menaced it is no moral wrong to

disregard a treaty. Gladstone in a great speech in
the British Parliament had said practically the same
thing. As a matter of fact, no Nation in the world
would hesitate a minute to break down the neighbor’s fence if thereby it could save its life. Only
when Germany did it, it was wrong. In the eyes of
our Anglophiles and Francomaniacs every act of

hers was wrong, and the only way to satisfy them
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would have been for Germany to throw away her
arms and beg the Allies’ pardon for having dared
to defend her firesides and her women and children.

In reply to further questions from the audience,
which was giving the closest attention, I endeavored

in conclusion to portray.Germany and her institutions, of which at that time the average American

seemed to have bufavagueidea.

Referring to the political institutions it was true,

I said, that the Kaiser could declare war, but it was
the Reichstag which held the purse strings, a safe-

guard which amounted practically to an equivalent
of our own constitutional provision which reserved

to Congress the sole right to declare war. Tech-

nically, therefore, in Germanynomorethaninthe
United States, hostilities could never be begun

withouttheconsentofthepeopleortheirrepresentatives.SowhatthepapersweresayingaboutGermam despotism was as untrue as so many other

statements. The alleged arbitrary rule of the Kaiser

was circumscribedbya.writtenconstitutionthe
same as was the President’s in our country. And
thatconstitution also provided for universal suf-

frage, a boon enjoyed by the people for forty years

a8a fruit of the Franco-German war. In this respect

(Germany was more liberal than England where the
franchiseWasstillrestricted.Theuniversalsecret
ballot, it was true, applied only to elections for the
national parliament, while another more restricted
system obtained at elections for the diets of the

several States composing the Empire.
And how about the three great bulwarks of liberty,

thefreedomofspeech,pressandassemblage?
These, too, were guaranteedbyfundamentallawto
all the people, including the Socialists. Indeed, in
the exercise of tliesé rights the Social-Democrats

bad often inveighed against the government and
against capital in such bitter tirades that if speakers

in our country indulged in the same language, they
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would landinjail.Ob,yes,therehadbeenatime
whenSocialism was taboo, but many years ago the
rulers had come to the conclusion that repression was

both foolish and ineffectnal and had, therefore,
granted freedom of speech and action as the wiser
policy to vouchsafe the security of the State.

“A monarchy,’’ I declared finally, ‘‘is sometimes

more of ademocracy than a republic inform. It all
depends, not on the form of government,butonthe
spirit of the laws and their execution. No illiberal

statute could pass the German Reichstag since the

number of Social-Democrats.has grown to one-third
of its membership. Prohibition, for instance, as now

proposed in our country, wouldbelookeduponthere
as downright tyranny, as an intolerable infringement “of* personal liberty, and voted down indignantly.Asafrequentvisitor to that country I can
but testify that, when the calamity of war came upon

them, the Germans, according to my observation,

were a contented and happy people, more so than
any other in the world with the sole exception of the

Americans. Neither they nor their rulers-dreamed
of war, or if they did, what kind of rulers were they,

with the Kaiser in Norwegian waters, many of the
army officers on leave of absence, the country’s great
mercantile fleet scattered in the Seven Seas, without
a sufficiency of food, in the first place, then of cop-

per, rubber, brass, petroleum, saltpeter and many
other necessaries of warfare? As the Germans are

neither inefficient nor frivolous nor indifferent as to

the safety of their country, this condition of affairs
can be explained only on one supposition, namely,

that the war was forcedonthem.Futurehistorians,
I am sure, will establish this and another fact: that

the war was started by Russian mobilization and
that Germany and not the Entente was taken unawares by its outbreak.”

There was great applause; and cries of “Go on!”
were heard from all parts of the hall, though I had
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exceeded my allotted time by nearly an hour. Was
not this a most significant symptom? Here was a

New, England audience of more than2,000 loudly

applauding statements which tended to confravene
practically éverything they had read in the public
prints! So, after all, there was still hope of counter-

acting successfully all propaganda poison by the

powerful antidote of truth, for what was done at

Springfield could be done elsewhere. The realization
of this fact, needless to say, made me very happy.
At the request of the chairman I readily consented

to answer as best I could questions to be propounded

by the audience. I would not mention this trivial
incident but for the fact that one of these questions
had an important bearing on the subject of warguilt. It ran thus:

}

‘Why did not the Central Powers accept Sir Edward Grey’s proposal to submit the Austro-Serbian
conflict to arbitration?’’

My answer was that at that critical moment Austrig, at the behest of Emperor William, had just ¢o3-

sented to enter intodirect negotiations with Russia,

a turn of events which gave promise of a peaceful

solution of the controversy. It must be remembered,

I added, that Austria had insisted all along on deal-

ing with Serbia alone, as her quarrel was exclusively

with that country. This was as much as to say, it
was none of the Czar’s business. Owing to the inter-

vention of the German Kaiser, however, the Austrian Government had finally yielded and consented
to negotiate directly with the Russian Government.
This important point gained, Sir Edward Grey had
been quick to admit that this was a better way to
achieve results than a resort to arbitration. More-

over, no direct refusal to arbitrate was ever inter-

posed; Grey’s suggestion had simply been overtaken
by ‘something better. Therefore, the construction
placed upon the incident and persistently advertised
by war propagandists, namely, that the Central
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Powers preferred war to a peaceful solution, was at
once wrong and unjust. The war party at St. Peters-

burg, assured of French and British co-operation
and having everything ready for a surprise attack

on Germany, was actually afraid that the latest
peace move of Kaiser William might succeed, hence

their precipitous order for general mobilization
which they knew was tantamount by general consent
to a formal declaration of war. Truthful historians,

therefore, must record the fact that the blame for
having precipitated the World War attaches first
and foremost to the Czar’s myrmidons who, by

ordering mobilization, deliberately cut the slender
thread on which peace was suspended.

‘Why, this puts an entirely different face on the
matter!’’ shouted the questioner, an exclamation
which showed plainly to what extent our people had

already been misled. Although everybody could

have gleaned the truth from the course of reported
events as easily as I'had done, yet the audience was
plainly surprised at my explanations. It shows, I
say again, what will happen when during a war one
side is in exclusive control of the cables and all
other means of communication. To those really responsible for the war it was of the most vital importance, of course, to wash their hands of the war-

guilt and saddle it on the other fellow, and by the
technical means at their command they actually sueceeded in unloading the blame on the Kaiser and in

mobilizing neutral public opinion against him and
his people.

After my Springfield experience I found my task

much easier in Providence, NewHaven and Hartford, where I had to fill speaking engagements at

businessmen’s dinners. The same cordial reception
awaited me everywhere. At the last named city 1
had a joint debate with Professor Albert Bushnell

Hart, who took the side of Great Britain-and -her

Allies and stressed the danger “‘to” the world”
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of Germany’s alleged push toward the East, referring to the construction of the Bagdad Railway as

evidence of her ‘‘insatiable ambition.’’ He tried to
palliate the mobilization of Russia on the ground
of the Czar’s vital necessity to check the German
advance toward the Orient. I answered that in truth

therewasnosuchthingasapushtowardtheEast
oflthe German program, and the Czar was far from

having this in mind when he made common cause

with the Allies. Pursuant to the traditional policy
of the Romanoffs and the testament of Peter the

Great, the Czar simply wanted -to lay his hands on

Constantinople and the Dardanelles, and as the Central Powers blocked his way to those coveted possessions, he logically concluded that a victorious war
was the only means of gratifying his ambition.
With the realization that an opportunity of securing
the aid of both England and France for that purpose
might never come again, the die was soon cast. And

as to the Bagdad Railway, this, I said, was a purely

commercial enterprise which, when finished, would

have been a triumph of civilization. It should also

be remembered that England and Germany had just

been on the point of an amicable agreement regard-

ing that railway when the war interrupted their

negotiations.

It was to be expected that a passionate press prop-

aganda would soon crush the seeds of truth sown in

these New England speeches, but, nevertheless, I

have at least had this satisfaction, that the revelations since the War have corroborated to the fullest
every statement of fact I had presented. These
revelations, by the way, based as they are upon the
incontrovertible evidence of official government
records, are by far the most sensational news of
our time.

For authentic information as to -Germany’s innocence and pre-war history generally, as revealed

by the secret archives of Belgium, Russia, Germany
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and Austria, we are obliged to turn to books. The

daily press, otherwise so eager for news, keeps mum

regarding the stories of the official records. By giving publicitytothemit would, of course, have to
reverse itself, and this, in spite of all obligations to
the reading public, is evidently too bitter a pill to
swallow. Stimulated, perhaps, by- the very silence
of the press, we fortunately find a number of noted

literary men who, with consciences less elastic, set

to work, sifted the vast material at hand and presented it to the reading public in a coherent and

easily intelligible form. One would imagine that
these historians are Germans engaged in an effort

to rehabilitate the honor of their country. This, however, is not the case. All the more prominent authors

dealing with the origin of, and the responsibility

for, the World War are non-Germans and even citizens of countries which were at war with Germany,
a fact which in itself is a tribute to the writers’

courage and mental honesty. Evidently they could
not bring themselves to remain quiet and leave the
world in error in the face of a revelation of truths

so totally at variance with prevalent opinions. Of
the many books written to interpret the war records

and lead us securely through the labyrinth of facts
they contain I will mention but the following four,
all by noted American authors and historians, to wit:
Professor Harry Elmer Barnes’ The Genesis of
the World War; United States Senator Owen’s

The Russian Imperial Conspiracy; Judge Frederick

Bausman’s Let France Explain, and the same

author’s Facing Europe.

None of these distinguished savants can be sus-

pected of German sympathies or even a.desire to
help the under-dog. On the contrary, they were antiGerman, every one of them, until convinced by the
evidence that such hostility was doing violence to
both justice and truth. Unbiased observers had
merely suspected a conspiracy to crush Germany,
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with Poincaré, Sir Edward Grey and the Czar as
the arch conspirators. Professor Barnes proves it
from the record, and what is more: every attempt to

contradict him has proved a dismal failure. Senator
Owen, after the most searching scrutiny, adduces

irrefutable evidence firstly that Russia started the
war, and secondly that neither England nor France
raised their little fingers to prevent it, while the
Kaiser, on the other hand, moved heaven and earth,
even to the point of jeopardizing Austria’s friendship, to avert the catastrophe. Judge Bausman in
his first book shows up the persistent French
intrigues to inveigle Grey and the Muscovite into
the bloody enterprise and in his second points out

England’s mischievous policies and their disastrous
consequences.

In this connection attention should also be called

to the enlightening writings of Ferdinand Hansen,

an American citizen, published under the name of
““Opco.”” They are a prolific mine of information on

the question of war-guilt.

The more notorious facts set forth in the scholarly
essays, above mentioned, were fairly well known to
the student of the European chessboard even when
the first shot was fired.

What was not known at

that early period of the war, however, was that the
Allies had actually entered into hard and fast bargains for loot, in other words, that each of the con-

spiring governments knew exactly, before sending

its youth to the shambles, what it would get out of
the gory business. These agreements, discovered in
black and white in the Russian archives, were con-

tained in the correspondence between Isvolsky, the
Czar’s Ambassador at Paris, and Sazonov, the Rus-

gian MinisterofForeignAffairs. Roughly speaking, the Russian Bear was to grab, besides Constan-

tinople and the Straits, the whole of (alicia and as
much other territory as would suit his appetite, in
other words, he was given a free hand in the East
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and could thus fix his German and Austrian frontier
to suit himself. France, on the other hand, the self-

styled ‘‘grande nation,’’ was to be made greater by
the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, the Saar district
and practically all the populous territory west of the
Rhine. And modest John Bull¥ Why, he was to
pocket the German colonies and otherwise content
himself with the certain destruction of the German

Navy and the ruin of his detested rival’s foreign
trade—the one desideratum he yearned for and for
which he was willing to concede to the Czar, as we
see, what he had denied him, gun in hand, for a hundred years.
Does not this anti-war pact or rather plot of the
three allies tell the whole story in a nutshell? Is any

additional evidence needed to explain the whys and

wherefores of the World War? Let us see. When a

crime has been committed, the first question always
is: Cui bono? ‘Who is benefited?’’ The answer to

the question more often than not points to the guilty

party. Applying this method to the case in point, no

prosecutor, if informed of the plotters’ spoils agree-

ments, would be in doubt for a single moment as to

the identity of those guilty of the war.

Let us revert to the official war records. It ap-

pears from them that, while the General Staffs of
the allied countries, after many conferences, had ar-

ranged practically all the military details of the
coming war, the leading statesmen, too, had continued their preparations, going so far even as to
agree on certain ruses to make Germany appear as

the aggressor. The withdrawal of the French garrisons to within ten kilometers of the frontier was
one of those shrewd arrangements. This was to demonstrate the peaceful intentions of the French and

thus to fool not only the English people, but also
the French themselves. It worked like a charm.
The plotters knew that in response to the Russian
mobilization Germany would have to declare war in
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self-defense, and that is exactly what the Allies had
figured on, for they could now turn to their people
and say: ‘‘See, the Kaiser started it, and ours is a
defensive war.”’

Mindful of Lowell’s warning: ‘‘To fail at all is to

fail utterly,’’ John Bull had not overlooked Brother
Jonathan in hi§ shrewd calculations. Though the
combination against them was twice as strong as

the Centrals Powers (considering the weak spot in
Austria’s armor: the Czechs) it would have ‘failed

utterly,’”’ nevertheless, but for America’s co-operation. Indeed, it would have failed in spite of Uncle

Sam’s assistance as a purveyor of ammunitions,
money and food, if he had not finally become an

active ally in the war. Surmising as much, Eng-

land had begun, as long as ten years before the war
and almost coincident with King Edward’s en-

circlingpolicy, a campaign of wooing for America’s

favor unexampled in international history. .Lord

Northeliffe-came over and bought, as he himself

said, eighteen influential American newspapers. A
parliamentary delegation, led by my old friend,

Lord Weardale, visited Washington to remind us
of the natural congeniality of the two English-

speaking peoples and of their good fellowship and

amity. 1 can see Bryan, then Secretary of State,
even today, as he rose at a formal breakfast, ten-

dered the distinguished visitors, and delivered one
of his eloquent panegyrics on peace.
But ‘“Hands Across the Sea’’ was sung in all keys.

Britishers were pushed into influential positions in

private as well as public life. They were lifted into

editorial chairs and pulpits, indeed, press and pulpit
vied with each other in singing the praises of the

Motherland, while simultaneously the American cup

was poisoned against the Germans and the Irish of
this country. Of course! These ‘‘hyphenates’ were
thorns in John Bull’s side. They could not be cajoled
as easily as the Anglo-Saxons of whom Admiral Sims
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said, they are ‘‘English-bred and English-led.”” So

everything was done to minimize their influence when

the die was really cast. The game, expensive though
it must have been to the British Exchequer, was kept
up with increasing intensity to the end, 1. e., until

Uncle Sam marched shoulder foshoulderwithJohn
Bull against the common enemy.

~~

Three objectives of the Allies’ war program had

now been achieved. Their land and naval forces had

been brought up to maxivium strength. “A full understanding had been reached about a planfomake
Germany appear as the aggressor. America’s good

will and eventual codperation had been assured.
The last named task had been assigned to England

and was executed by her with consummate skill

But there was a fourth objective which France had
undertaken to further: the construction of new

strategic railwaysinRussia,designedto insure the
quickest possible transportation of the Czar’s

troops to the Prussian frontier for a surprise at-

tack. And,indeed,France advanced over 300,000,

000 francs to the Czar for that purpose. These contemplated roads were built with feverish haste dur-

ing the years immediately preceding the war and
made possible, as will be remembered, the devastation of large areas of East Prussia. Another
notorious act of preparedness should be mentioned:

the assembling of the British fleet in the North Sea
in the summer of 1914. That exactly those waters
should have been chosen for that year’s naval
maneuvers is significant in itself, but that the whole
navy should have been kept there, long after the
maneuvers were over, speaks volumes. Here then
we have an accumulation of proofs that in the camp
of the Allies everything was in readiness when

through Russia’s mobilization the storm broke.

The reason I dwelt at length on this evidence of

preparedness is obvious. It is to demonstrate the
absurdity of the claim that the Allies were taken
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as completely unawares as a flock of innocent lambs

fallen upon by ferocious wolves. It is on a par with

the myth that Germany ‘‘had prepared for this war
for fifty years;’’ a lie, by the way, which served as
the smoke screen behind which her enemies tried to

conceal their own preparedness. E. D. Morell, the

English parliamentarian, nailed it effectively by

proving that within a week of the war Germany still

exported grain to her future enemies. ¢‘If she had
expected war,’’ he wrote, “would she have sold her

foodstuffs to France and England on the eve of it,
knowing that in case of a possible blockade she
would not have enough to feed her own population?’’

A clincher, is it not? But the great English liberal
cited another important fact: all the German guns
and ammunition which fell into the hands of the
Allies after the Armistice were found to have been

manufactured during and not before the war!
It is not my purpose to fight the war over. What

has been said is but a feeble effort to vindicate, by

later authentic revelations, my earlier public statements. The world has been busy repairing the
physical damage of the great war. Is it not also our
solemn duty to mend, as far as it can be done, the

incalculable moral damage caused by it? The invisible, but nevertheless very real damage inflicted
by the base falsehoods about the enemy, spread and
inculeated in the minds of our people, and the insults offered to the millions who. have German blood

in their veins—do not these also call for mitigation?

By cuss words, epithets and slanders, dinned into

their ears, the youthful minds.of school children of

German parentage were. poisoned until many of
them actually detested their own fathers and
mothers! Merely because of their racial descent
good and respected citizens who had never done a

wrong weresuspected of disloyaltyandtreasonand

persecuted andharassed nntil they began to doubt

the justice ofour government andtherighteousness
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of our people, a fact the more deplorable because
it tended to relax their honest attachment to, and
their old fervent love for, America.

Surely, it is not enough to say: let us forget it!

Oblivion may well§uittheperpetratorsoftheinjuries because many of them are now heartily
ashamed of their exhibition of enmity and hatred,
so totally unwarranted, but it will not and should
not satisfy the injured. No, to my mind nothing
short of a sincere gesture of esteem, a demonstra-

tion of friendly recognition will suffice for their vindication, and this act of belated justice should

Smanaty
officially from the highest authority in the
and.
Peace means more than merely to stop killing, It
is the duty of a government waging war to ‘‘wage”’
peace, too, as Roosevelt aptly said, and to wage it
in such a way as to administer heart-balm to.the

bereaved and afflicted and, by timely measures of

reconciliation, to reunite whatever war mayhave
divided.Every sucheffoit is a patriotic act because
it tends to promote the spirit of unity among the
people.

*

The observant reader will have noticed that so far
my life, though varied and at times exciting, was on
the whole pleasant and sunny. Like every other public man, I have had my raps and knocks. The velvety

raiment of the political butterfly was damaged in
some spots, but I had been spared serious misfortunes as well as soul-stirring disappointments. At
the end of my career the Fates had allowed me to

bask in the sunshine of popular favor and to enjoy
an ideal home life, strong and true friendships and
a competency which bade fair to keep the wolf from
the door for the balance of my days. But what does
the poet say? ‘‘Life’s unmixed joy is no mortal’s
gift,”’ and this alas, also proved true in my case.
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The black and sinister clouds which came up with
the war to obscure the sun of my life hurled another

bolt directly into my heart. In May, 1924, my wife,

thekindliest, sweetest, most womanly woman’ that

everlived, died.. Every day of our forty-four years
of happy partnership had contributed to enhance
my love and adoration for one so good, so unselfish,

so faithful and affectionate. Every blessed morning
she seemed to me more adorable than the day before. Verily, if ever an angel was sent down from

heaven it was she, who differed so much from the
modern woman. The home was her world; to make

it attractive and to please her beloved ones was her

one thought. Motherhood has always had my veneration, but I had never grasped its sublimest mean-

ing until I read the pride and super-human felicity

in the radiant eyes of my baby boy’s young mother,
the indescribable charm of her maternal smile proclaiming with wordless eloquence that she was the
richest and happiest woman in all the world. Alas,
even the Fates were envious, for within a short year

they cruelly robbed the mother of the sweet object

of her ecstasy, a bereavement which she could never
quite get over. Yet, even this cloud had a silver

lining; the misfortune caused an_even.closerunion,
a more exclusive and whole-hearted attachment, if

such had been possible, between fatherandmother.
I remember when we were first married. After

the wedding at St. Louis I took my bride to Brooklyn, where I was employedasareporteron one of
the evening papers. We had just settled down in a

small andunpretentiousflatwhenanightassign-

ment kept me out until after midnight. It was the
first time she had been left alone the whole evening.

What would she say? I felt guiltless of any inattention. The political meeting which I had to report
had lasted till midnight, and after it we newspapermen, to steady our nerves, had lingered not more

than ten minutes over a socialcup. So I looked upon
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the occasion as a sort ofcriticaltest. If she is cross
and upbraids me, I said to myself, our matrimonial
craft is liable to go on the rocks, but if she acts

sensibly and appreciates the situation, our voyage
will land us on the isle of happiness, and all will be
well for all time to come. Naturally I approached
the house with not a little trepidation.
There she sat waiting on the front steps of the

house. Jumping up and throwing her arms around
me, she exclaimed jubilantly, ‘I am so happy you
are back!’”’ and leading me into the house, said

she had been frantic with fear that something might
have happened to me. Never a question as to where

I had been or what had kept me. Her trusting heart

knew no jealousy. ‘‘Darling,”’ I said, “from now
on all is well between us forever and ever.” And so

it proved to be. Her amiable disposition never
changed, nor did her confiding trust in the other’s
rectitude. And the effect’ on me? Why, a good

woman’s grace will soften the heart of every man
who has any good in him, and, surely, her child-like

confidenceinhimwillmakehimwalkthechalkline,
if nothing else will.

It is a matter of common observation that women,

in order to attain a higher rank in society, push and
urge on their spouses in their aspirations. Sucha
driving force I have never had to contend with. On

the contrary,myfaithfulpartnerwasever satisfied

with her lot. She who became a pet of Washington
society and could justly boast that of six Presidents

of the United States, every single one was fond of

her, often whispered to me that, after all, she had
been happiest in her little Brooklyn flat with the
baby playing at her feet. What a wonderful stimulant was her love, my realization of possessing it!
It became the mainspring of whatever ambition I
had. It made me work, strive, plan and fight with
the one thought of making her life and future bright
and happy. And in facing the world and fighting the
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battles of life, how much stronger we feel in realizing that all is well at home, that no worry need disturb our minds on that account!

This jewel of a wife and mother radiated all the

undefinable charms of true womanhood. Her kindness, modesty, unselfishness and grace deeply impressed all who knew her. Her main inspiration, I
must say, was a religious faith which could not be

shaken by worldly experience. To lose her meant
the loss of all I really treasured in the world, and
when she closed her beautiful eyes, it seemed to me
as if love itself had died and life was no longer
worth living. And she, too, was a victim of the war.

Ceaseless anxiety and fear for my safety had undermined her health and weakened her heart until it
was too feeble to throb. Poor heart! Never before
were we more in need of love as great as yours!

XXV
“THE MADNESS OF VERSAILLES?”
No incidents and events other than those with
which the writer was in some way connected are

recorded in these memoirs. Hence, the ‘‘Madness
of Versailles,”’ as The Nation stigmatized the so-

called peace treaty, the famineinGermany,the
systematic attempts of France utterly to destroy

her neighboring ¢oiiitry and the various steps to

put our own country back on a peace footing are

passed in silence. One episode of the post bellum
days, however, must be mentioned here. When in the
fall of 1922 cries of distress came from (Germany,

when Chancellor Wirth despairingly declared in the
Reichstag: “We are at the end of our rope; we can

no longer feed our people!’ a conferenceofleading
German-Americans was_hastily called to meet in
Chicago with a view to appealing to Washington for

government aid, because private charity was no

longer able to cope with the growing distress...That

conference appointed a committee, headed by the
writer and composed of Dr. Otto L. Schmidt and

H.0. Lange of Illinois, Alwin Krutsch of Wiscon-

sin, Harry RickelofMichiganandJohnGrossge-

bauer of New Jersey, with instructions to lay the

matter before the President and Congress.”Abill
providing for the purchase in this country of seventy

million dollars’ worth of foodstuffs, of which our
farmers then had a great surplus, was drafted by

meandintroducedby RepresentativeNewton of Mis-

gsouri. After the proposed appropriation had been
reduced to ten millions, we succeeded in passing it

through” the House of Representatives. Alas, it
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failedintheSenate,despitethedesperateefforts
of Senator LaFollette to save it.” During the Civil

War Germany sent us money, food, clothing and
medicines which helped save the Union!

:

Though a private citizen, I still took what the

boys callahand in politics."When President

Harding, personally honest, but betrayed by corrupt friends, had died, and Mr. Coolidge had been

promoted to the White House, I hastened to Washington to talk to the new President about certain

phases of our foreign and domestic policy. The
French were still in the Ruhr, and after explaining
to Mr. Coolidge that the high-handed seizure of Germany’s industrial heart might easily lead to her
utter ruin, I ventured the suggestion that the United

Stateswas the only country in the world which could

stop the vengeful policy of the French and make
them come to terms. Previously I had made the same

suggestiontoPresidentHardingwithout apparent
result. President Coolidge, on the contrary, did get

results. ASwas his habit, he did not say much at the
time; but let us visualize what happened: the French
evacuated the Ruhr and, what is no less significant,
Poincaré allowed Briand to lock arms with Stresemann and ‘go to Locarno. The result of a nudge
from Uncle Sam? I betray no secret by answering

this question in the affirmative. Yes, the fire-eating
Poincaré was informedin diplomatic language that
France could float no- more loans in the United
States unless she came to a reasonable understanding with Germany. All of which showed that.now
we had a President who did not view the diploma-

tic chessboard exclusively through French-English

glasses. Besides, when the credit for Locarno is
meted out, Uncle Sam must not be overlooked, for

it was he who made all the wild animals in the

French menagerie crouch by simply raising his index finger. ‘‘Now it can be told.”

}

The greatest part of the Presidential campaign
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of 1924 I spent in Europe, attending, among other

things, as one of the American delegates, the Interparliamentary Conference which in that year met

successively in Berne and Geneva. Among the other
delegates were Senators McKinley of Illinois, Bur-

ton of Ohio and “‘Charley’® Curtis, now VicePresident, of Kansas. Of course, we often, talked
politics, and one day I startled them by declaring
for Lal'ollette. Yes, my mind was definitely made

up on that point. I felt that every American of German blood owed the Wisconsin leader a lasting debt

of gratitude, not only for his manly courage in stubbornly resisting a pernicious war propaganda, but
also for“defending almost singlehanded the honor
of the German name against a pogrom as conscience-

less as it was unworthy of America. Ever since Lincoln’s time the American Germans of the Middle
West had been the backbone of the Republican
party. They never held out their hands for special
recognition, and surely had a claim to decent respect. Was this accorded to them? When they
needed friends, did the Republican leaders have a
kind word for them? No. The party champions even
joined the chorus of villifiers and, more than that,
when the millions of dollars were voted to feed the

starving people of Europe, they put through an
amendment expressly exempting the starving Ger-

mans from the benefits of the appropriation. No
» matter what others would do, for one I could not

stoop to kiss the hands of the party responsible for

that perfidy.

There was another magnet which attracted me to

LaFollette. It was a patriotic consideration, namely,

his fearless championship of the. interests of the

people as against corporate greed and aggression.
There seemed to me much in his contention that the
government of, by and for the people was rapidly
becomingaTuleof, by and for the corporations, in
other words, that the plain people, in spite of the
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franchise, were gradually losing the power of gov-

ernment thréugh party manipulation. In this, if but

half true, I scented a grave danger to our institutions and to the very safety of the country; to avert
this danger was the plain duty of every good American. In this respect LaFollette’s record, a life de-

voted to the herculesn fask of defending popular
rightsandexposingofficialcorruption,wasaplat-

form upon which I felt I could safely stand. It was
a guaranty that the profits of the classes would
always be subordinated to the benefits of the masses.

Evidently friends with whom I had discussed

these matters in Switzerland had reported my defection to headquarters, for when I landed in N ew
York I found an emissary of the party leaders
waiting for me at the dock. It was Henry W. C.
Block of St. Louis, good old friend of mine that he
was, who had come to make me listen to reason and,

owing to intimate personal relations, was sure of
accomplishing it, if no one else could. What’s more,
he was authorized to say that the campaign managers would recommend me for any Tucrative Fed-

eral office,tobenamedbymyself,ifIbut refrained

fromdeclaring publicly for the Wisconsin candi-

date. This offer I declined on the spot and without

comment, but when something was said about gratitude to party, I felt impelled to make my position

clear. ‘During my long public service,’’ I said, ¢“I

believe I have given quid pro quo, at least I honestly endeavored to give to my party and country
the best that was in me, hence I feel that I have
earned the right to say, we are quits.’ Needless to
say, it pained me greatly to renounce, even for a

time, my old party affiliations, but I was determined
to suffer this pain rather than be accused of cowardice by my own conscience.

LaFollette’s success, I fully realized,.was beyond
the pale of possibility, so from a personal stand-

point there was nothing to gain by the support of
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the Progressive ticket, and everything to lose: party
standing, old friendships and the pleasing realiza-

tion of being on the winning side. Nevertheless, 1
was satisfied that Republican success would mean

ag little this time as it did when with Harding’s elec-

tiona seven million majority had demandedachange
of policies, a change which never came. In our
foreign policy especially there was no deviation

whatever from Wilson’s course: we simply sailed

in English channels. To the class of citizens, there-

fore, to whichIbelonged,whofavoredinthefirst
place an independent American foreign policy, and

secondly, a curtailment of corporate power, the party

label had no more attraction, and the time had come

to vote fromconviction and for principle rather than
£ arty.
“No matter what others may do, I for one cannot
blame a man for trying to be captain of his soul!”

With these consoling words my good friend, despair-

ing of his mission, left me in New York. Other trials
and tribulations, however, awaited me in Washington. Figuratively speaking, I was taken up to a

mountain and shown all the Republican fleshpots,
large and small, any one of which, they told me,

could be mine if I but said the word, or rather would
not say publicly what was in my mind. Later in the

day an old Congressional friend called me up and
invited me to the White House, but I made it plain
to him that in the circumstances my call there would

be both painful and useless. I am certain, by the

way, that President Coolidge knew nothing of the

offers made to me by the Republican bosses, who,
evidently were under the delusion that I had the

so-called German voteinmyvestpocket,Tomake
thie long story short, on the evening of the same
day I issued my statement—quite a lengthy recital

of ‘thereasonswhichprompted my supportof the

man whom I regardedasasecondLincoln.“Ther
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was not a word in it of criticism of Mr. Coolidge, for

whom I had great respect.
Meanwhile there were doings behind my back. The
‘“Associated Press’’ did not publish my state-

ment"Awittyfriendsuggestedthatprobablythey
did not want to hurt my political fortunes, not knowing that my future was behind me. Well, it
made no great difference, for both the Hearst
Service and the ‘“United Press’’ carried the item.
Besides, other means were found to circulate it, espe-

cially among Americans of German descent for
whom my appeal was mainly intended. When I
reached home, I heard the usual wails, of course,
such as ‘‘You have killed yourself politically’’ and
“It was a great blunder,” ete. Little they knew
how deeply in earnest I was! My step was not a
resolve lightly made, it was the result of soul-

stirring reflections, and I could not do otherwise, if

I were to remain true to myself. The election demonstrated that five million Americans thought as I did.
That five million men and women should have

emancipated themselves from thraldom to vote independently and freely for their convictions was surely
a most hopeful omen for the future. And maybe the
time is not far distant when other millions will not

again allow themselves to be intimidated and prevented by threats from joining a moral uprising
of freemen bent on lifting our beloved country out
of the political mire and thus securing a larger measure of contentment and happiness for a greater

number of people.

XXVI

COOLIDGE; THE NEW GERMANY
“The President expects. you for luncheon at
one o’clock.”” With these words Dwight Davis, the
Secretary of War, greeted me as I entered his
office one morning to say ‘‘howdy’’ to an old friend.
It was in the fall of1925, and I was passing through

Washington on my way home from Europe. The
invitation was a great honor, but, frankly speaking,
also quite a surprise to me. Had I not opposed Mr.

Coolidge by supporting another candidate? And was
I not but a plain private citizen? Possible, too, that
the President had heard the story of my declining
a fat office and he was curiols to see such a rare

bird. Secretary Davis could not enlighten me, nor
did the conversation at the luncheon, for that turned
on everything but politics. Twice thereafter the

President did me the honor to invite me to his family
table. One of these occasions was an evening dinner

with him and Mrs. Coolidge alone. After the meal
he took me to the library well known to me, because
it had been my privilege to be a guest there un-

der five different Presidents: Cleveland, McKinley,
Roosevelt, Taft and Harding. And here, while smok-

ing our cigars, Mr. Coolidge asked me a number of

questions about conditions in Germany and suggested that on my return trip I should come to the

White, House again and tell him the result of my
observations abroad. That I accepted this honorable
mission with most grateful acknowledgments goes

without saying.

Let me pause here in my narrative to take a good
look at President Coolidge. The people as a whole
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know him quite well, of course, as a serious, almost
austere man of few words and simple manners. Yes,
in pleasing contrast with many another statesman,
he is all that. But I have also found him to be intensely human. When in private conversation with
a trusted friend he steps out of his reserve and is an

interesting conversationalist.

Under the eirecum-

stances, of course, I am not at liberty to repeat his

discourse, although no secret would be betrayed.
Suffice it to say that I was particularly and deeply
impressed by two of his characteristics: candor and
sincerity. Since my talks with him I have often ‘wondered whether Mr. Coolidge as a man was ever suf-

ficiently appreciated by the people, just because of

those of his virtues which nowadays are so rare

among public men. Had he been given another term
I am certain he would finally have risen above party

and other interests and, by stepping down to the

plain people, would have made one of the most popular Presidents in our history. Privately, I entertain

the belief, too, that his expression, ‘‘I do not choose
to run,”’ was misinterpreted and meant merely that

it was not for him, but for the people to say whether
they wished to continue his incumbency or not. And
in the face of the third term issue it certainly was a
wise position for him to take. Well, he is still in the

prime of life, and next time the people may draft
him, no matter whether he chooses to run or not.

Ten days after my visit with the President the
North German Lloyd’s erack liner Columbus, under
the command of my old friend, Commodore Johnsen,
landed me safely at Bremen—for the ‘nth’? time, it
being my fiftiethtrip across. Owing to my many
previous visits I was, of course, fairly well posted
as to conditions in Germany, but now my task was

to obtain acenrate information, backed by facts and

figures;6fianyphases:thefinancial,socialand
economic situation,the standard of living of. the
people, their attitude toward America, ete. Such a
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study was clearly a service to both countries. American capitalists, with the consent of the Administration, had loaned Germany more than two billion

dollars to keep her going after the inflation, hence

other Americans, beside those of German blood, were

vitally interested in the fate of the new Republic

and anxious to learn all about it. On the other hand,

a true and sympathetic interpretation of Germany

tothe American people could but be of great benefit
to that country considering that the poison of the

war propaganda was not yet out of the American

system.

Maybe that is what President Coolidge

had in mind: he had heard abuse of Germany
ad nauseam, now he wanted to hear the other side.
They say, ‘The man who has a truth carries a
torch.”” Well, I was more than anxious to ferret out
the truth and then carry its torch to the White
House.

’

With Americans it has almost become a national

trait to judge what they read, not by its quality, but
by the personality of the author. In other words, the

first consideration is not what is said, but who says

it. Is he German or Irish, Jew or Gentile, nativeborn or naturalized, high or low-brow, rich or poor?
And so whatever the printed matter may be, it is

more generally judged by these criterions than by

its merits as to truth and common sense. This petty

habit belittles, of course, both author and reader,
because it imputes prejudice to the former and at

the same time betrays the narrowness of the latter.
Having said this much, I now wish to aver em-

phatically that what is said here about Germany is,
though the author be of German ancestry, the unvarnished truth as he ascertained it by painstaking
investigation. My informants were the leading men
of that country, such as the late President Ebert;

Gustav Stresemann, Secretary of State; Dr. Curtius,

Secretary -of Commerce; Dr. Schacht, President of
the Reichsbank; Dr. Dorpmiiller, head of the Ger-
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man Railway System; President Loebe of the Reichstag; President Lochte of the South German Rail-

roads,and many others. It is safe to say, what these

men do not know about Germany is not worth know-

ing.”Besides, in order to obtain the viewpoint, too,

of neutral American observers, I consulted our Am-

bassador, Dr. Schurman, the American Reparation

Agent, and a number of our Consuls. Hearsay from
authentic sources is extremely valuable, of course,

but it needs to be supplemented, nevertheless, by
what we see with our own eyes.

So I examined

ledgers and tax receipts of business friends, observing incidentally the decisive effect of the American
tariff on the industrial situation, lifted the lid from

German family life and mingled with the people to
learn their habits and mode of living as well as their
earnings and expenses for either necessaries or

luxuries.
Immediately before the World War Germany had

grown to be a rich country. Possessing more actual

wealth than even the Germans themselves were
aware of, she was the wonder and envy of the world.

Proof of her opulence was the amazing fact that

during the four years’ struggle against a world of
foes she was able to finance herself all alone. While

England, France, Russia, Italy and all their smaller
allies could easily replenish their exchequers out of

Uncle Sam’s inexhaustible treasury—to the extent
of twelve billion dollars—the German rulers could
turn nowhere for contributions except to their own
people and, moreover, had to share some of the proceeds
allies. of the ten or more war loans with their weaker

It cannot be said that the country is richly endowed by nature. In fertility its soil cannot be compared with that of France, for instance, and as to
natural resources it can boast of nothing much ex-

cept coal deposits. Remember also that, owing to
its geographical location and its defenselessness, due
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to inner dissensions, it has been the theater of most

of the great European wars, the thirty years’, the
seven years’ and the Napoleonic wars, as a conse-

quence of which it became utterly impoverished,
so much so that—to cite a recent example—*‘poor
little Belgium’’ was a veritable bonanza land as

compared with it.
How, then, did Germany acquire her riches? Did
she, like England, gather them up in all nooks and
corners of the earth and garner them at home? No,
her colonies were suckers rather than feeders, and
when some of them were about to become profitable,
they were taken from her. Did she enrich herself by
predatory wars? No. In more than forty years, a

period during which all other great Powers, includ-

ing the United States, waged wars, she never drew
her sword. Hence, the only correct answer to the

above question is that the German people had earned

what they possessed by the sweat of their brows, by

industry, thrift, learning, self-discipline and frugal-

ity, and that it was a combination of these qualities

which also produced that unexampled efficiency admired by all the world. These people have their
faults, of course, like everybody else, but their great
achievements were due to special merits, whatever

their demerits might be. An American might be
tempted to ask whether the civic virtues, just mentioned, were possibly the fruits of laws. The answer
would be a good-natured German laugh, because

Germans do mot believe that people can be made
good by law and they have no such laws. Whatever

virtuesthey possess are the sole fruits of wholesome
discipline and proper education in homeand school.

The growing savings of the people were made
possible, too, by a simple, well-regulated life, the

frugalityofthewomenandthehopethatthrift
would hasten the day of relief from the daily grind.
But what caused the marvelous growth of industry
and commerce? Well, nothing could stop it after
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-‘the nation of poets and thinkers’ had once turned
its mind to" industrialism, which, by the way, had
received its first impetus through Bismarck’s protective policy. Another most important factor was
the steady co-operation of both the sciences and the
government with industry and business. The export
trade grew by leaps and bounds because its agents
were bright young Germans who could converse with

foreign customers in their own language, and also
because the exporters offered goods which conformed to the taste of the customers rather than
their own. It was a combination of all these factors

which bestowed upon the country the blessings of a

most exceptional prosperity.

What a contrast with the conditions which it was

my mission to describe! From the high pinnacle of

opulence Germany had fallen into the slough of

abject poverty. The little the war had left was swept

away by the inflation, which depreciated a billion

marks to the value of one mark. All savings accounts

and bank deposits, all insurance monies, all charity

funds wiped out, and the savings of a life time not
enough to buy a box of matches! And this disaster,
unparalleled in the annals of mankind, befell the un-

fortunate nation after they had been nearly starved

to death by means of a blockade cruelly continued

foreight months after the defenders of the country

had laid down their arms. With the loss of all the
country’s colonies, its shipping and most of its ex-

port trade, with a bankrupt treasury and a people

reduced to beggary, the new rulers looked desperation in the face. Verily, if it had been the intention

of the conquerors utterly to destroy Germany, they

hardly could have made a more thorough job of if.

Versailles certainly left nothing undone to drive the

suffering people either into the lunatic asylum or

into the arms of Russian Bolshevism. That neither

of these contingencies happened was due solely to

the moral and mental fiber ofa. people inured..to
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hardship and privation by inheritance and thus

proof against the severest trials. It may well be
doubted whether a more pampered nation could have

mustered sufficient buoyancy to outlive the ordeal.
While Germany was spared the fate of Carthage
which Clemenceau, the modern Cato, had decreed
for her, she was certainly at the end of her rope.
And the rapid rise which we hear so much about
was not nearly as real as some optimistic observers

would make us believe, for they merely judged from

outward appearances and mistook the will and spirit
of the people for actual betterment. As a matter of

fact, the constant bloodletting on account of excessive reparations, tax burdens of almost incredible

proportions and continued unfavorable trade balances were dead weights which hampered the eagle’s
flight. Reparations! When the Dawes plan went into
effect Germany ’s payments to the Allies had already

exceeded tenfold the one billion dollars which France
paid her at the end of the war of 1870-71. Yet she
was to continue to pay an annual tribute in excess

of two billion marks for an indefinite time.* In other

words, her people were doomed to be the conquerors’
drudges for generations to come, paying—to use a
home simile—the cost of two Panama Canals every
year.

And where was the money to come from?

From exports! Yes, exports which nobody wants to

buy and the Germans could not even sell, for they
are confronted by high tariff walls on the one hand

and by their inability to compete with rival countries on the other, owing to the onerous taxation and

consequent high cost of production in their own
country. Can one imagine the madness of it all?
Indeed, it would be to laugh, if it were not so sad a
reminder that our much boasted civilization still
permits might to be right and the cannon to overshadow both reason and equity.

*The Young plan reduces the annual tribute but slightly and
provides payments for fifty-seven years.
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Despite his resolute will to live the German
patient, a mere shadow of his former self, would
have died of anaemia, if Uncle Sam had not played

the good Samaritan. So IT was told in

ao

quarters.” It was American capital which, after the

inflation had wiped out the German circulating
medium, kept the wheels of industry going, and it
was the proceeds of American loans which enabled
the government to fulfill its obligations under the
Dawes plan, in fact, all the money paid for indemni-

fies and reparations was borrowed money. So while
it is true that in the war America administered the
coup de grdce to a falling enemy, it is also true that
when peace was declared she was the first to help

put him on his feet again. Of course, this borrowing
cannot go on forever. A good part of German property being already owned abroad, and the balance
of the country’s assets, including the national railroad system, having been pledged previously as
security, some day the appeals for additional loans
will fall upon deaf ears. And then? How the Berlin

Government will then be able to pay over five hundred million dollars in annual reparations plus the
interest on its growing indebtedness is in the laps
of the gods. My own opinion is that the burden is
too great for any country to carry. It is claimed
that, because Germany now has no army and navy

to speak of, she will save enough on this account

alone to equal hér obligations, but that, according
to figures in my possession, is"a mistaken idea, be-

cause the annual expenditures on account of dead,
crippled and diseased war veteransactually exceeds

the cost of the old military machine. It is a dark
picture brightened only by the indomitable will of
the people to work, and work hard. But what good

would even increased production do in the face of

the fact that the foreign

markets are shut .off. by

tariffwalls and the homemarketis restricted by
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both the loss of territory and lessened purchasing

power?

It is but the logic of this situation that the masses

of the people should live on short commons. Crowded
cafés and restaurants and many amusements in public, but much want and distress between the four
walls! Indeed, on lifting the lid one finds that the

standard of living of the people is amazingly low,

lowerthan in most Western countries and much
lower than in the United States. The same is true

of wages, and but for that fact there would probably be but little export trade for the reason that the

taxes(twenty-six different kinds) increase the cost
of production to such an extent that sales abroad

are made possible only by low wages.
One evening during the last week in October I
again found myself in the library of the White
House, where the President had conducted me after
a family dinner with him and Mrs. Coolidge. At his
request, I proceeded to relate my impressions of the
German situation—to which he listened with close
attention. From his questions I inferred that he was
fairly familiar with the subject, yet there seemed to
be much that was new to him. To make sure that

the officials of the State and Treasury Departments
should also be enlightened, I followed up my verbal

account with the submission of a written report,

backed by figures and much more in detail than I

have given in the foregoing chapters. The President
did me the honor to say that he would first read it

himself and then refer it to the Departments.

In the course of the conversation I ventured the

remark that Germany had been much maligned and
wronged by a hostile propaganda which had con-

veyed an altogether false impression to the Ameri-

can people of that country and its high civilization.

T also pointed out the fact that, although the Germans knew they owed their final defeat to America,

they were showing little or no resentment of Ameri-
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cans; indeed, the visitor could merely read the bewildered question from their lips: ‘‘How could you
do it?’’ a question evidently prompted by the realization of their own ever friendly feeling toward the
people of the United States. In answer to the President’s remark that he had heard our people were

very well treated by their former enemies, I referred
to a statement just then made by our Berlin Ambassador, Dr. Schurman, to the effect that in no
country in Europe were Americans accorded a more

cordial welcome than in Germany. Every American
visitor, I added, had received the same impression.
They were made to feel at home and everywhere
were shown gratitude, especially for the financial
aid which the United States was extending to Germany in the hour of her sorest need.

I left the White House that night thoroughly
convinced that President Coolidge would, as far as
lay in his power, continue to aid staggering Germiny, in the first place from a sense of justice and
secondly because it clearly was and is in the interest
of America to keep a customer on his feet who buys
more than five hundred million dollars’ worth of
American exports every year. So I had every reason to feel satisfied with the result of my mission.
But there were some other thoughts which at the

moment crossed my mind. I could not help giving
myself to earnest musing on the way I had been

honored. The erstwhile immigrant boy, invited
three times to Coolidge family dinners and then
closeted with the President of the United States to
talk over world affairs, surely had good reason so
to feel, especially when the latter gives over the
whole evening to him, while ordinarily five or ten
minutes of the President’s time are considered a

favor by anybody.

But right here let me stick a pin in the balloon

of my deceit. In the first place Mr. Coolidge wished
to inform himself as to a situation which, owing to
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lingering prejudices, had not been clearly presented
to him. In other words, he wanted to know the ab-

solute truth about German conditions, a curiosity
which, of course, does him great credit. However,

there was another reason, I believe, which prompted
his treatment of my humble self with such distinetion.

He never said a word about it, but I am cer-

tain he intended it as a complimenttotheGerman-

American element, a friendly gesture by which he

desired to convey the idea that, as far as the government was concerned, the animosities of the war

were forgotten and that citizens of German affilia-

tion should, in the affection of Uncle Sam, again
be the equals of all other citizens. But as no announcement of the courtesies shown me emanated

from the White House, I did not feel privileged, at
least at the time, to take the public into my confidence.
It may be fitting here to mention the fact—surely
not as a boast, but as a curiosity—that on three

widely different occasions I was called upon to represent or act for the President of the United States,
not one, but three different Presidents. The first
time it happened under Mr. Roosevelt. A St. Louis
constituent of mine by the name of Fueller had asked
him to act as godfather for the tenth child, a baby

boy, and the President had accepted. Of course, he
could not well leave Washington merely to attend
a christening, so he asked me to stand up for him,
which I did gleefully and, I trust, with a dignity
worthy of the real sponsor. On the second occasion it was President Taft whom I had to repre-

sent. The State Department had ordered visiting
cards for me with the engraved words: ‘Special Representative of the President of the United States,’
and in this capacity I proceeded to Berlin to present
to Emperor William the monument of Baron von

Steuben, a ceremony more fully described elsewhere.
The third time I investigated German conditions
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in behalf of President Coolidge, in this instance as
a private citizen, while on the two former occasions
I had still been a Representative in Congress.

XXVIII
FOR PEACE
In eternity ““our life is but the twinkle of a star,”
says the poet. Yet the reader who has followed me
through all the vicissitudes of three score years and

five will, nevertheless, pronounce it a long story.
Well, we are approaching the end, but to conclude
it, a crowning event must needs be recorded. It
took the form of a personal tribute whose favorable
omen will follow me as cheering memories to the

end of my days. On the occasion of the seventieth

anniversary of my birth, November 2, 1925, apublic
dinner was tendered me at St. Louis which was at-

tended by more than five hundred of my friends
and fellow-citizens, including many of the highest

officials of city, state and nation. What was said
in the speeches and the many messages from Washington and other cities is not for me to repeat, but
certain it is that if all the bouquets thrown at me
had been brickbats I should not have lived to tell
the tale. It may be true that republics are ungrateful, as the old saying has it, but my own experience
has taught me that, as a rule, the people are not.
On the contrary, every public man who endeavors
to serve his fellowmen faithfully and puts their interests above his own, can always be.sure of their
hearty appreciation. And after all, no reward is
sweeter, no honor or prize greater than the good
will of one’s neighbors and friends.
Alas, the curtain is not yet to fall. Certain cues
whose summons I have never been able to resist
called me once more to the stage. These are World

Peace and Prohibition, my faithful pals for half&amp;
-"
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century. At last they have become the two leading

issues of the day. A little common sense could
easily settle both of them, so one could justly say:
‘“What fools these mortals be!’’ However, it is
the knaves that will not let the mortals solve the riddles: profiteers—many of them-—in one case and

hypocrites in the other.
The last three conferences of the world’s par-

liamentarians “were held in Paris (1927), Berlin

(1928) and Geneva (1929), respectively. I attended
all three of them fo urge again and again the adop-

tion of "a general,all-embracing arbitration treaty

as an indispensable supplement of the Kellogg Pact.
As drafted by the writer, this model of a treaty
supplies, as already explained elsewhere in these
pages, all the necessary legal machinery for the
pacific settlement of every possible controversy. In
Paris it so happened that I had to speak immediately after Poincaré had delivered his speech of
welcome.

‘‘In

order

to

secure

more

durable

peace,’”’ I said in the course of my address, ‘‘it is
also necessary to remove causes of friction, one of

the most irritating of which is the question of responsibility for the world war.’”” Amid breathless
silence I went on to say that the war guilt could be

officially established by a jury of neutrals to whom
all the belligerent governments should submit their
secret archives, and there was no organization in

existence which was better fitted for such an in-

vestigation than the Interparliamentary Union.

I

knew it was rank heresy to advance such a proposition in such a place (chamber of the French Sen-

ate), especially because of all the governments that
of France alone had so far declined to open its

archives, but the conviction of serving a good cause
gave me the necessary confidence and courage.

The

French deputy Jouvenel, one of Poincaré’s henchmen, answered that to impose such a task on ‘‘our

Union’? was rendering it a poor service, but his
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opposition merely tended to strengthen the general

impression that the French government had something to conceal.

.

““We must handit to them,’’ remarked Congress-

man McSwain to me in referring to the Germans

and the perfect arrangements they had made for the
Berlin Conference. Indeed, it was quite a contrast
as compared with the Paris meeting of the year
before when the delegates were left more or less
to shift for themselves. In the German capital, on

the contrary, everything down to the smallest detail
had been thought of to make the visitors feel at
home and contribute to their information, comfort
and pleasure. The world’s lawmakers had met in
more than a dozen capitals before, but the Berlin
meeting, by common consent, was voted the best pre-

pared and most ably managed of all. And it was
interesting to see how French, English and American statesmen basked in the sunshine of German
hospitality. It was their first visit to the ‘‘enemy
country’’ after the war, and they made frantic ef-

forts, strongly assisted by the host’s courtesies, to
forget. Considering time, location and ecircumstances, the hobnobbing of former enemies at great
receptions and dinners may truly be said to have
been the most significant feature of the conference
and in its way was probably more beneficial to the

cause which had brought the delegates together than
any formal peace resolutions could have been.

From the Berlin conference, let it be said, the

foreign “delegates came “away firmly convinced of

twothings: firstly,that the Republichadcometo
stay, and secondly,thatGermanpeacesentimentis
genuine. Besides, the country is disarmed, has a
“standing army’’ not larger than ‘a respectable
police force and the munition industry, that arch-

enemy of peace in all countries, is no longer in
existence. No more sincere and convincing sentiments in favor of a peaceful world were ever uttered
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than came from the lips of Chancellor Miiller, President Loebe of the Reichstag and the presiding officer

of the conference, Professor Walther Schuecking.
The parliamentary meeting at Geneva in the fol-

lowing year (1929) was less spectacular than the
Paris and Berlin gatherings, but devoted to earnest
work.

As on most occasions since the war, the

large attendance showed that the organization, a
prototype for a real world parliament, was again
on solid ground, and this gratifying fact was conceded to be largely due to the indefatigable efforts
of the Secretary-General, Dr. Christian L. Lange
of Norway.

There were discussions on immigra-

tion, the right of racial minorities, international

trusts, arbitration, etc. A report was made by Senator Stefani of Italy on the model arbitration

treaty, submitted by the writer, to the effect that
an extra treaty was unnecessary because a machinery

for peaceable settlements of disputes had already

been set up with the League of Nations and the
World Court. My objection to this argument was
that neither the United States nor Russia could

avail themselves of the League’s machinery, as they
wére not members of the League. Hence a separate
treaty under a Court recognized by those countries,

to wit: The Hague Court, was anabsolute necessity.

A majority of the members sided with me, and the
treaty, after a whole day’s discussion, was referred
to a special committee for further consideration.
It is quite obvious that nothing short of a general
covenant by which the nations will pledge themselves to arbitrate their differences will enable them
to live up to their ‘no war’’ vows.

By the way, I do not believe it is generally known
that our Congress has at last been prevailed upon
to pay the traveling expenses of the American delegates to these conferences.

To some this may seem

a'trivial matter, but in fact it is of the greatest
moment ethically as well as politically.

For years
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past it was the Carnegie Foundation which footed

the bills. The regular Congressional appropriations

for the above named purpose are hailed with delight

by all independent friends of peace, because they
involve an official recognition of the Interparliamen-

tary
Union and of America’s participation in its
work.
In leaving the theme to which so much space has
been devoted in these pages I cannot suppress a

final observation touching those who in our country
have rallied to the banners of peace. This army—
to borrow a word from the lexicon of war—is obvi-

ously composed of two different kinds of soldiers:

the honest enthusiasts who love peace for peace’s
sake and have enlisted in the ‘‘war to end war”
from pure altruistic motives and to rid the human
family of its worst scourge; and those who are
driven to espouse the cause from fear, viz: the mor-

tal fear of a possible clash between the United
States and England. These strive to forestall and

prevent any such calamity by advocating iron-

clad peace covenants, a reduction of naval arma-

ments, ete, and by persistently parading the consanguinity of the two nations. With this class,

therefore, it is love of the old Motherland rather
than love of peace as such which inspires them, a

fact which they plainly evidenced by the alacrity

with which they deserted the cause when war with
Germany was in the air. Peace lost its charm the
minute a war partnership with England was in

sight, and the Carnegie Foundation went over bag
and baggage at a time when a combined effort of all

the peace forces might have kept us out of the fray.

One can sympathize with the eagerness of AngloSaxons to prevent war with their ancestral coun-

try—and Americans of German extraction particu-

larly do so from bitter experience—but when any of
the former pose as champions of all-around peace,
is it not their duty to oppose war not only with one
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country but with all countries? Failing in this, they

naturally expose themselves to the charge of insin-

cerity.

This train of thought brings back to my mind a
beautiful little ceremony which took place in front

of the Capitol at Washington in the fallof1913.
At a suggestion of friends and in the presence of

a large gathering of Congressmen, officials and representatives of peace societies, I planted a peace
tree on ome of the lanes leading through Capitol
Park. In the course of the ceremony one of the
Speakers was kind enough to suggest that the tree

was to be a memento of the writer’s ‘‘untiring ef-

forts in behalf of international good will.”’ Strange
to say, when in the following year war broke out

in Europe the young sapling began to wither and
finally died, a phenomenon which superstitious souls

were quick to explain on the score of the war. My
own theory, on the other hand, was that it was simply an omen of the futility of my humble efforts

for peace. A Congressional colleague, however, advanced still another explanation. ‘Why,’ he said,
““there were too many present at that ceremony

who simply render lip service to the cause of peace
and way down deep don’t believe in it. The withering of the tree was nature’s protest against insincerity.” These words always remind me of those
sham pacifists whose love of peace extends as far
as England and stops short of every other country.

XXVIII

AGAINST PROHIBITION

With the approach of the presidential campaign

of 1928 there loomed a threatening “cloud on’ the

political horizon overshadowing all other issues and

greatly frightening the professional politicians of
both parties: Prohibition. Each of the two big par-

ties being half wetand half dry, this issue;ofcourse,
was liable to wreck them both by causing an entirely

new political alignment of voters.

Therefore, both

the Republican and Democratic party bosses tried
frantically to sidestep the troublesome question as
they had done many times beforein state as well

as national conventions. Indeed, they would have
succeeded in doing it even this time if it had not been
for the bold action of Governor Smith, the Democratic candidate, who, to the consternation of the
convention which had just nominated him, courageously cast the firebrand of prohibition in the arena

by openly declaring for reasonable modification. I

say courageously, Se

his action was not only

a deliberate affront to the dry South, but, the con-

vention being still in session, might have cost him
the nomination besides.

And how about the Republicans? Alas! they had

already capitulated to the enemies of personal liberty. When their convention met at Kansas City,

the party stood at the crossroads, one way leading
into the liberal camp, the other into that of the

Anti-Saloon League. Forgetful of the party’s liberal traditions and faithless to the German-Amer-

ican“element which. from the..time of the Civil
War had been the very backbone..oftheparty,the
499
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leaders deliberately went into partnership with the
forces of prohibition and reaction. This coldblooded betrayal practically turned the party of
Lincoln and Roosevelt—all eye-rolling denials to

the contrary notwithstanding—into the prohibition

party of the country, and as the unholy alliance
won out, it signified an unlimited perpetuation of
all the intolerable conditions under which the people
now chafe and suffer. And responsible for this
unfortunate situation are in the first place the moral
weaklings who, though the party went back on its

convictions, stuck to it, nevertheless, and further-

more those bigots of both parties who voted against
Smith merely because he was a Catholic.

Under the stress of this situation I conceived it to
be my moral duty to speak out in the open. I would
rather risk the loss of political friends and submit
to the denunciation of those who for selfish reasons

put party success above principle than be guilty
of moral cowardice. Hence I published a statement

in the newspapers giving my Teasons why as a lifelong Republican I had determined to support Governor Stith, hot the Democrat, but the man who in
that erisis was the standard bearer of the liberal

forces of the country and the champion of principles
and policies in which I believed. I held then and
hold now that no more progress, political, social or

economic, is possible in the United States until we
shake off the incubus of prohibition and put it out
of the way for good, and until we elect men to office
who will help us do so.

“Oh,” they said during the campaign, ‘‘Smith

could do nothing even if elected!’ But couldn’t
he? Ii is true that even a President who believes

in the liberty of the Fathers and despises coercion
and reactionary laws would be bound by his oath of

office to enforce all laws as he finds them, but there
is nothing in this pledge to deter him from counseling their modification or repeal, if he honestly
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believes them to be obnoxious to the people and
harmful to the country. Instead of appointing a
commission to find out how the people can best be
browbeaten and coerced, a President of the caliber

just described would in ringing messages lay the
whole wretched situation before the country and,
pointing out the imperative necessity of a change,
appeal directly to the people for their aid. The

Congress, being urged by the Anti-Saloon League,

would probably stand this sort of backfire for a
while, but ten to one .it would not be long before
the fortress of the drys would hoist the white flag
and the Capitol would capitulate to the White House.
It is said that the people never learn except by

actual experience.

This has again proved true in

the case of prohibition. Now they know the whole

appalling story of lawlessness, corruption and crime
and realize, it is hoped,towhatalowlevelthe
country has sunk and how necessary it is, for law’s
sake alone and to restore its dignity and authority,
to throw prohibition overboard. Let us look the
facts in the face: It is a truism that no law can be

enforced without the codperation of the citizens.

It is also true that there is an utter lack of such
cooperation.

What are the reasons?

|

Well, the experience of mankind as well as our
own has taught us the lesson that sumptuary laws

designed to control private morals and personal

conduct never have been obeyed. Such laws are in
conflict with man’s conscience, or his concepts of

right and wrong, furthermore, with his right of selfdetermination, or what is called personal liberty,

and lastly with human nature itself. Every attempt,

therefore, to declare illegal what in fact involves
no moral turpitude and does not infringetherights
of our fellow-men is doomed to failure because there

will always be those who,asfreemen,areunwilling

to yield any partoftheirinalienable-rightsforany

purpose, be it ever so good.

Slavery was undoubt-
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edly a good thing for the South. It had behind it
all the law and authority which prohibition enjoys
today. Yet it had to go because in the opinion of
many and in truth it was incompatible with demo-

cratic institutions. So is prohibition. Moreover,
its opponents (counting those who obey the law unwillingly and want it changed with the greater number of those who refuse to obey it) are not only
more numerous than the original enemies of slavery,
but beyond a doubt constitute an actual majority
of our citizenry.
Now, if this be a fact—and it will not be difficult
to establish it as such—then no further proof of

the futility of prohibition is necessary. What then?
More coercion and force? This would be useless
as well as foolish. When man’s stubborn mind once

conceives the idea of being within his rights, even
whipping post, rack and stake would not avail

against his exercising them by pandering to what

he regards as his innocent habits.

And as it is an

unthinkable absurdity to force matters by putting
one-half of our adult population behind prison bars,
there is but one alternative left: mitigation!

Every law, besides expressing equity and right

and being humane in its operation, should spring

from custom and be founded upon justice. Prohibition meets neither of these requirements. It

attempts to enforce teetotalism, while the majority
favor temperance. It proscribes the use, while only
the abuse should be opposed. Any law, to make it
capable of enforcement, must be brought within the
purview of the popular will, and as this is an im-

possibility in the case in point, therefore, prohibition must go. The Eighteenth Amendment should
be repealed. As a result of this action exclusive

jurisdiction as to liquor legislation would automatically revert to the several states where it properly

belongs, and the Legislature of every state, guided
by recent experiences with national prohibition,
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could then regulate the question as it sees fit. As
a proper limitation of the power to regulate the

traffic it might be provided that state-wide .prohibition shall not be imposed except as the result of a
popular vote.

“A more definite plan embodying these ideas would
comprise the following postulates:
_ 1. Repeal the 18th Amendment, thus taking the na-

tional government completely out of the liquor business

and putting the traffic back where the Fathers put it,
namely, within the jurisdiction of the several states. The

prohibition améndment is; in fact,apoliceregulation and

as such, according-to the American scheme of government, does not belonginany constitution, federal or state.

2. RepealtheVolsteadActandallothernationallaws
relating to the liquor business, and let the state legislatures regulate and tax the production, distribution and

consumption “of malt and spirituous liquors, with the
proviso that drinking shall be permitted only in restaurants or other legally designated places other than the
old-time saloons. In other words drinks shall not be pub-

licly served except in connection.withmeals.

3. The power of the states to regulate the traffic nat-

urally includes the power to prohibit it. Nostatelegis-

lature, however, shall impose state-wide.prohibitionexcept
as the resulfofavoteofthepeople.

4. The revenues to be derived from the production, sale

and consumption of malt and spirituous liquors under a
new license system to be adopted by the legislatures, shall

go into the state treasury, with the exception_ofthe

moneys collected from imported liquors, these moneys to

go into the nationaltreasury in accordance with existing
national law.

5. Teach temperance in home, schoolandchurch.An

English Bishop once said he would rather see England
free than sober. Let us be both free and sober.

As law

cannot make a man sober any more than it can make him

honest, let us fall back upon the approved method em-

ployed before the general advance toward temperance was

interrupted by the experiment of prohibition, namely,
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moral sussion and good example, the only method to
achieve results known to the wisdom of the ages.

It is most remarkable how superficially the now

paramount question of prohibition has been treated

by both friends and opponents, and still more re-

markable how a whole nation of sensible men and

women could have been bamboozled by false prophets. The method of the drys to cure drunkenness

by forbidding drink is like curing toothache by cutting off the head, or abolishing poverty by simply
killing the poor.

In order to cure one toper they

deprive ninety-nine sober men of their liberty, and
to hit drunkenness they proscribe the whole gamut
of innocent pleasures of which the social cup was

the century-old concomitant. They do not realize
that intoxication may often be caused by misfortune and despair or may be a disease calling for
hospital treatment; nor do they seem to know that

society is already amply protected by law against

damage done by persons whom excessive indulgence

has deprived of reason. The churchman, too, who
engages in the crusade of ‘‘nobly experimenting’
with the body politic and from the pulpit reaches
out for the cop’s cudgel seems entirely oblivious of
the fact that by so doing he belittles and humiliates
the church inasmuch as it is an unwarranted con-

fession that religious teaching is powerless as a
means of improving human habits.
The opponents of prohibition, on the other hand,
for some reason or other, were either abashed or

confused—at any rate they failed to avail them.
selves of their best ammunition. From the very
beginning it should have been made clear to the

people that, irrespective of its possible good or bad
effects, prohibition was wrong in principle because

a naturalhuman-right-cannotbemadethesubject
of a vote. Such a right is inalienable and eternal.

‘While in fact majorities rule, they cannot touch
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a God-given right, unless a democracy is turned into

a despotic form of government. Hence the Eighteenth Amendment and the laws passed in pursuance
of itplainly involve a usurpation of power by a

majority wholly inconsistent with American institutions. It may be argued that the people in their
majesty can yield any right they see fit to yield for

the good of society—an absurd supposition, of

course, but true, nevertheless. However—and this
is the vital point—the surrender can be made only

by the sovereign people themselves and not by their
agents, the state legislatures, and why?! Simply be-

cause the Eighteenth Amendment involves not
merely an ordinary change, i.e., one within the sense
and meaning of the bill of rights, but rather an
abridgment and violation of the constitutional guaranties. For the same reason it is plainly revolutionary, too. To embody an unconstitutional pro-

vision in the Constitution is like injecting poison
into the blood. As this applies equally to the federal
as wellasstateConstitutions,Idoubtwhetherthe
people of so many states would have adopted con-

stitutional prohibition, if these facts had been

brought home to them. They would have realized

that there is considerably more at stake than merely

the question of liquor.
“Ol, but we do not prohibit the act of drinking,’
say the drys. ‘“We merely stop the manufacture
and sale of drinks.’”

True, but a sufficient answer

to them is that, pursuant to a well-recognized rule
of ethics, nobody should attempt to do by indirection
what cannot legally be accomplished directly. A
direct provision forbidding the consumption of
liquids would have to be declared unconstitutional
by every court, no matter how dry. Enactments to

achieve the same result in a roundabout way should

also have met with judicial vetoes for the reason

just stated. Why they did not and, on the contrary,
safely ran the gauntlet of high state tribunals and
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the Supreme Court of the United States is one of
those riddles which ought to cause citizens to put
their thinking caps on.
Another aspect of the case has not been stressed

sufficiently by the wets. Being passed over in silence
by the press, too, our people have not come to a full

realizationof it. I refer to the domination of the
church in affairs of the state. History is replete

with warnings of what such a condition will lead to,
and there are thousands who, while indifferent perhaps as to prohibition, would most strenuously object to a worldly rule by gentlemen of the cloth.

Yes, in utter disregard of the Biblical injunction:

“Render unto Caesar the things which are Cae-

sar’s,’”’ the Methodists and Baptists, with prohibi-

tion as their instrument of authority,are surely lord-

ing it over us. These churches have organized themselves into a political party which today controls the
nation. As compared with it the alleged Catholic
menace whichtheydecriedintheSmithcampaign
was mere child’s play. It has come to such a pass

that in the rural districts of our country but few

candidates for Congress can be elected against the
opposition of that sinister power, and nearly every
candidate is elected, no matter what his moral or

mental equipment, who receives its stamp of approval. ‘Stand up for prohibition,” they are told,
“and we do not care who you are or what else you
do or believe!’’
Never before in our history has such a con-

dition existed, and to say that it is a menace

to our free institutions is putting it mildly.
Who will guarantee us that the Bishops who
wield this tremendous power will not exercise
it in many directions other than the drink question?

May they not, like other mortals, be greedy for

worldly goods and make common cause with the

power trust and other great combinations of capital?

A partnershipofthroneandpulpit is, as I said
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before, not a new. thing in history, but we have yet
to learn of an instance in which it redounded to the

benefit of the plain people. Indeed, it was this ex-

perience which induced the Founders of the Republic
wisely to provide for a completeseparation of church
and state, a provision, by the way, which is most
flagrantly violated by this modern alliance.

The facts just related throw a flood of light on

the background of prohibition. One would suppose

that the experience of the last ten years should

have convinced every thinking man and woman not

only of the inefficacy, but also of the harmfulness

and downright viciousness of prohibition:ourpri-

vate homes turned intobreweriesanddistilleries}

hundreds of thousands, many of them boys and gitls,

who had never indulged before, now finding it
“‘smart’’ to do so; other hundreds of thousands,

formerly content with milder beverages, now ad-

dicted to strong drink; the nation’s health undermined by rotgut, and thousands paying with their
eyesights and even lives for the ‘‘noble experi-

ment,’ not to speak of those who have been murdered in the course of this new ‘‘civil war.” And

think of the moral damage: the general demoraliza-

tion resultingfromtheuniversalviolationoflaw
and manifesting itself in a carnival of erime unparalleledinourhistory!Ofcourse,nobodyexpects the honest fanatic to see these things, for he
is blind to all realities and his mind is impervious
to reason. The rank and file of the dry army, on

the other hand, mostly dupes of the clerical generals, do not dare to see, even if their eyes have been

opened. But how about the generals themselves?
Well, they are much too intelligent not to realize

the utter failure of their panacea, but are bound

stubbornly to maintain their uncompromising posi-

tion because with them it is not a question of tem-

perance, but of political power.
Nearly everywhere in the world the church
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yearns for secular power. In our neighboring Republic of Mexico it was the Catholic church, in our

own country it is the Anglican churches which for

years have striven to acquire it. Prohibition was
their means to this end, and now, that they have

reached the goal of their ambition, they will not
relinquish their places in the seats of the mighty,

even if half of the American people should land in

jail and the other half in the lunatic asylum. And

there you are! So thethreeclassesof the dry army
consist of those who cannot see, those who dare not

geeand,last but not least, of those who will not see.

Inthe interest of our beloved country let us hope

that outside of the classes just enumerated there
will be enough people left who can and will see and
make an end of the egregious humbug.

XIX
«THE LIBERAL PARTY”
What of the morrew?

It may be easy to prog-

nosticate meteorological conditions, but who can
prophesy the political weather? It is, as is all our
future, in the laps of the gods. Yet, the past is
known to cast certain reflections into the future;
hence it is generally assumed that we can judge some
of the things that are coming from what has gone

before. My own presentiments may not be reliable,
but I may say they are based at least on conclusions

wholly untainted by either self-interest or ambition.
A septuagenarian is wont to worship at the shrine
of truth and hug to kis heart the pure ideals of life,
and it is natural, too, that his long and varied experiences should lemd some weight to his judgment. So before I lax down my pen I shall venture

a few remarks aners the auguries of our political
future.
We are all agreed as to an unusual amount of
unrest in the countr= today. As a result the minds
of the people, more or less perturbed, are keenly
on the alert as to the doings in the political arena,

and everybody is watching with open eyes, not to

say bated breath, the alignment of the two great
parties with respect to the main issues of the day.
And it is particulariv the Republicans upon whom
all eyes are focused because as the dominant party

they are responsible for all actions, ‘executive as

well as legislative. Be it said right here that, in
putting their ears to the ground, the membersof
that party

can hea~ a great deal of serious fault-

finding. What hav= they done, say the critics, to
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free the people from thefettersofprohibition?
Afiddespitethé¢amaginglobbyrevelations,have
not the “Regulzrs” given full sway to the greed

of the big marcfzeturing corporations?

At the

same time the pectle fear a complete surrender of
the party to Wal street and the interests to the
extent that even tz= power trust will eventually have

all things its ovr way. Norhave the wails of the

farmers
become less vociferouseitherinemphasis
or volume. Irdzed, it is asserted most positively
by those who ezx tear the grass grow that the reec-

ord of the Serz:e Insurgents so far has reflected

much more nezziy the will of the people, especially
as to the tariff zzd economic questions, than that
of the old parts izzders.
This very observation, it may be remarked, seems
to point the wz3 of our political evolution. - It
means in a woré z new alignment, i.e., a third party.

However,the Bezublicans will plainly have another
chance, alast ¢zzertunity to overcome the people’s

discontent. If == will resolutely face about and,

mindful of {ze Eberalpast,dissolvetheunholy
alliance with tz=Anti-Saloon League by shaking the

fanatics off ttz’r eoat-tails, and at their next National Conver=:z will, furthermore, resolve henceforth to charmyi:z the people’s interests rather than

the profits ¢f == big corporations in the matter
of the great estzcmic questions facing the country,

then and in tz: way alone will the dominant party

beable t szve =z Life. Forin this event both the
opponents of por nition and the Progressives would
again rally i; i= banners.

Failing in this, the

party’s chars: &lt;2 eontinued supremacy or even survival will be a-==cful to say the least, considering

the temper ¢f Zz voters, whose patience under the
sway of furzZeizm has been sorely tried and is
dwindling {r= éay to day. Even an alliance of
the Tories of toch old parties, not at all unnatural,
would bsrdly ze formidable as against the rising
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tide of liberal sentiment which, as a result of a new

disappointment, would be sure to sweep resistlessly
over all barriers.

A Third Party! Or should it not more accurately
be called a second party inasmuch aslatter-day

Republicans and Democrats are as like as two peas?
Be that as it may, what should be the name and pro-

gram of the new organization? With loving zeal
the patriot will proceed to bedeck it with all that is
good and grand and noble in the vaults of our national treasures. Well, to demonstrate that freedom
is still a vital principle of our national life, the

baby should be named ‘‘The Liberal Party,’ de-

fender of time-honored American institutions and

champion of the great principles of civil liberty.

Tory foes, of course, will be quick to dub it ““red,”’

just as they decry innocent unemployed as commu-

nists; but why not turn-the tables on them and
prosecute them as foul-mouthed slanderers of our
institutions? They can surely be convicted as such

when they attack patriots who honestly strive to
wipe out bigotry and crime, establish a clean and
incorruptible government and redeem the liberty
of the Fathers.
The new organization should not be a one-track

party because there is more than one evil to cor-

rect. But as its first and foremost tenet it should

write Personal Liberty on its banners and proscribe

every form of sumptuary legislation. Its next ini-

portant plank should be Tolerance.

‘It is the

vision,’’ so I saw it once described, ‘‘that enables
one to see things from another’s viewpoint. It is

the generosity that concedes to others the right to
their own opinions and their own peculiarities. It
is the bigness that enables us to let people be happy
in their own way instead of our way.”” Surely,
nowhereintheworldis this civil virtue more essential than in the melting pot of America. In the

practice of it the new party Would courageouslydi-
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vorce the government from every form of religious

dictation, reject every law that rests on a bigoted
basis and seek the dissolution of every society which
aims to subordinate any portion of our citizenry
because of race or creed. This program naturally

spells the doom of such organizations as the Ku

KluxKlan, the Anti-Saloon League, the Lord’s Day
Alliance, ete., while on the other hand it distinctly
recognizes the right of all races and nationalities
to enjoy life and seek happiness according to their
own fashion.

In this connection let us remember

that there is an influential class whose second nature
seems to be to harass and disturb the innocent pleas-

ares of their fellow-men, who disdain happy laughter and want us to postpone all our fun until we

get to heaven. Every one of this class, by the way,
is a prohibitionist. And their ranks are swelled
by those who want us to be exactly as they are and
arrogantly assume in a self-imposed task of ‘‘ Americanization’’ that they have an exclusive patent on
Americanism. It does not seem to occur to those

good people that by their agitation they are undermining that foundation-pillar of our national temple
which sustains our political entity. For the very
moment we attempt to deprive the various nationalities of the right to live their own lives in the mat-

ter of language, custom and racial aspirations, they
will become discontented minorities of the Buropean kind with grievances which they will be sure
to carry to the ballot box. The unpleasant eventuality of dividing the nation into racial clans was

guarded against by the Fathers in wisely and generously providing that native and naturalized citizens shall be on exactly the same footing; in other

words, that we are all Americans of equal rights

and that one citizen is thepeerofeveryothercitizen.

The result is that when now people of any

particular nationality band together to stress their
individual views on certain questions they do so as
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American citizens and not as clannish minorities,
and are, of course, fully within their rights. Therefore, the motto of the new party should be: ‘No.

subordination.of..any.portion.ofour.citizenryon

account of race or creed.’’-

There is still another great task awaiting the
action and care of a political organization devoted
to national progress and public welfare. It concerns

the protection of the people’s patrimony against
exploitation by our modern Shylocks.

We have

now almost reached the point where we can say what

Zeus said to the poet who asked for his share of
the world: “Too late, there is nothing left.”” Indeed, our great national resources such as gold,

silver, copper, iron, coal and petroleum, which once

were the patrimony of all, have without exception
been turned over to private ownership to enrich
the few for all time to come. Two natural elements

have notyet been mentioned: water and air. It is

not well feasible to monopolizethedirwebreathe,
but water is already largely taxed. For irrigation

purposes, for instance, it can only be secured for
cash. However, the people still own Muscle Shoals
and other great water power stations, and it is now

a burning question whether these, too, shall be allowed to pass into private hands. For years past
the Power Trust has greedily reached out after
them, and an influential lobby, subsidized by the
trust with hundreds of thousands, has been con-

stantly at work to bully Congress and wring from
it the extremely valuable concessions. Indeed, if
it had not been for a few courageous Senators, led

by that fearless tribune of the people, Senator Norris of Nebraska, Muscle Shoals would be in the
hands of the trust today. Fortunately, it is not too
late for the Liberals of the country, organized as a

new party, to be the dragon in the path of the Shy-

locks and protect this last heritage of the people,
in order that they, insteadofsomegraspingcor-
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poration, may derive the benefit from what nature
intended for the good of all.

Nor is it difficult to define a sensible attitude

toward other great problems of the day, such as the

tariff, immigration, unemployment, ete.

First, as

to the tariff: as long as American wages are higher

than those of other countries protection will be

conceded to be a proper policy—with the proviso,
however, that duties should in no case be higher
than to equalize the difference between the wage
scales. A tariff wall higher than that, while it will
prevent the foreigner from selling to us, will also
stop his buying from us, i.e., he will confine his purchases to absolute necessities, and this will mean
“hard times’’ for America. If a scientific commission were to ascertain the wage scales of the different countries, the enactment of a fair tariff law
would be an easy job, if it were not for the inter-

ference of the bigmanufacturers and their lobbies.
They pay regular tribute to the party in power and

fill its campaign chest, and in return demand their
pound of flesh in the shape of favorable tariff rates.
The disgrace of this system, often denounced by
the press, seems finally to be dawning on the people,
as recent Senate proceedings plainly indicate. It
will be one of the tasks of a new party to wipe
it out.

Inthe matter of immigration we have been en-

gaged ToTyears in acountermarch from liberal traditions back to reactionary policies dueto a spirit

of rampant nativism and the agitation of labor. The

problem calls for a much more intelligent treatment than is accorded to it. Our lawmakers per-

gistently ignore two important facts: first, that an

immigrant
is not only a producerbutalsoa_c
sumer, and as such neutralizes the effect of his
presence on the unemployment situation; and sec-

ond, that immigration practically regulates itself,

as previous experiencehasamplydemonstrated,in
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accordance withchancesofemployment.Noques

tion but whatin a material sense our national prog-

ress has been retarded by the exclusionpolicy,&amp;o
that the people pay the freight for narrow-minded
leadership. It is entirely proper to keep out of the

country all those who are physically, morally or
mentallyunfit, but there should be no discrimination
ollaccountof race or nationality except to bar a

mass migration of Asiatics. The so-called National
Origins Act is certainly a raw discrimination, as

unjust as itis unwarranted, in favorofthe English.

The United States has grown great by virtue of
immigration, and while we still have room for a

hundred million more—even then the country will

be less densely populated than Europe—all talk of
exclusion is untimely as well as unworthy of us,

unworthy because a nation of immigrants inveigh-

ing against immigration is incriminating itself. Let

us hope that with new political alignments wiser

counsel will prevail.

Has either of the two old parties ever lifted its
hands to tackle the problem of- unemployment which
now looms so ominously on the economic horizon?

No, not even an approach to its solution has been
made, nor have the national and state labor bureaux
ventured the hint or breath of a suggestion regarding a remedy. Is not this one of society’s most

glaring sins of omission?

TUnconcernedly we have

allowed women and children, because they work
cheaper, to take the places of male laborers, and
nobody asks what is to become of the men. Can
our imagination visualize a more pathetic spectacle
than that of a man tramping the streets for days
and weeks looking for work to support himself and
family and unable to find it? As these same men
in case of war are compelled to defend the country
with their lives, it seems to me society.should.-in

turn assume the obligation of providing for them

imrcase of distress, for surely enforced idleness
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merits the care and attention of the public every
bit as much as do sickness, blindness, poverty and
old age. It is, of course, the concern of the state

legislatures and not of Congress. Poor Germany

doles out enough to her unemployed at least to

keep the wolf from the door; so does England. Can-

not America spare enough of her immense wealth
to do the same? Maybe a new liberal party, more
responsive to. social needs than the old party machines, will see it that way.

But the greatest problem of all is still to be
mentioned. It is the question of peace—including
our foreign policy. One need not be gifted with a
prophetic eye to see that the future will belong to
a party which will have the courage to free the people from the burden of war. For a whole generation
an intensive agitation has been kept up to show that
we waste our substance and impoverish the nation on

that score—all in vain. However, to quiet timid souls

an air fleet and submarines could be provided which
would afford us ample protection. But who will dare

tothrowdownthe gauntlet to the munition makers,
the shipbuilders, the profiteers, past and prospective,

who compose the war trust? Surely neither of the
old parties, for they are in cahoots with these inter-

ests—i.e., they accept their campaign contributions

and are consequently under obligations to them. A
new party, however, dauntless and unfettered, could

confidently appeal to the people.

It might be added as an explanation that infer-

national conferences to reduce armamentshave

provedFailures because the object of every par-

ticipating nation generally is to make the othersdis-

arm. Hence, if the suffering people are ever to be

relieved of what have become unbearable burdens,

some one nation must-take the lead and makeabeginning with disarmament. Its independent action

would serve notice on all the world of its determina-

tion sincerely to live up to every covenant to which
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its signature is attached. And the effect? It would
be electrifying. No government on earth, not even

that of the historical military colossus, France, could
hold out against it; in other words, the people everywhere would force their rulers into line.
It is my deliberate judgment that a realization of

the program,asoutlinedinthe foregoing chapters,

will tend to lift our beloved countrytoahigher
spiritual and cultural plane and insure its reidentification with the exalted conceptions and ideals

which
inspire every true American. Moreover, it
will enable us to follow the Golden Rule and, by
holding the happy mean between Plutocracy and the

Reign of the Mob, vouchsafe our future and the
permanency of free institutions:Andthisisthe

fruit and glory of Liberalism.

EPILOGUE
The friendly reader who has accompanied me all
the way through the labyrinth of a varied life from
the cradle to a close proximity of the grave has observed many a critical remark anent the social and
political conditions of our time. It is in all cases,
[ dare say, a benevolent criticism prompted by love
of country and a desire to induce thought and bet-

terment. Every departure from that ideal America
which is engraved upon my heart and mind I deprecated in plain language, remembering that the failure or neglect so to do would be a distinct disservice

to the country. Complaisantly to accept all condi-

tions and blindly to proclaim everything perfect

seems to me a false patriotism, for such an attitude

must necessarily obstruct progress and lead to stag-

nation and retrogression. The true patriot.is.no

doubt he who aims at a correct diagnosis of political

shortcomings and then helps to remedy them by

frank expression. Tt is this kind of criticism which
truly is the mother of progress.
The ‘realization that I have given the best of

myself to my country, always willing the good and

never the evil, tends—need I say it?—to brighten
the evening of my life and puts me in a frame of
mind so happy as to savor of the beginning of eternal bliss. In such a mood, ever conscious of the

good, you believe the whole world to be good; you

are fearless of the future and await with quiet res-

ignation the things to come. As the child snuggles
up to the mother’s bosom, you sink slumbering into
the lap of eternity and are unconsciously transported
to ‘the undiscovered country from whose bourn no

traveler returns.?’
TBE END
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